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mission); Mrs Circiai Rofuno; Mr Andies-
sen; Mrs Van den Heaoel; Mr Andiessen

8. Brdget 1984 - Stateneilt by tbe Coancil
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(Commksion); Mr Cot

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Preside*

(The sittingutas openedat 5 p.m.)

l. Res*mption of tbe session

Presidcnt. - I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament suspended on 27 luly 1984.1

2. Veification of oedentiak

President. - I have received from the Committee on
the Verification of Credendals a repon concerning the
credentials of Members which have so far been veri-
fied.

Mr Rogalla, chairman of the Committee on the Verifi-
cation of Credentials, wishes to make a brief starc-
ment.

'Mr Rogdla (Sl, Cbairman of the Committee on the
Veification of Credentiak.- (DE) Mr President, at
its meeting yesterday, my committee verified Mem-
bers'credentials, taking care to adhere rc the appro-
priate provisions of the Rules of Procedure, particu-
larly Section XVI of Annex V. The committee author-
ized me to refer, when you made the announcement,
to Article 138(3) of the EEC Treaty, which says

The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elec-
tions by direct universal suffrage in accordance
with a uniform procedure in all Member States.

This, as you know, has been done: on 10 March 1982,
Parliament adoprcd such a proposal by 138 votes to
77,with24 abstendons.

I Adoption of agenda - Membership of Parliammt: scc Min-
utes.

Annex

The second subparagraph of this same paragraph pro-
vides:

The Council shall, acting unanimously, lay down
rhe appropriate provisions, which it shall recom-
mend to Member States for adoption in accord-
ance with their respective constitutional require-
ments.

As you also know, this has not been done. At its meet-
ing yesterday, the Committee on the Verification of
Credentials, mindful of its tasks as laid down in these
provisions and anxious to see the powers of this Par-
liament given as broad a definition as is possible under
the existing legislation, expressed its regret at this fact
and authorized me rc put forward in plenary sitting, in
the h<ipe that the House would lend its fullest possible
support, the demand that the Council lay down the
provisions provided for in this second subparagraph of
Anicle 138(3) in time for the next direct elections in
1989.

Ve then proceeded to verify the credentials and, apan
from one point concerning France, found nothing out
of the way to point out, relying upon Members' state-
ments made pursuant to Anicle 6(1) of the Act. Only
one question gave rise to discussion - that concerning
the validiry of the election of Members elected in
France on the list known as 'Front d'opposition
nationale pour l'Europe des patries'. The discussion
could not, however, be pursued, because we are bound
by the Act of 20 September 1976 to accepr the elec-
toral results communicarcd by the Member States and
only to rule on any disputes referred to us pursuant to
the provisions of this Act. This the committee regret-
ted, in connecrion with what I have just quoted from
Anicle 138 of the EEC Treaty, but the committee
found itself powerless rc go further into the question
of the legality of the election of these French Mem-
bers.

It is true that Article 17 of the European Convention
on Human Rights might provide some basis for doubts
in this connection, but after some difficult discussion it
was decided not to pursue this point. However that
may be, we noted the fact that the Socialist Group had
abled a proposal to modify Rule 26 of the Rules of
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Procedure on the basis of Anicle 17 of this Conven-
tion.

Mr d' Ormesson (DR). - (FR) I wish to make a for-
mal objection against the presence at the entrance to
the Chamber of the flags of the Chilean prorcsrcrs.
Like many others, I regret what is happening in Chile.
Moreover, my group has tabled a motion on the
events both in Nicaragua and Chile, but it is inadmis-
sible that we should hold our debares under any pres-
sure whatsoever. I ask you, Mr President, to have both
the flags and the prorcsrcrs rcmoved.

President. - Your satemenr has been noted.

Mr Cryer (S). - Mr President, with regard to the
repon from the Committee on the Verification of Cre-
dentials, it would be quite wrong for this plenary
session to accept that repon as an expression of all the
views of the representatives here in this Assembly. The
notion that this Assembly should impose its wish on
the way in which the elections should be conducted
would in fact be quite wrong. It would certainly meer
very strong restistance from the United Kingdom if,
for example, it was attempted rc impose a rystem of
proponional representation. Therefore, I wish on a

point of order, Mr President, to make absolutely clear
that the attempt to slip in by the back door from the
Committee on the Verification of Credentials a notion
that there should be a common system of direct elec-
tions as though it were the universal view of the whole
of this fusembly would be qu,ite wrong.

President. - Your comments will be recorded in the
Minutes.

3. Request to waioe tbe immuniry of three Members

Presidcnt. - I have received from the competent Ger-
man authorities cwo requests to waive the immunity of
Mr Hnrlin and Mr Klockner and from the competent
Italian authorities to waive the immuniry of Mr Tor-
tora.

Pursuant to Rule 5(1) of the Rules of Procedure these
requesr have been referred to the Committee on Legal
Affairs and Citizens' fughts.

Mr Tortora (ND. - @R) Mr President, my sense of
the honour and the dignity of this Parliament and the
respect due by me to my country - a respecr which I
have always paid it - and to its magistrature compel
me to ask you to comply at once with rhe requesr con-
cerning me personally. My case, Mr President, has
caused considerable sensation and scandal in my coun-
try. lt concerns the emergenza which enables any

so-called repentant criminal to send an innocent per-
son to penal servitude by treadng him as a criminal.

Mr President, I was elected a radical deputy by half a

million Italian citizens who revolted against stupid and
barbaric la*'s. This occurred after 13 months of deten-
tion. I decided to transform my own horrible experi-
ence into a struggle to change the laws in my country,
inrc a struggle for those men and women who have
been waiting for years for the elementaqy right to be
brought to trial. This is the case of Giuliano Naria, a

dfng man, who forcight years - I repeat, eight years

- is still awaiting trial in Italy. I therefore request,
indeed I demand, that my trial should take place. I
appeal to this Parliament to grant rhe authorization
requested by the Ialian courts. I have nothing rc fear.
I have no reason to hide behind a parliamentary
immunity which would become an unthinkable privi-
lege.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am fighting and
I shall never cease ro fight to obtain for each Italian
citizen the privilege of respect for fundamental rights.

(Apphuse)

President. - Your starcment has been noted.

Mr Pearce (ED). - Mr President, I wanted to ask
you the outcome of a request which I made at the July
pan-session that the Bureau consider the way that the
proceedings were handled. You decided, Mr Presi-
dent, to put to a vorc of the plenary the Committee on
Budgets' decision on transferring cenain funds from
one line to another. You will recall that I pointed out
in July that this was a complete change of the way in
which this House is accustomed to deal with these
matrcrs. It was a change which had massive political
and economic imponance in that it provoked a major
disrurbance of public opinion in the United Kingdom
and great contestation bemreen the Member States.

I asked, Mr President, that you should refer this to the
Bureau for decision. I ask you now to tell me what was
the outcome of the Bureau's consideration of this
problem.

President. - The question was examined by the
Bureau which considered that the procedure followed
was perfectly in order.l

4. Agenda

Prcsident. - Ar its meeting of 2SJuly 1984 the
enlarged Bureau drew up rhe draft agenda which has

I Petitions - Doanments receioed - Texts of Treaties for-
uarded by tbe Council - Topical and urgent debate
(Annotncement ),' see Minutes.
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been distributed. At this morning's meeting the chair-
men of thc political troups instructed me to propose a

certain number of changes.

Tuesfuy:

- thc Council has not yet adopted the draft budget
for the Communitics for the 1985 financial year.
However, under item No 213 of the draft agenda

there will be a statcment by the Council on the
budgetary situation. This item will be dealt with as

follows: joint discussion, statetnent by the Council
on the budgetary situation, stat€ment by the Com-
mission on the same topic, Mrs Scrivene/s report.

Are there any comments?

Mr Cot (Sl, Cbairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.-
(FR) Mr President, with regard to she debate on the
failure to present a budgct inroduccd by the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council and by the Commission,
the Commiwee on Budgets requests that the deadline
for tabling motions for resolutions should be extended
by 24 hours, i.e. undl 8 p.m. tomorrow so that the
motions can be considered in the light of the situadon
which has recently arisen.

Prcsidcnt. - !7e shall come to that matter in a few
moments.

Are there any other comments?

That is agreed.

I have received from Mr Maffre-Baug6 and nine other
Members a request, under Rule 56 of the Rules of
Procedure, to include a starcment by the Commission
followed by a debate on the communication from the
Commission to the Council on the situation and pros-
pects of the wine market, rcgether with a proposal for
amending the common organization in the market in
wtne.

Before putting this request to the vote I shall call one
speaker for and one against the motion.

Mrs Dc March (COM). - (FR) Mr President, I rise
to present this motion to amend the agenda since I am
a cosignatory of the motion with Mr Emmanuel
Maffre-Baug6. In July 1982 the Council quite rightly
amended the regulation bn the wine sector by provid-
ing in panicular for guaranteed prices and market
rationalization. Experience has shown that these pro-
visions are quite insufficient and badly applied: exag-
gerated starcmenr of harvest in cenain counkies, ani-
ficial inflation of disdlladon and, in panicular, non-
respect for minimum guaranteed price. The result is
that the situation in the urine sector in r:he southern
regions is more disturbing than ever, with prices

remaining at the 1981 level. Moreover, the bad agree-

ment of 31 March has been extended.

The Commission has recently submined to the Coun-
cil a repon on tle situation and future of the Com-
muniry wine market together with proposals for
amending the existing regulations. Basically the Com-
mission is trying to make wine growers bear the re-
sponsibility for the current budgetary difficulties by
proposing a price f.reeze and the acceleration of grub-
bing up berween nov and 1985 of not less than
2lO OO0 hecares of wine grape and table grape vines.

The Commission's goal is clearly pan and parcel of
the preparations for enlargement and it aims at elimi-
nating pan of the Community vineyards to make room
for Spanish wines. I wish rc inform the House that the
wine growers of our regions who have been trying
with considerable success, as the recent growth in
table wine exports shows, to improve the qualiry of
their vineyards regard the Commission's document as

a serious slap in the face. In drawing up the proposed
reguladon which will be based on this document the
Commission, we feel, should give serious considera-
tion to the opinion of the Members of the European
Parliament and the universally negative reaction of the
wine growers and their organizations.

That is why, Mr President, 10 Members are now Pro-
posing an amendment of the agenda for this pan-
session to include the presentation of the Commission
document and a debate on it.

Mr Klcpsch (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, are we
now to inroduce a new custom into this House? It
was precisely for these purposes that we instituted
urgent procedure. If we now, as our Communist col-
leagues have just done, san asking, for the benefit of
our starcments to the press at the beginning of wery
pan-session, for the inclusion of subjects which may
be of public concern but which at all events disturb the
order of business already agreed upon by the House,
then in future everyone will be doing the same and I
fail to see how any form of order can then be main-
tainbd.

I say once more to Mrs De March: It was precisely for
this purpose that the institution of urgent procedure
was created - that is to say, the opponuniry to devotc
three whole hours on a Thursday rc the discussion of
topical matters. To be correc, therefore, you should
have raised this question when we were fixing the
order of business. I am therefore opposed to changing
the order of business now.

(Apphrse)

(Parliament rejected tbe reqaest and adopted the agenfu
as amended)t

I Speaking time: see Minutes.
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5. Dedlinefor ubling amendments

Prcsidcnt. - I would remind the House that the dead-
lines for tabling amendments are ser our in the Bulletin
except for the following items for which I propose that
the deadlines be ser as fbllows:

- motions for resolutions on rhe budgetary situa-
tion: this evening at 8 p.m. and forimendments
on the same topic: Vednesday, 12 September at
3 P.*.;

- amendmen$ ro the report by Mrs Scrivener on
measures to cover the 1984 and t9g5 budgetary
requirements: this evening at 8 p.m.;

- amendmenr ro all the items entered under urgenr
procedure (Rule 57): I7ednesdan 12 Sepreriber
at 3 p.m.

Mr Pennclla (ND. - @R) Mr President, I asked rc
speak a momenr ago when you asked if there were
objections concerning speaking time. The damage has
now been done since you have alreedy gone on to
other items. I should simply like to .*prJss reserva-
tions at the fact that the speaking dmi allocated to
non-inscribed Members is not in line wirh the criteria
in force until now.

Prcsidcnt. - Your reservations have been noted.

Mr Pcarcc (ED). - Mr President, may I again draw
your aftention to the fact that outside this Chamber
there is a demonsrration taking place in which three
people are holding a large flag which obstructs the
entrance rc the Chamber for people entering by this
door. There is a large notice in Gtrman whiih i can-
not understand. Photographs are being taken and the
right of l\,Iemberc to circulate is being obstructed. you
were asked, Mr President, rc give a ruling on this.
Either these people are MemberJof parliame-nt or they
are not. If they are nor Members of parliament, wiil
you lave rhem removed from the building? If they are
Members of Parliament, will you please e-stablish rules
for this kind of situarion? If you iermit ,t irio go on,
am I to assume that we could bring up 50 or 5OO or
5 000 demonsuators? It is time or. hai a decision on
this. Your a*ention was drawn to it about five minutes
ago. Now is the dme for a decision and for action.

(Appkrse)

Prcsi&nt. - Mr Pearce, this question was raised a lit-
tle more than five minutes ago by Mr d,Ormesson,
aftcr which I immediately gaue o.iers that the situa-
tion should be examined. The repon I have received
indicatcs that the people in question are Members of

this House. I have no authoriry to expel Members of
this Assembly. . .

( App hrs e fron t b e far I eft )

If movement is being obstructed I shall have the sirua-
tion looked-into again to detcrmine the identity of the
people involved, since I agree with Mr pearce and Mr
d'Ormesson that ve cannot tolerate persons who are
not Members of this House demonsrating here.

Mr Cryel (S). - Mr President, on a point of order I
wish to draw your attendon to the wliolly unfounded
and dramatic rerms in which this complaint was made.
Vhen I enrered this Chamber, I waj very pleased to
see a demonsradon about the death of Mr Allende in
Chile under brutal circumsrances, when the democrat-
ically-elected governmenr of rhat regime was brually
ovenhrown. To try ro suppress the iight of people to
express concern over such a series of events seems [o
me quite mistaken, and I hope you will bear in mind
the democradc rights of peopli who work and who
are Members of this Parliament and sustain them,
because it is exacdy those democratic rights that vere
so brutally crushed in Chile.

(Apph*se)

President. - Mr Cryer, let me explain my posirion. I
repear *hat I said in reply to Mr Pearce. I said that
according to the repon I had received following Mr
d'Ormesson's statement, the people in question were
Members of this House, and I immediately added that
th-ere. could .bf ry question wharsoever of expelling
Member of this House.

The matter would be different if the people in ques-
tion were non-Members of this Housewho had made
their way into the part of this building reserved to
Members. I believe that respect for the righ6 of parlia-

Tgnl"\9 requires that persons who do not belong rc
this Parliament should not be able to enter the pai of
this building reseryed for the exclusive use of Mimbers
of this House. I have, moreover, been informed that
they have all now left.

Mr Huckfteld (S). - Mr President, I think that the
remarks made by Mr Pearce are much more serious
than we have so far judged them rc be.

I have just come into rhe Chamber and I have gone
backwards and forwards, in and out of the Chariber,
over the past l0minutes, and in no wey et all have I
been obstructed. There is in facr no obstruction our-
side the doorway. \[hat we have seen is various Mem-
bers talking to other Members of this House.

If Mr Pearce is_suggesdng that in some way Members
of 9ne group do nor have the right to communicarc
with Members of anorher troup, ihen I would submit
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to you that that is a much more serious affair. And I
would cenainly hope that you would stress to Mr
Pearce, who has bien a Member of this House for
some time, that one of the fundamental principles

upon which this whole Communiry ought rc be based

- for those who sdll believe in it - is the right of
individuals rc freely communicate with one another'

Mr Le Pcn (DR). - (FR) Ladies and Sentlemen, it
seems to me that the funcdon of Parliament is to
debate in a peaceful and orderly manner conflicts of
just this kind, berween different inrcrests, individuals

or SrouPs.

Obviously this form of expression is exclusive of the

usual means of demonstradon. If the Members of our
Assembly wish rc exPress an opinion, they may do so

freely within the Asiembly, but everyone will under-

stani that by accepting external and, rc some. exrcnt

spectacular i.tnonit."iions -, even by Members of
Parliament - we risk seeing demonstrations escalate

and quite obviously parliamentary life,. not to mention

the ,isp"ct due rc oui Assembly, would only suffer'

(Apphusefrom the ight)

Mrs Castcllina (ARC). - (m Because all forms of
parliamentary liie were suppressed in Chile -on the

bccasion of the ragic event in that country 11 years

aBo, we intend by our inidative to remedy a culpable

oinission of this fusembly' I feel that this anniversarT

is sufficiently importani for the President of our
fusembly to Lp.n ih. sitting by recalling that dramadc

date. Consequindy, if we rcok this initiative ourselves,

it was only'b.""ui" it was not touched upon by the

Chair at the opening of the sining'

(Apphusefrom the left)

Mr Sherlock (ED).- I merely wish to add byway of
suDplement, Mr President, a question as to what are

your po*..t to forbid the bringing of equipment into
ihe "iii"ity 

of this Chamber' In my opinion a banner is

not part of that equipment customarily carried by a

Member of this House. I think Mr Cryer may want to

bring his hunting horn along at the next meeting, or
Mr Huckfield his euphonium.

(Larghter)

'!7e must have some rules with regard to equipment.

As for simple persuasion, I feel, as do many Members,

that this ii merely an extension of that natural princi-
ple of Bridsh democracy that miner shall spit upon

miner whenever he wishes.

(Laughte)

President. - Mr Sherlock, the powers of the Presi-

dent are not limitless, but he should be able to ensure

rhat the work of this House takes place in a peaceful

and ordedy manner.

I shall make every effort to ensure this.

Mr Schwdbe-Hoth (ARC). - (DE) Mr President,

what should be an occasion for mourning and reflec-

tion is being exploited by the right wing of th-is- House

rc throw thls Parliameni and the resistance of the Chi-
lean people inrc discredit, and this, I feel, is in

extremely bad taste' This Parliament ought to be

grateful ihat the eleventh anniversary ofthe.murder of
Sakador Allende is being observed here in this manner

after Chile has been ruled for 11 whole years by a mil-
itary dictatorship which has ruined the country's econ-

omy and reduced the greater part of the Chilean peo-

ple to miserT.

The present military regime can uphold. its rule only

by murder, torture and political Persecudon, and that,

I think, is for us the main thing. The overwhelming

majority of the Chilean people calls for a rerurn to
deioci^q; this call is iefllcted in the acdons of
Members of this House, and the atrcmPt to turn our

President into a kind of policeman to obstruct exPres-

sions of solidariry with ihe Chilean people should fill
us with shame.

This House would have done itself much more credit

if it had taken the initiative to invite the widow of Sal-

vador Allende to attend this debate as a guest of hon-

our in the visitors' gallery. That would have been a

gesture taken by the House as a whole, and I hope

Ih"t tt 
" 

actions iaken outside will be interpreted in the

same way.

(Apphusefiom tbe lefi)

Prcsident. - I should like to point out two things,

ladies and gendemen. First, during its last term of off-
ice European Parliament dealt with the situation in
Chile on many occasions and adoprcd several resolu-

tions on it; seiondly, at this pan-session a request for
urgent procedure- on which Parliament will be

re{uired-rc vote has been tabled. I feel therefore t}rat

whin Parliament wishes to deliver its opinion or its
views it can and it should do so in the normal way, i'e',
by tabling modons for resolutions and not by demon-

strations of one sort or another.

(Apphuse)

Does it really make any sense to continue indefinitely

a debate on a problem which, in fact, no longer exists

since I have beln informed that the people whose pres-

ence was referred to have left?

Mr Stacs (ARC). - (NL) Mr President, I should like

to thank Mr Le Pen for stressing the importance of
pacifist activities. Ve hope that he continues to think
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along these lines. This was indeed a completely pacifist
action. It has to do with the freedom of expression,
which is a constitutional right. It was not a demonstra-
tion, and we in no way obstructed the normal pro-
ceedings of this Parliament. I know this because I took
part myself. I can say that all those who panicipated
had the right to be there because they were Members
or staff of this Parliament. I would simply ask you to
realize what is happening in Chile on this eleventh
anniversary of the seizure of power by the junta. S7e

were drawing attention rc the importance of democ-
racy and to the democratic rights which we all defend
in a completely peaceful manner. I would describe this
not as a right but as a duty that we all have.

Mr Pannella (NI). - (FR) Mr President, I feel that
by allowing this procedural debate - and I believe
thatwhat you have decided and announced is proof of
this - you display great tolerance, in the best sense of
the word, and great sensitivity, for it is clear, Mr
President, that you have fully grasped the problem.
From now on none of us will have the right to protest
against anyone who engages in demonsrations of this
sort in our Chamber. I therefore pay tribute m the per-
fect wisdom and, I must say, the exemplary amitude
shown by our friends today.

I simply wanted m say that I am happy, for my pan,
that now, 11 years after the assassination of a man -whom even on the left, alas, we were not always unan-
imous in liking and supponing - a man of great
tolerance and opposed to all violence, this memory
perhaps inspires us to attach greater imponance to our
responsibilities.

Exactly four years ago, in Turkey, another sinister
assault on human rights was successful, when democ-
racy was wiped out . . .

(Iutenvption by Mr Romualdi)

You missed a good chance to remain silent, Romualdi,
for the nth time. But I do not hold it against you!

Prcsidcnt. - As you are aware, Mr Pannella, I always
appreciate your courtesy but, alas, we are making
what amounr to a world tour to examine all the
human rights problems. This, unfonunately, would
require a very long debarc and this is not our task
today.

For this reason I would ask you to conclude.

Mr Pa""ella (NI). - (FR) Maybe the microphone
was not working, Mr President. I was not referring to
all the urorld's ills - I was merely saying that today
just happens to be the anniversary of another great
blow to human libenies.

In conclusion, I thank you for giving my friend Romu-
aldi a chance to say something good about freedom,

so that he was able m make some amends. Perhaps he
omitted to do this ,10 years ago.

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, we should con-
cern ourselves with the question raised by Mr Romu-
aldi and Mr Pearce, whether the work of this House
has been held up or obstructed. The work of this
House has not been obstructed or delayed in the least
by the three Members who have been drawing aten-
tion, ouside this Chamber, to the anniversary of
Allende's death. The delay has come from Mr Romu-
aldi and Mr Pearce - the latter of whom, I notice,
has in the meantime left the Chamber. He no longer
seems to be interested in what is going on! Incidendy,
I would point out to the Members who have been
demonstrating that they had posted themselves before
the wrong door: they should have been, not at this
entrance here, but at the one over there.

(Applausefrom the hfi)

Mr Verbeek (ARC). - (NL) Mr President, I find it
humiliating that, while the people of Chile are exposed
to so much suffering, a few people here are obviously
upset when they have to walk a few feet further rc get
round a banner.

I would also poinr out that, although we adopt or
reject resolutions here, they have little influence on the
public or public opinion. Democratic people in sociery
consequendy ask if they can help us with the resources
they have. I therefore hope that it will be reponed in
the minutes that it was the Rainbow Group which
took this initiative, and that it did so for the people of
Chile and not for its own benefit.

Mr Glezos (S). - (GR) Mr President, I must congra-
tulate you on the sensitiviry you have shown, both in
relation to the protection of Parliament's authority
and concerning the safeguarding of democrary in
other countries. Despite this, as a Member of the
European Parliament I feel shame that there are some
colleagues who, mking advantage of the parliamentary
institution, are protesting at an expression of views
which reminded us, not of the birth of a democracy,
but of the tombstone that has closed down over parlia-
mentary life in another country on this Earth. How-
ever, quite unintendonally, those colleagues have sti-
mulated a debate that is to the advantage of parlia-
mentarianism. The voices we hear merely confirm the
will, I believe shared by us all, to consolidate the con-
viction in all the world's citizens that nobody has the
right to do away with parliamentarianism.

Mr Smith (S). - Far more imponant than the abiliry
of Members to move freely outside this Parliament is

the abiliry of working people in Chile rc move freely,
and, in particular, the ability to move from the jails
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where they are at present rotting, to a position where
they can share the good life with their families.

If this Parliament ignores the fcelings of thc oppressed
in Chile, then it will become a laughing stock in the
eyes of all libenarians the world over. It will become
totally and utterly irrelevant.

I am not surprised that rhe British Tories are opposed
to demonsrations outside this Parliamcnt, because in
my ovrl community - a mining community in south
Vales - they are doing exacdy the same thing. They
are trying to take away from miners the right to
demonstratc and protest to defend their jobs and t}eir
communities. But the people of Chile, like the miners,
have no intendon of being dcfearcd.

(Applausetrom the brt)

Presi&nt. - The debate is closed.

I thank all who took pan in it.

Before moving on to Question Time I would inform
the House that at its meeting this morning the
enlarged Bureau drew up the calendar for part-ses-
sions of European Parliament for 1985.

These proposals were disributed this morning. I
therefore propose to fix the deadline for amendments
at Vednesday, 12 Septcmber, at 3 p.m. The vote will
be taken on Thursday at 3 p.m.

5. QuestionTime

Presidcnt. - The next itcm is the first part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. 2-47 0 / 84).

'!7e begin with questions rc rhe Commission.

Question No 1, by Mr de Ferranu (H-87 /8$:

Subject: Testing and certification rade barriers

\Zould the Commission state what progress is
being made in their consultancy studies of the
existing testing and cenification rystems in each
Member State and do they envisage proposing a
Communiry-wide arrangement for mutual recog-
nition in the near future?

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. - (DE) The
problem of mutual recognition of national testing and
cenification procedures is an extremely imponant
task, on which practical work is now in full swing -work on applyrng the directive on common informa-
tion procedures in the contexr of rhe standards and
technical arrantemenr of March 1983 and the deci-

sions of the Council of Ministers of July 1984 on the
Communiq/s standardization policy.

Consequendy, the answer I give today can only be in
the nature of an interim report. The Commission is
making every effon to prepare funher argumentation
in good time for the second meeting of rhe intcrnd-
market Council to be held under the Irish presidency
in December. It will of course duly brief the Parlia-
ment in advance in the appropriatc manner. In connec-
tion with this vork the Commission had first to con-
sider the question of an intensified application of the
method of standardization and appllng the initial
priorities. The chief reason for this is the need for
debureaucratization and a trearer flexibility in thc
work of the Communiry.

A more systematic standardization would substantially
simplify the hitheno extremely complicated and for
chis reason much criticized Community legislation on
harmonization. It would enable us ro propose simpler
legislative texts. To that extent the work is going
ahead well.

The specific question on mutual recognition of
national testing and cenification proccdures posed by
the honourable gendeman was scheduled for later
consideration in our work programme. Should we suc-
ceed in applylng this common standardization proce-
dure extensively, national technical legislation could
be replaced by Community zurantements. In this way
the problem of the mutual recognition of existing
national technical legislation would be considerably
reduced. The methodological aspects of this work
need to be looked into still more closely, and in pani-
cular the question whether the work should be con-
ducted seeor by sector or whether a general harmoni-
zation proccss is possible. In this connection it should
be noted, as far as higher technolog;y is concerned,
that the Commission has already decided in favour of
a sector-by-secbr approach. The preliminary work
has already staned.

In addition to the order of prioriry assigned to these
lwo matters, there is also a budgetary problem, since
tfie necessary investigations in the area of tcsting and
cenification procedures depend on whether the bud-
getary authoriry grants the funds asked for by the
Commission under rhe 1985 budger I would point out
that the relevant ltr,m7724, for which an estimate of
1.2 m ECU has been made, was cut back by the Coun-
cil at first reading. Since this is a matter of non-com-
pulsory expenditure, the Commission seeks the active
cooperation of the House with a view to full restora-
tion of these funds.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Vce-hesident

Mr dc Ferraoti (ED). - I am grateful to the Commis-
sioner for his full reply and I must say I am grateful to
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the House now for actually getting down to the real
work of making this Communiry work, instead of
endless and irrelevant political waffle that we tend rc
get involved in from time to time. I would like to ask
the Commissioner if he is aware, first of all, that the
type of trade barrier which is so often represented by
the non-recognition of certification and testing proce-
dures is one of the most pervasive and damaging of all
the uade barriers with which we are concerned?
Secondly, is he aware that the many cenification bod-
ies that exist - there are hundreds of certification
bodies - can in fact, sdll be influenced to this day by
manufacurcrs who are rcpresentcd on their governing
bodies? Vill he be very careful when he is carrying out
these studies to recognize that manufacturers are there
and are, whether knowingly or not, influencing the
cenificadon bodies to produce trade barriers which
cost the citizens of our European Communiry very
dear indeed?

Mr Nerjcs. - (DE) I fully endorse the way in which
the honourable gentleman, Mr de Ferranti, has pre-
sented the procedures. Involvement of the various
groups concerned takes place first in the standardiza-
tion bodies and preliminary work towards an evenual
agreement with CEN and CENELEC is so well ad-
vanced that we hope at the very least that it can be

completed this year so that we may begin to apply it as

from 1. l. 1985, as planned.

It is my belief that the more successful the work of the
CEN and CENELEC delegations, the more decisive

will be their influence in removing superfluous cenifi-
cation and testinB procedures, so that the correspond-
ing obstacles to trade may be reduced. Funhermore,
should the Commission note any tardiness on the part
of the authorities, it will not hesitate to submit appro-
priate proposals.

Mr von Vogeu (PPE). - (DE) Does the Commis-
sion not agree that there is no common market in the
technologies of the future because technical legisladon
differs from country to country and as a result the
European Communiq/s competitiveness, panicularly
as far as the small and medium-sized undenakings are
concerned, is very substantially diminished? Can we
not see in this area of common standards, but also of
common patents and trade marks, an imponant instru-
ment for improving this situadon and thereby make a

vital contribution to overcoming unemployment? Is it
not the case that the process of mutual recognition of
certificates - which is being held back somewhat -could right now be a means of making quicker pro-
gress?

Mr Nerics. - (DE) There is no difference of opinion
here between the author of the question and the Com-
mission. In its informatics documentation the Com-
mission has already pointed out that in these high-
technolog;y arcas prioriry work by sector has rc be

carried out in order rc push through expedidously the
standardizadon and mutual recbgnition of proccdures.
!7e shall be able to submit appropriate - fundamen-
tally sound - proposals to harmonize cenification
procedures when we have a precise idea of the extent
of the areas covered by standardization.

Ve reckon that this will be possible before the end of
this year. A working-parcy report on the subject is

expected in October. I have already referred to the
argumentation being prepared for the Council of Min-
isters' meeting in December so that by 1 January the
ground to be covered will have been fully mapped out.
But there are also enornous difficulties oyer the
details of individual products and the conditions of
their manufacture, sale and marketing.

Prcsidcnt. - Question No 2, by Mr Simmonds (H-
88/84):

Subject: Commission funds

How much money from Commission funds has
been spent on constructing or improving slaughter-
houses which will practice ritual slaught€r -i.e. without pre-stunning?

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.- (DA) The
rules which the Communiry has concerning slaughter-
ing metlods can be found in Council Directive
No 577 of tgl+. This Directive says nothing about
ritual slaughterings which, when this Council Direc-
tive was adopted by the Member States, were consid-
ered to be a national matter, and that is still the posi-
tion. The Commission therefore has no statistics on
what slaughrcring methods are applied or what abat-
toirs have been given assistance under Directive
No 355. I cannot give the Honourable Member the
information he wants because the Commission does

not have it.

Mr Simmonds (ED).- I am grateful to the Commis-
sioner for his information, but I think that the way
that the Commission apparently washes its hands of
this issue at present will be in direct conflict with thc
views of many Members of this House who, amongst
other issues concerning animal welfare, regard the
slaughter of animals without pre-stunning as one of
the least acceptable issues before us in that field.

I do hope that the Commission will take it upon them-
selves - and I shell be urging this upon them in the
form of resolutions in the fuure - rc look funher
into this matter bccause I believe that it is of wide-
spread concern. I have probably received more letters
from my constitucnts on this subiect in the last six
months than on any other. I wonder whether the
Commissioner would give an assurance that he is pre-
pared to look into the maner to make it something of
a Community-wide issue.
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Mr Dalsager. - (DA) I personally have much sympa-
thy with the views the Honourable Member presents. I
do not remember the discussions which took place at
the time, but I do realize that rhere is a problem here,
and I am prepared to look into the ma[rer ro see
whether it can be solved by Communiry regulations in
the area concerned. Bur, as I am familiar with this
special area with all its difficuldes, I have my doubts as
rc whether that can be done. But I am prepared to
investigate the matter.

Presidcnt. - Question No 3, by Sir Peter Vanneck
(H-8e/8a):

Subject: Dumping of waste at sea

Vhat changes, if any, to the Communiq/s poliry
for radioactive wasrc managemenr are required as

a result of the study undenaken recenrly by the
members of the London Treary on Prorection of
the Sea of the dumping ar sea of low-level
radioactive waste?

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.- (DE) Vork
on the study undertaken by the International Automic
Energy Agency on the radiological effects of the
dumping of mildly radioactive vasre ar sea, referred to
by the honourable gentleman, has not yet been com-
pleted. As we informed the honourable gentleman on
23 May 1984 in answer rc a question on the subject, a
report on the study cannot be expected before Sep-
tember 1985. Consequendy the Commission, which
has no say over the continuation of the srudy itself,
cannot at this moment draw any conclusions in respect
of its position on the dumping of radioactive waste.

However, the Commission is firmly of the opinion that
a common position on [h€ dumping of waste at sea

must be a Communiry objective. It is hopeful that after
completion of the current investigations sufficient
information will be available to bring closer together
the standpoints of the Member Sates and arrive ar a
common position. The Commission will closely moni-
rcr the development of the situation ar inrernarional
level, particularly in connection with the london Con-
vention, and seek to ensure, where necessary, that
international arrangements are brought into line with
new scientific findings. A moratorium is in force until
1985. The Commission has no reason ar the momen[
to doubt that it will be adhered to.

Sir Peter Vanncck (ED). - I thank the Commission
for its answer. I do hope the Commission can assure us
that it will not be bulldozed into changing its position,
which is based on the current state of the an, by any
panicular pressure group, however smrry-eyed and
well-meaning.

Mr Naries. - (DE) The observations of the honoura-
ble gentleman are in line with the Commission's posi-

tion. As long as rhe moratorium is observed, we shall
have ample opponuniry to consider scientific findings
and reflect on their possible application.

Mr Vandcmeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) The Com-
missioner has just spoken about the Communiq/s
point of view and about appropriare regulations, and
Sir Peter Vanneck referred to pressure groups. But I
would just point out to the Commissioner that the
European Parliament has already on two occasions
pronounced itself in favour of a ban on rhe dumping
of nuclear wasrc at sea. On those occasions Parliamenr
requested by a large majoriry that the European Com-
muniry should act as a contractint parry et the London
Convention.

Does the Commission agree with the opinion which
the European Parliament has adopted rwice by a large
majority?

Mr Naries. - (DE) The Commission is aware of Par-
liament's opinions and resolutions. The problem arises
in respect of their application. The honourable gentle-
man will be aware that some Member States see things
differently and that a decision is only possible if we
can induce them to change their position on rhe basis
of solid new findings - and this is precisely the con-
cern in london.

Mr Staes (ARC). - (NL) I should like to make one
or two points. Vhat we are concerned with here is the
deliberate dumping of waste at sea and the arrange-
ments that mu$ be made to control it. But these days
cenainly we are confronted with a very special situa-
tion, the accidenal dumping of waste at sea. I do not
intcnd rc raise now the case of the Mont Louis - this
comes later on the agenda - I simply wanr ro say that
before long 250 kg of plutonium are to leave Cher-
bourg for Japan. I ask the Presidenr of Parliament rc
urte the French Government on behalf of this Parlia-
ment not to authorize this operation, in the light of the
enormous difficulties that are now being met. A fur-
ther reason for my requesr is the fact that France has
not signed the non-proliferation treary.

Prcsident. - Mr Staes, since what you said was a
sta[ement and not a question, the Commission is not
obliged to reply.

Question No 4, by Mr Normanton (H-90/84):

Subject: Europeans owning properry anywhere in
the EEC

Are there any obstacles in the way of the rights,
clearly expressed in rhe Treary of Rome, for all
citizens of the European Communiry to acquire
and own property anywhere in the EEC?
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Mr Neries, Member of tbe Commission. - (DE) In
answer to the questions raised by the honourable gen-
tleman, I would refer to the provisions of Articles 48,
52 and 59 of the EEC Treary on freedom of move-
ment and freedom to provide services. According to
these provisions, which are directly applicable in all
Member States, all citizens of the Communiry have the
right, in any other Member State in which they are
gainfully employed, under the same conditions as laid
down for its own nationals, to purchase propersy, both
for the purposes of their profession and also with a

view to acquiring a principal or subsidiary place of
residence.

In Greece acquisition of properry in the frontier
regions is subject to various restrictions. The relevant
Greek legislation is incompatible with the EEC Treary
inasmuch as it discriminates against nationals of the
other Member Sarcs. The Commission has therefore
initiated proceedings against Greece for failure to ful-
fil an obligation under the Treaty in accordance with
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty, in order to ensure

compliance with Communiry law. It is the Commis-
sion's understanding that the Greek Government
intends rc modify existing legislation and adapt it to
the requirements of Community law. The Commission
is not aware of any comparable restrictions in other
Member Starcs that might be incompatible with the
abovementioned provisions of the Treary.

Mr Normanton (ED). - I thank the Commission for
that reply. It is encouraging. But will the Commission
explain to the House why one of my constituents,
whose name and details can be given, is currently
being denied even a hearing in the coun on an issue

analogous rc that which the Commissioner has already
declared has been resolved. My constituent signed a

firm contract with the Greek owner of a derelict build-
ing in Corfu, which is not a border area, to conduct a

perfectly legitimate business there. Yet, two years

later, once that business had become prosperous, the
Greek owner unilaterally abrogated the contract in
total conravention of the internationally recognized
legislation. My constituent is being denied access to
the coun for the resoludon of this dispute. \Zill, there-
fore, the Commission undertake to investigate the case

- which I will put to him - and if it finds in favour
of my constituent, will the Commission suppon the
submission of my constituent's case to the Coun of
Justice for a clear decision?

Mr Naries. - (DE) I would be grarcful to the hon-
ourable Bentleman if he could supply us with the
material on which he bases his statement. The Com-
mission will of course thoroughly follow up any in-
fringement of the Treary and take appropriate action
if the legal situation so warrants.

Prcsident. - Question No 5, by Mr Seligman (H-
9t/84):

Subject: Free health care while travelling in the
Community using form E 111

Many people, who travel abroad regularly and
require free health care, find that the laborious
procedure of obtaining a form E 111 for each trip
is intolerable and, therefore, do not make use of
it.

Can this form be given extended validity and is it
also possible to eliminate the need for the patient
initially rc pay cash for the treatment and then
have to claim repayment?

Some holidaymakers do not have large sums of
cash with them.

Mr Richar4 Member of the Commksion. - Under the
provisions of the Communiry regulations on social
securiry for persons who move within the Community,
persons, for example holidaymakers, who are staying
temporarily in another Member State may receive

urgent medical treatment as if they were insured in
that Member State provided they are entitled to sick-
ness insurance benefim in the Member State in which
they are resident. Such proof of entitlement is pro-
vided by form E 111 which is issued on request by the
sickness insurance institution of the country of resid-
ence.

It is issued pursuant to Regulation No 1408/71 on the
application of social securiry schemes to employed
persons, m self-employed persons and to members of
their families moving within the Community. The
regulation does not stipulate any period of validity.
The procedure for the issue of form E 111 and the
period of its validiry are at the discretion of the Mem-
ber State issuing ir Vhen determining the period of
validiry, Member States tend to ake into account tfie
substandal financial implications which may ensue as

well as the status of the insurance record of the person
requiring it.

I should rcll the House that the national systems of
three of the Member States - namely Belgium,
France and Luxembourg - provide that the patient
pays initially for treatment. As Regulation No 1408/71
provides for the coordination of national social secur-
iry schemes rather than their harmonization, the Com-
mission does not see any means of enforcing a change
in rhis respect.

Mr Scligman (ED).- I am grateful to the Commis-
sioner for that answer which is quite complex. Of
course the whole procedure seems to have become

complex and therefore rather forbidding for travellers
to engage in. In facq many travellers find the system

so complex that they do not bother to use it. That is a
great piry because free medical treatment should be

one of the main selling points of membership of the
Community, panicularly with the general public. So, I
would like to know why form E I l1 is necessary at all.
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All citizens of the Community are covered by some
form of health insurance. Surely proof of identiry,
proof of cidzenship of the Community should be
enough to entitle you to medical Eeatment.

The only piece of informadon on this form E 111 is
my insurance number. That could be put on the pass-
port or identity document and chen form E 111 could
be torn up and never be used again. It seems rather
unnecessary.

Secondly, prepayment by travellers should be abol-
ished. This must be simplified. Can the Commissioner
look into that as well?

Mr Richard. - I have considerable sympathy with the
thrust of what the honourable gentleman is saying, but
I have to say two things to him.

First of all, as I said initially, this whole form E 111

and the procedures attached to it are an anempt to
coordinate 10 different national social securiry rys-
tems. They operate in different ways. Some countries
demand prepayment. In some counries of course -and this is why the form has to be the way that it is -entidement is still based upon a pe$on's affiliadon to a
national sickness insurance scheme. It just is not tnre
to say that everybody in the Community -'if they
happen to be a citizen of one of the Communiry coun-
tries - is entitled to access to national sickness benefit
schemes. That does not necessarily follow in some
Member States, as I understand the position.

Secondly, as far as pa)4nent is concerned, again we are
back ar this difficult issue which is that some Member
States demand payment before the person who is

receiving the treatment can claim back from the
national social security system the amount that they
have paid. I really have rc put it to the honourable
gendeman and the House that it would be quite
impossible for us to advocate that holidaymakers in
those countries should be treated differently from the
nadonals of the country in which they happen to be
taking their holiday.

Having given drat perhaps somewhat daunting answer
to the honourable gentleman, I can ar least say this to
him: I personally will have another look at it, but I do
so without commirmen[ and it would be wrong of me
to give him very much hope.

Mr Shcrlock (ED). - Mr Commissioner, I would
like very much, of course, to support the material you
have already given in your answer and remind the
House that so much of the difference results from the
fact that in the United Kingdom, for example, the
scheme is endrely taxation funded, whereas an actu-
arial basis of some sort is rhe essence of the other
countries' schemes almost in their entirery.

The danger, Mr Commissioner, that I u,ould like you
to take steps to correct is u*,ofold. First, therc is the
danger of people not knowing in advance the benefits;
and I feel that one of the great benefits of this Com-
muniry is the abiliry to participat€ in the health service
schemes. The second and more worrying mattcr is
coincidental, to some extent, in that again there is no
publiciry - and I would ask you to ensure that this bc
improved - about the fact that, especially where hos-
pital costs are concerned, the issue by the hospital
authority of Form E 107 allows the retrospective issu-
ing of Form E 111. People are scared stiff by hospital
bills. Could we, Mr Commissioner, not haye some
publiciry and some investigation?

tlr Riderd. - I think the honourable gentleman
makes a fair point. I can only say in answer to him that
as far as we are concerned, we try to disseminate the
necessary information as widely as we can. \[e publish
a guide - rather an excellent one, of vhich I have a
copy in front of me - and we circulate press releases
every year before the holiday season begins so as to try
to make known as widely as we can to people vho are
going abroad that this advantage is there if thcy wish
to avail themselves of il

On the general point he makes, that this is one of the
advantages of membership of the Communiry, I
entirely share his views. I will certainly see to it that his
concern, as expressed today, is brought to the att€n-
tion of the Member of the Commission specifically
responsible for information and rhe press.

Presidcnt - Question No 6, by Ms Quin (H-9a/84):

Subject: Difficulties experienced by British local
authorities in applying rc the EEC Social Fund

'!7hat is the European Commission's view of the
situation in the United Kingdom whereby cenain
local authorities are detcrred from submitting
applications to the Social Fund because the UK
government's spending'penalties' are preventing
them from being able m find the necessary 5070
matching funding?

Mr Richr4 Member of the Commission. - I have rc
say to the honourable lady rhat the Commission does
not take a view on this issue since the levels of local
authoriry spending in the United Kingdom are rhe
concern and prerogadve of the British Government.

On a personal level, however, may I say that I am
extremely concerned about a siruation where, firsdy,
there is a clear need to increase action to combat
unemployment; secondly, the willingness ro increase
action is being expressed very clearly at the level of
local authorities and by an increasing number of them;
thirdly, the Commission and the Council have strongly
recommended not only to increase raining and
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employment measures but to do so in a way which
fully associates local authorities and takes account of
local needs and conditions. Yet, local authorities are
having to trim their budgets in the most dramadc fash-
ion, leaving many authorities, as I understand the pos-
irion, unable to benefit from the Social Fund or,
indeed, from the very existence of the European Com-
munity. As the Commissioner responsible for social
affairs and for considering the problems of employ-
menr, I find thar a worrying situation.

Ms Quin (S).- I am very glad the Commission is so

concerned about this problem, and I am sure the Com-
mission is aware that it is precisely those local auth-
orities who are most in need of Social Fund assistance
who are being denied it by the UK Government's atti-
tude. Does the Commission not think it rather strante
that the Unitcd Kingdom Government, which, under-
standably, says it wants to get as much money back
from the EEC budget as possible, yet, on the other
hand, denies many authorities the chance of recouping
some of that money?

Mr Richard. - The honourable lady must not pro-
voke me into going down roads which, on this day of
dl days, I would be exuemely anxious to follow.

May I say to her that it is not perhaps entirely true that
local authorities in the United Kingdom are deterred
entirely from making application to the Social Fund.
In 1980, only a handful of local authorities made such

applications; by 1983, 67 local authorities in the
United Kingdom had sought assisancel and in 1984

this number has risen so far to 138. So at least there
are 138 local authorities in the United Kingdom that
do have the finance necessary rc pay their part of a
programme which they think is wonhwhile applying
to the Social Fund for. It seems to me that this trend,
in which local authorities are seeking and, indeed,
creating a direct relationship with the Commission in
Brussels in respect of their own local employment and

training initiatives, is thoroughly commendable, and I
hope it continues.

Mr Tomlinson (S). - The Commissioner has given us

some very useful information about the number of
local authorities who have been benefiting, but would
he not agree that many authorities who are very hard
pressed in terms of ,expenditure because of decisions
taken by the British Government would be assisted

enormously if the Treasury decided to disregard, for
rate-capping purposes, the marching 500/o contribution
that local authorities have to make? It is their refusal
to disregard this 500/o which is causing some of the
most hard-pressed local authorities difficulties and act-
ing as a deterrent to their being able to apply to the
Social Fund.

Mr Richard. - The ansn'er to that question is,
obviously, yes. It is a quesdon of mathematics, not of

policy. Obviously, if they had more money available at
the osher end, it is quite clear that more local auth-
orities would wish to apply to Brussels to get 500/o of
whatever their programme may be. The answer is

clearly yes.

Mr Manhdl (ED).- May I say first of all how many
Members of this House regret the fact that Commis-
sioner Richard will not be a Commissioner after Janu-
ary of next year. Many of us believe that he has been

one of the most considerate and couneous Commis-
sioners both at Question Time and in replying to
Members' enquiries.

(Apphuse)

In respect of the figures he has quoted, would he not
agree that the reason many of the local authorities
allegedly have difficulties is because of their pursuit of
doctinaire and incfficient policies? As the former
chairman of a local council's finance committee, may I
say that if they vere to pursue efficienry they could
cenainly take advantage of the Social Fund, as 138 are

currently doing. !7ould he not agree that much of
unemployment in those authorities is created by the
very high rates which they charge local industry,
thereby discouraging firms from staying there?

Mr Rich.rd. - I thank the honourable gentleman
very much for the kind words he used at the beginning
of this question. As far as the rest of his question is

concerned, having resolutely refused to be tempted by
Ms Quin, I equally resolutely refuse to be tempted by
Mr Marshall.

(Laaghter)

Prcsidcnt. - Quesdon No 7, by Mr Bogh (H-96/84):

Subject: The role of the European Communiqy's
information offices during the European Parlia-
ment elecdon campaign.

Ten weeks before the elections, the head of the
Danish information office started sending a publi-
cation entided'Europaeiske Breve' (European let-
rcrs) to candidates, organizadons and editorial
offices that shared his view of the elections. These
letters were not sent to those holding conrary
views, despite the fact that they contained gross

accusations and personal allegations against such

opponents. Despite direct requests to the informa-
don office the later found it impossible rc obtain
copies of thesc scurrilous attacks. According to
the information office, the head of the office was
personally responsible for these activities.

Does the Commission consider it acceptable for
one of its information offices to take pan in a

national European Parliament election campaign
and m suppon one side?
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\7ill the Commission examine the complaints
about the information office's activiries during the
election campaign which have been published in
Danish newspapers?

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) Prior to the Europcan Parliamenr elections, the
Commission followed the customary rules and proce-
dures relating to information work. Following a very
considerable increase in the demand for concrerc
information, the information office published the
'European weekly report'. This publication was sent to
anyone who wished to receive it. The 'European
weekly report' supponed neither one side nor rhe
otler in the election campaign but gave concrer€
information, whether it was popular or not. The infor-
mation office has been told by the readers that the
'European weekly report' was very clear, short and up
to date and hence very useful.

Mr Bogh (ARC). - (DA) As I understand the Com-
missioner then, there is no intcntion ro undenake a
thoroughgoing invesdgation of the manner in which
the information office in Copenhagen interfered in the
Danish election campaign. The mere fact that the
question arises - a question of basic political principle

- is reason enough to undertake an investigation. I
would ask the Commissioner what he would say if the
Danish Folkedng began to use its press office to attack
the various parties and m interfere in the elecdon cam-
paign. It is quite unaccepable.

I have swo questions. One is: how do we ensure rhar
the information offices do not in future interfere in an
election campaign, as happened in Denmark? It is not
true that it was impanial. Personal attacks were made
on candidates of a panicular list. '!7e must therefore
ask: how do we ensure that violations of this kind do
not occur in future? The second question is personal:
what are you going to do to assure me that I shall not
again be exposed to a column full of personal attacks,
as has happened?

Mr Dalsager. - (DA) The weekly repon referred to
was in no way direct panicipation in rhe elecdon cam-
paign. The Commission has a clear right and dury to
provide information, during an election campaign too,
on the activities of the Communiry touched upon in
the campaign. The more errors of fact we encounrer,
as we did during the election campaign, the more
actively of course must rhe Commission's informadon
office react.

Mr Christianscn (S). - (DA) I cannot accepr the
question the Commissioner has answered here, since it
conveys the impression that Mr Bogh, in puming the
question, is the sole represenrarive of Danish opinion
on the Commission's acriviries. Many of us praised the
Commission's information bulletins, which we found

to be short, precise, relevant and honest - relevant
information on Community policy in the run-up to thc
European Parliament elections. I should like to clarify
Mr Bogh's intendon in tabling this question by putting
the following supplementary quesdon to the Commis-
sioner: is it tnre, as I have heard, that the People's
Movement against the EEC complained to the Danish
Prime Minister that a Member of the Commission, Mr
Dalsager, interfered in the election campaign by advo-
cating a certain pafiy at the European Parliament elec-
tions in June?

Mr Dalsagcr. - (DA) fu far as I am aware, the Peo-
ple's Movement against the EEC in Denmark also
attempted to limit my personal freedom of expression
by denouncing me to the Prime Minister who, as you
know, belongs to a different pafty from the one I
belong to. The Prime Minister has enough sense, how-
ever, not to seek to limit the personal freedom of
expression of a Member of the Commission - ar leasr
he did not approach me. I do not know what form the
letter took which the People's Movemenr against the
EEC sent to the Prime Minisrcr, but I did nor receive
an approach from him. The implication of this is that
the Prime Minister shares my view that a Member of
the Commission must of course maintain his personal
integrity and also the personal freedom of expression
which a Member of the Commission has; this cannot
be challenged by any national authoriry.

Mrs Tove Niclscn (L). - (DA) As a Dane, as a Dan-
ish newspaper reader and as a Danish observer, I am
truly amazed at how badly the truth goes down. My
supplementary question therefore is whether we, who
operate democratically - and those who are against
Parliament but have neverrheless allowed themselves
to be voted into the Parliamenr they oppose must also
accept that - should not agree rhat the information
offices have an imponant rask ro perform in providing
informadon about the real issues, in presenting the
truth and, conversely, in correcting untruths, wront
interpretations and conscious or unconscious errors. I
think it is vital to stress rhar it is the rrurh we wanr to
hear, as it has been presenred in such a loyal and
honest manner by the Danish information office -and it can only be due to a ractical ploy gone wront
on the part of the anti-EEC faction that they are now
pursuing an entirely unjustified witchhunr against a
loyal information office!

Mr Dalsagcr. - (DA) I am not sure whether I caught
the question in Mrs Nielsen's intervention. It was
more in the way of a statement, but she is right in that
it is of course the task of the Commission's informa-
don offices to provide the public with all factual infor-
mation on the Commission's work and on what is hap-
pening in the Community, and to ensure that rhat
informadon is as plentiful, as correcr and as informa-
tive as possible. In many cases it is necessary ro pursue
that activiry in order as it were ro counter the disinfor-
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mation of which there have been various instances. I
consider that to be the most imponant task of the
Commission's information office.

Mr Msllcr (ED). - (DA) It seems ro me rhat Mr
Bogh in his wording of the question is seeking to have
a gagging order placed on all officials of the Commis-
sion. It lools to me almost like a base atrempr to estab-
lish a Bentfszterbot within our circle of officials, and I
am against that. I see nothing in what has been said
here today - even by the Commissioner - which in
eny way justifies the invective, the abuse which Mr
Bogh directs at a respected leading official, the head
of the Copenhagen information office. I should like to
put a supplementary question and rc ask whether the
Commissioner does not think that it is right for an
information office to try to cut through the smoke-
screen in which the People's Movement against the
EEC seeks to envelop the entire European Community

- whether the Commissioner is not of the same opi-
nion as myself: that the truth should suffice for us all.

Mr Ddsager. - (DA) Not only are vre right to do
what Mr Moller says but, in my opinion, the Commis-
sion also has the dury to do so.

Mr Ephremidis (COM). - (GR) I have listened to
the Commissioner's commenr and answers, and I
would like m ask him a specific question. Are the
information offices entided to become involved in the
election campaign, or is the campaign to be conducted
solely by the political parties?

A similar occurrence took place in my own country.
The information office in Athens did not limit itself to
giving out objective information on the activities of
Europe, the Council and Parliament, but took up the
banners of crude propaganda. And while it may not
actually have named panies that oppose the EEC, in
essence it aligned itself against those panies by decry-
ing the positions they stood for. I would also like to
say that the information office exerted all sons of
pressures to ensure electoral publicity on television, on
the radio and, to some degree, in the Greek press.

I therefore ask the Commissioner to answer whether
the information offices have the right to become
involved in the electoral campaign, in other words to
influence that sovereign public opinion in each coun-
try which should find expression through the countrly's
political panies and through rhose who do have the
right to indulge in propaganda, whether in favour of
the EEC or against it.

Mr Dalsagcr. - (DA) The information offices must
not of course inrcrfere in the vorers' choice of the par-
des they vorc for. During an election campaign, if
informadon is presenrcd which is simply incorrect or is
misleading, the informadon offices must of course

provide the correct information. That is what informa-
tion is, and it is the job of the information office. It
may perhaps be called interference in the election
campaign, but the object is to get the election cam-
paign on the right track and to present correct infor-
mation on the Community we belong to. I am not
aware of any complaints about our information office
in your country, and I cannot therefore answer the
quesdon as far as you are concerned, but I will bring
what you have said here to the attention of Dr Natali,
who is responsible for information activities. He can-
not unfortunarcly be here today to hear this question.

Mr Bonde (ARC). - (DA) I undersand that it is the
truth the Commission is obliged to bring before the
public. I should therefore like to ask why I, who
according to the Commission, am pursuing disinfor-
mation, am not the first to be given guidance. I should
like to know why it was not possible for the truth to be

conveyed to my address. I should like to know why it
was a week before we were able to get hold of any of
the relevant weekly reports from the Commission,
after we had asked for them. Finally, I should like to
know why rc this day I have sdll not been able to
receive from the Commission's office a complete set of
those smear bulletins which were sent out weekly
during the election campaign. If there is so much con-
cern to present the truth, surely they should be sent to
precisely those people who, in the Commission's view,
are on the side of disinformation.

A second question for the Commissioner: what would
Mr Dalsager say if Prime Minisrcr Schltiter employed
an official at 35 000 kroner per month after tax during
a Folkedng election campaign to issue a weekly smear
bulletin about Mr Dalsager's former parry associarcs,
headed by AnkerJorgensen, and sent that smear bulle-
tin to the editors of all the middle-class newspapers,
systematically omitting Aktuelt, Bornholmeren, Ny
Dag and all the social democratic union newspapers?
For what has happened in this affair is a form of dis-
criminadon. All the pro-EEC candidates have been
carefully selected, all the pro-EEC newspapers have
been picked out, but Beru$oerbot has been practised
against the anti-EEC elements. Representatives of
prominent newspapers in Denmark have not shared in
the truths of the EEC Commission, they were not sent
to the weekly newspaper of the anti-EEC side, they
were not sent to those who might be feared to hold a
different view, even after we had telephoned and
asked to receive.. .

President. - Mr Bonder )rrou are required to put a pre-
cise question on the topic; you may not make a speech.

Mr Bonde (ARC). - (DA) ... Half a score of smear
bulletins were sent out about us. \7e therefore have
some questions to ask, and we expect you, as Presi-
dent of this Assembly, to ensure rhat the Commis-
sioner gives us answers to the questions put and does
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not fob us off with talk about the documents in ques-
tion having been availablc to cveryone. These smear
bullctins n'ere not available to me. To date, I have not
reccived a complete set of those smear bulledns . . .

Prcsidcnt. - Mr Bonde please note that that is not the
propcr way to speak during Question Time. I cannot
allow you to continue.

Mr Butos (PPE). - (GR) One of our colleagues has

charactrized as crude the propaganda carried out in
his country by the office of information of the Euro-
pean Communities based there.

Each one of us in this Parliament, of course, carries
the responsibility for both his own words and his sensc

of what is right. Yet, I would like to ask a supplemen-
tary question. The first pan of my question is this: By
what right is the European concept turned upside-
down by parties that do not believe in European uniry,
nor in European ideals, but that on the contrary make
use of political frcedoms and the pluralistic system that
exist all over Europe, to introduce new methods vhich
imiatc states where the denial of democracy is a fact
of life?

Thc second pan of the same question is as follows:
Are the information offices responsible solely and

exclusively for publicizing the European ideal, or
should they also ensure that this ideal is presented via
conuolled tovernmental channels of enlightenment
and information? Because the problem that arose in
some countries uras that governmenr that control rcl-
evision and the media in general issued hardly even the
minimum information that their cidzens, due as they
were to vorc for the European Parliament, should have
been aware of before adopting one or the other posi-
tion.

Thus, I vould like the Commissioner to examine not
just the information offices, but also the ways and
means by which governmenr that benefit from the
Communiry, both themselves and the people they
represent, sabotage or promorc the European ideal.

Prcsident. - Ladies and gendemen, before calling the
Commissioner responsible I should like to ask the
House to observe scrupulously the provisions of the
Rules of Procedure regarding Quesdon Time, and to
put a single precise quesdon to the institution to whom
it is addressed.

Mr Dalsagcr. - (DA) I would inform the last speaker
that the Commission is of course responsible for the
acdvities of the informadon offices; it is after all re-
sponsible for the work of the departments and ser-
vices, whether they are concerned with information or
some other activiry. Our information offices have var-
ious tasls to perform around the Member States.

Everyone will understand that the citizens of the
Member States oftcn want to have clarification of a
number of the problems which are debatcd in the
Communiry and to receive documentation which will
enable them to study the issues currendy confronting
rhe European Communiry. The information offices
rherefore perform a number of serviccs of assistance to
people who wish to make contact with the Commis-
sion, people who.wish t9 make a request on some mat-
tfr, or organizations wishing to present their views to
the Commission. The informadon offices have respon-
sibility for a very wide range of tasks.

May I say to Mr Bonde that these weekly reports,
which he attacks and moreover refers to as smear bul-
letins, were not aimed at any particular group or pani-
cular individuals. They took issue with the kind of
misleading information, distonions and concrete
errors which vere present in the Danish election cam-
paign. And I would add that Mr Bogh, who also com-
plained earlier that he was unable to get hold of the
weekly report, according to the information I have,
got his report swo hours after he had telephoned to
the information office asking for it. That is a fact.

Might I add finally that I do not think that Mr Bonde
should be so strong in his criticism of the Commission
on these mattfrs, since Mr Bonde was the man behind
the move to report me to the Prime Minister of Den-
mark for urging my former voters to vote for my party
in the election campaign. Fonunately the Prime Minis-
rcr rejected that form of censure. At all events, he did
not refer the complaint to me, and the People's Move-
ment against the EEC should therefore mainain a

somewhat lower profile on the kind of question which
it has raised here.

Mr Bogh (ARC). - (DA) On a point of order,
Madam President:.I regret to have to inform the Com-
missioner that what he says is untrue. I did not receive
these reports tnro hours larcr. I got them 14 days later.
And the Commissioner should know that.

Preiidcnt. - Mr Bogh, that was not a point of order
nor a quesdon on the subject matter of the original
quesuon.

Mr Schinzcl (S). - (DE) Mr Commissioner, are you
prepared to starc categorically that EEC information
offices fully sadsfy the obligation rc provide adequate
information during election campaigns and do not
allow themselves to be intimidated by attacls on the
pan of militant opponents of the EEC?

Mr Dalsager. - 
(DA) I can answer that question in

the affirmative.

Mr Bondc (ARC). - (DA) On a point of order,
Madam President: I merely wish to say that Mr Dalsa-
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ger's assenion that I was behind the complaint ro the
Prime Minister is unrrue. I should like rc ask the Com-
missioner. . .

President. - Mr Bonde, that is not a point of order!

Mr Bonde (ARC). - (DA) Madam President, it is
your duty as President of this fusembly to ensure that
I get an answer . . .

President. - You do not have the floor, Mr Bonde.

Mr Crycr (S). - Can the Commission tell the House
what proportion of the information budget is spent
explaining the common agricultural policy? How do
the information services of the EEC explain the pro-
ponion of the Communiry budget (700lo) which is
spen[ on maintaining the massive and, to most people,
obscene food mountains? Is the same proponion -700/o of the information budget - spent on explaining
away the deficiencies and the obscenities of the com-
mon agricultural policy, panicularly at a time when
many people in the world are going hungry? To many
people this is a very difficult poliry to explain, and I
wonder, therefore, if the information depanment
spends a lot of money in trying to do so.

Mr Dalsager. - (DA) I am not sure that I have
understood the question. I do not have the precise
figures for the amount of money spent on information
on the common agricultural poliry, but I would urge
the Honourable Member to study the bulletins we
issue on the common agricultural poliry and a wide
range of similar matters - the so-called green bulle-
tins from the Community's information office. That is

one example of the ways in which we provide informa-
tion on the agricultural policy.

Mr Chantcric (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, I
should like to know if it is not the normal procedure
for Question Time that after the intervention of the
author of the question one supplementary question per
group may be asked. I note that for the past half hour
we have been attending a kind of Danish festival and I
should like to propose . . .

President. - Mr Chanterie, I am delighted rc hear
that you agree with what the Chair has said on more
than one occasion, namely that colleagues should not
put to the institution questioned more than one ques-
tion, as the Rules of Procedure stipulate.

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) I shall be very brief. I
would like to reiterate to the Commissioner exactly
the same quesdon put by- Mr Butos,-because I think it
is a serious question, and one that demands a specific

answer. The leader of the group of Members repre-
sendng the New Democracy, who, I fear, rcnds to be

more royalist than the King and more European than
the EEC - even though Greece is but a shon step
from Asia and Africa - asked the Commissioner
whether the Commission and the other bodies of the
EEC.

Prcsident. - Mr Alavanos, you are referring to a

quesdon put by Mr Bonde to which the Commissioner
has already replied.

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) I would like to ask the
Commissioner whether it falls within the Commis-
sion's competence to impose protrammes even of a
political nature on the State radio and television media
in each country.

Mr Dalsagcr. - I definitely do not think the Commis-
sion has any competence in regard to that.

President. - Question No 8, by Mr Rogalla (H-98/
84); for whom Mr Schinzel is deputizing.

Subject: Customs union

How does the Commission account for the fact
thaq 26 years after the EEC Treary entered into
force, the Customs Union is sdll not complete; is
it the Member States that are largely responsible
for this delay; to what extent is the Commission
responsible; how does the Commission propose to
make up for this delay and in what stages does it
propose to complete the Customs Union?

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. - (DE) l&er
the impressive successes of the 1950s resulting from
the establishment of the customs union, construction
of the internal market slowed down markedly in the
1970s. This was due among other things to the fact
that at a time of mounting economic difficulties persis-
tent protectionist rcndencies emerged practically
everywhere. On top of this there was the increasing
resistance on the part of national specialist depart-
ments and various pressure groups to any changes in
arrangements and procedures aimed at removing bor-
ders. Nor must one fail to mention a definite deterior-
adon of the decision-making process in the Council of
Ministers. This became particularly apparent in con-
nection with the harmonization of rcchnical legislation
and sandards as well as indirect taxation.

Things only began to change when, in 198l/1982,
after numerous fresh political initiadves awareness of
the imponance of the internal market in the construc-
sion of the European Community and the concomitant
advantages for all Member States was heightened and
sharpened. This turning point led to the now familiar
decisions of the Copenhagen Summit in the autumn of
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1982 and the institution of a special Council of Minis-
tcrs for the internal market.

Vhat we have to do now is exploit thc forward impe-
tus in which the European Parliament and the Euro-
pean Council also had a hand and continue to sreng-
then the inrcrnal markct in a more comprehensive and
determined manner than in thc 1970s.

To this end the Commission, on 13 Junc, submitted a
communication on tfie consolidation of the internal
market, which forms part of a series of internal-mar-
ket initiadves of the last few years. In this the Com-
mission is pursuing the goal, within the framework of
an overall plan, of pushing thc adoption of a multipli-
ciry of internal-market proposals before the Council
by the end of 1985 at the latest. These proposals relate
to the removal of borders, the legal framework for the
activities of undertakings, the movement of capital,
services and people as well as aspects of tax, agricul-
tural and transport policy. This should bring about a

substantial improvement in the qualiry of the internal
market within the next 15 months and a new stage of
integration comparable to the speeding up of the cus-

toms union in the 1960s.

Now more than ever the European economy needs the
breakthrough to a Europcan internal markeu Only a

faith in the irreversible character of this procesi will
prompt it to make the necessary investment. Only in
this way can competitiveness be strengthened, the
upturn assured and unemployment tackled. Further-
more, it is important to put our house in order in pre-
paradon for the entry of the applicant countries and
prepare the ground in good time for a solid funher
development of the Community afur enlargement.

Mr Schinrcl (S). - (DE) Mr Commissioner, can you
rcll us whether the Commission is making preparatbns
with a view to building a uniform European customs
administration, and when we can expect this to be

completed?

Mr Narics. - (DE) Our first goal is the adoption of a
modified uniform European customs legisladon. As far
as organization is concerned, this will involve us in
efforts to achieve as soon as possible a sandardized
training for customs officials. Possibly these officials
will have their own distinctive uniform. A further
point: this idea of a European customs adminisration
in which all customs officers of the Communiry
become Community officials is not in our view feasible
in the foreseeable future given the associated problems
posed by civil service and salary legislation, etc. Con-
sequently, if we are to achieve this goal we must Pro-
ceed by stages and we have a prery good idea as to
what form these stages will take.

Mr von Vogau (PPE). - (DE) Mr Commissioner, I
should like first to express my appreciation of the

repon and to acknowledge reference to the fact that in
l98l/82 some action was possible thanks in pan to
initiatives from Padiamenl But I should'like to ask
you whether you share the view that since that time in
the different Communiry Member States the wind has

begun to blow again in the other direction and that
matters are now discussed in those countries from
national and rather narrov points of view? Is this not
the moment for us to launch an information campaign
to redress the balance? I also very much appreciat€ the
reference to the communicadon on information from
the Commission to the Council. Are you prepared to
report to Parliament's Committce on Economic and
Monetary Affairs on this in the near future?

Mr Nerjcs. - (DE) Naturally I am prepared to
repor!, and I hope that the Committee on Economic
and Monetar), Affairs can be briefed as early as possi-
ble. I agree that in the past eight to ten weels circula-
tion of information has fallen off somewhat. However
I hope that, as efforts are made to bring closer the
Europe of the people, there will again be a growing
awareness of the necessity for change. The real prob-
lem is to convince bureaucracy, the specialist depan-
ments and interested troups of the necessity for
changes for there can be no adjustments without
changes.

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) Recendy it was

reported in the Greek press that the Commission is

encountering cenain problems with the Greek customs
authorities, and that Commission represenatives will
soon be sent to examine the situation of the Greek
customs. On this opponunity, and because there has

been no official information, either rc the Europcan
Parliament or to the Greek people concerning this
panicular subject, I would like the Commissioner to
give us some more information regarding the Greek
customs authorities and the Commission's actions in
the matter.

Mr Naries. - (DE) I am not aware of any senrcnce

- but please correc me if I am vront - that can jus-
tify the charge that Greek public opinion has been
misled. To the best of my knowledge those statements
of the Commission that have been published in Greece

- I take it that the translations are accurarc - have
tended towards understatement, rather than giving a
full account of the state of internal-market develop-
ment in Greece.

Mr Ducermc (L). - (FR) I found the information
given by the Commissioner extremely interesting, but
like the colleague who spoke before me I wonder if,
insrcad of governments becoming aware of public opi-
nion, we are not wimessing a &facto renaionalization
of customs policy. And here I believe that we are faced
not only with shoncomings, impcrfections and irregu-
larities but also with new controls and, cenainly, with
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complications created by administrative documents in
the frontier regions. In these areas frontier workers,
self-employed persons, farmers and professional peo-
ple are increasingly confronted with difficulties. I
should like rc ask the Commissioner if the Commis-
sion has a reference document on the application of
legislation in force in the frontier regions and - if not

- if it does not think it should draw up such a text so

that we may know precisely, at the borders beween
the various Community Member States, the way in
which stages arlready complLted are being implemented
by the national governments.

Mr Blumcnfcld (PPE). - (DE) Madam President,
just a little while back you were very generous with
colleagues from other groups: the Socialist Group was

able to ask three questions and the Communist Group
two questions. I also wanted to speak to Put a ques-

tion, but I was not called. I am asking you if there are

not double standards here.

Prcsi&nt. - Mr Blumenfeld, I called you to speak but
you indicated that you did not wish to do so. There
was probably a misunderstanding.

Question No 9, by Mr \Felsh (H-101/84)

Subject: National aid

On 27 June the Commission announced that an

aid of BFR 224 million to the Belgian Company
Idealspun was incompatible with the Common
Market and requestcd the Kingdom of Belgium to
abolish the aid.

Can the Commission confirm that the Kingdom of
Belgium has complied with the request?

Mr An&iesscn, Member of tbe Commission. -(NL) The Commission decision to which the honour-
able gentleman refers is set down in an instruction for-
warded to the Belgian Government on 6 August last.

In that instruction the Belgian Government was invited
within rwo months of notificadon rc report on the
stcps it had taken to give effect to the Commission
instruction. As I said, the instruction was communi-
cated on 6 August; the Belgian Government has thus
another few weeks in which to report and therefore I
cannot at this moment answer the honourable gende-
man's question in eisher posidve or negative tenns.

Mr Vclsh (ED). - Commissioner Andriessen will
appreciate that that is not a sadsfacrcry answer. The
fact is that this aid has been in the possession of the
'company that received it for something like nine
months. During that nine months they have had the
benefit of this money which is allowing them to com-
pete unfairly.

Could I ask the Commissioner to confirm that it is not
a matter of the Belgian Government agreeing or not

agreeing rc implement a Commission decision? The
Commission is required to enforcc the Treary, and
there should be no question of negotiations about a

decision which they have the power to make and
which they have a duty to enforce. So can we stop this
business of asking people who are in default of the
Treary if they would kindly obey the rules.

Mr Andricssen, - (NL) There is no question of the
Commission's kindly asking, whatever the govern-
ment, that the rules of the Treary - in this case a
Commission decision - be observed. It is the Com-
mission's practice - and certainly this has become

increasingly evident in the recent past - where it has

issued negative decisions over assistance to undenak-
ings which fail to obtain its approval, to call for the
cancellation of such arrangements. That is what has

happened here. That a reasonable deadline should be

allowed seems only natural to the Commission, but I
can assure the honourable gentleman that the Com-
mission expects implementation by the governmeit
concerned and is urgently requesting, indeed demand-
ing, that it does so.

Mr Chantcrie (PPE). - (NL) I should like, if I may,
to enlarge the scope of the question to the Commis-
sioner to cover the following matter: some dme ago
the Commission gave instructions for the whole ques-

don of aid arrangements in the textiles sector to be

investigated and promised rc make the results of the
study available. I should like to ask the Commissioner
if this study has already been completed and when he

thinks the findings will be made available.

Mr Andriessc* - (NL) I agree with the honouable
gentleman that this is a considerable enlargement of
the original question. So much so that I do not have
precise informadon at this moment as to the progress

of the investigation into the situadon in the rcxtile
industry. I remcmber how some time ago we
exchanged views on this matter during Question Time
or in some other context. Naturally, Madam Presi-
dent, I shall inform you and Parliament at the earliest
possible opponuniry in writing about the current state
of affairs. It goes without saying that as soon as the
subject has been thoroughly prepared and followed up
by a proper discussion in the Commission, Parliament
will be duly informed.

Presidcnt. - Question No 10, by Mrs Ewing: (H-
ro2/84):

Subject: Presentation of proposals for an EEC
assisted development programme in the Highlands
and Islands of Scodand

Having regard to the suppon which was received
from all quaners during the recent European elec-
tion campaign for an EEC assisted development
programme in the Highlands and Islands of Scot-
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land and bearing in mind the Commission's
expressed commitment to such a scheme, will the
Commission now come forward with specific
ADP proposals?

Mr Giolit[ Member of tbe Commission. - (17) The
Commission has taken note of ParliamenCs resolution
on the development protramme for the Highlands and
Islands in Scodand. The Council is currently discuss-
ing the proposals for improving and strengthening
agricultural holdings. The document concerned is
COM(83) 559 of 30 November 1983. Article 18 of
that document will constiturc the basis for specific
arrangemenm for the agriculture of that region. How-
ever, it should also be noted that we have still rc
decide the scale of resources in the Community budget
earmarked for the agricultural holdings poliry, i.e. the
Guidance Section of the Agricultural Fund. Once this
problem has been solved, we shall then have a clearer
picture of the various possibilities open to us to adopt
new arrangements with a view to overcoming struc-
tural and infrasructural handicaps in the areas con-
cerned.

Furthermore, the Regional Fund could operate along-
side the Guidance Section of the Agriculural Fund in
that region. Anicle 34 of the Fund's new regulation,
which was recently adopted by the Council of Minis-
rcrs and which enters into force shortly, on I January
1985, stipulates that in the administration of the
Regional Fund's resources prioriry will be given to
projects thar form pan of integrated development pro-

Srammes.

An integrated development programme of precisely
this sort is now being carried out in the Vestern Isles
along the lines laid down in Council Regulation
1939/Sl. This is a programme which, in our opinion,
has already produced satisfactory results and which
could therefore be taken as a point of reference,
indeed as a model, f.or alarger region.

Mrs Ewing (RDE). - M"y I thank rhe Commissioner
for this ansver, but may I also say that it will give little
comfon to one of the most disadvanaged areas in the
Community. Could I not ask him if he would resolve a
deadlock which exists wirh regard rc this panicular
programme which was passed by this Parliament.
Commissioner Dalsager is on record as safng that this
programme could be produced in a matter of weeks;
Commissioner Tugendhat, speaking from Mr Dalsa-
ger's brief, said that rhe Commission is in favour of
this particular programme, but the problem was lack
of interest by the United Kingdom Government; but
the UK Government is on record as saying ir cannot
consider it because it has not got the Commission's
proposals. Is what we have here not a ludicrous
chicken and egg situation? Could I rherefore ask the
Commissioner if the Commission would not simply
resolve the deadlock, as all they have to do to imple-

ment their own promises is to bring forsrard the pro-
posals and then let the blame be put where it possibly
belongs, i.e. on the shoulders of the UK Government.
At least then we would know.

Mr Giolitti. - (m In answer to the honourable lady,
and in line with what I said not a long while back, the
Commission for its part is prepared to undenake
immediately the action requested by Mrs Ewing.
However, the cwo conditions to which I referred ear-
lier must first be satisfied. First, the Council must
adopt the Commission's proposals wii,h panicular
reference to Anicle 18 - which I mentioned earlier -in order to have the necessary legal basis. Second, we
must know the volume of resources available rc us.

Vithout knowing this, and without rhe Council's
approval, the Commission is unable to develop its own
initiative. Once these conditions have been fulfilled,
the Commission for its pan is favourable rc the pro-
posed initiative.

Mr Hutton (ED). - Is the Commissioner aware that
the area referred to in the question already has its own
development board? Vould he agree that any develop-
ment programme should be direced towards all of the
less-favoured areas in Scodand?

Mr Giolitti. - (m As I have already said, we have in
hand in that region an integrated development pro-
tramme for the'Vestern Isles and I have pointed out
the regulation on which this programme is based. I
also said - and I can confirm this - that we are pre-
pared to consider a wider application in that arer of
the integrated programme approach as soon as we are
able to do so on the basis of the proposals we have
presented to the Council and when we have the neces-
sary resources.

Mr Morris (S).- I welcome every and any form of
aid to the regions, since I too come from a pan of
Britain which is just as remorc as rhar of my colleague,
Mrs Ewing. However, I would remind this Assembly
that the action taken by Mrs Tharcher and the British
Tory Government in removing and robbing pans of
my constltuenry of Powys and Drfed of its Develop-
ment Area Status has made it difficult, if not impossi-
ble, for areas with high unemployment like mine ro
qualify for EEC funds and grants under its regional
policy.

I would therefore ask the Commission not only to
come forward with new and specific proposals for
assisrcd development programmes bur also ro urge the
Tharcher Bovernment to increase its spending on
regional policy so that areas like mine can overcome
the scandal and the terrible hun of youth unemploy-
ment and general employment.
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Mr Gioliai. - @) The Commission has as a marter
of course relations, contacts, with all the Governments
of the Member States, and therefore with the United
Kingdom Government in connection with contribu-
tions from the various Communiry funds, in panicular
those funds that are considered under these pro-
grammes, and therefore the Agriculural Fund and the
Regional Fund. Vithin the limits of rhe resources
available on the basis of the priorities agreed between
the Communiry and national governments, funds are
contributed and disriburcd in suppon of the various
initiatives.

Prcsident. - Question No 11, by Mr Habsburg (H-
105/84):

Subject: Communiry funding for the Innkreis-
Pyhrn motorway

Vhat progress has been made in the negotiations
berc/een the Commission and the Republic of
Austria on Community funding for the Innkreis-
Phyrn motorway?

Mr Contogeorgjs, Member of the Commission. -(GR) The Communiq/s netotiations with Austria
concerning the revision of our relations in the trans-
port sector have been in progress for about three
years, on the basis of Council's rcrms of reference as

approved on 15 December 1981. These terms of refer-
ence did not include all the economic and financial
aspecrc of the problem. This provision was opposed by
Austria, which insisted that no integrarcd negotiations
could take place unless the economic and financial
aspects were included. As a result, on the Commis-
sion's initiative Council reinterpreted and amplified
the terms of reference by a decision on 20 December
1983, so as rc allow the financial aspecm of the matter
to be included in the negodations.

I must say, though, that Council expressed reserva-
tions concerning the possibility of any panicipation at
all by the Communiry in any infrastructural pro-
grammes in Austria. This developmenr vas followed
by a meeting between representatives of the two sides
on 16 and 17 May 1984. Relevant topics were dis-
cussed and the Commission's services attempted to
draw up a balance of respective burdens and advan-
tages arising from road and rail transporr between the
rwo sides. However, difficulties were encountered for
lack of reliable statistics, and also because there is a

difference of opinion berween Ausrria and the Com-
munity as rc whether rhe bipanite network berween
the Communiry and Austria should be included. Aus-
tria would like rc exclude ir That is where the nego-
tiations have got to, and to urge rhem along and acce-
lerate their pace it was decided in common with the
Austrian Government m hold a funher meeting next 4
and 5 October in Vienna, where btether with the
competent Ministers of Transpon and Public Vorks
we shall examine how the netotiations may proBress.

I hope that following the meeting and the discussions
in question we shall be able to make more rapid,pro-

8ress.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr Commissioner,
thank you very much for your very full answer. I
should however like to ask a very down-to-eanh ques-
tion: there can be no doubt that the Trieste link with
Vestern Europe has to pass through Austria. It is

therefore very much in the EEC's interest to build this
road as quickly as possible. Are you not also of the
opinion that as regards the great needs of the EEC -and more panicularly of the Eastern Medircrranean -it is rather slow and laborious to proceed from one
negotiating deadline to the next? Instead of the diffi-
culties being solved they just go on and on, and the
development we seek for the Eastern Mediterranean is

simply delayed.

Mr Contogeorgis. - (GR) | would like to inform the
Honourable Mr Habsburg that the terms of reference
approved by Council do not include discussion, at this
time, of cenain specific infrastructural programmes,
and consequently of possible Communiry participation
in them. Of course, when the meetint with competent
Ministers akes place, all programmes that can be con-
rcmplated will be discussed, including the one that
relates to Trieste.

Mr Schwalba-Hoth (ARC). - (DE) Does the Com-
mission not atree that it would be more useful from
the economic and ecological point of view to promote
public local and long distance ffansport, rather than
private ffansport, with the aim of providing compre-
hensive rail and bus services?

Mr Contogeorgis.-- (GR) Most freight bound for
Austria is transponed by road in heavy goods vehicles.
Of course, the Commission shares the view that where
some of the freight can be ransponed by rail, this
would be desirable in that it not only protects the envi-
ronment but also saves fuel. However, the exercise of
such a preference should not constitute unfair and
anificial discrimination against one means of transport
and in favour of another.

President. - The first pan of Question Time is con-
cluded.l

Mr Fitzgereld (RDE). - On a point of order, I have
an urgent question on the future of cenain subsidy
schemes that affect the lives and working opponunities
of many people in my country, namely, the AI and
lime subsidies. I would ask the Commissioner con-
cerned for a brief reply to that question.

I SeeAnnex of 12.9.1984.
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Prcsidcnt. - Mr Fitzgerald, you will rcceive a written
reply. Question Time is over.

7. Action taken on tbe opinions of Parliament

The next item is the communication from the Com-
mission of the European Communities on action taken
on the opinions and resolutions of the European Par-
liament.l

Mts Meii-Vcggen (PPE). - (NL) I should like rc
ask the Commission a quesdon relating rc the docu-
ment now before us. It concerns the action taken on
the resolutions and so on adopted during the May
pan-session. I refer specifically to point B3 of the
Commission's document, which starcs that the Com-
mission has not accepted threc of the amendments
proposed by Parliament rc the directive on the equal
treatment of self-employed women.

I find that is has not in fact acceprcd a single amend-
ment, and the Commission tries to justify this by say-
ing that the direcdve alreedy takes sufficient account
of the broad lines of Parliament's resolution of 17 Jan-
uary 1984.I have made a comparison, Madam Presi-
dent, and I find that, on the conrary, the amendments
Parliament adopted to thc direcdve correspond exactly
to its resolution of 17 January. I therefore believe that
as rapponeur I must object to the Commission's view.
My objection applies in panicular to Anicle 7(a) of the
directive. Parliament wanrcd to use this article to
ensure a reasonable distribudon of incomes to sromen
working in family businesses. But the wording the
Commission has chosen does not require this reasona-
ble distribution of incomes. The Commission is thus in
fao leaving the way open for all manner of indirect
compensadon and so for all kinds of indirect situations
where social securiry and axation are concerned. And
thar is precisely what this directive should have been
trying to prevent.

If the Commission does not accept the amendment we
have proposed in this respect, I must point out - and
we have already discussed this in the Committee of
Inquiry into the Situation of lfomen in Europe - rhat
the directive submiued to che Council will in fact be
completely wonhless because its hean has, as it were,
been removed. I therefore urge the Commission to dis-
cuss this again with the committee ro see if this aspect
cannot after all be covered by the proposal submitted
to the Council. There is, of course, absolutely no point
in offering the Council something wonhless and then
giving women working in family businesses the
impression that their legal position is being improved. I
should like rc hear from the Commission wherher it is
willing to reconsider this matter.

IvIr Rich.B4 Member of the Commksion. - May I say
right at the outset that this rype of procedure, in which
deailed questions iue put on detailed texts, is not per-
haps the best way of dealing with what is, in any view
of the matter, an intricate and complicated question.

Mrs Maij-\Teggen asked whether the Commission will
look ar it again. I think .I will look at it again. Ob-
viously I cannot commit the Commission totally on it.
However, if points have not been covered which ought
to have been covered, which are, so to speak, legal
points and drafting poinu, then, of course, I will look
at it again - no problem with that at all. If there are
points of major substance on which the view of the
Committee on Vomen's Rights and that of the Com-
mission diverge, then perhaps it is just as well that we
know precisely what the extent of that divergence is
and what we can do, if possible, to bridge that pani-
cular gap. So I think that the most I can say to Mrs
Maij-Veggen is that I will have another look at it. I
cannot guarantee that I will be able to go along with
her. If I can, then I will.

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) In the Commission's
documenq in section (d), reference is made to infor-
mation concerning aid granted following tJre last
meeting, for natural disasters. I would like to ask the
Commission whether any aid has been granrcd, or
whether there is any intention to grant aid in the
immediate future, to Ethiopia which, as is known, is

facing tcrrible problems of drought and famine, and
which is not included in the schedule of grants for
urgent aid. It is true that Ethiopia features in a second
schedule of foodstuff grants, but I think that the
quantities of milk given are quite inadequate. I would
like to ask the Commissioner vhether it is intended to
grant similar aid at a time when Ethiopia has appealed
to all the international organizations to stand by her in
the severe problems she is facing.

Mr Andricsscn, Member of the Commission. - (NL) I
can tell the honourable Member that a number of
measures have already been taken this year to help
Ethiopia and that fresh decisions are due to be taken
this autumn, in November or December, to be precise.
The answer to the question is therefore in the affirma-
tive, and the Commission is naturally quite prepared to
provide Parliament with more detailed information on
this mattcr.

Mrs Cincied Rod-',o (COM). - (n I should like to
ake up the principle invoked by Mrs Maij-Veggen
wit[r regard, this time, to the Salisch report, where the
Commission's differences are not with the Committee
of Inquiry into the Situation of lZomen but with the
Parliament as a whole. According to the document
that has been disuibuted, some amendments did not
reflect the general position of the Commission - even
here we might have no objecdons - while others had
not been taken over by the Commission because theI See Annex.
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Council was to surc its views very shortly afur. This
argument does not seem to me to be entirely valid. I
appreciare that the Commission, stating its reasons,
may not accept Parliament's amendments, but not that
it should fail to submit them because it was not acting
in time.

Mr Andricsscr - (NL) It will not have escaped Par-
liament's nodce that my colleague, who has just dis-
cussed this matter, has nov left the Chamber. On his

behalf, and referring, of course, rc what he has just
said, I should like rc remind the House that he said
that, in view of the commenrc that have been made, he

is willing to review the present position to see if
changes can or need to be made to bring the proposed
directive more closely inrc line with the amendments
Parliament has suggested. I do not believe I should say
more for the moment.

I would add that the written communication from the
Commission on the action it has taken on Parliament's
recommendations has recendy made explicit refer-
ences to the debates that have taken place and rc the
position adopted in such debates by the Commission-
ers responsible. Some of the reasons for the Commis-
sion's refusal to accept cenain amendments are thus
normally given during the debate, and reference is

made to them. Vhere this has not been the case, or
where the reasons have not been made sufficiently
clear, they should, of course, be sated elsewhere .

I therefore assume that, if this has not been done in
this specific instance, the Commissioner will inform
either the committees or Parliament in the appropriate
manner why the Commission cannot accept the
amendments proposed by Parliament or what changes
he inrcnds making to his position.

Mn Van dcn Heuvcl (S).- (NL) | should just like to
say rc the Commissioner that it is, of course, very nice
if the communication on the acdon taken on resolu-
tions adopted by Parliament refers to a debate. But if
the essential points on which Parliament has made a
starcment are not accepted by the Commission, we do
not gain 

^ 
great deal from a reference of this kind.

The argumenr that were advanced during the debate
did not convince Parliament, and it may well be that
Parliament's decisions will sdll persuade the Commis-
sion to accept Parliament's views.

I do not know if the Commissioners are aware of this,
but the purpose parliaments usually serve is to change

measures that have been proposed by governments or,
in this case, the Commission.

Mr Andricssen. - (NL) Neither I nor the Commis-
sion take offence at the lesson we have just been
taught. I feel I can say that in the vast majoriry of cases

the Commission showed during the life of the last Par-
liament that it was prepared to accept amendments

proposed by Parliament, and Parliament expressed its
satisfaction on severel occasions. But the Commission
cannot tolerate a situation in which it is forced to
accept whatever Parliament says.

Parliamentary debates are also designed to give the
Commission an opponuniry of convincing Parliament.

8. Bdget

Prcsident. - The next item is the joint debate on

- the statements by the Council and the Corpmis-
sion on the budgetary situation and

- the repon (Doc. 2-475/84) by Mrs Scrivener, on

lehalf of the Committee on Budgets, on

I. the amended proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
l-362/84 - COM(84) 399 final) for a reguladon
introducing measures to cover budgetary require-
ments in 1984 given the exhaustion of own
resources

IL the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities rc the Council (Doc.
2-357/84 - COM(84) 383 final) for a regulation
inroducing reserve measures to cover require-
men6 in 1985 should the new decision to increase

own resources not enter into force in time.

Mr CPKccffc, President-in-Offce of the Council. -Madam President, on this my first appearance in this
Parliament on behalf of the Council - although I
came last yeiu to familiarize myself with Parliament's
work - I take the opponuniry m offer my good
wishes rc all the Members of the House, to the new
President and all the Vice-Presidents, as you sart the
new parliamentary year of the new Parliament.

Madam President, five years ago a distinguished Presi-
dent of the European Parliament, Madam Veil, said
rhat rhe first task of the first directly-elected Parlia-
ment would be to consider budgetary questions. Her
remarls hold true mday after what have been five
adventurous and, at times, arduous years in the history
and development of the rwo branches of the budgetary
authoriry. My purpose today is to repoft on the budg-
etary situation. As the President of the European
Council made clear when he addressed you in July,
the Irish Presidency is determined to cerry through the
budgetary procedure with vigour, commitment and in
the closest possible collaboradon with you and with
the Commission. Vith this in mind the Council -unusually - devotcd the whole of the first day of iu
July meeting to formal and less formal exchanges with
the Parliamentary delegations. It was then that we
took leave of the former chairman of your Committee
on Budgets, and I am happy to welcome the new
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incumbent, Mr Cot, who has taken up his onerous res-
ponsibilities and rc whom I renew the assurance of my
close collaboration.

The Budget Council has now met swice. I am disap-
pointed to have to tell you that it has not successfully
completed this stage of the budget procedure. The
Council has not so far been able to reach final agree-
ment on the soludons which we are to bring to the
complex of budgetary problems in both 1984 and
1985. To avoid any misconception, you may recall that
the Budget Council strictly follows Treaty rules and
that in the present case the divergencies which remain
cannot be settled by taking votes and finding majori-
ties. ,

The budgetary authoriry is faced with a preliminary
draft supplementary and amending budget which deals
with the 1984 deficit and which asks the Council to
provide additional finance in 1984 for expenditure in
excess of the lo/o VAT limit.

I can tell the House with satisfaction that there is no
dispurc within the Council as to the need for a supple-
mentary budget for 1984. In addition rhere is large
agreement on the amount and on the method to be
used to provide the supplementaqy finance required.

You will recall that the Commission asked for an addi-
tional sum of about 2 000 million ECU, almost all for
agricultural expenditure. Just as Parliament has shown
its concern in successive votes, members of the Coun-
cil are concerned over the growth of agricultural
expenditure. Nevenheless, the Budget Council gener-
ally is bound to accept the consequences of existing
policies and it aims to ensure the continuing normal
functioning of the CAP. For this, and aking account
of the expected budgenry outturn, the Council has
concluded that the indispensable addidonal financing
required in 1984 is of the order of I 000 million ECU.
Ve have accepted the Commission's view rhat it can
operate some economies in non-compulsory expendi-
ture because it foresees with confidence that cenain
anticipated expenditure will not in fact arise during the
year. In fact, the Council believes that the Commis-
sion's expectations are too conservative with regard to
the takeup of payment appropriations. This is not a
quesdon of disrcning budgetary intentions or rhe
wishes of Parliament and *re Commission or of Mem-
ber States, it is simply a quesdon of noting that, as in
Prevlous years, certaln amounts are golng to remaln
unspent and are going to be added to the already very
subsantial overhang.

Parliament will, of course, be aware that the Coun of
Auditors has drawn the attention of the budgetary
authority to the substantial credits vhich have
remained unspent year by year. It would be financially
irresponsible with this knowledge m allow unused
funds to accumulate while calling up new finance from
Community taxpayers.

I should also mention here that the residual financing
need is funher reduced by the Commission's helpful
suggestion that sugar levies can be brought forward
from 1985 to1984 by an amount of 200 m ECU.

As regards the method: we have considered at length
the Commission's proposal for a system of reimbursa-
ble advances on the Communiq/s future own
resources. This rystem ran into major difficulties with
certain Member States who - and I now speak as rap-
pofteur and not as defender of a point ofview - disa-
greed fundamenally with the notion rhar a resources
ceiling esablished by a procedure involving national
parliamentary ratification could be got around simply
by secondary legislation enacted by the Council.
Although it has gone hard for some of my colleagues,
the strongest support is for the idea that Member
States should contribute their shares to the financing
of the agreed deficit, not on the basis of a Council
regulation but in the framework of an intergovern-
mental agreement. On each side of the argument, and
in both form and substance, this agreemenr represents
major concessions. If, like me, you believe rhat the
supreme question is the provision of finance rather
than the panicular means of making it available, you
will ake the Council's orientation on these terms and
with whatever reservations you may formulate. This
would depan from the Commission's proposals, and
one of the reasons - not the major one - for the
Council's hesitation is that it has not had your opinion
on the regulations. I hope it will not be delayed.

I now turn to the 1985 draft budget. If this were a nor-
mal year I would be able to lay a draft 1985 budget
before you because in all its denil it had been agreed
by the Council. Unfonunately, this is not a normal
year. The preliminary draft budget proposed by the
Commission went beyond the 10lo VAT and envisaged
that the excess would be financed either by the entry
into force during 1985 of the decision to increase the
Communiry's own resources or by narional contribu-
dons of advances on future ow'n resources based on a
Council regulation.

The Council concluded that it could nor adopr a draft
budget on this uncertain basis and it did not feel able
to fix here and now the panicular amounrs that might
be needed 12 months from now to finance rising
expenditure. Against strongly-argued opposition, the
Council decided that the draft budget should be
limited o l0/0. \Tithin this it ensured thar the conse.
quential reductions should be disributed equitably and
that Parliament's rights should be fully respecrcd. In
the eyes of some Member Sates' representatives, this
immediately implied that unavoidable 1985 expendi-
ture would be under-financed and that receipts would
need to be supplemenrcd in the course of the year. I
can tell you that after intensive debarc the Council for
its part accepts that a supplementary budget will be
necessary in the course of next year.

Even though the 1985 draft budget is vinually agreed,
the Council was not able last Friday to establish it.
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Fint of all, most of my colleagues considered that as

the Council was nor able to establish rhe draft 1984
supplementary budget, it was not pracdcal politics to
establish the 1985 draft either. Secondly, the Council,
which had spent most of its 24 hours on the supple-
mentaly budget, concluded that for final agreement it
needed some time to consider the implications of the
need for supplementary financing next year, aking
especially into account that the main need is again for
agricultural spending - perhaps the most sensitive of
all budgetary issues.

I have therefore acknowledged to you openly that the
Council's work is incomplete and that there is some
way to go before I appear before you again to repon
funher success. That, however, remains my intention.
I shall be grateful for all the support this House can
give me. My firm intention is to place before next
week's meeting of the General Affairs Council a series

of recommendations which, in my judgment, will be

acceptable to the Council and which will permit it,
with the delay which I personally regret, to open with
you the interchanges between the swo branches of the
budgetary authoriry which will lead to the adoption of
both budgets.

Finally, I do not want to harp on the past, but I am
bound to say that it would greatly help the effons
which the Irish Presidency is making to resolve these
problems if it could be agreed that you will unblock
the British refund for 1983 when the draft 1984 sup-
plementary budget is established and transmitted to
you.

Mr Tugendhrt, Wce-President of the Commission. -Madam President, as the President of the Council said
in his speech a moment a&o, this debarc takes place
against a background in which the Budget Council has

failed for a second time to establish either a draft sup-
plementary budget for 1984 or a draft budget for
1985. The President of the Budget Council has also
aheady explained the circumstances surrounding that
failure, and it is to him, as the representative of the
Council, that Members of Parliament will no doubt
wish rc put their questions or express their concerns.

For my part, I set out in my statement to Parliament in
July the considerations which had led the Commission
to present the panicular budgetaqy and legislative pro-
posals which we have made. Earlier this afternoon I
had an opponuniry for a brief exchange with the
Committee on Budgets, and, in the light of what I said
m the plenary sitting in July and the exchange that I
had with the Committee on Budgets earlier today, I do
not think it would be in the interests of the House for
me to repeat rhese considerations. None the less, I
emphasize that in our view what we said in July
remains valid today.

I should also like to inform Parliament of the repre-
senations which the Commission made to the Council

in recent days to emphasize the gravity of the situa-
tion. At its meeting on 5 September, the Commission
reviewed the agricultural market siruadon and outlook
rc check whether or not the Commission's earlier
assumptions remain valid. Ve concluded that such
changes as had occurred since the presentation of our
preliminary draft budget were more or less self-bal-
ancing in their effect. !7e also reviewed the EAGGF
Guarantee advances actually paid out to Member
States or requested by them for the first 10 months of
the year. The situation here is that the advances paid
for the period up to the end of September amount to
13 357 million ECU. In addition, Ialy has submitted a

request for an additional exceptional advance for Sep-
tember amounting to 160 million ECU. Thus, the
requirement for the first nine months of the year is

13 517 million ECU. The requests from the Member
Sates for the month of October total I 640 million
ECU. These requests are subject rc verification, but
they do provide a good indication of the order of
magnitude.

Now, Madam President, on the assumption - which
is, I think, justified by the experience of recent years

- that the rhythm of advances in October, November
and December will be somewhat higher than in earlier
quarters of the year, the toml requirement for EAGGF
Guarantee expenditure in 1984 would be 18 550 m
ECU. This figure orceeds the amount entered in the
1984 budget which was 15 500 m ECU by virtually the
same sum as that requested by the Commission in its
preliminary draft budgec The Commission therefore
considers its request for a further 1 983 m ECU for
EAGGF Guarantee expenditure to be of the right
order of magnitude.

I informed the Budget Council of this. I emphasized
that these additional resources were required rc enable
the Community to fulfil obligations it had entered into
in the implementation of existing Communiry policies.
I added that if additional budgeary provisions are not
made in time, the Commission will no longer be able,
during the last two months of this year, to honour in
full the financial demands following from obligations
previously contracted, notably in the agricultural sec-
tor. These obligations are the result of decisions which
the Council itself had taken in the full knowledge of
the budget implications.

Indeed, both in this Chamber as well as in the Agricul-
ture Council prior to the decisions being taken, which
incidentally were agreed unanimously, the Commis-
sion indicated that a supplementary budget of the size
now under consideration would be required. The
Commission will, of course, continue to manate the
common agricultural poliry in a prudent manner.
None the less, the Commission remains of the opinion
rhat contractual obligations to third pafties, be they
agriculrural producers or other operators, have rc be

honoured. If a supplementary budget has not been
passed by the end of October, the Commission will no
longer be in a position to tuarantee this. The responsi-
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bility will thus pass to the national intervendon agen-
cies. Inasmuch as this would represent a partial and
albeit temporary renationalization, the Commission
would - as I told this House in July - dceply depre-
cate such a development.

In order to do all within our power to secure the pas-
sage of a supplementary budget, the Commission has
urged upon the Council in the most pressing terms
possible the need for that institution to mke the neces-
sary decisions in time in order to enable the full dis-
charge of the expenditure obligations which the Com-
munity has legally contractcd. The Commission con-
sidcred that in view of the gravity of the situation, it
would be right for such a request rc be made rc the
Council within the framework of the invitation to acr
envisaged in Anicle 175(2) of the Treary of Rome. A
letter to this effect was sent from the Commission to
the Council last Thursday.

This is the first time the Commission has invoked this
anicle in the budgetary field, and I believe the circum-
stances fully justify us in doing so. In the course of the
recent Budget Council the Commission also made
clear its view that the draft supplementary budget had
to be based on realistic and not fictitious assumpdons
on revenues. In the Commission's view a realisdc
assumption is that receipts from agricultural levies,
sugar levies and customs duties would be 560 m ECU
less than previously envisaged, 350 m ECU - and,
Madam President, only 350 m ECU - of which could
be counterbalanced through management economies.
A fictitious assumption which thc Commission could
in no way endorse would be a 500 m ECU surplus
available from the current financial year.

An amendment of the preliminary draft budget of this
nature would lead to a subsantial deficit as a charge
on the 1985 budget for which no provision has been
made. The Commission hopes the Council will base

itself on realistic data in subsequent work. The possi-
biliry of an additional charge on the 1985 budget is

panicularly worrying at a time when there is so much
uncenainry about the 1985 budget itself. In this con-
rcx!, I must emphasize that a 1985 budget established
within the 1olo ceiling, with a wholly unrealistic figure
for EAGGF guaranrce, would bc unexecutable for the
Commission unless - and I do sress the word unless

- it was accompanied by a clear and unambiguous
commitment rc a supplementary budget of an appro-
priate size in the coursc of the year.

Madam President, Mr O'Keeffe has just informed you
of the Council's disposition to make supplemenrary
financing available in 1984 on the basis of an intergov-
ernmental agreement. I think I need hardly remind the
House that the Commission has a firm preference for
a Communiry solution along thc lines of our own pro-
posal.

Before I come to an end, Madam President, there are
two other points I should like so make. The first,

which is obviously self-evident to honourable Mem-
bers, is that the agreed pragmatic calendar for the
establishment of the draft budget for 1985 has not
been respected. On the draft supplementary budget for
1984, it is absolutely imperative that the supplementary
budget be adopted by the end of October if the diffi-
culties to which I have alluded concerning the decision
on the advances for the last two months of the year are
to be avoided. The delay in establishing the relevant
drafu is already eroding the sound functioning of
budget procedures.

Madam President, the Council intends to re-examine
these issues at its meeting next Monday and Tuesday.
The Commission wishes to assure the House that we,
for our pan, will do all in our power to safeguard the
Communiry interest and to secure the adoption of the
relevant and necessary drafts.

Mr Cot (S), Cbairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.-
(FR) Madam President, I must apologize if what I
have to say seems a little rough and ready, but since
Mr O'Keeffe could not, of course, be in rwo places at
the same dme and so was prevented from attending, as

would have been usual, the meeting of the Committee
on Budgets, rhe time I have had for preparing and
thinking over my speeches on behalf of the Committce
on Budgets has been somewhat limited.

'Vhat Mr O'Keeffe has just offered us is an admission
of failure inasmuch as the Council, as we all know, has
disappointcd our hopes of having a draft budget for
1985 and a supplementary budget for 1984. In the
situation we are in today, there is a danger that the
institudons will get jammed, will seize up, and this
prompts me to remind the Council of its responsibili-
ties. 'Seizing up' is, in fact, the right way of putting it,
because it is the result of a creeping paralysis. Did we
nor have ro wair, afur the mandate of 30 May 1980,
for four years for the Fontainebleau Summit? The
stumbling-block now in the path of the Commission
with regard to 'own resources' and the last-minutc
necessity of raising additional funds demonstrate,
unfonunately, the graviry of the situation.

Even the hopes born of Fontainebleau have now been
cruelly disappointed. Vhat progress has been made
with regard m the Communiqy's own resources, where
have we got in our atrcmpts to cover our financial
needs? Vhat of the call for proper management of our
budgetary procedures? Mr Tugendhat's critical
remarks just now concerning the time-limirs that have
to be observed if sre are to do our work properly are
sentiments which the Parliament shares. I should be
grateful if Mr O'Keeffe could give us some reassur-
ance on the timetable he envisages and on what he
means by recommendations next week. Vhat we need
to do our work properly, Mr O'Keeffe, is, quite sim-
ply, a draft budget! That much at least!

'$Thatever may be said about it, we are today faccd
with an accumulation of serious difficulties. This
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development, which seems to us to be getting out of
control, is taking place to the detriment of the Com-
mission, which is being progressively reduced to
purely executive status insrcad of being the prime
mover of Community poliry and the guardian of the
Treaties. This uncontrolled drift is also at the expense
of Parliament, whose statutory rights - those laid
down by the Treaty and by Communiry legislation -are in grave danger of being overlooked.

So it is only, alas, too obvious that there are budgetary
problems. All the same, Madam President, I should
like to insist at this point that these budgetary prob-
lems cannot be imputed to this Parliament and that a

careful examination of the amendments adopted by
Parliament in connection with earlier budgets will
soon dispose of false artumenr accusing this House
of budgetary irresponsibiliry.'Ve are all aware that the
inflation of expenditure rcsults in the main from deci-
sions aken quite deliberately by the Council, from the
legisladve powers exercised by the Council and from
the obligations thus created which then have to be

honoured.

This wayward drift of which we and the Commimee
on Budgets are aware gives us cause to fear that, after
Parliament's powers 'and functions, it will be the
Treary rules in their entirery that are laid open to
auack. In view of the present difficulties, our feeling is

- rc take up a formula used a short while ago - that
we must stick to the Tr0ary, the whole Treaty and
nothing but the Treaty. At all events, it must be the
whole Treary,'and we must be awiue of seemingly ever
more frequent abuses of procedure. It is a vicious pro-
ceeding, we agree, to call adopted policies into ques-

don by the indiscriminate exercise of budgetary pow-
ers, but it is equally vicious m call budgeary Powers
into question by the indiscriminate use of rules and
regulations.

I trust you will permit me at this point, Madam Presi-
dent, to make a parenthetical remark on the subject of
budgetary discipline. I dislike this term,'discipline'. In
French literature, it is associated with the idea of Tar-
uffian hypocrisy, in reminiscence of Moli0re's Tar-
tuffe, who bids his valeq 'serrez ma haire avec ma
discipline', and here, I fear, we have got pretty neiu to
Moli0re. No one would deny the need for budgetary
stringency, and we are unanimous in our desire to get
a betrcr grip on expenditure, to heighten the effect of
political choices by means of their budgetary conse-
quences - indeed, I would say that the CAP decisions
taken so courageously in Brussels last March are an
example; but we are afra;id that the Council, when
tackling the problem of thc budgetary conflict, may be

tempted to Bmper with the equilibrium of the Treaties
and the institutions and, more than chat, with the very
nature of Community finances by adopting regulations

that can only cause rouble. On behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets, I wish to issue a solemn warning in
this regard.

I now come to the specific problems - that is to say,
the supplementary budget for 1984, the 1985 budget
and the problem of our financial requirements. The
supplementary budget for 1984 is absolutely necessary,

and we are glad to learn that the Council has recog-
nized this obvious fact. Communiry rules have, in fact,
created obligations that have rc be honoured, the
Member States must ensure that expenditure is cov-
ered by applying the provisions of the Treary, panicu-
larly Article 5, and here we are afraid that the solution
put forward may have consequences that are liable to
be called inrc question, panicularly by the savings on
structural expenditure.

fu regards the 1985 budget, we want it to be credible

- that is to say, based on a true estimate of the fore-
seeable expenditure, and a budget that is accompanied
right from the beginning by the announcement of a

draft supplementary budget does not, perhaps, exactly
fit this description.

fu for the problem, raised by Mr Huckfield, of
unblocking the British refund, I should like to rcll him
that in my view the resolution adopted by Parliament
in July remains valid. Parliament has no desire what-
soever to hold things up - on the conuary, it wants
rc see the situation clarified, and it awaits the presen-

tadon of the supplementary budget and of a new
application - and a new applicadon will be needed -in order to take its decision on unblocking the British
refund.

In conclusion, I would simply reircrate the urgent call
rc the Council to carry out its responsibilities. !7ith
things as they are, we share the view taken by the
Commission, which has not only established the fact
of default but has even institurcd - or announced its
intention of instituting - proceedings before the
Coun of Justice. I find myself wondering whether the
Parliament should not associate itself with this action
brought by the Commission against the Council, but I
trust it will not come to that. Meanwhile, I think the
time is ripe for launching consultations among all
three institutions: our President might well take a step
in this direction, and the Commitee on Budgets
would obviously wish to be associated.

(Apphuse)

Prcsidcnt. - The debate will be interruprcd at this
point and continued tomorrow.l

(The sitting uas closed at 8 p.*.)

I Appli.cttion of tuth 116 of the Rtles of hocedure - Agenfu
fii rcxt sitting.'see Minutcs.
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Commission action on Europcan Parliament opinions on Commission pro-
posals dclivered at the april and may 1984 part-sessions

ANNEX

This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the acdon taken by the
Commission in respect of amendments proposed at the April and May 1984 pan-sessions
in the framework of parliamentary consultation, and of disaster aid granted.

A.I. Commission proposak to uthicb Parliament proposed amendments tbat haoe been
accepted by tbe Commision intull

1. Repon by Mr Ghergo on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83)
189 final) for a directive on procedures for harmonizing the programmes for the
reduction and eventual elimination of pollution caused by waste from the titan-
ium dioxide industry

" The proposal for a directive, amended under the second paragraph of
Article 149 of the Treaty, was sent to the Council on 25 May 1984.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 10 April
1984, p.45
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of tO Rpril 1984, pp. 30-35

2. Repon by Mrs Veil on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83)720
final) for a directive on access to the occupation of carrier of goods by water-
way in national and international transport and on the murual recognition of
diplomas, cenificates and other evidence of formal qualifications for this occu-
pation

The amended proposal (COM(84)417 final) was sent rc the Council on
19 July 1984 and to the European Parliament on 5 September 1984.

Commission's position at debarc: Verbadm repon of proceedings, 2l May 1984,
p.2l
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 21 May 1984, pp.20-21

3. Repon by Mr Ceravolo on rhe Commission proposal to rhe Council
(COM(83)368 final) for a directive on prorccting patients undergoing dialysis
by reducing exposure to aluminium to a minimum

In view of the fact that the amendments proposed by Parliamenr are aimed
at increasing the health protecdon of persons undergoing dialysis and at
bringing ou[ the need for proper manufacturing practices in the preparation
of dialysis products, the Commission has expressed its agreement It will
take the proposed amendments into account as far as possible in the
amended proposal it is now preparing.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 29 May 1984,
pp.l8-a
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of Z3 May 1984, pp. 39-44

4. Repon by Mr Eisma on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83)520
final) for a direcdve on the preparation of emergency intervention plans m com-
bat accidental oil spills at sea

The amended'proposal (COM(84)433 final) was senr rc rhe Council on
2 August 1984 and to the European Parliament on 13 August 1984.

Commission's position at debate : Verbatim repon of proceedings, 22May 1984,
pp. t27-B
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 23 Ma;y 1984, pp. 49-51

5. Second repon (without debarc) by Mr Notenboom on the second amendment
of the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83)621 final) for a regula-
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tion amending Reguladon (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) No 2891/77 implementing
the Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial contributions
from Member States by the Communities' own resources

The amended proposal (COM(S4)465 final) w'as sent to the European Par-
liament on 13 August 1984.

Commission's position at debate: -Text of proposal adoprcd by EP: Minutes of 24 May 1984, pp.66-69

6. Repon by Mr Moreau on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(84)
119 final) for a decision concerning the coordination of action by Member
States and the Commission with a view to carrying out a long-term Programme
on rhe use of rclematics in the Community's information systems on impons and

exports and on the management and financial monitoring of the agricultural
market organizations

The amended proposal (COM(84)467 final) was sent to the Council on
2 August 1984 and to the European Parliament on 13 August 1984.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 23 May 1984'
p.216
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of z+ May 1984, p' 151

7. Second repon (without debate) by Mr Pedini on the Commission communica-
tion to the Council (COM(83)377 final) on the establishment of the JRC's
Management Board

On 25 May 1984 the Commission sent the Council an amended proposal
for a Council decision concerning the multiannual research and teaching
programmes rc be carried out by the Joint Research Centre (JRC)
(COM(84)296 final). In preparing the amended proposal account was taken
of:

(a) the.amendment adopted by the EuroPean.Parliament at its plenary
sesslon on 30 March 1984 concerning rhe deletion of the last paragraph
in Anicle 3 of the original proposal (COM(83)377 final);

(b) the parliamentary commitrces' discussions, with the result that greater
clariry has been introduced with regard to informing Parliament (para-
graph I in Anicle 3), that a limit has been placed on the validiry of the
decision (last paragraph in Article 5) and that a recital concerning
adherence to the budget procedure has been added (3rd recital).

On 29June 1984 the Council session on research adopted the proposed
decision.

Commission's position at debate: -Text of proposal adopted by EP : Minutes of 2+ May 1984, p. 7 3

A.II. Commission proposak to uhich Parlhment proposed amendments that haoe been

accepted by the Commission in part

1. Repon by Mr de Pasquale on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(83)549 final) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 724/75
establishing a European Regional Development Fund

On l9June 1984 the Council adoprcd the regulation on the reform of the
ERDF, accepting the main points in the Commission's 1983 proposal, on
which Parliamenr had delivered a favourable opinion, with cenain changes.

Before the regulation was adopted, a conciliation meeting berween the
Council and the European Parliament was held in which the Commission
took pan. That meeting provided an opportunity for discussing all the main
aspecrs of the future regulation in depth and for a useful comparison of the
positions of the three Institutions. Following the discussion the Institutions
agreed on a joint declaration (text atached)'
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Commission's position at debatc: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 12/13 Apil
1984, pp. 336-338
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutcs of 13 April 1984, pp. 194-213

Rcpon (without debate) by Mr Rogalla on the Commission proposal to the
Council (COM(83)738 final) for a founh directive amending Direewe 74/
651/EEC on the tax reliefs to be allowed on the importation of goods in small
consignments of a non-commercial character within the Community

The amcnded proposal (COM(84)372 final) was senr to the Council on
3 July l98a and to the European Parliament on 5 July 1984.

Commission's position at debate: -Text of proposal adoptcd by EP: Minutes of t0 April 1984,pp.19-20

Repon by Mr Dalsass on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(82)
328 final) for a regulation lrying down general rules on the definition, descrip-
sion and presentation of spirituous berreragcs and of vermouths and other wines
of fresh grapes flavoured with plants or other aromatic substances

The Commission is scill going over this point by point with the depanments
concerned, afur which it will be presenting an amended proposal.

Commission's position at debate : Vcrbatim report of proceedings, 12 April
1984,p.283
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutcs of 13 April 1984, pp. 108-121

Repon by Mr Ghergo on the Commission proposal rc the Council (COM(83)
375 final) for a regulation introducing Communiry action to increase protection
against fires and acid rain for forests in the Community

The amended proposal was sent to the Council on 16July 1984 and to rhe
European Parliament on 24 July 1984.

Commission's position at debate : Verbatim repon of proceedings, 22May 1984,
pp. lt7-120
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 23 Mey 1984, pp. 30-31

Repon (without debate) by Mr Ingo Friedrich on the Commission proposal to
the Council (COM(83)786 final) for a directive extending the derogation
granted to Ireland in respect of turnover tax and excise duty in the international
movement of travellers

Since the European Parliament's adoption at its April part-session of the
resoludon in question, the Council has adoprcd a directive authorizing Ire-
land rc exclude goods whose unit value exceeds 77 ECU from the exemp-
tion (Directive of 30 April raising rhe present 210 ECU exemprion to 280
ECU with effect from 1 July 19Sa).

ln spitc of this decision of the Council the Commission is maintaining its
proposal for a direcdve. Thc Commission is prepared rc accepr the amend-
ment proposed by Parliament, which provides for the same protressive rise
as the Commission's proposal and the complete abolition of the derogation
as of I January 1989, but sets higher percentages for each stage in relation
to the normal exemption.

The amended proposal will be sent to the Council and she European Parlia-
ment in rhe next few weeks.

Commission's posirion at debate: -Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of t O Rpril 1984, p. 25

B. Commission proposak to whicb Parliament proposed ametdments tbat the Commission
bas notfeh able to 4cce?t

1. Repon by Mr Vitale on Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 concerning the Commis-
sion proposals to rhe Council (COM(83) 559 final) for:

(D a regulation on improving the effectiveness of farm strucrures,

2.

4.
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(ii) a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 on common measures

to improve the conditions under which agricultural products are processed

and marketed and Regulation (EEC) No 1820/80 for the sdmulation of
agriculrural development in the less-favoured areas of the west of Ireland

The Council has adopted the Commission proposal. Some of Parliament's
remarls were taken into consideration. The reference for the Council's deci-
sion is Regulation (EEC) No 1932184 of 19June 1984, OJ NoL 180/84,
7 Jdy 1984.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 12 April 1984,

pp.278-280
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 13 April 1984, pp. 95-l0l

2. Repon by Mrs Salisch on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(84) 74

final) for a draft resolution on lines of acdon to combat female unemployment

The Commission has not been able to present an amended draft resoludon
as some of the proposed amendments do not reflect its general position on
unemployment and because the Council was to state its views very shonly
after the opinion was adopted by Parliament.

However, it informed the Council immediately of some of the amendments
proposed by Padiament and suggested that a certain number of them should
be incorporated. The Council accepted:

(a) the reference to cooperatives, in connecdon with measures !o encourage
local initiadve with regard to job creation,

(b) the major role m be played in futhering positive action by national
mechanisms for ensuring equal opportuniry and employment for
women,

(c) greater stress being laid in the rcxt on the role of the European Social
Fund.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim report of proceedings, 22May 1984,
pp.76-78
Text of proposal adopted by EP : Minutes of 22 May 1984, pp. 7 2-7 4

3. Repon by Mrs Maij-\Teggen on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(84) 57 final) for a directive on the application of the principle of equal
reatment (in agriculure also) for self-employed men and women and on marcrn-
iry protection

1. The proposal for a directive closely followed the European Parliament's
approach as given in the parliamentary resolution on the position of women
in Europe (adopted on 17 January 1984) and the report on the subject that
accompanied it.

2. This is why the Commission does not intend to present an amended ProPo-
sal.

2.1. Vith regard to Article 7a, the Commission told Parliament clearly that the
wording used by the Commission was intentionally extremely wide in scope,

so as'to leave couples a free choice, with regard rc the financial capaciry of
small family undenakings also, and so as to avoid imposing a single form of
pay, which at the same time meets the purpose of amendment 7a bis.

2.2. The extension requested by Parliament in Article 8a is, in the Commission's
view, inoppoftune as things stand at present, progressing by sages being
called for here. This is why the Commission has kept to a single category for
pregnancy and maternity that would apply to all self-employed women and

assisting wives.

2.3. Vith regard to the amendment proposed to Article 8b, although it would be

legally feasible, the Commission would draw attention to its proposal for a

directive on parental leave, in which self-employed persons were not
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included; it considers that the time has not yet come ro ask the Member
States to take measures here. Funhermore, a self-employed person can
always take parental leave without there being any need for a law on rhe
maffer.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 22May 1984,
pp. 102-104
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 23 May 1984, pp. I 5-1 8

4. Repon by Mr de Courry Ling on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(83) 719 final) for a reguladon amending Regulation (EEC) No 435180 to
extend its scope to include strawberries falling within subheading No ex 08.08
A II of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in the African, Caribbean
and Pacific States or in the overseas countries and territories

The Commission is unable to accept the following amendment to its propo-
sal.

Article I of the proposalfor a reguktion

The purpose of this amendment is to authorize the entry of srawberries ori-
ginating in ACP States or overseas countries and territories, abolishing all
customs duties and quandtadve restricdons during the period I October
.- end of February.

The Commission cannot endorse the amendment proposed in the parliamen-
tar), resoludon in question. It considers that a reduction of customs duties
within a quota provides a better answer to the inrcrnal and external problems
posed by this rype of product in the Communiry. Such an arrantemenr
would also prevent our ACP parmers from thinking that they could increase
their share of the market ad infinitum.

On 2Augusr 1984 rhe Council adopted Regulation (EEC) No 2247/84 on
the subject (OJ No L206/l and 106/2,2 August 1984).

Commission's position at debate: -Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 24 May 1984,pp.146-7

C. Commission proposak in respect of whicb Parliament delioered faoourable opinions or
did not requestformal amend,ment

1. Repon by Mr Vandewiele on the Commission proposals to the Council
(COM(84) 171 final) for:

(i) a Council directive amending Directive 83/l8l/EEC determining the scope
of Article 14(1Xd) of Directive 77/388/EEC as regards exemption from
value added tax on rhe final imponation of cenain goods,

(iD a Council directive amending Direcdve 68/297/EEC on the standardizadon
of provisions regarding the dury-free admission of fuel contained in the fuel
tanks of commercial motor vehicles

Parliament approved the Commission proposal. It recommended that the
Commission step up im effons to harmonize VAT and excise dury rates for
motor vehicle fuel.

In connection with this, the Commission would draw attention to rhe facr
that the measures to harmonize VAT and excise dury rarcs that have been
adopted to darc relate solely rc rheir srructures and the amounrs on which
they are to be charged.

Only at a more advanced stage of integration will it be possible to try ro
bring rates in general and, in this instance, rhose applfng ro moror vehicle
fuel, closer rogether.

However, the Commission is of the view that there musr be a definite show
of political will (which it is indeed rying to foster) if funher harmonization
is to be carried through.
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Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 2l May 1984,
p.25
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 21 May 1984, p.34

2. Report (without debatc) by Mr Sherlock on the Commission proposal to the
Council (COM(83) 392 final) for a directive amending Directive 70/ 157 /EEC on
the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the permissible
sound level and the exhaust sysrcm of motor vehicles

Ad item 5 of tbe resolution

A proposal for a directive amending Directive 78/1015/EEC on the permis-
sible sound level and the exhaust system of motor bicycles is m be sent to the
Council in the second half of 1984.

In the case of motor bicycles, a Communiry definition of this type of vghicle
must first be established, and in discussions with the Member Starcs this has

not yet been achieved.

Commission's position at debate: -Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of.24 May 1984, p. 89

D. Disaster aid supplied since last part-session

Emergency aidfor tbird coanties

Financial

Country Sum

Andgua 200 000 ECU

Uganda 250 000 ECU

Mali 1 500 000 ECU

El Salvador 500 000 ECU

Guatemala 150 000 ECU

Nicaragua 150 000 ECU

Thailand 300 000 ECU

Angola 500 000 ECU

Morocco 500 000 ECU

Rcason

drought

displaced persons

drought

displaced persons

displaccd persons

displaced persons

displaced persons

displaced percons

droughr

Disuibutcd by

EEC Delegation

ICRC

EEC Delegation

EEC Dclegation,
Caracas

EEC Delcgation,
Caracas

EEC Delegation,
Caracas

I.JNBRO,VFP

EEC Delegation,
Congo

LICROSS

Datc of dccision

15. 5. 84

8.6. 84

9.7.84

21. 6.84

21.6.84

21. 6. 84

21.6.84

21.6. 84

9.7.84
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Food

Allocadons decided on as follows:

3Iily

Country/egency
Quantiry (tonnes)

Ccrcals SMP BO Other products

vFo

LICROSS

Comoros

Zambia

Tunisia

Egypt

kbanon
Haiti
Nicaragua

India

Sri Lanka

I r0 000

2 000

I 000

20 000

135 000

I 000

2 000

5 000

40 000

28 000

750

300

400

3 000

6 750

600

I 800

27 000

6 000

500

100

400

r 350

2 000

300

7 000

vo 1000
B 4500

B 3;
vo 1000

323 000 68 600 t7 650 vo 2 000
B 8000

VO : vegehble oil
B - beans
SMP : skimmed-milk powder
BO : butter-oil

17 July

Angola: emcrgency allocation of 200 tonnes milk powder * 100 tonnes butter-oil

18 Jaly

Mozambique: charged to Internadonal Emergenry Food Reserve, allocation of 3 000
tonnes cereals

VFO: emergency allocadon of t t60 tonnes beans * 975 tonnes fish
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20 Jrly

Country/egcncy
Qumtiry

Ccrcals SMP BO Other products

Guinea-Bissau

Guinea Conakry

SaoTomc c Principe

Ethiopia

Djibouti
Madagascar

Botswana

Ilsotho
Morocco

UNRVA

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Jamaica

7 000

7 000

I 000

4 000

20 000

4 000

7 000

,o ooo

10 000

130 000

100

I 400

100

400

480

200

I 850

I 000

I 200

960

125

5;

3;
I 000

200

200

I 500

160

vo r;

S5;
oo 30
B 200

t 552

vo 800
B 1000

vo 700

vo r00

200 000 7 690 3 985 vo 1700
s 500
oo 30
B 1200
UNRVA

I 552

VO - veteable oil
B - beans
S: sutar
OO - olive oil

Since the olfrckl English,uersion of the Joint Deckration *saed by the Council, Commission
and European Pailiament duing the consrhation on the reform of the European Regional
Development Fund bad. not been receioed at the time of going to press, readers are refened to
the oersions in tbe otber offcial hngmges of tbk Report of Proceedings
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IN THE CHAIR: I."TDY ELLES

Vce-President

(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)

l. Approval of tbe Minutes

Prcsident. - The Minutes of Proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any comments?

Mr Paonella (ND.- (Q Madam President, I notice
that the Minutes do not mention a reservation I
expressly raised about the allocation of speaking time.
Although I have not had time rc look at the Minutes in
detail, I would like to raise the point of this resewa-
tion which I made known to the President yesterday.
The fact is that Rule 65 has been infringed with regard
rc the speaking time for the non-attached Members in
the budget debarc. Despite the fact that we are entitled
to speaking time, time has been allocated only to the
political groups. I would therefore draw your attention
rc the reservation I made yesterday and would ask you
ro ensure that speaking time is allocated in accordance
with the Rules of Procedure. My reservation should
therefore be recorded in yesterday's Minutes.

Presi&nt. - Mr Pannella, on pate 29 of the English
t€xt, It€m 12 has the following reference to it: 'Mr
Pannella spoke on the allocation of speaking time'.

Do you wish to have this enlarged or will you accept
that as an accurate official record?

Mr Pannclla (ND. - (7) Yes Madam President,
provided the phrase'and expressed reservations with
regard to the allocation of speaking time' is added. I
have just given you the reasons for this request and
would ask you to reallocate the speaking dme in
accordance with Rule 65.

President. - The Minutes will be amended accord-
ingly.

Mr Pearce (ED). - Madam President, I refer to
pa;ge 2 of the Minutes which refers to commenr that I
made. The President did not really answer the ques-
tion that I asked. He said that the Bureau had exam-
ined the point that I had raised earlier. In view of the
question that I put down yesterday - No 24 - and
the Commission's answer to this, will the Bureau
please re-examine the question of whether Parliament
or the Committee on Budgets is responsible for
authorizing transfers from one budget line to another?

Prcsident. - I will put your point to the President,
who will, of course, take his decision accordingly.

( Parliament approoed the Minute s )l

I For items relating to the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly
and the 

"nnouriLrn.nt 
of subjects for the topical anl

urgent debate, sce the Minutcs of Proccedings of this sit-
ung.

ll
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2. Decision on rrgent procedure

AMENDED COMMISSION PROPOSAL
(DOC. 2-36t/t4-COM(84) 384 FINAL:
.SYSTEM OF O\TN RESOURCES)

Mr Cot (S), Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.-
(FR) Mdam President, the Committee on Budgets is
anxious to reach a decision as soon as possible, on this
proposal, but it would like to have enough time to do
its work properly. In view of the short time since the
proposal was received, we therefore ask the House to
reject the request for urgent procedure, so that we can
provide the House with a full report at the next part.
session. Our committee has made all the necessary
arrantements to examine this matter at its meedng
next week, and Mr Pfennig has been appointed rap-
POneur.

(Parliament rejected the requestfor argent procedare)

DRAFT REGULATIONS AND AMENDED
DRAFT REGULATIONS (DOC. t-347/t4-
COM(84) 283 FINAL: 'SPARKLING VINES')

Mr Tolnan (PPE), Cbainun of the Committee on
Agianhrre, frsbeies and Food.- (NL) Madam Presi-
dent, the Committee on Agriculture does not feel that
this mauer has yet been adequately prepared.'S7e are
therefore against the request for urgent proccdure.

Presidcnt. - Mr Klepsch, are you speaking in favour
or against the motion?

Mr Klcpsch (PPE). - Also against.

(Parliament rejeaed the reqrestfor rrgent procedure)

Mr Huckficld (S). - Madam President, I am a new
Member and I hope that you will excuse me for my
ignorance, but, certainly when I was in the House of
Commons in the Unircd Kingdom and rulings were
given on whar business was classified as urgent or nor,
we were accustomed, and I presume that chis House is
,also accustomed, to being given some kind of reason
or some kind of understandint as ro what businesses
are classified as urgenr or not.

Many of us, for example, are associarcd with the reso-
ludon under Rule 48 on rhe miners' dispute in the
United Kingdom which has been going on for at least
six months. Frankly, many of us, certeinly from the
United Kingdom - and I hope that that would
include yourself - would find it very difficult indeed
to understand why a resolution, which has the supporr
of the whole of the Socialisr Group, on a dispute

which has been going on in the United Kingdom for at
least six months and which is dividing the whole coun-
try cannot be classified as an urtent resolution in this
Parliament.

Presidcnt. - Perhaps I should point out that at the
moment we are neither of us in our respective Houses
of Parliament in the United Kingdom but are in the
Eurpean Parliament. There is a certain procedure here
that has been adoprcd for many years and, of course,
it is contained in the Rules of Procedure concerning
requests for urgent procedure by the Council of Min-
isrcrs or by the Commission.

Ve are actually dealing at the moment with a request
for urgent debate by the Council of Ministers, and
that informadon is contained on the fronr page of
your agenda where it says, 'Vote on the requesr for
urtency concerning the following consultations' and
refers under II and III to reguladons concerning
qualiry wines produced in specified regions. This is
what we were voting on and this was a matter for the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food to give
its advice on rc the House, which was given in the
normal course of even6. Only one person spoke. You
had the floor to speak either in favour or against. I
asked the House if there was anybody in favour and
nobody replied. Mr Klepsch, quite correcdy, in
accordance with the Rules, spoke against the motion.
Ve have now had a vote, and that vorc overwhelm-
ingly showed that the House was against granring
urgent procedure for this panicular proposal.

I apologize if I have taken a little time, but I know it is
difficult for new members to follow the procedures of
this House. Any of the staff of the Parliament would
be very willing to assist in explaining the normal pro-
cedures that occur on these occasions.

Mr Huckficld (S). - After that point of order,
Madam President, may I stress that I mean you no dis-
respec and if I am being rco ignoranr for rhis Parlia-
ment then I do apologize; but I would have thought
that this House ought rc have been given at least some
reason why the Bureau had classified some resoludons
as urgent and other resolutions under Rule 48 as not
urtent.

I have read all the papers and I fully understand what
you say, but are we being given to understand that ure
have no reason at all as to the classification of business
as urtent or no[ urtent?

Presi&nt - Rule 4E of rhe Rules of Procedure of this
Parliament applics ro requesr for the inclusion of sub-
jects in the topical and urgent debate, which are nor-
mally tabled by Members. They will be voted on at
3 p.-., when ure shall decide c/herher they are urgenr
or not. Thar is left to the Memberc of rhis House to
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Prcsident

decide. Those that are considered urgent will be
debatcd tomorrow morning.

The urgent matters I am now referring to are special
requests from the Council of Ministers for cenain
matrcrs to be considered as urgent by this House and
debated and voted on accordingly. This particular one
is a matter for the Commiwee on Agriculture. $7e have
heard the advice of the chairman of that committee,
which has discussed the urgency of this matter and
advised this House that it does not consider the matter
to be urgent but that it should be taken in the normal
course of business. Accordingly, it has been decided by
the House that the matter is not urgent.

The procedures of this House are complicated to a

new Member, and I approciate the difficulry. If there
are eny funher points, we shall, of course, be willing
to speak to you after and explain them further. How-
ever, I can assure you that the procedure has been
properly followed and implemented in accordance
with the Rules of Procedure of this House.

DRAFT DIRECTTYE AT.ID THREE DRAFT
couNcIL DECTSIONS (DOC. t-r6t/84 -COM(84) 36s FINAL:'MODERNZATION OF
FARMS')

ff,t1 felman (PPE), Cbairman of the aommittee on
Agricahare, Fisheies and Food- (NL) Madam Presi-
dent, for the sake of convenience I can perhaps add rc
that the ircms concerning agricultural structures, sal-
mon-fishing in the Nonh Atlantic and the agreement
with the USA on fisheries. The Committee on Agricul-
ture is in favour of urgent procedure.

( Parliament approoed argent procedure )

DRAFT REGULT,TION (DOC. 2-44r/t4 -COM(t4) 175 FINAL:'SALMON-FISHING IN
THE NORTI{ ATLANTTC)

Mr Tolmrn (PPE), Chainun of tbe Committee on
Agicaltare, Fisberies and Food.- (NL) Madam Presi-
dent, I pointed out just a moment ago that, for the
sake of convenience, I was recommending urtent pro-
cedure for these items as well.

Presidcnt. - I presumed that the vote of the House
applied rc all three requests,r and therefore all these
matt€rs will be dealt with in debate on Thursday's
agenda after the votes.

Mr von dcr Vring (S). - (DE) Madam President, I
would ask you to clarify a point which is of interest to
the whole House. I refer to the Friday sitting. !7e have

more or less decided on the agenda, and you have

drawn up a new timetable for Thursday. However, it
is not quite clear what is going to happen, since my
agenda stops with irem 216 on Thursday - possibly
followed by a discussion on urgent procedure. This
cannot be the case. May I assume that the Friday sit-
ting has been dropped?

Prcsi&nt. - Mr von der Vring, I am informed that
there will be no plenary sitting of this House on Friday
morning. There will be some committee meetings, but
that is all.

3. Badget(contd)

Presidcnt. - The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on the budgetary situation.l

Before calling the next speaker, I wish to inform you
that I have received three motions for resolutions con-
cerning budgetary matters: the first by Mr Langes and
Mr Klepsch on behalf of the EPP Group (Doc.2-
531/84), the second by Mr Langes on behalf of the
EPP Group (Doc.2-532/ 84), and the third by Mr de
la Maline and others on behalf of the Group of the
European Democratic Alliance (Doc.2-554/84).
These motions will be put to the vote at 3 p.m. on
Thursday.

Mr Fich (S). - (DA) Madam President, last July we
held a debate on all the problems connected with the
budget. In fact, it vas mainly about the refund to the
United Kingdom, but of course developed into a gen-
eral budgetary debate. Now, two months larcr, we
have another budgctary debate and one may ask why,
for is there anphing at all new to discuss? In my view,
there is exceedingly linle new to say about the situa-
tion, for in fact nothing has happened since our last
debate in July. The only event one can point to is the
Commission taking the unusual step of threatening the
Council of Ministerc with legal action unless the
Council acts soon to draw up a budget for 1985 and a

supplementary budget for 1984. But it can hardly be
said that this is of crucial importance for our debate
since it will naturally be a long time before such a step
has any effect. However, we are holding this debate
again and I should like to comment on the call for
Parliament's support made yesterday by the Irish Pres-
idency. I would like m say - as I did in July - that
we are prepared to support the Irish Presidency in the
endeavour to draw up a supplementary budget for
1984 and a budget for 1985, although there are natur-
ally very distinct conditions atached. I shall list these,I . The other two are the Commission proposals Doc.' l-361/84 COM(84) 368 final and Doi. 2-445/84

COM(84) 390 final, the latter concerning fisheries off the
US coasts. I See prwious day's debatcs.
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if I may:

Firsdy, the Socialist Group supports the Scrivener
report, which describes how the deficits should be cov-
ered for 1984 and 1985. The Socialist Group supports
the amendments tabled by Mrc Scrivener, but it is
naturally just as imponant to consider her repon in
connection with the supplementary budget, which we
have not yet received. Iet me say straight avay to the
Irish Presidency and the Council of Ministers as such
what we expect from this supplementary budget for
1984: first of all, we expect it ro conain sufficient
resources to cover the gap in the present budget. Ve
will thus not accept anything that is known from the
ou6et to be incorrect budgeting.

Secondly, we do not accept that pan of rhe 1984 defi-
cit should be financed by savings in areas that have
high priority in our view, i.e. we do not accept that a
large pan should be financed by savings on non-com-
pulsory expenditure, for example on rhe Social Fund.'Vhen this House adopted a budget last December
with, for example, a specific sum earmarked for the
Social Fund, we did so because we attached high
priority rc the fight against unemployment. Ve there-
fore find it unacceptable for the Commission then to
take administrative action ro cur 10, 15 or 200/o from a
series of items without a polirical decision having been
aken. !7e have been informed that the savings amount
ro around 1 000 m ECU; rhis is not just a technical
effect, for the Commission is of course cu[ting back
deliberatcly to finance pan of the deficit in the agri-
cultural sector, and this we will not accept.

On this point, I also heard yesterday to my amazement
that it is planned to spend 200 m units of account from
the sugar levy in the currenr year, even though
expenditure in the sugar sector is nor due until nexr
yeer, as far as I undersand. This too we regard as a
poor way of budgeting. Revenue and expenditure
reladng to the same items should of course be entered
for the same year. fu regards the 1985 budgeq which
we of course cannot consider today as it is not avail-
able, I would like already at rhis stage ro ser our some
of the Socialist Group's principles.

Firstly, we wanr the 1985 budget to remain a budget
covering the whole year. In other words, we do not
accept the presentation of a budget that, as everyone
here knows, only covers 9, 10 or 11 months of 1985.
'S7'e want a budget for the enrire year. It is clear that if
such a budget is nor presenrcd, we shall find this unac-
ceptable. That is ro say, we will nor accepr a budget
presented in the knowledge that there will later be a
supplementary budger because the money has run out.

A second question relating to the 1985 budget is the
issue of the refund rc be paid to rhe United Kingdom.
Under the Fontainebleau agreement, the United King-
dom is to have its contributions reduced, i.e. the
method used in recent years ro compensate for the
United Kingdom's alleged deficir in relation to the

Community budget is to be changed. The Fontaine-
bleau decision is not acceptable to the Socialist Group.
Although we do accept that there is a British problem,
we believe that this is a problem of compensation,
which should be resolved via the expendirure side of
the budget; that it is to say, the United Kingdom
should pay its full conribution, which must rhen be
offset by budget expenditure. The endre amount will,
as it were, be in the budget. In other words, we find
the abrupt reduction in the budget's revenue side at
Fontainebleau unacceptable. For when we actually
look at the budget, we will norc that its revenue.side is
in fact perfectly healthy.'We can see thar rhe contribu-
tion per inhabitant in the various countries in general
reflects the wealth of these counrries, although - and
this can be discussed - there are naturally problems
on the expenditure side of the Communiry budget
which need to be correoed.

Finally, let me say about own resources - although
we do not want an urgent debate on this issue today, it
does naturally have a bearing on rhe 1984 and 1985
budgeu - that the Socialist Group advocares an
increase. It is clear, however, thar conditions are
attached rc any such increase. It should not be used
only m cover a budget deficit, which we have, as we
know, both this year and next year, but also to finance
new policies. Not the least of these is the enlargement
of the Community ro include Spain and Ponugal. Ve
shall come rc this debate later on today, but in the opi-
nion of our Group these rwo issues are related: the
enlargement of the Communiry and an increase in
otrrn resources are closely linked and cannor suddenly
be separated here.

Mr Christodoulou (PPE). - (GR) Madam President,
the debate on the 1984 supplementary budget has
abeady begun to read almosr like a novel. Everybody
everywhere is waiting for rhe d*nouemenl anicles in
the press consandy repon a continuing dispute
bers/een the three main institutions of the Communiry
and, in general, elements which are totally alien to the
subsmnce of rhe quesrion keep creeping into this
whole debate. In many cases there is rivalry berween
the Member States of the Community on the grounds
of national prestige and, lastly, rc judge by the way in
which the quesrion is dealr with by the mass media, the
last thing all of us care abour is Europe. Fonunately
Mr O'Keeffe told us yesterday that the need for a sup-
plementary budget for 1984 was recognized and that
there u/as thus no longer any disagreement on the
principle.

However, many of us do not agree with some of the
things Mr O'Keeffe said. The main thing which I
think we should keep in mind is that we must adopt
Mrs Scrivener's motion in its final version, which pays
special acention to covering expenditure. This means
that it must be covered by advanced payments, is
provided for in this modon, and not by rhe separate
distribution of new contriburions from the Member
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States. The reason is that if we get involved in a new
debate on covering expenditure by a proportional
increase in contribudons from the Member States, we
shall never finish and shall still be discussing this sub-
ject after the end of tgg+. So the sooner the better, so

that we avoid the negative effects on public opinion
which are damaging to the concept of a united Europe
and serve its opponents, who maintain that this institu-
tion will drown in a sea of haggling.

On the other hand, it is encouraging that the Commis-
sion supports the rapid solution. Furthermore, in
accordance with the letter of amendment which we
adopted in connection with the 1984 supplementaqy
budget, the Commission is ready to proceed as regards
both documents and procedures. fu Mr Tugendhat
starcd yesterday, the responsibility lies vith the
national governments, and this responsibiliry is much
broader because, while the immediate adoption of the
decision in question is the main macrcr we should be

dealing with at the moment, it is also necessary to take
a decision not to touch the regional programmes, and
if there are to be any cuts, they should not be made to
the regional programmes, nor to the items covering
the development of European advanced technology,
nor to the items for the protection of small producers'
And above all, the spirit which will preside over the
final drafting of the supplementary budget will have to
make us try to ensure that the economically disadvan-
taged countries of Europe, wherever they exist, attain
at least the average level in the Communiry so that
there is no need to discuss such things as a 'rwo-tier
Europe', which by definition are contrary not only to
the spirit of the Communiry but also to the letter of its
Treaties.

Lord Douro (ED). - Madam President, with your
permission, I should like rc comment now on the
statement by the President-in-Office of the Budget
Council and later, after you have called Mrs Scrivener,
speak on the specific resoludon put to the House
today by Mrs Scrivener.

I am most grateful to the President-in-Office of the
Budget Council for the very detailed report he Bave us

of the proceedings of last week's Budget Council. I
think we should be pleased that drere is now agree-

ment in principle on the need for a supplementary
budget and indeed on the amount of a supplementary
budget - I OOO m ECU. I understand, however, that
the Commission does not think that that is a large
enough sum, but the Council in its wisdom has agreed
I 000 m ECU and that does seem to me to rePresent a

major progress since the last Council meeting in July.

I think we should also be encouraged by the fact that
there is provisional atreement on the 1985 draft
budget, but as the President-in-Office of the Council
said, one of the difficulties about 1985 is that agree-
ment has not yet been reached in the Council on
bringing forward the increase in the Community's own

resources. Eight governments, apparently, are now ln
favour of increasing these resources during 1985,

which would have the effect of providing sufficient
finance for a 1985 budget, but two Member States are

not prepared to increase them before January 1986. I
hopi that those rwo Member States will reconsider
their attitude. Both Member States are amongst the six

original members of the Communiry, and surely they
of ill countries must realize how much easier it would
be to solve this complicated series of budgetary prob-
lems we now face if they were prepared to advance the

date at which the new 'own resources' would come
into effect.

Since, as the President-in-Office of the Budget Coun-
cil told us, the Council has not been able to establish

the 1985 draft budget, I hope Members of this House
realize that we shall have to be flexible on our Proce-
dural arrangemenm berween now and the end of the
year. The timetable is very seriously wrong already- By
now vre should have been considering the 1985 draft
budget in committees, and that, of course, will not be

possible this year. So I hope Members will realize that
we may have to change certain of our procedures; we

may even have to have an extra plenary part-session or
something like that.

Finally, I would like to support the request by the
President-in-Office of the Budget Council that Parlia-
ment commit itself rc unblocking the British refund as

soon as the draft 1984 supplementary budget is estab-

lished. There are all sorts of problems at the moment.
There are many difficulties which all have an effect on
each other. But a step in that direction by Parliament
would cenainly help to resolve the current stalemate.

There has been a considerable change in attitude by
the British Government since July - that is apparent
to members of the Council and Members of this
House - and I think it would be a positive step for-
ward if, during this week, Parliament were able to
commit itself m releasing the UK refund for 1983

upon presentation of the 1984 supplementary budget.

As I said, Madam President, I should like to speak

again later on the Scrivener report.

Mr Pia (S). - Madam President, a point of order!
Could you tell us whether the amendments which have

been tabled to the resolution in the Scrivener repon
will be mken immediately afur the presentation of the
report or on Thursday? You have not yet commenrcd
on the amendmenr, but only said that Mrs Scrivener's
repon will be moved at something like 10.20 a.m.
Now a long, very imponant amendment was tabled in
the name of Mrs Castle, Mr Tomlinson and myself.
The secretariat has chosen to put this in the form of
five amendments, but it is actually a single amend-
ment. I have not this morning seen these documents,
but I want to be assured that we shall not be asked to
vote on the resolution which we have all seen without
having an opponuniry rc debate the alternative, simply
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because, with great resped to my colleague, Ove Fich,
it is not true that rhe Socialist Group as a whole sup-
ports the Scrivener reporr. The British Members of rhe
Socialist Group have the mosr immensely grave reser-
vadons and oppose the substance of it.

Prcsidcnt. - That was nor entirely a point of order,
Mr Pitt. The procedure of this House is that amend-
ments to a resolution are put to the vote at the same
time as the resoludon itself. In fact, amendments take
precedence over the text itself. The vote on rhe
amendments will therefore take place tomorrow at
3 p.*., the time scheduled for the vore on the Scrive-
ner rePort.

Mr Pitt (S). - Vill Mrs Castle be invited to move the
amendments?

President. - No, we do not have that proccdure in
this House. Those who wish to speak on the amend-
ments musr do so in their speeches on the repon. Ve
do not have formal proposal of amendments as such.
In your spceches during the course of this debate you
will have the opponuniry o refer to the points con-
tained in the amendments.

Mn BerberclL (COM). - (m Madam President, I
should like to make one or rwo bricf remarks on what we
heard yesterday from Mr O'Keeffe and MrTugendhat.
I say brief because really the situation thar we had in
July is still vdth us, i.e. the Council has not taken any
decision so thar in theory there is litde else to be said.

However, it is not our intention to embark on a
detailed assessmenr.

My first remark conoerns our immediate anxiery that
the lack of a Council decision, rhe supplementaqy
budget foi tgS+ and thc budget for 1985'might ser-
iously affect all the orher institutions and, first and
foremost, this Parliamenu

\7e find it extremely worrying to have to face farmers,
towards whom the Council and the various tovern-
ments all have obligations, and face public opinion and
the citizens of Europe and give rhem the impression of
a Community which cannor manage to take decisions
even on such obviously imponant things as the budget
and its funding.

I should like to remind you that this expenditure,
which has to be covered and set for next year has, for
the most pan, already been decided by the Council. It
is therefore expenditure which the Council should
honour.

Our concern, may I repear, is'that in rhis atmosphere
of indecision, which amounts rc a public demonsra-

don of the inability ro assume responsib,iliry, the whole
image of the Community is at risk.

Ve were surprised yesterday when Mr O'Keeffe
announced, as if it were something of a success for the
Council, that the governmenr had finally reached
agreement with regard rc the submission of a supple-
menta{y budget. In my view the starc of affairs now is
totally absurd! The supplementary budget is a dury -it contains expenditure which must be honoured and it
is for this reason thar a supplementary budget was sub-
mired. kt me just voice once again our exrreme con-
cern that this lack of responsibiliry on the part of the
Council can prejudice the image of the Communiry.

Another cause for concern also stems from this inde-
cisiveness on the pan of the Council or from piece-
meal and half-decisions, from this sham battle that the
Council and the tovernmenr are waging. It is a con-
cern which also involves even more imponant aspects,
if I may put it that way, in that I feel that the whole
situation is prompting a trend which calls into question
the institutional balance within the Communiry, in
other words the power-sharing berween the various
institutions and also throws open rules and crireria
which apan from having become accepted day-to-day
practice as the established facts of Community life, are
also rooted in the Treary itself.

I refer to rwo specific facts. Fircdy, the attempt by the
Council of Ministers to reduce the Parliament's bud-
tetary powers by introducing a dubious new phrase -'budgetary discipline'. Mr Cot yesterday pointed out
quite rightly that the term 'discipline' was unaccepr-
able given that the rule governing the budget should
be that of exactness, all the more in an economically
and financially difficult situation such as that in which
we now find ourselves. lZhat does it mean ro speak of
discipline? It means, somewhat ambiguously, that the
discussion on principles and powers which hitheno
were firmly established is again thrown open.

I believe there is a need ro srate again now, as we did
in July, but let it be said again - that we shdl not
tolerate any interference by the Council in our powers.
\7e respect the Council's powers and we require the
Council to respect ours.

The second cause for serious concern is on a morc
general point and relates ro the Fontainebleau agree-
ments, and in particular the decision on rhe introduc-
tion of different levels of VAT. This in fact calls into
question the very nature of the Communiqy's own
resources and consequendy the provisions of the
Treaty itself. Here again we wish to call upon the
Council of Ministcrs unequivocally ro respecr estab-
lished Communiry rules and principles.

Madam President, we have made these points in the
pa$ but we feel it necessary ro reasserq with possibly
greater resoluteness, our firm resolve not to allow the
Council m encroach on our rights.
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The third brief point concerns the content of the
budgets to be submitted and the fact that the Council
must know as of now - and I think it already does

know - that this Parliament is not prepared to accept
just'an/ budget, neither in the case of the supplemen-
tary budget for 1984 nor in that of the budget for
1985.

As far as the 1984 budget is concerned we consider it a
scandal that haggling is sdll in progress on the figure
and amount to be covered. The expenditure srcms

from exactly defined legal obligations on the basis of
regulations and I am therefore at a loss to see how
'cuts'can be made here and there. I really feel that an

approach of this type, even for the budget, in other
words for a standard financial proccdure, is incompre-
hensible.

How can 'cuts' be made and where can 'cum' be

made? The proposals to which Mr O'Keeffe and
Mr Tugendhat yesterday referred are also absurd. Is
the intention to cut expenditure on structural poliry?
This has already begun but we will oppose it firmly, as

we have already said, both with regard to the 1984

budget and that for 1985. Ve cannot deprive the
Community of its function and role by abandoning
structural policies.

The effect of this would be to enshrine a rend which
is taking shape at least as far as a number of govern-
ments are concerned. Ve want the Community to
continue to retain its most essential elements, namely
its scope for development and to consolidatc its
approach with regard m sructural policies.

As regards the common agricultural policy, we all
know that it is the cause of differences of opinion. It is

good that the problem is being tackled with a genuine
reform of the common agricultural policy. One aspect

of this reform has already been launched but we criti-
cized the instrument in the case of milk production
not because we felt it unnecessary to make serious

comments but because wc believed that the instrument
in question would not have proved successful, and
today we are faced with a budget in which expenditure
on milk is extremely high.

Madarn Hent ht me sum up by saying that it has

been our intention to point out that basic questions
such as the honouring of the obligations which the
Community has towards third panies and the respect

which the Communiry owes itself by keeping struc-
tural policy at an adequate level should not-be tam-
pered with.

One very last point - the question of the Bridsh
refund. I feel there is nothing to add on this point.
Parliament adopted a clear position in Juty, Ve feel
that we should agree on this posidon and draw the
Council's attention to it.

In conclusion I should likc oncc again to condemn the
lack of responsibiliry which the governments are

showing today and remind them of their duties and
powers. I hope that on Monday and Tuesday the
Council of Ministers will finally be in a position to
submit to us the supplementary budget for 1984 and
the budget for 1985.

(Appkuse fron the Commanist and Allies Grorp)

Mr Louwcs (L).- (NZ) Madam President, listening
to this debate here today, two things are immediately
obvious. For one thing, we are dealing here with a

highly complex matter - that we have long been

aware of. At last weck's meeting of the Committee on
Budgets, Mr Tugendhat referred to it as a 'compli-
cated exercise'. After the events of the end of last
week, it seems to me that that was something of an

understatement.

The other striking point is the broad consensus which
exists in this House on how we should approach these

problems, something which is not only matched, but
bettered, by the general agreement on the need rc
stand firm in the face of any attack on Parliament's
powers. This-broad measure of agreement is some-

thing the Council would be well advised rc take note
of.

Moving on from the general to the specific, I should
like, on behalf of my group, to try to bring a little
order into this complicarcd business - only then can

we hckle the problems one by one. kt us stan with
the supplemenary budget for 1984, on which my
group is in full agreement with the views put forward
for the Committee on Budgets by Mrs Scrivener'

\7e shall support the idea of dealing with the rwo
financial deficis in a single regulation. S7e take the
Commission's point that there is a difference berween

the supplementary budget for 1984 and the anticipated
shonfall in 1985. There is indeed a difference in that
we already have the 1984 shortfall, whereas next
yeafs may not yet be upon us but will be sooner or
later. Ve believe none the less that, for reasons which
include expediency and continuiry, it would be a good
idea to deal with the swo deficits together. Of course,
we support the rapponeur and the committee on the
point of not entering any specific amounts into these

regulations. That is an impossibiliry, seeing as neither
years nor amounts are laid down in the regulation.
The amounts in question are fixed as part of the nor-
mal budgeary procedure, and there is no need what-
soever to do things any differently.

On the question of the legal basis, we are again in
agreement with the committee. \7e go along with the
committee and the rappofteur in thinking that the pro-
cedures provided for in the Treaty articles we have

quoted are adequate for the purposes of financing
these deficits, and that the procedure in question
leaves Parliament's povers intac.
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So much for Parliament's position; as far as the Coun-
cil's position is concerned, all rhat I can say is that the
Council is being irresponsible. No decision has so far
been fonhcoming, and the Council has, for political
reasons, arbitrarily reduced the amounts estimated by
an expert committee. Instead, in an attack of parish-
pump bookkeeping mentaliry, it added 200 million
units of accounr last week to a secor of the CAP
which is no burden whatsoever on the budget because
it has long been self-financing. How the Council can
go round doing things like that is beyond my compre-
hension: petry parochialism, nothing more. Nor can I
follow the bit tacked on rhe end linking the whole
thing with the Fontainebleau issue. The supplementary
budgetfor 1984 is indeed concerned with making sav-
ings, and it is only right rc save money wherever we
can. But what we are also talking about is fulfilling our
obligations, and we wish to dissociate ourselves from
the way the Council went about this last week.

I would not deny - as l,ord Douro said just noqr -that some progress has been made in rhat agreement
has now been reached over rhe amounrs in question.
Since ve all know perfecdy well that these amounts
will be inadequate, it seems to me somewhat hypocriti-
cal, and withour wishing ro cast a moment's doubt on
l,ord Douro's compercnce, I think he has deliberately
and knowingly been roo optimisric.

Moving on ro rhe 1985 budget, I rhink the same com-
ments apply as rc rhe 1984 budgeq although I shall
refrain from making those commenr yet, as we srill
have no draft budget. \7e have anorher monrh before
the situation becomes serious. [rt us hope that the
Council will repent and present us wirh a draft budget
before 5 October, although whar I have gathered of
the Council's deliberations does not exacdy fill me
with pleasure. Here again we have the somewhat
hypocritical ailitude of desperarely abiding by the l%
ceiling. !7'e are told thaq if this is clearly not going to
be enough, we shall be sure to get the osrn resources
ceiling raised to 1.40/o in October. But we all know -and the Council knows too - thaq even if the regula-
tion were to be adopted right here and now, the ratifi-
cation procedure would take a year. In other words, ir
is an absolute racing cenainry that the own resources
ceiling will not be raised before I October 1985. I
believe in saying what I think, and that is that the
Council's attitude testifies to the exact opposite of a
sense of realiry.

Allow me ro menrion in conclusion the three con-
nected aspects of rhe Fontainebleau agreement:
deblocking of the British contriburion, the financial
issue - the increase in own resources rc l.4o/o - and
the accession of Spain and Ponugal.

My group's standpoint is sufficiently well-known for
me not to have ro reircrate it here. There is no need
for this House to go over the fim poinr again, i.e. the
question of deblocking the British conribution. The
attitude we adopted in July was definitely not illogical

and cenainly not unreasonable, and I see no point in
bringing it up again. Our position remains unchanged
from July, and that goes not only for rhe question of
the British contribution and the ancillary maff€rs bur
also rc the other ruro subjects.

My group will conrinue to work towards ensuring that
the stance adopted by this House ois-ti-ois these budg-
etary difficulties remains consistent in the interests of
strengthening the Communiry, maintaining Parlia-
ment's powers and ensuring the continued viabiliry of
the Community.

Madam President, I should like to pass rhe remaining
few minutes' speaking time available ro me ro my col-
league Mr Di Banolomei.

Mr Pasty (RDE). - (FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, ever since the beginning of this year
and indeed ever since the inidal budget for 1984 was
adopted we have consantly stressed the seriousness
and urgency of the budgetary situadon in the Com-
muniry and we have made one proposal after another
as to how it may be put right.

Now we see, to our deep dismay, that the most recent
Budget Council has once more ended in deadlock,
owing to an inabiliry to reach a compromise and pro-
duce a draft supplementary budget for 1984 in spite of
what is at stake, i.e. that it will not be possible for the
Communiry to function between now and the end of
this year, uhless the necessary supplementary funds are
released.

So far, none of the major financial problems facing the
Community have really been solved, be it the problem
of the 1984 deficit, the steps necessary if we are m
cover the requirements for 1985, or the implementa-
tion of the procedure for increasing own resources
which, as we know now, will in any case be inadequarc
right from the outset.

Ever since the European Council in Athens, we have
gone from one failure ro anorher, from false solutions
to salemate, with the resulr that the Communiry has
ended up in a vinually permanent state of budgeary
cnsls.

Ve are in a state of budgetary crisis now, and it is
more than likely that we will remain in this situation
for sorne years to come. This crisis has existed, I
would say, ever since the adoption of the 1984 budget,
in which the EAGGF requirements were deliberately
underestimated. Ve in our group were the first to
draw attention to the dangers of an inadequate budget
at that rime.

There can be no doubr that if a more adequate budget
had been adopted for 1984 we would have been sparid
cenain difficulties. Now, not only are we shon of
nearly 2000 million ECU rc cover agricultural
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expenditure between now and the end of the year -
and the Commission has already announced that it will
have to stop payments at the end of October if these

funds are not fonhcoming - but, what is more ser-

ious, the Council of Ministers is absolutely unable to
come ro any agreement on the measures to be adopted
to meet the commitments which the Council itself
entered into ois-i-oisthe farmers on 30 March last.

Today, the crisis is more serious than one might think.
Iet us make no bones about it - the Council's dead-
lock implies a questioning of our common poliry and
the Communiq/s achievements. This is not merely a

simple rcchnical problem concerning agreement on the
amount rc be financed by calling on the Member
Starcs for addidonal funds and the methods rc be

used.

A compromise had in fact been put forward. It would
have involved supplementary funds amounting to
I 000 million ECU which would have meant that the
amount proposed by the Commission in its preliminary
draft amending and supplementary budget could have

been reduced by half. One could reasonably assume

that the Council's shillyshallying in July was nothing
more than delrying tactics in the hope that the Com-
mission would lower the figure requesrcd so that, once
this had been achieved, the Council could come uP

with a draft budget at the last minute.

As we all know, nothing came of all this, and the atti-
tude adopted by cenain Member States meant that no

Communiry solution wharoever could be found, even

though one had been so close. In fact, the crisis is

more serious because it goes deeper and is more insi-
dious, and because it is a political crisis.

Today we are faced with a panicularly serious situa-
tion. Not only are we in a position of stalemarc in the
absence of a draft supplementary budget for 1984, but
also, and in panicular, the Council's approach clearly
demonstrates that it is retreatinB from the common
policies themselves, i.e. the common agriculural
policy and the other policies advocated by this Parlia-
ment.

The Council is moving away from Communiry-level
solutions rc all the budgetary problems facing the
Community and is getting bogged down in the false

solution proposed at Fontainebleau, as we have

unremittingly been pointing out ever since this Coun-
cil was held.

Surely it is clear for all to see that this constitutes a

danger rc the hcquis commanautaire'and the common
agricultural policy, which is still one of the corner-
stones of the Community and, as we all know, one of
the most highly developed of our common policies.,

The Council's delibcradons clearly demonstrate the
wish of certain Member Sates to renationalize certain
agriculural expenditure and this is particularly dis-

turbing since as we already know - and as the Com-
missioner responsible confirmed yesrcrday - the 1985

draft budget will be 2 000 million ECU shon as far as

the EAGGF is concerned.

These governments are sacrificing any agreement on
the draft supplementary budget to a binding commit-
ment on the pan of the Council to budgetary discip-
line - the Chairman of the Committee on Budger
said yesterday that he was not very fond of this term
and we are not either - in other words, the assurance

that the increase in agricultural expenditure will be less

than the increase in Communiry own resources, and

what this really means, let us make no mistake about
it, is that a ceiling could be imposed on agricultural
expenditure, regardless of developments in the agricul-
tural sector. This is something we cannot accePt.

The Communiry mday is like a comPany in which 10

shareholders were all in favour of distributing the divi-
dends, while one had managed, by a totally arbiuary
method of calculation, to be largely relieved of its

share of the burden for any losses while at the same

time - strange as it may seem - presuming to dictate
to the other nine what course of action they should
take. This attitude could be summed up in the phrase

'I do not want to pay, but I want to call the tune'.

Ve cannot go along with attitudes such as this, which,
as s/e see it, constitute a serious obstacle to the run-
ning and future development of the Communiry.
There can be no progress in the Community without,
first and foremost, a respect for what has been

achievcd already and she fundamental principles on
which this Community has been built up.

This is why we call on the Council to draw uP, at its
next meeting, a draft supplementary budget for 1984

in conformiry with the proposal by the Commission
and Parliament and its previous commitments. It is

also why we support the proposals put forward by
Mrs Scrivener and the Committee on Budgets which,
as we see it, constitute the best possible guaranrce for
Communiry interests.

(App laas e fron t b e igb t )

Mr Bonde (ARC). - (DA) Madam President, the
sage is set for a bumper ceremony at which the rebate
for the United Kingdom, the supplementary budget
and the draft budget for next year will all be settled at
the same time. But no matrcr who wins the tug-of-war
with Mrs Tharcher, one loser can be singled out with
cenainry: the Danish farmer. For the United Kingdom
will noi accept a budget solution unleis it receives a
sizeable budget rebate, to be paid by the other Mem-
ber States - apart from the poor Vest Germans, who
are to tet a rebate on the rebate payment, presumably
to compensate for Greece and Sicily overrunning large
parts of the Vest German market and outcompeting
large sections of Vest German industry.
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It is the United Kingdom that is calling the tune, for
Mrc Thatcher can afford to wait. There is no hurry ar
all as far as she is concerned when it comes to increas-
ing Community funds. The longer she waits, the closer
she is to achieving her god: a drastic pruning of the
oommon agricultural policy. Ve are the ones who are
stuck, because we have made our farmers hostage to
the Community, and Denmark is eirher too s-ill ot
too polite to play its cards to good effect. Vhy, for
example, don't we block any expendirure as long as
there is any doubt that farmers will receive whaithe
common agricultural policy says they should get? Vhy
do we accept spending on new policies that divert
resources from agriculture and prompt the Commis-
sion- to administer agricultural policy in a way which
conflicts with previously adoptcd decisions? The
record hawest, which ought to be a boon to the hard-
pressed farming community, has become an economic
slap in the face. It coincides with a world and Com-
munity harvest record that will provide us with 15-
20o/o more grain this year than lasr year. This can only
mean a drastic fall in world market prices and hence
such a drain on Communiry resources that the coffcrs
will be emptied in good dme for Mrc Thatcher. The
Danish grain industry is already dealing at prices well
below the officially fixed minimums. Selling unlimited
quantities of agricultural produce at fixed minimum
prices is a thing of the past. The Commission has set
about adjusting prices to world market prices by
means of administrarive measurcs, though this is in
fact also the Communiry's declared objective. The
sooner this goal is achieved, the sooner will Den-
mark's advantage in belonging to the Communiry dis-
appeer, for this consists of the difference berc/ein the
Communiry price of grain and the world market level.

In the dairy secror, rhe quotas are so effective that we
will have rc impon \7est German butter to meer world
demand for the Lur brand. Vith respect to pigmeat,
agricultural policy has for many years been adminis-
tered in such a way that we have got right down to
700/o of the officially set price. One would have to be
exceptionally optimisdc to see a rerurn ro the times
when -the Communiry paid officially ser minimum
prices for unlimited quantities of agricultural produce.
This new bumper budget ceremony will inevitably
amount to a fresh attack on rhe fundaments of agricul-
tural policy.

Mr dOrmesson (DR). - (FR) It goes without saying
that the Group of the European Right supporu- the
proposals ser out in Mrs Scrivenefs well-thought-out
and reasonable repon, and will vote in favour of it.

The common agricultural policy first got off the
ground_some 22years ago. On 14 February last this
Assembly adopred, subject to ratification by the Mem-
ber States, a draft ffeary on European Union, which
consdtuted a new srcp in the unification of the Com-
munity. Now we are in a starc of crisis. However, this
has not come as a surprise to many of us, since we

have seen it coming ever since last year. One only had
to work out how much the Communiry had already
spent to know that we would nor have enough moncy
to mees the requirements of the common agricultural
policy, that the problem of rhe British conribution
had not been senled and that rcmpora{f proposals
were not cnough rc solve a fundamental problem. On
top of all this, thc preparadons for enlargemenr also
had financial implications. Ve are called on to take
stock of all these things today.

Obviously, ladies and gendemen, ir is easier to build
up a common policy and a Community and to unitc
the people during a period of economic $ox,th. Ir is
infinitely more difficult to do so in a period of unem-
ployment and inflation such as we are currently going
through. However, we dl have a common wish to save
Europe.

I was one of rhose - and perhaps, I think, the first
French representarive - to say that, in my view, the
British contribudon was unfair. It is panicularly my
British colleagues, tfierefore, thar I vould like to ipeair
to mday and say that sacrificing the common agricul-
tural poliry is no way to go about maintaining or
enlarging the Communiry. The Community is based
on the Treary of Rome which accords prioriry to rhe
common agricultural policy. Ir was this policy which
prwided the six founder members of the Community
with a rallying point, since it is the only agricultural
policy in existence. Ve have been told that, provided
the Member States ratify the documents, the risources
of the Communiry wiil be increased on I January
1986, i.e. the VAT resouroes urill be increased from
l.oh to 1.40h. However, I would say even today thar
this increase is already outdared in that it will not be
e-nough. Ifhat is needed is the courage to face up to
the real problems and not dissipate our efforts.

IThat are these problems? Fircdy, the contributions of
the various Member States to the financing of the
Community must be redefined. Ve cannot use tem-
porary measures rc evade this issue. A better balance
must be struck befireen the efforts of all the Member
States without exception. Funhermore it is vital that
this vasr and imponant piece of legislative work which
we are doing should be put inro pracdcc, and.we do
not have rhe means at our disposal. In a word, we
must have a way of enforcing our directives which are
too often disregarded. And whar do we hear now, in
the middle of rhis debate and this crisis? The Commis-
sion simply comes up with proposals to reduce the
Mediterranean areas under vines by some 250lo in six
years.

Imagine how people will react to proposals of this
kind. It is simply not serious ro malie slch proposals
without even consulting the Commitree on- Agricul-
ture.

h is against this backdrop that we are conducting
today's debate and that I say to my British colleagues
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that I was one of those who affirmed the need to ac-

knowledge the fact that your contribution was exces-
sive but that we would not manage to solve this prob-
lem without taking up an overall approach, i.e. we
must totally rethink Community financing and we
would say to our British colleagues, with whom we
French have such strong emotional and intellectual
links, that we intend to save the common agricultural
policy and uphold it undiminished and that it is not by
ruining the French farmers that the Communiry is rc
be enlarged. These are the important facts and I
should like to conclude by srying that the Roman
empire is no more, not so much as a result of internal
strife as of its reliance on foreign imports at the
expense of ia agriculture. Ve vill not build up a
united Europe, the heir to the European Chrisdan
tradition, by sacrificing its agriculture. This is the
problem facing us.

Mr Pannclle (ND. - ffR) Madam President, ladies

and gentlemen, on each of these occasions when the
views of the various condngents in this Parliament
have apparently or in fact tended to converge - either
out of conservatism or in self-defence - we have, I
think, nevenheless drawn attfntion to the increasingly
pressing need to deal with these problems in depth
before the crisis in Europe becomes total.

One thing is certain, and that is that the institutional
quesdon to which the budgetary wrangling has given
rise is of a fundamenal nature. !7e in Parliament have

said what we think on the subject, i.e. that immediate
reforms are vital at dre legal and institutional level,
since"otheruise our institutions themselves will inevita-
bly engender another crisis instead of providing solu-
tions to the existing one. It is a structural as well as a

political problem.

Even if these reforms werE to be introduced tomorrow

- which will unfonunat€ly not be the case - the
policy involved would probably not be sufficiently
ambitious. Ve cannot merely point to the crisis in the
common agriculural poliry and, in panicular, the fate
of the farmers in the Communiry. \7hat is in fact hap-
pening is that vre are giving up any possibiliry we
might have had of conducting large-scale European
policies in the world and in Europe itself and, in view
of this, we could even spare ourselves our existing
expenses, since if money is spent badly, it would be

better not spent at all.

Ve must deal with the problem of inheritance, and
political, economic and financial investment in
Europe, not only in terms of the Member States as

such, but also of the citizens themselves. There are a
lot of millionaires in Sicily - officially this is not the
case, even though there are many in the United King-
dom and Germany - but all the citizens have rc fork
out the same amounts, regardless of rhe region they
come from or other considerations. '$7hat we should
take as our basis, however, is how much the citizens of

Europe can really afford to contributc to the Com-
munity, and not, as we usually do, think only in terms

of the Member States as such, and their budgets.
Unless we make this qualitative leap we will get fur-
ther and funher into a situation where both nadonal

egotism and an inability of the various Member Sates
to realize when they are going too far will be at odds
with the wishes and demands of thc European votrrs
and citizens.

Madam President, ladies and gendemen, it is only
right and proper, as the rapportfur of the Committee
on Budgets suggesr, that we should seriously and
resolutely get down to defining our rights. And let us

also stress, as far as the economic situation is con-
cerned, that the Council's attitude is just not good
enough. But, let us make no misake about it, this is
not going rc get us out of this situation, which is

becoming progressively unaccepable, and it is for
these reasons that, in itself, I have nothing against the
kind of unanimiry tr'e can witness here today' How-
ever, this is not the son of unanimity which will solve

our problems. It is rather a conseffative son of unan-
imiry which, as it were, sets the seal of approval on our
failure.

Mr Pitt (S). - On a point of order, Madam Presi-
dent, before Mrs Scrivener moves this report, may I
draw attention to an inaccuracy on the first page? My
colleague, Mr Tomlinson, and I attended the meeting
of the Committee on Budgets and panicipated in all of
its voting. Indeed, a document on the legaliry of the
position and satus of the Committee on Budgets has

been distributed to the committee as a result of our
intervention.

Could I ask that we be recorded properly as having
been present and having participated, especially since

we fundamentally disagree with the motion for a reso-
lution contained here and have tabled a major amend-
ment opposing it?

President. - Mr Pitt, that is not a maner for this
House but rather for the Committee on Budgets' This
is a committee document. $[hen you have your next
meeting of the Commitrce on Budgets, I would ask

you to raise the matter there and have the document
amended.

Of course, this House has taken note of what you
have said. Mr Cot, the chairman of the committee, is

here - I wonder whether he would like to make a

comment.

Mr Pitt (S). - I will take note of your point if you
will take note of the fact, Madam President, that the
document is headed 'European Parliament working
documenE'.

Prcsident. - I havc taken note of that point, Mr Pitt.
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Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets. -(Fft) Madam President, I should just like rc apologize
to our colleagues, since the lists of persons presenr at
last week's meeting of the Committee on Budgets do
contain a number of inaccuracies which must be put
right. Once more, I hope that Mr Pitt and Mr Tomlin-
son will excuse me.

Presidcnt. - I hope Mr Pin is sadsfied with that and
that this document will therefore be amended.

Mr von der Vring (S). - (FR) Madam President, I
should like to point out, with all due respecr, that for
the sake of rhose Members who are new [o this Parlia-
ment - and panicularly rhe Bridsh - the President
should stick rc the rules, in that it is quite correc thar
this proposal should not be referred back to the Com-
mittee on Budger for amendment, bur put to the vote
right away in this House. Obviously, before the vote is
taken the Assembly must be informed of the correc-
tions ro be made buq as I see it, Mr Pitt was quite
nght in what he said, and your correction of him
struck me as somewhat anti-Labour.

President. - Mr von der Vring, I am not anri-any-
body. I am here ro serye the purposes of this House
and all the Members in it. This document will be
amended, as I have said. Mr Cot has apologized to rhe
Members concerned. Parliament, has taken note of
what has been said.

Mrs Scrivener (Ll, rapporteur. - (FR) Madam Presi-
dent, Mr President of the Council, ladies and gentle-
men, we are debating rhe coverage of financial
requiremens for rhe 1984 and 1985 budgetary ye,us
according to the urgency procedure requested by the
Council. However, do you not agree, Mr President of
the Council, that it is somewhat paradoxical that you
should now be calling on the Parliamenr ro act swiftly
while, at the same time, the Council is taking no deci-
sions and is, moreover, insisting on the basis of what
has come to be known as budgetary discipline, on hin-
dering Parliamenr in the exercise of its powers, con-
trary to the provisions of the Treaty?

Having made this point, I should like to go into the
question before us this morning.

Even when the budget for 1984 was originally
adoprcd, Parliament had sressed that additional
resources would be required. fu long ago as April, the
Commission drew the atenrion of rhe Council and
this Parliament to rhe inadequacy of the budgetary
appropriations. It is quitc clear, even if the precise
extent of the deficir has yet rc be determined - and
this will be done when the budgetary authoriry comes
to discuss the supplementary budget required for 1984

- that the appropriarions available are by no means
sufficient to meet the commitments *,hich the Com-

muniry has entered into, panicularly in the agriculural
sector. Similarly, it is unrealistic to think that it will be
possible to cover expenditu.re _for 1985 without
increasing own resources, as is also reflectrd, more-
over, in the Commission's preliminary draft budget, in
which it is estimated that the expenditure required
would necessitate a VAT rate of 1.120/0. The Council
also confirmed yesterday that it already expected that
a supplementary budget for 1985 would prove neces-
sary.

I7ith a view rc dcaling with this situation, the Com-
mission has tabled rvro proposals for regulations.

The proposal for 1984 is partly based on the repon
drawn up in May by the Committee on Budgets. The
Commission has rejeced the original idea of loans
with interest and has accepted the idea of imerest-free
advances on future own resources. This reflects a sig-
nificant change of attitude.

The aim of the proposal for 1985 is different, accord-
ing to the Commission. It is designed to enable a
budget to be adopted for 1985 in which the 1% VAT
ceiling is exceeded while coverage of expenditure is
guaranteed, even if the new system of own resourccs
were not to enter into force on I Ocrober 1985 as the
Commission hopes - perhaps too optimistically.

The Committee on Budgets has examined rhese rwo
proposals in depth from both legal and political angles.
It has put forward a number of amendmenr concern-
ing three aspec$ of the Commission proposals, on
which this House is called on ro vore. The three
aspecr are as follows: the introduction of a single
regulation for the endre period before rhe increase in
own resources comes into force, the deletion of. any
reference as to the amounrs which might be involved
when own resouroes are increased and the modifica-
tion of the legal basis for these regulations.

Firstly, the Committee on Budgets advocates fusing
the cwo regulations proposed by the Commission inrc
a single regulation, even though at first sight they
would appear designed ro meer different needs, i.e. an
inevitable deficit in 1984 and a probable deficit in
1985. \7e are nor, however, convinced by this argu-
ment, which is, incidentally, the Commission's own.

It will not be possible m implement the 1985 budgeq
any more than dre 1984 budget, within the limits
imposed by the 10lo VAT ceiling unless, of course, we
want to call a halt rc thc development of common pol-
icies and move rowards a renationalization of agricul-
tural policy. Thus, the problem facing us is hov the
Communiry is going to be financed from now until rhe
neu, system of own resources is introduced, and this
problem calls for an overall soludon.

There is no way in which the Community can operarc
efficiently unless it can rely on the funds necessary to
cover the expenditure agreed on by the budgetary
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authority. Funhermore, Communiry policies depend
for their continuiry on guaranteed financing, which is
not possible if it is organized on a year-to-year basis.
Finally, if a single regulation is adopted, this would in
no way rule out rhe possibiliry of real new own
resouroes taking the place of the advances in 1985
since it is intended that the single regulation would
cease to apply as soon as the new system of own
resources came into operation.

The Commiree on Budgets also thinks that another
aspect of rhe Commission proposals should be
amended, i.e. the ceilings for rhe advances indicarcd in
the two proposals for regulations. The Commission
has, of course, assured us that these ceilings were only
intended as rough guidelines, but I do not think this
assurance is good enough, based as it is on avery free
interpretadon of the text. Vhat this really amounts to
is a provision which could be a real danger ro the
budgetary powers of this Parliament, since it would
involve transferring an important pan of rhe budgetary
powers to the legisladve authoriry, i.e. the Council,
and the budget would be fixed by means of regulations
and not by means of the budgetary procedure as we
know it. This would be panicularly true in the case of
the 1985 budget, since it would no longer simply be a
matter of finding extra financing for agricultural
expenditure, as in the case of 1984, but rather of
financing the whole budget. If the Council were to fol-
low the Commission's recommendations, it would be
perfectly at liberry ro ser a ceiling for the budger in
line with its own interpretation of Anicle 203 of the
Treety - and we know how delicate calculations of
this kind are. Thus, the ceilings indicated in the pro-
posed regulations should be deleted, and the amounr
of supplementary financing required decided under
the budgeary procedure in accordance, I repeat, wirh
the provisions of the Treaties. I vould like to draw
Parliament's attenrion to rhe Council's plan, which is
rc make use of the structural funds for an amounr even
grearcr than originally proposed by the Commission

- which had already been the subject of strong reser-
vations on the pan of this Parliament.

Finally, the legal basis. The Commission's reference to
Anicle 235 of. the Treaty strikes us as inappropriate
and dangerous and, as regards revenue, somiwhat
dubious. However, the main thing is that it would
leave the task of deciding on Communiry resources to
the Council - whose decisions would not be binding
and would have to be taken unanimously. This is a
dangerous approach, since the Council would be
under no obligation to act. As matters stand, rhe
Member States are under an obligadon to provide the
Communiry with rhe resources it needs. Anicle 5 of
the Treary is very clear on this point:

It sates that: "Member Satcs shall take all appro-
priate measures, whether general or particular, to
ensure fulfilment of rheir obligations arising out of this
Treaty or resulting from action taken by the instiru-
tions of the Communiry."

This consdtutes a binding obligation on all the Mem-
ber Starcs m act. Furrhennore, this obligadon is rein-
forced by Article 199, which stipulates that there must
be a balance bercreen revenue and expenditure, and by
Article 203 (10). Ir is for this reason rhat the Com-
mittee on Budgets, having heard the Commission's
opinion, neverrheless feels that the legal basis for the
regulations should be changed, i.e. that instead of
Anicle 235, they should be based on Article 5, 199 and
203 of the EEC Treaty and the corresponding Anicle
in the Euratom Treary. This, ladies and-gentlemen, is
not so much a formal or procedural question, but an
imponant political question. These rhen were the prin-
cipal modifications ro rhe Commission proposals
recommended by the Commimee on Budgets.

Finally, I should like rc say a few words for the Coun-
cil's benefit. The own-resources ceiling has been
increased, on the rcrms you are familiar with. This has
taken far too long and will nor enrer into force for
another year at least. However, we already need sup-
plementary financing. If the Communiry is to conrinue
its work - indeed, if we want the Communiry simply
to continue to exisr, it must be provided with the
necessary funds. It is the dury of the Council to get
Europe out of the mire. In the final reckoning, it is the
Council's job to decide.

(App larse from tbe rigbt)

President. - Before calling Mr Pitt I would just like
to inform him that I have had a corrigendum prepared
which will be circulated immediately in order to
record the attendance at the Committee on Budgets
correctly during this part-session.

Mr Pitt (S). - Madam President, I am most grateful
for your correction of the document before us to make
it accurate.

I speak as a new Member of this Parliament but ask
for no special favours on rhose grounds. I speak as
someone who panicipated in a direct election, the
nature of which was rather differenr from the elections
in some of the other countries of the Community. I
make this point as a preamble rc reflecting on rhe
budget because in some ways it is a reflection of why
we are here. It helps us ro go ro the kernel, I think, of
what we ought to be discussing today as opposed to
what we are discussing today. In Britain, of course, we
have constituency representation. 'Ve are not voted to
this Parliament on parry lists. Ve go back on Friday
not so comfortable flats in Paris or Rome or wherever
it might be - and as someone who has spent a very
good holiday this summer in Florence and Siena, I
should very much like to do that - but to shop in the
supermarkets on Saturday and on Sunday to talk in
the clubs, pubs, caf€s and restaurants to the people
who actually participated in the direct election rc send
us here. '!7'e are not here because someone decided
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that we were numbers I a 32 on a list of 81 labour
Members presented to a nadonal British electorate. I
think this is a quite fundamental point and may help
somc of our comrades in the Chamber understand the
rather different view of many things that British Mem-
bers take from the views that they might take. ![e have

a view of a Parliament which would cause us to believe

that you have to stcp back somewhat before voting on
statemenr and documentation that are put before you,
and firct ask yourself why you are here. Ve believe
that we are here to represcnt the people who elected
us, to raise their concerns, to raise sheir fears and to
talk about the issues which affect them in today's diffi-
cult world.

'Ve believe, moreover, that it is the function of a Par-
liament to speak on bchalf of those people, and to
scrutinize an executive legislature. Ve do not believe,
as somc people in this Chamber do, that the function
of a parliament if a Council ger itself into difficulty
and finds that it cannot agree on something, is to solve

the Council's problems for it - any more, I might
add, than they believe that it is their problem m solve
t}ris Parliament's difficulties if this Parliament gets

itsclf into difficulties - as, incidentally, it may well
have done in July by the absurd vote to block Britain's
rebatc. \Pe have the view that the function of a Parlia-
ment is to raise the voices of the people, to talk about
the issues that affect them, and, where the budget is

concerned, I believe that those issues are as follows -and none of them has been raised in this debate.

The budget is not a question of legaliry, of mechan-
isms, of articles, treaties and regulations. The budget is

a matt€r of people's taxes, people's direct payments
and how that money is spent - whether it is spent on
the things that concern the taxpayer or whether it is

spent on other things. That is what a Parliament's
function is, in the view of the British Labour delega-
tion to this Parliamenr 'Ve find that the people we
represent are put off the nodon of a unified Europe by
the rivia that are raised by so many Members from so

many countries, including our own from time to time.
The harmonizadon of beer, the harmonizadon of
sausates, driving on the left-hand side of the road are
not the issues that people are affected by in their
supermarket, at their work or in their homes.

kt us start to talk about the things that do affect
them, because then we should see the shape of a

budget that we ought to have! $7e represent a Com-
muniry of too million industrial workers and 10 mil-
lion agricultural workers. Yet how is our budget dis-
bursed? 700/o of. that budget toes to subsidize a minor-
ity of the l0 million farmers - and I stress that it is a
minoriry. I have a great deal of sympathy with those
farming in difficult circumstances; but 709lo of our
budget goes to vast€, to major surpluses, to absurd
profits often for multinational corporations and not
for farmers. It is spent on wasteful mountains and
lakes of food and drink. It is spent to promotc the sell-
ing off of those surpluses at absurdly low prices to

countries ouride Vesrcrn Europe, and those surpluses

are frequendy destroyed instead of being used to help
a starving world outside the indusuial and the socialist
bloc in the world in which we live. These are the
things that really affeo people.

Secondly, we have in the European Community coun-
ries at this moment something like 14 million people
unemployed. Yet how much of their taxes, their
money, is spent on our structural funds - the Euro-
pean Social Fund and thc European Regional Fund?
The answer is something like 150/0. So 700lo of our
expenditure is consumed by a tiny minoriry of the 10

million people and only 150/o goes to the problems of
the 100 million people working in industry and the
14 million people who want to work in industry and
cannot get jobs. Those are the things that people talk
about and those are the people u,e represent and those

are the issues that we in the British Labour Group
want to raise in this Parliament and those ere the
issues which we believe are relevant to the budget -not the issue of which lcgal anicle should be used as

an instrument to ease the problems that the Council
has got itself into.

I now turn to a point made in a very reflective and
helpful speech by my comrade, Mr Fich, at the begin-
ning of the debate this morning. Mr Fich said: 'Vhy
are are debating the budget, because nothing has hap-
pened since July?'. Vith great respect, that is simply
not true. Four things have happened which I believe
are of immense significance and which I believe we
must take into account. The first thing is that after
Fontainebleau, which by news management and not by
accountabiliry or public debate was presenrcd as a

great giumph, we have had rwo meetings of the
Council which have failed m agree what the leaders of
the nation States thought and said they had agreed at
Fontainebleau. Now I do not call that 'nothing hap-
pening'. I think that is of immense significance.

Secondly, I thought there was a very interesting sen-
rcnce at the end of the speech made on behalf of the
presidency yesterday by Mr O'Keeffe. Mr O'Keeffe
said, and I try to quote his words exactly: 'It would be
very helpful to the Irish Presidency if this Parliament
agreed to unblock Britain's rebarc'. He did not to on
with any qualifications. I rhink that is a very imponant
second thing that has happened. This Parliament has

been asked to change its mind on its vote in July.

Thirdly, we had Commissioner Tugendhat telling us

yesterday - and it was a very serious point indeed -that the Commission has taken the unprecedented step
of taking the Council to Coun to make it face its re-
sponsibilities on the budget. I do not call that either
'nothing happening'.

Founhly, we have learned that if there is no agreement
in the Council by 20 October on funher resources,
then the responsibility for agricultural disbursemenr
will fall on the national intervention agencies. Now I
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do not call that'nothing happening'. I think these are
fundamental points that are arising in the budgetary
procedures, and they have to be addressed.

If those payments have to be made by national agen-
cies, then we in the UK may be OK. However, I ask
you to reflect, Mr President, that if thar does happen,
it will be a very capricious and unfair rystem. If a crop
comes to fruition and is han ested in thc months of
November and December, say - and this will, after
all, depend on geography and wearher and when the
crop was sosrn - then the country in question will
find itself, from I November onwards, paying its
farmers from its own national allocation and national
taxes and not with Commission resouroes.

I think all of these things have been terribly importaht.

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

Vce-hesident

Mr Mizzau (PPE). - (m Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gendemen, may I begin with a remark in reply to the
statement just made by Mr Pitr.

It is possible for 100 million industrial workers to sur-
vive because there are l0 million farmers. The 10 mil-

' lion farmers, on the other hand, would probably sur-
vive without the 100 million'industrial workers.

As I say, it only a remark, but those of us who are
steepcd in Latin culrure are well aware of the fable of
Menenius Agrippa who said, 'a man's arms, Iegs, mind
and his whole body are essendal to him, and when he
speals he should do so in harmony with his enrire
being'. In matters concerning economics or society it is
neoessary to take complete social harmony into
account.

Having said this, I remember that yesterday at
4.35 p.m., at a meeting of the Committee on Budgea,
Mr Tugendhat sated that: 'if we do not receive more
resources we shall not be in a position to honour the
commitments made by the Communiry - and by
commitments I mean those agreed upon unanimously
for the agricultural sector',

The British Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher, in rhe
document presenrcd to the Heads of Government at
Fontainebleau, made a statemenr concerning the com-
mon agricultural policy which should be remembered
and which I personally welcome. I will read it in the
French version as forwarded to us by the Permanent
Represenative of the United Kingdom; 'la politique
agricole commune a rEussi dans son objectif de fournir
I l'Europe une solide base agricole; de remarquables
accroissements de la productivit6 ont 616 r6alis6s'.

Any reduction in funding,'especially for non-compul-
sory expenditure, would thus run counrcr rc the spirit
of the common agriculural policy which, even accord-
ing to Mrc Thatcher, has been successful.

I repeat, if the non-compulsory headings were to be
reduced, there would inevitably be a freeze in agricul-
tural spending, and for us this is quite unacceptable.

There are two othcr issues to be considered: first,
adherence to correct policy with regard to commit-
ments which have been made, when spending on
budgets items is being approved by Parliament;
secondly, the tax burden, which has become intolera-
ble all over Europe, and hence the need to rcverce this
trend by actually lowering taxation.

Thus, spending on budgets items should not be
reduced either direcdy or indirectly by means of trans-
fers and carryovers, etc. Nor should this, expenditure
be shifted to national governments - and this is a very
important point, since this would be a monal blow rc
the whole Communiry ideal. Besides, these expecta-
tions are justified when the budget ircms provide for
the expenditure.

My second point. I am not being inconsistent with
what I have already said about the excess of tax bur-
den when I state the following. The 1984 deficit and
the revenue for 1985 must be covered by imprests.

The 1.40lo rate of VAT, and the 1.60/o from 1986
owards, will result in a ransfer of financial resources
from national governments m the Community and not
in an increase in taxation. These transfers consdturc
the true philosophy of the Community policy. !7hat is
more, in saying this I am only repeating what was
established at Fontainebleau, where it was said thar the
next Council would take suitable measures to cover
the requirements of the 1984 budget, in order to guar-
antee the normal functioning of the Communiry. '\7e

therefore call upon the Council to translate this com-
mitment into positive action. -

In the name of my native region, Friuli, which was
struck by an eanhquake in 1976, I must thank the
representatives of the European peoples gathered here
in Parliament. Many villages were destroyed and many
people died, but the people of Europe stood by us. I
will speak in my own dialect and then translate.

'Il Fritl a gn6 miez al dis, a yuatrls colegas, rapresen-
tans de int d'Europe, un grazie, de c0r e no'l dismen-
tearl tan gjencr6s jutori'.

Friuli, through me, expresses its heanfelt thanks to
you, my colleagues, who represent the people of
Europe, and it will not forget all your generous help.

And I would like, Mr President, a delegadon from this
Parliament to come to Friuli, which is now more beau-
tiful than it ever was before the earthquake, in order
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to see how hard my native region has worked and
what it has achieved with the aid from Europe and
from the Italian government.

(Apphuse)

Lord Douro (ED). - Mr President, I would like to
start by congratulating Mr P&t on his maiden speech.
It was a stront, powerful speech, and I am sure we
shall hear many more from him over the next five
ygars of similar quality.

'$7hat we are principally considering in this pan of the
debate is the motion for a resolution tabled in Mrs
Scrivener's name from the Committee on Budgets and
the amendments to the draft regulation. I think it is
unfonunate that the Commitrce on Budgets at this
moment has decided, in effect, to amend the draft
regulation to give the Communiry a blank cheque
whenever it overspends its budget. There are of course
spccial circumstances at the moment. Ve all know the
budgetary problems. However, the Commission has
proposed rwo regulations, one for covering 1984 and
one for covering 1985.

In the opinion of my group, the two sets of problems
for 1984 and 1985 are completely different. For 1984,
there is a clear inevitable overspend. It is now acceprcd
by all the Bovernmen$ of the Member States that
there is an overspend of approximately 1 000 m ECU

- the Commission thinks it is greater - but there is

an inevitable overspend. Clearly, that does have to be
financed. For 1985, the position is completely differ-
ent. If rwo Member States would agree to bring for-
ward the increase in our own resources, there is not
actually a problem about 1985. But the problem is not
so immediate with 1985 either.

Vhat the Committee on Budgets has decided to do is
to join those rwo draft reguladons together and, worse
still, to delete the datcs so that the text recommended
by the Committee on Budgets simply says that when-
ever there is a spending grearcr than the income in a
year, the Member States should be required rc ad-
vance the overspend. Vhen the Communiry is about to
ask national parliaments to ratify an agreement to
increase 'own resources' from a 10lo limit on VAT to a

1.40lo limit on VAT, surely it is the height of irrespon-
sibiliry for this arm of the budgetary authoriry, just
before that major decision is taken by national parlia-
ments, to propose a mechanism within the Communiry
wherrby when there is an overspend the Member
States simply have rc fork up the difference.

'V'e are, I remind Members of the House, pan of the
budgeary authoriry. Any budgetary authoriry in any

rystem of government, be it national, international or
local, has a responsibiliry to control the spending of
taxpayers' money. But this, in effect, removes the con-
trol on the spending of taxpayers' money through the
European budget.

So, I must say, my group will be unable to suppoft the
proposals made by the Committee on Budgets through
Mrs Scrivener.

I also want to inuoduce another element, not directly
connected with this repon, but nevenheless relevant to
this discussion. In deciding whether im own resouroes
should be increased, the Communiry has decided to
institute a new set of procedures to conrol expendi-
ture in the future, broadly described as budgetary dis-
cipline. That was agreed upon at Fontainebleau, and a
high-level committee is, even this week, putting the
finishing touches to a document to be considered this
weekend by.the Finance Ministers. Surely, in light of
that additional circumstance, it would be immensely
foolish of this Parliament to persevere in its opinion
that wherever there is an overspend, it simply has to be
financed by the Member States.

Therefore, Mr President, we much regret the decision
of the Committee on Budgets and the repon presented
by Mrs Scrivener. \fle shall have to vote against it, and
I urge Members of this House to realize that they
may, indeed, by supponing the wording of the Com-
mittee on Budgets, be putting in jeopardy the whole
process and procedure by which the Community's
own resources are about to be increased. !/e, in this
group, cenainly support the need for an increase in
these resources; I think everyone in this House does,
but this is a particularly foolish path to ravel just as

that imponant decision is about to be presented to
national parliaments for their ratification.

Mr Chambciron (COM). - (FR) Mr President, we
are currently faced with a new episode in this appar-
ently interminable budgetary procedure. Cenainly, all
the various protagonists have taken up the positions,
but one may wonder what son of interest the public
has in these debates. As you know, the public has
other things on its mind, what with the increasing
unemploymenq the general worsening of the crisis and
the austerity policies.

The warning sounded by the election of lTJune,
which betrayed an increasing disaffection from Euro-
pean affairs and the European Institutions on the pan
of the people of the Communiry, appears to have gone
unheeded. Instead of aking a firm grip of the prob-
lems and trying to solve them, the Council is getting
bogged down in endless budgetary wrangling which
urould leave any accountant totally bewildered.

However, the situation would appear to be quite sim-
ple. The budgetary resouroes available are inadequate
to cover requirements, panicularly in dre agricultural
sector for 1984 and in all probabiliry for 1985 roo.
This is an incontrovenible fact, even if opinions may
differ as to the underlying causes.

Vith a view to making up the deficit, the Commission
has proposed a system of advances from the Member
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States, after rejecting the idea of repayable loans with
interest, as requested by Parliament. I am sure the
Commission could have been a bit bolder and more
imaginative and provided for new revenue by means of
greater respect for Communiry preference or by trans-
ferring, complercly by way of exception, certain
under-utilized appropriations, i.e. what the Coun of
Audircrs refers to as 'sleeping funds'. However, we
must not get bogged down in demil since time is press-
ing. If no decision is reached, there is a danger that a

few weeks from now the Community will have to halt
paymenr and will no longer be able to honour the
financial commitments deriving from its poliry deci-
sions. This would have serious implications for agri-
cultural incomes and would speed up the breakdown
of the common agricultural policy. In spite of the
urgency of the situation the Council failed to reach
any conclusions on 7 September. The shine has
already worn off the great success of Fontainbleau and
there can be no doubt that it is the British Governmen[
which bears the greatest responsibility for the sedack
by trying to hold the Communiry and the farmers to
ransom in order to serve its own interests. By reject-
ing, last July, the proposal to release the compensation
rc the United Kingdom which figures in the 1984
budget, Parliament registered its disapproval of Brit-
ain's attitude and stood out against these attempts at
blackmail. I7hilst realizing that additional funds will
be required for 1985, what we nevertheless regard as

the most important thing at present is to cover the
requirements for 1984 with the least possible delay so
that the Communiry farmers will not be penalized.

Is there not a danger, therefore, that the procedure
proposed by the Committee on Budgets might make it
even more difficult to get out of the present budgeary
mess? However, I repeat, the Commission has entered
into certain commitmenr in the agricultural sector and
it should meet these commitments and eliminate any
possible obstacle standing in the way of a swift solu-
tion to the various problems.

Mr Rigo (S). - (17) Mr President, ladies and Bentle-
men, the July resolution and today's debate on aspec$
of the budget reintroduce in their entirety to the new
Communiry legislature the problems affecting the pro-
cess of European integration.

Regularly during every discussion on the budget var-
ious points of view emerge and the differences
berween the roles of the institutions become manifest.
Evidence of these differences was to be seen yesterday
evening in the speeches of Mr O'Keeffe and the
Chairman of the Budgets Committee, Mr Cot.

Mr Cot, on behalf of the Budget Committee, by fully
supponing the Scrivener report on budgetary require-
ments for 1984-1985, has attempted to safeguard the
function and role of Parliament ois-d-ois the Council.
The Committee on Budgets is convinced that the
financial crisis and the pressing need to find solutions

must not involve the risk of seeing Parliament's privi-
leges undermined and this risk is not by any means an
imaginary one for, as we have seen, the Commission
has been obliged to initiate proceedings against the
Council ar the Couft ofJusdce.

On a more general norc the points I shall make are, I
think, valid in the context of the budget debate
because they have to do vrith the Community's finan-
cial problems, ranging from the budgetary allocations
for 1984-1985 to the decision on new Communiry
resources, in other words problems on which we shall
have to form an opinion in the weeks to come.

This Parliament, it must be clearly starcd, also in the
light of what Mr O'Keeffe had to say yesterday eve-
ning, cannot allov the dismantling of the Com-
munity's financial independence, the redistribudonal
character of the Communiry budget, and the Euro-
pean ideas underlfng the proposals submitted by the
Committee on Budgets to cover the deficit in 1985.

This is where the political element of the reply lies

which, in my view, Parliament must quickly address to
the Council in the next few weeks concerning all the
financial and budgetary questions to which we shall
have rc devote our attention.

Two funher points on the main amendments arising
from the Scrivener report concerning the single regu-
ladon to provide funds m offset all possible future
budgetary deficits in the event of a shortfall in the
Community's own funds and the non-inclusion in the
budget of the 1984 and 1985 deficit iterirs. The first
amendment relates to the problem of the 1984 deficit
and provides for the legislative measures to cover the
budget to be a panial measure, in other words limited
to 1984 and not included in the general context of
possible future Community deficits.

The Committee on Budgets obviously cannot accept
this son of solution and consequently it has decided to
support the Scrivener motion for a resolution which
provides for a single adjustment to be applied until the
Council adopts the decisions on own resources.

'!7'e are convinced by the spirit of Europeanism that
the Member States are consequently dury-bound to
cover the requirements of the budget which they
wanted as in almost all circumstances the decisions
derive from formal acts of the Council unanimously
adopted or emanate from duly approved regulations.
The legal basis for this document are the anicles of the
Treary relating to the prescriptions on the general
budget of the Communiry.

Put in a different way, what we are seeking is that the
solution to the problem of the budget deficit is found
not on the basis of intergovernment atreements (we
are and will remain resolurcly against any such solu-
tion) but rather in accordance with the current provi-
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sions of the Treary and in accordance with Com-
munity procedures.

The deletion of the amount of the deficir for the rwo
financial years 1984 and 1985 should also be seen in
this light.

Allow me to be more explicir - ir is inadvisable, and a
weak move to refer to the deficit measure in the Scriv-
ener report, which expresses Parliamenr's opinion on
rwo proposals for regulations, i.e. rhose for the 1984
and 1985 deficits, ar the very momenr when Parlia-
ment is unable to exerr any real influence on the final
decisions on the two measures.

If, however, Parliament's panicipation in the defini-
tion of the deficir is expressed in the context of an
examination of the budget, i.e. at the point when rhe
budget is decided jointly by Parliament and the Coun-
cil, in other words by the budgetary authorities as
provided for by the Treary, rhere can be no doubt that
the sarcment would have more weight and be more
effective.

This is the approach advocated by the Committee on
Budgets.

Summing up I wish to say that this repon, although
consistent with the spirit of the Communiry, is strictly
limitcd in one aspect and that is tle correct use of
budgetary resources. It is here that differences and dis-
agreemenr with the British delegadon emerge. It is
here that all together l'e musr rethink the role of Par-
liament in order to avoid welfare-type hand-outs and
m channel funds towards those industries capable of
bgcoming more competitive vis-ti-oi, orher economi-
cally strong countries and consequently capable of
boosting employment. This is the other aspect to be
clarified in the months to come if we are to ensure that
conditions are right for real Communiry growth.

(Applause)

Mr Di Bartolomei (L). - (17) M, Presidenq since a
number of other authoritative Members have already
put to the House the official opinion of my group, and
in view of my full supporr for Mrs Scrivene/s propo-
sals, I feel I can make a few remarls of a more general
nature on the dialectics of power crirhin the Com-
munity as they affect the problems of the budget.

It is regrettable that in a ceftain way this discussion is
an academic one. Ve do nor have before us an official
document from the Council or the Commission, in
other words a proposal which would allow us to bal-
ance the budget for 1984. fu regards 1985, we know
that a document has been submitted which no longer
reflects the current state of expenditure and may also
not reflect possible revenue given that new revenue has
rc be found. Ve know as well that, if an agreement is
not reached by the end of Ocober on the covering the

required 1 300 million ECU, the deficir will be passed
on to the national budges, and the prooess of rena-
tionalizing the common agriculural market will havc
begun.

And yet, in this situation, we the Parliamenr do nor
have the powers which every Parliament has to aven
the dangers which are pushing rhe Communiry into an
irreversible crisis, and we are jeopardizing any currenr
attempt to relaunch it, including those on an institu-
tional level. These powerc that we do not have are
held by the Council of Ministers, which is the voice of
the national and sovereign Member Statcs. Howwer,
it does not heed our call, is not answerable to us as it is
under no constitutional obligation to be so. The repre-
sentatives of the Member States can atree or not, res-
cue or sink the Community, and in doing so they need
pay no attention to this Parliament.

However, I do not believe that in this situation we
should today relaunch the discussion of the merits of
these matters because we have already done so and not
only once. Parliament has stated that the 1984 budget
deficit will be made up while ar rhe same time some of
the Unircd Kingdom payments can be reimbursed
although the political steps authorizing the repaymenrs
still have to be taken. Parliamenr has also said that for
1985 the new budget mu$ take account of this year's
experience with shonfalls in funds. It has also recog-
nized the need to review some procedures and elimi-
narc waste by ensuring greater supervision. Parliamenr
has said all this and it is now up to rhe Council of
Ministers, which has the power and the dury to find
the solutions and establish the agreements which will
allow firm proposals rc be submitted to Parliament for
discussion and an opinion.

Democracy is, after all, the formal dialectics of power
in that everyone forms pan of an overall equilibrium
with rights to exercise and dudes to perform. I feel,
however, that in this House a srange climate has arisen,
a feeling that those seeking ro re-esablish the missing
equilibrium should nor be disturbed. Voices can be
heard srying yes, but we are also pan of the whole
thing. Let us remain alen and nor force the situation
too much bur wait for the decisions.

However, first and foremost, we do not represent the
same interests, institutionally, hisrcrically or politically
as those represented by the Council of Ministers. That
body represents the nadonal States and it is often
deadlocked by national selfishness, by the concened
application of economic pressures on the parr of large
interest groups trying to pror€cr. or increase the advan-
tages which they have secured over the years. Ve on
the other hand represent all the people of Europe and
their permanent inrcresr which are inseparable from
the spirit of agreement and economic and political
lntegrauon.

Ve are not here rcday rc resubmir proposals for com-
promise between the contenders but rather to call for
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an explanation for the delays and the lack of clarity in
their action.

It is said that the governments are nov realizing -and it was said in committee yesterday that there are
early indications - that the limits are about to be
reached and that an irreversible crisis lies beyond.

Meanwhile, however, these governmenm continue to
wrangle and postpone decisions. Common sense indi-
cates that a budget out of balance should be read-
justed, and readjusted by the quickest means possible,
which is rc issue a directive binding on Member Sates.
This would be the quickest procedure and it would
also be a procedure which makes the most of the role
of the Communiry and the Parliament. This does not
mean that the question of reforming the CAP should
be ignored. The CAP will be reformed. But in the
meantime the correct functioning of the Communiry
bodies must be ensured. Our next immediate task will
be rc take a firm line on wastage and distortion which
unfonunately too many governmenff and national
political lobbies ignore. However, we must not forget
that we must take effective action on excess produc-
tion, no[ by protecting the already prorccrcd but by
prorccting the unprotected. Ve must also take strict
measures to eliminate wasage while establishing those
who need protection and when.

I feel we ought to be very understanding with regard
rc the difficulties facing national governments and be

equally understanding about the problems of the
Commission. But we must also remember that the
Member States and nadonal governments have great
responsibilities which they have assumed by treary and
which they must fulfil and it is our dury to remind
them of drese obligations. 'Stre must also remember
that the Commission is the Communiq/s execudve
body. It sees its own proposals blocked and cannot
administer the necessary funds because it does not
have them. The Commission must find more persu-
asive arguments to convince the Council. Apan from
those already launched or announced, the Commis-
sion could even give notice of resignation so that the
Member States will finally agree to adopt decisions.

Mr Pfcnnig (PPE). - (DE) Ladies and gendemen, I
do not know whether I should be pleased or otherwise
to see that we have in fact ended up in the situation
which the European Parliament has been predicting
for a long time now, i.e. that the Communiry funds are
inadequate to cover paymenr to which the Com-
munity is legally commired. 'I0'e not only predicted
this situation but also proposed rwo possible soludons,
both within the terms of she Treaties. The first solu-
tion would have been to produce a supplementary
budget, afur which the Commission, on the basis of
Article 5 of the EEC Treary, would call upon the
Member States to provide the amounts necessary to
finance it.

The second possibiliry would have been to producc a

supplementary budget and finance it by means of
advanccs on own resources from the Member States,

on the basis of a regulation under Article 203 (10). '

Ve in this Parliament opted for the second solution
since it would have made it possible not to revert to
the sysrcm of contributions.

Vhat has happened in the meantime, however? The
Commission wants a third solution It wants to pro-
duce a supplementary budget in which the amount to
bc covered on the revenue side is precisely specified -to seven places of decimals - even though, as we all -

know, forecass of this kind made by the Commission
are always off beam, let alone correct to seven places

of decimals. It wants to introduce a regulation for
1984 and another reguladon for 1985 specifying a pre-
cise amount to be obtained from the Member States in
the form of advances. It wants to introduce these regu-
lations on the basis of Anicle 235, which starcs that
where the Treaty has not provided the necessary pow-
ers, the Council may, acting unanimously, take appro-
priate measures. As v/e see it, this proposed solution
constiturcs a threat to the system of own resources,
since it is impossible for the Member States to tell
whether or not the Commission is hoping in this way
to exceed, on a permanent basis, the VAT ceiling laid
down - I must unfonunately remind you - by the
Treaties.

However, this proposed soludon poses another prob-
lem in that it requires unanimiry, which would appear
to be impossible to achieve in the Council at the pres-
ent !ime, since one Member State does not think we
need a supplementary budget and that we need not
worry about the deficit undl 1985. On the srength of
this, rhe European Parliament has called a halt to all
expenditure which is not immediately essential - par-
ticularly the refunds to the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic for 1983. That is how things stand at
the moment.

Obviously, we are wondering what will happen next. I
can tell you on behalf of my Broup that we intend
once more to propose, by means of a motion for a

resolution, releasing these payments - panicularly the
refunds to the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic - if the Council of Ministers makes the
necessary funds available by means of a supplementary
budget.

However, I should like rc accompany this repeated
offer with rwo warnings, the first of which is
addressed rc the Commission. The Commission must
realize once and for all that both the Council andPar-
liament are responsible for legislation in this Com-
muniry, in spite of the minor role which Parliament
has played in the past. The Commission, on thc other
hand, has no legislative powers wharoever, and unless
the Commission ailors its regulations according to the
wishes of this Parliament, they will not get past this
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House and the Commission would then be faced wirh
the problem of finding the funds required. I can tell
you right away that if the Commission fails to fall in
with Parliament's wishes it will know about it, since
the discharge debate is yet to be held. This will give us
an opportunity to show our dissadsfaction with the
way the Commission has conducted its affairs and you
can imagine for yourselves how rhat will turn our. I
should also like to sound a warning for rhe benefit of
the Council. Unless the supplementary budget has
been drawn up and submitted to Parliament by Octo-
ber, and if the risk of the Community being unable to
meet its legal obligations, panicularly in the agricul-
tural sector, should become imminent, this Parliament
will have to give some rhought to the quesdon of
whether or not other methods can be found of res[or-
ing the Communiq/s abiliry rc meer its commirments,
since it is not as though there was not enough money
in the Communiry coffers. The problem is that it is not
available for the expenditure rc which we are commit-
rcd by law.

This is all I wanted m say and I hope thar everyone
has understood my warnings.

Mr Msller (ED). - (DA) Mr President, the thing
that concerns me mosr today is not really the lenphy
discussion of budget technicalities, vhich the members
of the Committee on Budgets masrcr to perfection; I
believe that most of us ordinary Members do not
understand a great deal of all this talk about what is or
is not legal. Vhat worries me is the crisis we find our-
selves in, both the purely economic aspecr, in that we
do not have the resources we need, and the fact thar
this crisis reflects the lack of what should be the basis
of our Communiry, namely mutual confidence, confi-
dence between the Member States, confidence that an
agreement will be respectcd by the other parry when
one party has fulfilled its pan. It is rhis lack of confi-
dence that is rocking our Communiry and it is this too
that is causing many people to lose faith in the Com-
munity.

On one side, there stands the Unircd Kingdom with its
demand for a refund. The others are willing to com-
ply, but not before the United Kingdom agrees ro
approve the extra reyenue required. This the United
Kingdom is prepared rc do, if it gets its refund. Vhich
side will give way first? Any horse trader knows the
problem. Should one pay before getting the merchan-
dise? Or should one have the merchandise before pay-
ing? Our Community's prospects are nor good at the
moment, as a consequence of the unfonunate decision
aken by Parliament on that Friday morning in July
when it voted to block the British refund. Accordingly,
the United Kingdom now says 'if you block the
refund, we will block an increase in own resources'.
The result is the present financial situation, where we
do not know whether we can carry on with the Com-
muniry at all, or whether ir vill all end in a free trade
area, which of course nobody would want rc do wirh-

out. But what will happen to agricultural policy? \Phat
will happen to regional poliry? And what will happen
to the funds set up in the confidence that a budget will
be adopted and resources made available?

Mr President, I wanted m make these comments
because I believe it is much, much more imponant for
us to restore confidence between our Member States
than to find out whether we need some paragraph or
other, or some rule or other. I do not intend m discuss
any of these technicalities, which are best handled by
the expens. Those on the Commimee on Budgets can
solve these problems. The problem that we have to
resolve is the funher development of the Communiry,
and the Community cannot be developed unless we
restore confidence besvreen the Member States, which
is the basis of any communiry. Vithout mutual confi-
dence it is impossible to build such a community,
because there would then be no faith in its abiliry to
lasr This issue centres around people, poliricians, min-
isters. 'Ve must rcll our British friends - I myself
belong to one of the groups that include British mem-

lers - the following: we. will pay the refund if you
increase own resources; there is no need for you to
have any doubts. I myself, as I said on that Friday,
before that unfoftunate vore, do not doubt that own
resources will be increased the day that Parliament
adopts the refund.

Before the Commissioner keels over, I would like to
make this observation, and I rhank the Commissioner
for his willingness to hear me out: I believe Mr Pfen-
nig is correct to say that this matter is not the Com-
mission's concern. It is a question of confidence
between Council and Parliament. The Council musr be
able to rely on Parliament adopting this budget;
indeed it is its dury to do so in order to follow up the
Fontainebleau compromise. !7e were all pleased lrith
the Fontainebleau compromise, but now we should
fulfill our obligation, as I see it, to pay the refund, so
that we can move forward and obtain rhe increase in
own resources. As a member of my group, I know that
the British Government will fulfill its obligation once
Parliament has adopted the refund, which is necessary
if we are to be able to break this deadlock and resrore
confidence.

Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- (GR) Mr President, with

regard rc the problem of the lack of funds for 1984
and 1985, it seems that there is a panicularly violent
and bitter dispute besween three Communiry insritu-
tions, namely the Council, the Commission and Parlia-
ment. Beneath the surface, however, we believe that
beyond the obvious problem of the budget there are
very important changes going on in the balance and
interrelations berween the counries - and of course
between the socioeconomic forces - in the European
Communiry, changes which are panicularly unfavour-
able for a counrry like Greece.

So from the Greek point of view we have the follow-
ing comments to make.
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Firsdy, this is the first time that the form of blackmail
being applied is not the postponement of payments but
the non-payment of appropriations amounting ro
11 000 million drachmas, while the Community has
given Greek farmers a clear undenaking that it will
pay these appropriations.

Secondly, this is the first time there is such a likelihood
of the Greek Government's granring aid from the
national budget according to Community rather than
national criteria.

Thirdly, Greece, which has an enonnous public debr
and whose trade balance with the other nine countries
of the EEC is getting worse and srorse, is being called
upon to increase in reladve and absolute terms its con-
uibudon to the Communiry budget, while Mrs
Thatcher's contribution is being reduced by about
600/0.

Founhly, while Greece is being asked to incrgase its
contribudon, the Commission turns down every Greek
application for funding under both the Mediterranean
protrammes and the five-year programme. I refer you
to the interview with Mr Tugendhat in the Greek per-
iodical Oihonomikos Tachidromos of 6 September
1984, in which he sares thar according to the Court of
Auditors Greece already mkes too much and that from
1985 there will be new priorities in the Community
budget.

Fifthly, the Greek Government bears a great deal of
responsibility for this course of events, since it permir-
ted the unanimous decision at Fontainebleau on the
refund to the United Kingdom without even ensuring
the basic funding of the Mediterranean programmes
or the five-year programme; because at Fontainebleau
it put its signature to the ovenhrow - unfavourable to
Greece - of the acquis commrnafiaire in budgetary
mattrrs and yet is looking on uncomplainingly while
the Commission and the European Coun of Justice,
by dozens of recent inten entions, impose the vey same
acqais communartaire in marters such as the internal
market, compedtion, erc.

Lastly, the members of the Greek Communist Pany
demand the immediate payment of Greek farmers, but
not with new contributions from the Member States
but by a reconsideration of, mainly, the refunds rc the
United Kingdom, which would provide the necessary
funds or the greater part of them. The solution does
not lie in implementing the Fonainebleau decisions
but in reconsidering them. This is true at least for
Greece, and if it cannot change the poliry, if it contin-
ues to accept the compromises of the large countries,
unless it adopts' a militant poliry in defence of in
national economy and workers, and if it continues ro
play the game from the sidelines, it will keep on los-
ing, and even the present terms of our membership of
the European Economic Community will get worse.

Mr von dcr Vring (S).- (DE) Mr President! There
is a smell of bankruptcy in the Community air; the

creditors are already thinking of ways of safeguarding
the cake, and the question remaining is how to distri-
bute the crumbs.

The crux of the matter is a gap in the constitution, a

structural error which means tfiat binding decisions on
expenditure can bc taken by the Council without lcgal
guaranrces of income. Vhat we have here is a built-in
crisis: the Council is entering into binding commit-
ments for which the funds cannot be guaranteed. The
word 'compulso4/ loses its meaning as soon as the
one per cent barrier is reached and the, powers of
national parliaments become involved.

\7e call this iresponsible. If someone in private life
takes on commitments in the full knowledge that he
cannot afford to pay, this is called fraud. The Socialist
Group voted against the 1984 budget because it was
fraudulent: the figures may have looked as if they
were within the one per cent limit, but we knew that
they did not cover the expenditure.

'!7'e now find the Council trying the same maneuvre
for 1985: its wants to present another draft budget
within the one per cent limit and it explains not to us,
the Parliament, but to its own members that, if the
money runs out in the agricultural sector in 1985,
there will be a supplementary budget presented in
October 1985 - and it will use this as a basis for yet
another regulation on advances.

The consequence of this is that it ceases to be a serious
proposal because it is making a fundamental distinc-
tion between agricultural and structural policies. Let us
put it quite plainly: the issue here is the suuggle
against unemployment. Savings are being made ,in

terms of structural policies, but the saving in rhe 1985
EAGGF budget estimate will be fictitious. What.we
are really being asked to radfy is a lO-month budget
with the llth and 12th months relegated to a supple-
mentary budget.

The problem is that the savings which are now being
fought over and are to be adopted in December will in
practice affect only the regional, social and develop-
mental policies, and we cannot agree to thar.

The Council's reason for aking this line is that there is
no legal basis for exceeding the one percenr VAT limit
on expenditure. At the same it is refusing to deal
simultaneously with the 1985 regulation. This is why
vle are insisting in the Scrivener repon that the
authoriry to ask for this payment in the form of adv-
ances from the member governments be conferred as
part of a general regulation for 1984 and 1985, so as

to secure the groundwork for a respectable, honesr
1985 budget and to remove the need for this rype of
maneuvre.

It follows logically from this that the regulation should
not sgecify any upper limit for advance payments by
the member governmenr, as stated in the motion
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tabled by Mrs Scrivener. This amount should be stipu-
lated in the 1984 supplementary budget and the 1985

budgeq and Parliament is involved in determining
what it should be. No sum should therefore be speci-
fied in the regulation, and the Commission would have
been well advised to take account of this basic attitude
of Parliament when it drafted its proposal.

If we are to prevent a strangulation of regional, social
and developmental policy by the 1985 budget we must
insist on being presented with a respectable 1985
budget, bur first we need a reguladon which raises the
one per cent limit for their purpose. Sre cannot there-
fore refuse to authorize such a regulation for 1984,
nor can we avoid linking the 1984 problems with those
of tg8s.

The 1984 supplementaqy budget itself is quite another
mafier: we ought to be given a draft of this. Ve do not
inrcnd to let it go through on the nod; on the con-
trary, ure intend to use our full budgetary powers even
to the extent of rejecting the 1984 supplementary
budget outright if it does not fit in with our plans. As
to the consequences, I would go along with my col-
league, Mr Pitt.

A draft budget for 1985 which fails rc include the
whole range of the Communiq/s foreseeable spending
commitments for 1985, as correcdy listed by the Com-
mission, on the other hand, is not a real budget as far
as the agricultural sector is concerned, but is one more
step towards releasing agricultural poliry from budget-
ary conrol. The Council of Ministers of Agriculture
passes laws and regulations incorporating obligatory
expenditure, and the Commission writes the cheques.
This is the common agricultural policy which has led
us into this quagmire. It would actudlly be beucr if we
had an honest provisional melfths sysrcm and dis-
pensed with a budget for 1985. This House would be

acting quite logically if it rejected the son of budget
the Council is planning, i.e. the one per cent limit,
sqrindle: then at least we would be seen to be operat-
ing a proper budget neft year with the provisional
cwelfths of what we had in 1984.

That is one option we should like to keep open, but let
us first take a look at the drafu: this both concludes
my argument and brings us back to my original point.
The source of our problems is a contradictory finan-
cial framework which allows the Council of Ministers
unlimited scope for taking on commitments for which
it cannot tuaranrce the funds because Parliament's
pos/ers are involved, and because the powers of
national parliaments over the Communiq/s resources
restrict the Council's omnipotence in this area.

If we want to avoid the continuing recurrence of this
problem, there are two ways of making the necessary
changes to the financial framework. One logical
means of avoiding future crises would be to give the
Council of Ministers the right to withdraw aqmuch
money as it wishes from nadonal exchequers. The log-

ical opposite stcp would be rc deny the Council the
right to pass laws and regulations with expenditure
commitments unless such spending is guaranteed by
the budgetary authority. This is the structural logic we
must strive for if we want to avoid jeopardizing the
Communiry with a lot of basically silly structural flaws
and conflicts and being incapable of formulating
policy. Our new colleagues will be having undersand-
able difficulry in comprehending the arcane goings-on
of this Parliament and may well ask why everything
has rc be so significant and complicated. This is why
we must get on with changing the financial frame-
work. Since the Council is still unwilling to grasp the
initiative, we shall have to use our only effective wea-
pon: I think we shall discuss and consider carefully
whether or not we should use our power to reject the
budget or the supplementary budgets for 1984 and
1985.

Mr Latrnges (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, numerous
Members have spoken yesterday and today on the
subject which will dominate our thinking in the weeks
and months to come. Our debates have been based on
the statements by the President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil and by the Member of the Commission responsible
for the budget. The President-in-Office considered
the Council's deliberations unsadsfactory, and I think
rhis debate has already made it clear that your verdicq
Mr President-in-Office, coincides precisely with ours.

Ve are not satisfied with the Council's proposals and
consider them a positive danger to the Communiry,
because the Community is fast losing its power to take
any action at all. Vhat Mr von der Vring has just said
in his conclusion was correct: we shall consider very
carefully whether the Council is in a position to pre-
sent the draft budget for 1985 by 5 October within the
terms of the Treaties. I do not say this lightly, and in
this respect I differ slightly from Mr Cot, who said
yesterday: Ve are considering the possibility of sup-
poning the Commission's position if the Council is
unwilling or unable to present the budget on time.

I no longer believe in the Commission, nor do I
believe the strongly-worded satement I read in the
papers about Mr Tugendhat's threat of possible pro-
ceedings before the European Coun ofJustice. Parlia-
ment should pay no heed m such notions. ![e should
tell the Council representative here in plain terms that
we are aware of the Council's difficulties but cannot,
as a Parliament, allow the Council to shirk its dury.
Parliament will have to decide on its own whether or
not to bring proceedings before the European Coun
of Justice if the Council fails to carry out its obliga-
tions. Quite apan from any action the Commission
may be considering, the powers of the Parliament as

one half of the budgetary authoriry are implicated
here. This is not inrcnded as a threat, Mr President-
in-Office, but as a statcment which we ask you simply
to convey to your nine colleagues, the Finance Minis-
ters, to let them know that Parliament is not prepared
to count€nance such a derelicdon of dury.
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Secondly, we know that the Council is attempting to
find a solution to the 1984 supplementary budget.
Such a soludon is necessary because the Council, with
its obligations to third panies, decided to authorize
more expenditure in 1984 in the agricultural sector,
for example, than can be guaranteed by income. The
Council hardly discovered this fact yesterday; we have
been talking about it for six months. The Council must
therefore do its dury and present a supplementary
budget. Your proposal, Mr President-in-Office, which
has apparently ilready been discussed or decided upon
in the Council by the Nine, or perhaps even by the
Ten, requires the Member States to pay money
direcdy to the European Communiry. This is a feasible
approach, certainly, but not one which is in keeping
with Community funding or based on the Com-
munity's own resources qFstem. You must recognize
that you are straying from the path of political vinue

- in so far as there is ever vinue in politics, but be

rhat as it may - if you attempt to organize the Com-
muniq/s finances in this manner. \7hen Parliament
discusscs this matter with the Commission it will press
its view that Anicles 5, 199 and 200(3) offer a means
of financing the Communiry without the need for sub-
sidics from the Member States. You can rest assured
that this point is important to Parliament.

My third point is as follows: we in this House have
vorcd by a large majority to block the so-called rebate
rc the United Kingdom until the supplementary
budget has been decided upon by the Council. I
should like to make it clear to my British colleagues
that we did not do this with the intention of punishing
the Unitcd Kingdom and that a large majoriry of us

arc prepared rc discuss this issue - indeed, we shall
be debating it again in more detail larcr today in the
Committee on Budgets. kt me once more emphasize
what Parliament has always maintained: when the
Council has decided on the supplementaqy budget,
Parliament will agree to release Britain's rebate. You,
Mr President-in-Office, have put this to us in the form
of a request. You may be sure that we Christian
Democrats will meet your request subject to the terms
I have just stated.

Mr Pricc (ED). - Mr President, I think that this
debate shows that there is general recognition in the
House both of the need for action by the Council of
Ministers rc deal with the present situation and the
urgenry of it.

I think we are introducing, perhaps, an unnecessary
difficulty in reaching a solution by talking in terms of
too long a period when trying to find the solution for
a temporary problem. It is much easier to solve this
problem if we look at it as a short-cerm problem. If
you look at what has gone wrong, it is manifestly a

shon-term problem. Vhat has gone wrong is that
there has been delay on the pan of the Council of
Ministers in deciding on the increasc in the Com-
muniq/s own resources. They have now taken that

decision in principle, but the delay in,taking the deci-
sions relating to the agricultural policy has affected the
expenditure side. Again, on 3l March they took some
of the most imponant of those decisions and although,
just as with the'ourn resources'increase, there has yet
to be full implementation, the decisions of principle
have been taken. It is for that reason that this problem
is in essence a short-term one. The more its shon-term
character is recognized, the easier it will be to find
agreement in solving it.

I welcome the fact that the United Kingdom Govern-
ment has moved its position besween July and Septem-
ber and has recognized the need for a supplementary
budget and for extra financing this year. Therefore, all
10 Member Governments recognize that need. !7hat is

perhaps unfonunate now is that two Member Govern-
ments - the German and Dutch Governments -
seem to feel that this matter can be left until the new
'own resources' @me into effect in 1985. I must say,

Mr President, that I think it would be much easier to
solve the problem if it were limited to a single year,
and if, before the end of 1985, we could have the ben-
efit of these new resources which everyone has agreed
are necessary. A solution needs only rc be found now
for a single year.

The legal basis for the proposed action has become a

question of considerable controversy. The attitude of
Parliament is that, first of all, there is an obligation to
act. 'Ve are dealing with a temporary situation, and
the Member States must act to deal with it rather than

. allow the Communicy to run out of funds to meet its
obligations. It is not just an option open to them; there
is a compelling obligation. I believe that Anicle 5 of
the Treary provides a legal and not just a moral obli-
gation to act. It starcs that Member States shall take all
appropriate measures, whether general or particular,
to ensure fulfilment of the obligations resulting from
action taken by the institutions of the Communiry.

Quirc clearly, the actions of the institutions have given
rise to financial obligations. Those obligations must be

met.

Vhat I think has been overlooked around this Parlia-
ment, in the Council of Minisrcrs and in the Commis-
sion is that the Treaty actually goes funher as to the
means. This is to be found in Article 209(b) which
sates that the Council shall

determine the methods and procedure whereby
the budget revenue provided under the arrange-
menm relating to the Communities' own resources
shall be made available to the Commission, and
determine the measures to be applied, if need be,
to meet cash requirements.

Now surely that is precisely the situation that we are in
today, and what the Parliament is asking for is not that
new'own resources'be created now to deal with 1984

but that'own resources'which will become due should
be paid earlier than they would otherwise be paid. If
you look at Anicle 209(b), you have the measure
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which must be applied to meer cash requirements. The
methods and procedure under which the revenue is to
be provided are just the son of thing which Anicle 209
requires the Council to adopt.

Mr President, I have pur down amendments to the
repoft by Mrs Scrivener aimed as inroducing Anicle
209 into the legal basis, because I believe first of all
that this strengthens the Parliament's argument rhat
the Treaty requires Member States to acr and,
secondly, because in any event the means of action are
stipulated in that anicle and one simply cannot avoid
using it if that anicle is rhere in the Treaty. I hope the
Members of rhis House will suppon those amend-
ments.

Mrs Boscrup (COM). - (DA) Mr President, it may
seem superfluous for me, as a represenrarive of so little
political power and such a small counrry in this assem-
bly, to take the floor. However, I wish to do so to
explain why I was evidently the only one on the Com-
mittee on Budgem ro vorc against the Scrivener repon.
I did so because I preferred the Commission's
approach as the leasr of many evils. Under no circum-
stances can I accept the drafting of a general regula-
tion without any indication of the yeer or amounr,
giving the Communiry rhe opponunity to write post-
dated cheques to be paid for later by the Member
States. Such a method is improper. I can accept the
adoption of a payment for 1984 with a precisely speci-
fied amount shown in an adopted supplemenrary
budget. I am no advocate of rheories of doom, nor am
I a party to the series of threats that were broadcast
about the House this morning. \7e have heard that the
budget is rc be rejecrcd, rhe Communiry will disinre-
grate, non-compulsory expenditure will be used to
finance agricultural spending, the Council will be
hauled before the Coun of Justice, and what have you.
This will ger us nowhere. I have nothing against our
country being part of a free trade area, and I would be
glad in my old age nor to have rc take pan in the theo-
retical hairsplitting about rhis subject.

However, the situation is different. Our counrry has
been dragged into this and we will have to pay up, bur
we would ask to be allowed ro pay an exacr, fixed
amount for one year at a time and not a blank cheque.

Mr Ryan (PPE). - Mr President, knowing his consi-
derable abiliry and the dedicatcd efforu which the
President-in-Office of the Council, Mr O'Keeffe, has
aheady made to ger orher Members of the Council to
agree to a realisdc supplementary budget for 1984, I
am yery sorry for him that he had ro come into this
House to apologize for the lack of protress. Ve were
led to believe some months ago that the Fontainebleau
Summit was the harbinger of a new dawn. AII I can say
is that the sun is very slow to rise.

One good development which resulted from Parlia-
ment's action in July in freezing rebates to she United

Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany was
that the British Parliament devorcd a day to debating
European affairs, and panicularly our acrions. Thar
debate was a remarkable one - less remarkable for rhe
many insulting condemnations by British parliamen-
tarians of all the Members of rhis House than for the
depth of ignorance of the Treary of Rome and Euro-
pean institutions displayed by the British MPs.
Amongst the more refined things said abour us were
that we represenr nobody but ourselves, that we like to
promote our ourn importance by exceeding our pow-
ers and that we do not deserve to be called a parlia-
ment at all ! It is possible to forgive an inexperienced
backbencher such ineleganr senrimenrs, bur rhey are
intolerable coming from one of her Brirannic
Majesry's ministers. To his credit, Mr Edurard Heath,
former Prime Minister of Britain, scolded his colleagues
for their unhelpful inrcmperate abuse and from his
experience and knowledge confirmed rhat the Euro-
pean Parliament had acted properly.

Ve can all subscribe to the principle of budgetary dis-
cipline. This Parliamenr, parricularly through the
Committee on Budgetary Control, has been the leader
in matters of budgetary discipline. Britain, which is
loud in ia demands for budgetary discipline, might
practise what it preaches by refunding to the Com-
munity some 1 000 m ECU which the UK iregularly
obtained from the EEC through its milk marketing
boards. If rhe UK were ro pay that conscience money
now, it would go a long way towards covering the
deficit in the 1984 budget - a deficit caused by rhe
unanimous vote of the Council of Ministers, which has
responsibiliry for the level of 1984 expenditure and
therefore, under the Treaty, for the revenue required.

I recall the work of Parliament in relation to the 1984
budget. Notvrithstanding the anxiery of parliamentari-
ans to allocate more funds to the relief of unemploy-
ment, regional development, transport policy, energ:f
resourcesr research and development and many other
worthy objectives, Parliamenr cauriously adopted a
modest budget which was in balance. Subsequently,
the Council made decisions which upset that balance
by increasing expenditure and ignoring the necessiry
to provide revenue. That was the height of irresponsi-
biliry on the Ministers' part. Parliament had a cleir obli-
gation to take corrective acrion. Nemo dat quod non
habet. The refusal to darc by Parliamenr ro sancrion
rebarcs to rhe Unired Kingdom and the Federal
Republic of Germany stems from this reality: that the
Communiry cannor give what it does not have. It
would be an act of bankruptcy and reckless budgetary
indiscipline for the Communiry ro pay massive refundi
to ru/o Member States, knowing that giving such bon-
anzas to turo lucky recipients would bring many EEC
schemes to a halt for want of funds sooner rather than
later.

If and when the Council of Ministers produces an
acceptable supplementary budget for 1984, realistically
providing the cash to close the 1984 shonfalls, Parlia-
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ment, as many speakers have said, will release the
blocked funds to the UK and Germany. The Irish
presidenry can be assured that Parliament will not put
any obstacles in the way of its effons to achieve a set-
tlement of the budgetary crisis. I am sure that the Irish
presidency would not wish any settlement to be a mere
camouflage on a framework_of fictitious figures and
presumptuous expectations. The Irish presidency, the
Council as a whole and the Commission can be certain
that the parliamentary arm of the budgetary authority
will fulfil its responsibilities to the full. The sense of
dury pervading Parliament causes us to favour the ani-
cles of the Treary which compel the Council of Minis-
rcrs and Parliament to keep the budget in balance
rather than support she Commission's proposal for a

reguladon based upon Anicle 235 which would
involve the individual Member States. !7e should act
as a Communiry, a Communiry of agreement, and not
a club of disagreement.

Mr Friih (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and

tentlemen! The voice of agriculture obviously has to
make itself heard in such an imponant debate on the
budget situation. It is no secret that agriculture takes a

major share of the main budget, chiefly because of our
integrated policy and the great contributions agricul-
ture has made rc Europe in the past. Yet we know that
this is precisely why there is so much disquiet out there
in the agricultural world and in the Communiry as a

whole, because this crucial slice of the budget can no
longer be guaranteed.

\7hat I do nor intend rc do is emulate the budgetary
experts we have been listening to and recite some more
patent remedies; we have had enough of this from the
Christian Democrat spokesmen. My intention is

merely to point out that we must take great care to
preserve the trust which has been placed specifically in
the agricultural policy of our European Communiry.
You know that it is imponant to avoid undermining
this trust, panicularly at a time when we are crossing
such difficult terrain and have been attempting to find
better ways of managing the budger If we jeopardize
this trust we could well destroy it entirely, and the
European Community would be severely damaged as a

result.

'Ve could of course take the line of least ls5istan6s -a view which is not unheard of outside this assembly

- and simply say that the Council of Ministers takes
decisions and we have to be able to rely on its deci-
sions, because what else is there left to rt$ on? If the
decisions do not provide enough money - and others
have already voiced this possibiliry - the Member
Starcs will have to revert to their individual responsi-
bilities. This is the whole point, and it is on this point
that I believe agriculture to be making a genuine con-
ribution to Europe. People at large do not want to to
back to national contributions; they want a proper
Communiry soludon, and I ask you to bear this in
mind when v'e atrcmpt to find this vial solution.

There is a second consideration: there are also people
and circles who argue that there is nothing to worry
about - after all, what happens is based on ministerial
decisions, the expenditure is compulsory, and there is

other expenditure which is not so binding or so com-
pulsory, so why shouldn't the cuts be made elsewhere?

\7e reject this vierr as well. !7e do not want the Euro-
pean Communiry to be seen as an agricultural com-
muniry and nothing else. On the contrary, we have a

vital inrcrest in seeing the European Communiry fin-
ally expand beyond this agriculural community to
embrace other sectors and develop other policies. !7e
are well aware that many of the aims of agricultural
poliry cannot be realized without a meaningful
regional job-creation policy and other supplementary
measures. This is why it would be extremely damaging
to agricultural poliry as well as to other areas if we
opted to follow this naive path and pretend that we
can cut expenditure in other areas and everything will
be all right. That way lies disaster.

I should like to end simply by appealing to everyone,
but panicularly to the Council, to finally put the 1984

finances into order with a supplementary budget
which will resrore people's trust in Europe and im agri-
cultural policy. One concluding thought: our Euro-
pean Communiry cannot carry on stumbling from one
budget crisis to the next! The permanent budget crisis
is all we can offer people to mlk or write about. !7e
have just held the elections which were supposed to
achieve something for Europe, and yet we are still
obstructing ourselves, all our various policies and pro-
gress in Europe. I therefore appeal to all those
involved - you can see that the European Parliament
also has the will to reach a solution - in the interests
of the European Community to put an end rc the cur-
rent difficult budget situation by means of a supple-
mentary budget, so that ve can rcll the farmers in the
weeks and months to come that the common agricul-
tural policy and the Communiry will not leave them in
the lurch.

IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS

Vce-President

Mr Ldor (RDE). - Mr President, may I first ask the
House to bear with me while I take the opportuniry of
welcoming my colleague from my own country, the
President-in-Officc of the Council, and to say that he

has inherited quitc a sizeable problem. I hope that he
can make a sucoess of solving it I have no doubt that
he will, and one of the ways that can help him to a

great extent is to lisrcn to all the advice he is being
offered today, and to ry and put it together and get
the message across to his Council colleagues in the
Budget Council.
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There is no doubt wharcoever that the Communiry is
confronted with a major budgeary crisis. All of its
financial problems are still unresolved, and a solution
becomes more difficult to find with each passing day.
Each colleague in this debate so far has recalleo the
serious failure of the last Budget Council, which rcok
place in Brussels. I agrec with all of them. It was a fail-
ure, and I share Parliament's surprise and disappoint-
ment. I am not at all satisfied with the report of the
Council on the situation. Given the urgenry as clearly
explained by Mr Tugendhat of the Commission, given
the imponance of the amounr of 2 million ECU
needed for the 1984 supplementary budget, and consi-
dering also the common policies involved - mainly
the agricultural policy - we had hoped that the
Council would reach an agreemenr.

I should like rc dwell for a momenr on the Council's
incapaciry to take the necessary measures which are
the consequences of its own decision. I am referring to
the agreement of 20 March on agricultural prices for
the 1984-85 campaign. How can 8 million farmers
continue to tru$ a Community which does nor want
to pay any more to implement the agricultural policy?
This is evident through the disputes at Council level.
In this regard, we wonder how the Commission could
have been so wront when it evaluated the supplemen-
tary budgetary credits at 2 000 million ECU, although
the Council agreed that I 000 million ECU should be
sufficient thus cutting unjustifiably the Commission
provision by half.

\[hat this reveals is an awkward situation in which the
Council postpones its decisions and proves incapable
of implementing the Fontainebleau conclusions. Basi-
cally, we see rhar the Fontainebleau Council has
arrived at false solutions. It has, as I said, been a fail-
ure. It did not solve any problems whatsoever, but it
did give immediate satisfaction to some Member
States, the UK especially, cherishing the hope that the
other pending problems would consequently be solved
or dissipated. In fact, the conclusion of the Fontaine-
bleau Council on the financing of the 1984 deficit was
very shon and laconic, staring that the next Council of
Ministcrs would adopt the necessary measures. From
July to date, everybody knows what has actually hap-
pened, and that is absolutely norhing.

For our group, the main issue is to fulfil the expendi-
[ure commiments of the agricultural policy as quickly
as possible on the basis of a supplementaqy budget -that is to say, on the basis of a Communiry solution.
My group cannot understand how rhe Council could
claim to make progress on the budgetary problems
which urill be on the agenda in 1985 and perhaps suc-
cessive years by damaging the common policies which
have been built and which, like rhe common agricul-
tural poliry, assure rhe functioning of the Community.

I share the views expressed a few moments ago by my
colleague, Mr Ryan, in connecdon urith rhe UK
approach. Yesterday we heard Mr Pitt criticizing the

heavy spending from the European budget on agricul-
ture and srying that the benefits to the 10 million
European farmers were at the expense of the 100 mil-
lion indusrial workers. Ve also heard him oudining
his commitment to minorities. Here we have a minor-
ity of 10 million unfoftunare farmers in this Com-
munity, and Mr Pitt's solution to the,present employ-
ment probleni in Europe is to sacrifice that minoriry of
l0 million farmers on the altar u'hile ar the same time
offering no solution. He was backed later by [ord
Douro, who complimentcd him on his approach. In
thc UK all sides are out to bash the common agricul-
tural policy, and although we have litde Vestminster
wars going on in this House, there is unanimiry in the
UK for the bashing of the common agricultural policy.
This is most unfortunatc, and it is giving the British
Prime Minister at Summir meetings the most improper
back-up service from her own people. It is to the detri-
ment of the European Communiry.

Ve now ask for a drafr supplementary budget and for
an agreement at the next Council. I appeal to rhe
President of the Budget Council m do his damnedesr,
as I know he will, in an effon to resolve this. My
group will fully suppon Mrs Scrivene/s proposals,
which are relevant to the basic reguladons required.
'!7e are fully behind her in this regard.

(Appkuse)

Mrs Fuillct (S). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I do not intend to dvell on the wide mea-
sure of agreement accorded ro rhe report by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: other colleagues in my group will
expand on the reasons why we have given our backing
to this repon.

I should, however, poinr out that there was a problem
of choosing berween tvro regulations for 1984 and
1985 and a single all-embracing regulation. !7e opted
for the second, since the risk of extending the deficit
situation beyond a calendar year meant that rules of
principle had to be adoptcd. I am sorry thas this had to
be the case.

It is to be hoped, on the other hand, that this regula-
tion will go as far as possible towards serving rhe inrcr-
ests of the Communiries. Because of the risks we run
in making budgetary predictions, too, ir seems sensible
to me if we refrain from fixing specific levels for exist-
ing or future dcficits. Moreover, it is difficult at rhis
opening of Parliament for me to avoid commendng on
the general budgetary situation on which the future of
the Communiry depends.

It comes as a real shock if onc compares the political
effons which were made over several monrhJ during
the French Presidency, rhe content of the debatei
which marked rhe campaign for the European elec-
tions and the progress made at the European Council
at Fontainebleau, with the deplorable sate of affairs
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we have rcday as a result of the indecision of the
Council of Ministers - my apologies, Mr President.

This state of affairs is threatcning to become critical
for several s€ctors of thc Communiry economy,
including the farmeis. Although we are arguing about
amounts which are very small by national sandards,
our discussions are couched in terms of book-keeping
and are threatening to undermine the principles which
have guided the aoivities of the European Parliament
up to the present time.

One could leld to the temptation of holding thc
Unitcd Kingdom solely responsible for the present
deadlock. The UK does indeed bear some responsibil-
iry for this statc of affairs, chiefly in terms of its atti-
tude which is dragging the Communiry ever closer
rowards adulterating its fundamental principles - but
we should remember also that ccrtain other Member
States appear m be trying to use methods which are

still rctally rejeced by the European Parliament, such
as the financing of deficits by reductions in non-com-
pulsory expenditure.

I am, however, prepared to recognize that, if non-
compulsory (regional, social, development aid, etc.)
expenditure cannot be reduced for obvious political
reasons, problems arise with the actual use of the
funds concerned. It is doubtless possible to make
economies in these areas, but let us not lose sight of
some of our primary aims: the need to bring policies to
fruition and to make better use of the funds available.

Parliament too must tackle this aspect of the budget
question.

Cenain basic political questions have to be asked in
this debate on the budget: what is the role of the
European Parliament's efforts to give the Community
a new impetus indirecdy by developing certain new
policies? Vhat political significance should be

attached rc declarations made at the highest level, and
what credibiliry does the European Council retain if its
policy guidelines feld no concrete results?

'S7e, for our part, attach great imponance rc the
implementation of the Fontainebleau agreements. It is

particularly urBent for the draft supplementary budget
for 1984 and the budget for 1985 to be adopted as

quickly as possible, rc enable deadlines to be met, the
necessary action to be taken, and the own resources

ceiling rc be raised by 1 January 1986 atthe latest. The
ball is in the Council's court now, and it is up to the
Council to state whether it is prepared to implement
its own policies within the existing rules. The Council
has very little time left rc demonstrarc this, and we
await the ourcome.

Mr Tugcndhag Vce-hesident of the Commission. -Mr President, I have already set,out the Commission's
general position on the budgetary situation in the
Communiry in my speech yesterday evening' I think I

could now merely comment briefly on the amend-
ments proposed by the Committee on Budgets to our
proposal for a reguladon and on some of *re points

ihai haue been raised during the cource of this rather
wide-ranging debate.

The Commission has already, in July, amended once
its proposal for a draft regulation in response rc those

of Parliament's known concerns which we felt able to
endorse. Ve explained at that time why we felt unable
to remove the reference to Article 235 as a legal basis

for the regulation. These reasons remain for us valid.
Ve must, in seeking an appropriate basis for a Com-
muniry regulation for this purpose, take into account
the realities and the consraints of Community law.

Parliament and the Council must make their own deci-
sions, but the Commission is an independent body and
it must ake its decisions on the basis of ifr interpreta-
tion of irs responsibilides.

\7e are asking the Council to impose on the Member
Sarcs an obligation to make available to the Com-
munity advances of future 'own resources'' Under
existing Communiry law, no provision for making
such advances exists and there is no article of the
Treaty other than Anicle 235 which, in the Commis-
sion's view, can suffice on its own to require the
Council to impose one. I listened with great care to
Mn Barbarella's speech this morning and she gave the
impression - I may have misunderstood her in the
interpretation - but she gave the impression that
there was somehow something completely automatic
about this, that the Community needs money and that
people have to pay up. Now, we do say the Com-
muniry needs money and we are asking the Member
States to make it available. But I think it is important
to remember that there is no automaticiry about this
procedure. Cenainly, the people to whom we are

going in order to get the money do not regard it as

automatic, and if we are to get the money we need, it
is imponant to couch our request in such a way as to
make it more likely than not that the funds will be

fonhcoming. I did not myself, I must say, feel that the
approach which she was taking was likely to be the
one which would bring about the result which both
she and I desire.

Some of the other ardcles of the Treaty which have

sometimes been cited in this context are cenainly rel-
evant to the proper functioning of the budgetary pro-
cedures of the Community, but they cannot be

adduced as placing an obligation on the Council rc
adopt a regulation for an extraordinary advance of this
kind. Tfre Commission continues, therefore, to feel
that it is necessary to maintain the reference to Article
235 for this purpose. I recognize that others may have

different views, but l,e are, I think, duty bound to put
forward what we regard as the best in both the politi-
cal and legal.sense, a proposal to secure the object
which we have in mind for the Communiry as a whole.

As regards the two new amendments suggested in Mrs
Scrivener's motion for a resolution, the Commission
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does not have strong views as to whether the disposi-
tions in resped of tgg+ and 1985 should be conrained
in one reguladon or two. Given the different nature of
the circumstances affecting the rwo years, the Com-
mission's initial proposal was for rwo separate regula-
tions. I have explained thc thinking behind that in the
Comminee on Budgets; but we would not have any
great objection m their combination in a single one.

As for the suggestion that rhe regulation should con-
tain no reference rc rhe amount of additional
resources involved we have a different approach. The
Commission's original proposal refleced not a posi-
tion of principle, but one of political realism. I make
no apology for thal To use a rarher colloquial phrase,
principles do not always butter parsnips. If one is to
get the parsnips, one needs to show a cenain amount
of political realism. 'We are asking rhe Council to
adopt a regulation which will impose upon Member
States an obligation under Community law to make
advance paymens of 'own resources' available to the
Community in circumstances where national parlia-
ments have nor yer radfied the decision bringing new
'own resources' into effcct. It is no small thing. In
order to fulfil their obligations under the regulation,
many if not all Member States will have to seek some
form of authorization from their domesdc parliaments.
I have to say that it does nor seem to rhe Commission
reasonable or politically realistic r,o expect Member
States rc undenake this obligation on rhe basis of an
entirely open-ended commitment. Some indication of
the scale of the addirional resources involved needs
surely rc be given. In saying thaq Mr Presidenq I do
feel that if honourable Members of all panies and all
nationalides considered for a moment some of the
things that they have heard and some of the resolu-
tions that have been passed in their domestic parlia-
ments - the BundcsUg comes very much to mind in
that respect - they would, I think, realize that what I
say has e great deal of rruth in ir.

Referencc has been made by several speakers during
this debate to the issue of budgetary discipline. I can
reassure the House thar rhe Commission is acutely
aware of the implications of this issue for the powers
and prerogatives of this Parliament. Ir is something
which has been very much in our minds ever since thii
question first arose. The Commission has not made
and will not make any proposal in the field which is
incompadble with the pou,'ers and prerogatives of Par-
liament.

Finally, we have norcd rhe requesr of rhe Irish Presi-
denry concerning rhe ransfer embodfng the special
measures in favour of the United Kingdom and Ger-
many as well as Mr Cot's reply and that of orher
speakers rc the effect thar Parliament vould be dis-
posed to unblock this transfer if a new proposal were
presenrcd toterher urith the supplemenrary budget.
The Commission will, of course, make the'necessary
proposal rc this effect.

Mr O'Kccffe, kesidenrin-Offce of tbe Council- Mr
President, the debatc last night and this morning has
served'a dual purpose. It has centred on Mrs Scrive-
ner's report, on which you will vorc tomorrow and
which will allow you to send to the Council Parlia-
ment's opinion on the Commission's proposals for
supplementary financing in 1984 and 1985. It would, I
feel, not be appropriate for me to comment on that
part of your deliberations. It is safe to say that I shall
ensure that rhe opinions I have heard are reponed to
the Council.

Your debate has also served to allow the spokesmen of
the various political groups ro reacr to rhe shrcmenr
which I made on behalf of the Council yesterday eve-
ning. It is to this part of your deliberations that I
would like to devotc these few concluding remarks.

On a point of information, Mr President, from rhe
remarls made by a number of speakers it seems that
my speech yesterday may have given rise to a misun-
derstanding. In respect of 1984, I said that 'the Coun-
cil has concluded that indispensable additional financ-
ing required in 1984 is of the order of I 000 million
ECU'. That does not mean rhar rhe Council does nor
intend rc cover rhe rest of the obligations resulting
from rhe CAP which it estimates at a level only a littli
lower than the Commission's estimates. The Council
envisages thar rhe toraliry of rhis sum will be covered
by a combination of I 000 million additional finance
and 850 million coming from savings and other
revenue.

Some speakers - notably Mr Cot and Lord Douro -have regrettcd the fact rhar ir will no longer be possi-
ble m follow the pragmatic calendar for rhe establish-
ment of rhe 1985 budget. fu I said yesterday, I too
regret this fact, but would like to reinforce the assur-
ances of cooperation I gave yesterday. Once the draft
1985 budget is established, the Council will do its
utmost to put Parliament in possession of all the rel-
evant documen$ as soon as possible and will cooper-
ate fully ro ensure that Parliamenr's examination of
the draft is as complerc as possible.

Some speakers have, funhermore, vigorously main-
tained that Parliament's powers must be respected. It is
imponant rhat I should reply to rhat panicular point
put by Members of rhis House. In my statement I said,
unambiguously, that Parliament's powers would be
respected. On behalf of the Council let me repeat what
its Presidena-in-Office have said many dmes in this
House. The Council respecr and will conrinue to re-
spect the powers of both branches of the budgetary
authority.

In general, Mr President, despire certain criticisms I
was pleased to note the basic good will of the Assem-
bly and its earnest desire to see rhe present budgeary
impasse resolved. As I indicated yesterday, the IrisL
Presidency is determined rc do everything possible to
bring matters to a sarisfacbry conclusion. Vhar you
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have said here has righdy underlined the extremely
urgent nature of the 1984 budget problem. The Coun-
cil shares this view, and I hope that very soon I can
come back m this House and outline to you the details
of a draft supplementary budget for 1984 and, of
course, of the draft budget for 1985.

Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets. -(FR) | should like m begin by thanking Mr O'Keeffe,
the President-in-Office of the Council, for his com-
ments and for his effons to appreciare the position of
the European Parliament. I am well aware of the unre-
warding nature of his presidential duties, and in this
conrcxt I should like to pay homage to the Irish Presi-
dency, which has the formidable task of piloting the
ship of Council through increasingly rough'and dan-

Serous wa[ers.

He will allow me to voice my regrer on procedural
grounds - since he has just confirmed some of my
fears - that the abandonment of the proposed timeta-
ble, as far as one is able to guess it, and since it is
already somewhat behind schedule, is causing Parlia-
ment to examine the draft budget for 1985 in circum-
stances which will be singularly fatiguing for Mem-
bers, but we shall yield to necessiry in view of rhe
imponance of this task.

I should like also to rhank Mr Tugendhar for presenr-
ing the Commission's analyses with his customary tal-
ent and with a resolution which is all the more admira-
ble in view of the fact - if I have understood Mr
O'Keeffe correcdy - that the text reported on by Mrs
Scrivener has been overaken somewhar by evenrs and
by the atreement on intergovernmenal financing of
advance paymenrc which is apparendy now being fin-
alized. Nevenheless, it is imponant to be reminded of
the principles every so often.-

The Commitrce on Budgets urill now examine the
resolutions submitted to it and will invite Parliament
to give its views on the matter and on the issues raised
by this debate, and particularly to reply to Mr
O'Keeffe's inquiry about the rebates to the United
Kingdom and to the Federal Republic of Germany. I
should also like to repeat, or rather state - since my
pronouncement yesterday may have been slightly pre-
mature - our determination not to obstruct or delay
thcse proceedings or rc show signs of ill-will, brrt
rather to assist in solving this and any other budgetary
problems we may have rc face. True to the saying 'suf-
ficient unro the day is the evil thereof, we shall deal
with these problems one by one.

That being said, I trust that we shall by tomorrow eve-
ning be in a position to give a straight answer ro a

straight question.

Prcsidcnt. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
aken at the next voting-time.

(The sitting was saspendcd at 12.30 p.m. and res*med at
3 P.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD

Vice-hesident

4. Topical and argent debate (objections)

President. - In accordance with the second indent of
Rule 48 I have received the following written reasoned
objections to the list of ircms to be included in the top-
ical and urgent debatf tomorrow.

(The Presidcnt read out tbe lkt of objections)t

I would remind you that the vote will be taken on
these objections without a debate.

Mr Huckfield (S). - Point of order, Mr President. I
do not want to trespass on your generosiry, but I did
tqy to raise this point with Lady Elles this morning
when she was in the Chair. Unfonunately, I think that
the information she tave me was misleading. The
information that she gave me y/as that reasons did not
usually have to be given for urgent procedure because
that was a matter for the House. However, I find that,
on page 26 .of yesterday's M_inutes, r€asons for
urgency are given pursuant to Rule 57. I submit - and
I hope that the Bureau will take account of this - that
the reason for the urtency of my resolution, which is
Doc.2-499/84, ought to be classified alongside rhe
reasons for the urgency of the resolutions listed there.
I hope you will give me a fair ruling on this because I
am a new Member and I am seriously studying the
points of procedure of this Parliament and trying to
understand them. I hope you will enable us to under-
stand why the reasons which we have submimed for
the urgenry of our resolution are not included in the
Bureau's decision, since they are as imponant as the
reasons submitted in connection with the other resolu-
dons.

I will just make one final point before I take my seat. I
repeat I do not v/ant to trespass on your generosity.
One of my colleagues had a constituent killed last
night as a result of this dispute. Now if that does not
serye to underline the urgency of the matter and the
need for a debate tomorrow morning under Rule 48
on the resolution I have submitted, then I do nor know
what would underline the urgenry. I ask once more
that the Bureau give this marter considerarion. It is a

dispute which has been going on for six months and if
this Parliament cannot debate it, then where can we
debate it?

Presidcnt. - Mr Huckfield, I have let you finish -although the last pan of your speech was hardly a

I See Minutes.
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point of order - because you are a new Member. I
am absolurcly delightcd to hear that you are studfng
our Rules of Procedure. You are setting an example
which I would recommend other Members of this
House rc follow.

I*t me explain, once more, as lady Elles did this
morning. I was in the Chamber when you spoke and I
remember what Lady Elles said when she was in the
Chair. There are different rypes of urgent procedure
in this House. This morning we were concerned with
urgent procedures requesrcd by the Council of Minis-
terc for documents submitted to us for an opinion.
This afternoon we are operating under a different sec-
tion of our Rules. \7e are operating this afternoon
under Rule 48, which concerns urgent motions pre-
sented by Members. The procedure there is different.
There, any Member can submit a motion with request
for urgent procedure during the one-and-a-half hours
reserved for that. As there are usually many more
requests than can possibly be acceded to, the chairmen
of the groups make a Entative selection which is sub-
mitted to the House for approval without debate. That
is what we are concerned with now.

There is a vhole list of requests for urgent procedure.
The chairmen of the groups have made a selection,
which is submitted for your approval and to which you
have the right to propose amendments. I have just read
out a whole series of proposals m that.effect, i.e., to
alter the proposals by the chairmen of the political
groups. According to our Rules of Procedure, we can
have no debate on this in this Chamber. If you wish to
change these Rules, you are free rc make a proposal to
that effect. However, until they are changed, I am
here rc ensure that the Rules are respected as they
stand. There is going to be no debate, but we are
going to have a vote.

Lady Ellcs (ED). - Mr Presidens, I am grateful that
you were in the Chamber this morning and heard my
explanation and maintained that explanation.

Mr C. Jackson (ED). - Mr President, when you
were reading my request. for urgent procedure in re-
spect of the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Klepsch and myself concerning the appointment of the
new European Commission, there was unfortunately a
serious confusion in the interpretadon. In English the
word 'Commission' became 'committee' throughout. I
would be grateful if you could just read that again in
case the same confusion occurred in other languages,
so that the Members may be quite clear that the reso-
lution and the reason for urgency referred to the
appointment of the European Commission.

Presidcnt. - Mr Jaclson, when we come to the vote
on your proposal, I will read it out again and I will
read it out in French to see if perhaps that will help.

Mr McCertin (PPE). - Mr President, notwithstend-
ing the explanadon you havc given on the matter of
urtent procedure, I want to prot€st. I belicve that
Rule 48 is being abused. Ve have thc Bureau agcept-
ing motions that are not urgent or that were iust as

urgent a year ago and will be just .rs urgent in a year
from now. They have been discussed d n4fiseant

already in this House and are only old subieca intro-
duced under new names.

I had a genuinely urgent motion for a resolution about
rhe supply of natural gas to Northern Ireland. This
concerns tn'o Member States in the Community and is

a maner that we have already expressed inrcrest in and
concern about. I belicve that it could be resolved by
the mediation or inrcrvention of the Commission. Yet
it has been rejected in favour of motions for resolu-
tions that are not urgent, certainly ar€ no more urgent
than they have been on other occasions and will con-
tinue to be. I believe that this rule is being abused and
has been abused here oday.

President. - Mr McCanin, unfonunately opinions as

to what is urgent and what is not urgent number
exactly 434 in this Parliament. By your vote in a few
moments you will be able to express yorr opinion on
what you think is most urgent.

Mr Schwdba-Hoth (ARC). - (DE) Mr President,
on a point of order. The vote on which motions
should be regarded as urtent should not be taken
regardless of the content. The President should read
out the reasons for the urgency of each motion so that
we are not forced through procedural tricks to rejus-
tify the urgency - for instance because someone has
just been killed in a constituency or because some
tcacher or postman in Germany has been dismissed
because he is standint as a candidate for the Com-
munist Parry, or because a member of parliament has
had rc resign to avoid the 'berufwerbot'. I would
therefore ask you to read out the reasons for the
urtency of each motion.

Prcsidcnt. - I cannot change Parliament's Rules of
Procedure. AII I can do - and all I have to do - is
apply them. That is my dury as long as I am in this
chair. The Rules do not provide for a debate. All they
say is that I have rc read out which motions have been
tabled and for what reasons. That is what I have done,
and that is all I can do.

Mr dc la Mdlne (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, I am
not asking to speak. I vould simply call upon you to
apply the Rules and take the vote without calling peo-
ple on pretexts.

(Appktse)

Presidcnt. - That is precisely what I am doing.
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Mn Casdc (S). - Mr President, on a point of order.
I have no doubt personally that you are seeking to
apply the current rules of this Parliament, but that
does not quite meet the point of my colleague Mr
Huckfield and, indeed, of other people who have
intervened. Vhat they are saying is this: ought there
not in this Parliament to be some explanation of rhe
reasons why the Bureau, meeting in secrer, has chosen
certain matters to take prioriry over other matters? It is
not only Mr Huckfield who has raised this question.
He is a new Member, and I think he is entitled to the
answer. How does he set about changing the Rules so
that there is no vote on requests for urgent procedure
until the Bureau has given a reason for its selection of
priorities?

President. - Mrs Castle, I have already answered that
point, but I will do so again. I cannot change the
Rules, I can only apply them.

If Mr Huckfield, or any orher Member, vants to
change the Rules then he can find the procedure for
doing that in our Rules themselves. All he has to do is
to submit a motion to change the Rules. At this
moment, the Rules do not provide for the Bureau or
the chairmen of the political groups to give deailed
reasons for what they propose to do. If you wanr to
change that, you have a perfect right to submit a pro-
posal and it will be senr [o the appropriate committee.

Lady Elles (ED). - It is a point of order ro correcr a

false impression conveyed by Mrs Castle. I must point
out that it is not the Bureau meeting in secret or in
public which decides which motions on urgent proce-
dure come before this House as this dme at 3 o'clock.
It is decided by the chairmen of the troups meeting
with the President of Parliament, and presumably her
group was represented by Mr Arndt. If she is going to
complain, would she ar least get her facr right? She
used the word 'Bureau', and she can check it in the
repon of proceedings romorrow. It is the chairmen of
groups, and it is for the Parliament as a whole at this
time rc vote in plenary sitting as to which resolurions
they wish to have .

I have said in this House that the sovereign will of this
Parliament remains sovereign, and we can decide at
this time, at 3 o'clock on a Vednesday, which resolu-
tions we wish to debarc tomorrow and which we do
not, regardless of what the chairmen of the groups
decide at their meeting on the Tuesday. You are free
and we are-free to decide, and please, Mr President,
may ule get on with this decision now!

Prcsidcnt. - I will give Mrs Castle the opponunity to
answer and then we shall votc.

Mrs Castlc (S). - lf lady Elles listened to other peo-
ple's speeches she would have realized that what I

asked for was an erplanation of the reasonswhy a ccr-
tain order of prioriry was presented to this Parliament.
'!7hen 

she says Parliament is sovereign, she is asking us
to vote blind without reasons being given and rc allow
the majoriry to steamroller common sense.

President. - I have aheady answered you, Mrs Cas-
de: if you want these explanations rc be given in
future, you will have to propose an amendment to our
Rules of Procedure, but at the moment we are operat-
ing under the present rules and the present rules
require me to ask you now to vote. I will allow no
more points of order.

(Appkusefron tbe ight)

After the oote on thefirst objection.r

Mr Newens (S). - I am sorry, Mr President, that this
panicular voting machine, although I voted against, is
not working, because the red light did not come on.

President. - It is customary in this Parliament for
someone whose voting machine is not working to
stand up - 

just as you have done - and say 'My
machine is not working, but I voted for or against'.
That is recorded here and the result changed accord-
ingly.

Mr Klepsch (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, I am
afraid I must conradict you, since this kind of thing
has happened several dmes before. If anyone com-
plains that he wanted to vorc differently, this is
recorded only in the case of a vote by roll call. This
has happened on several occasions in this House. Sev-
eral of my neighbours - new Members - were roo
late in voting. They would, however, have vorcd if you
had not already closed the vodng.

(Intenuption)

If we stan doing rhat now we will repeatedly be faced
rrith this problem. Up dll now we have never repeated
a vote for that reason. Have it your way.

(Apphuse)

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, the misake is
most probably in the release of the voting sysrem.
Vhen you declared the voting open it was a funher 45
seconds at least before the yellow light went on - rhe
very moment you urere declaring the voting closed.
And that was exactly the same moment the Chairman
of the Christian-Democratic Group shourcd 'Too
fast!' Because of the delay in releasing the voting

I Votes on all objections: sec Minutes.
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machine, some Memberc had finished voting before
others'yellow light went on.

Since the Chairman of the Christian-Democratic
Group himself considered the procedure too fasr, I
would therefore be grarcful if you would repeat the
vote.

President. - Ladies and gendemen, I believe that in
difficult situations it is always best to get someone to
be the scapegoat, and I am prepared to take on that
role. Although I know very well that I waited some
time between declaring the voting open and declaring
the voting closed, I am prepared to say that was not
the case and that I declared the voting closed too
quickly because my machine here does not show
whether your light is on.

This is something that should be seen to. Exceptionally
therefore - and this is the first and last time - I shall
take that vote again.

5. QaestionTime

Prcsidcnt. - The next item is the second part of
Question Time (Doc. 2-470/84).

Ve shall deal with the questions to the Council and
the Foreign Ministers.

I call Question No 39 by Mrs Dury (H-92/84):

Subject: representation at meetings of the Coun-
cil of the European Communities and the Minis-
ters for Culture.

At the 93fth meeting of the Council of the Euro-
pean Communities and the Minisrcrs for Culture
meeting within the Council, held in Luxembourg
on 22June 1984, Belgium was represented by the
State Secretary for Agriculture and European
Affairs, not by the Valloon and Flemish Ministers
for Culture who have sole responsibiliry in cul-
lural matters. !7as the Council aware of this ser-
ious political incident and does it intend ro proresr
to the Belgian Government so that in future Bel-
gium is represented at rhese meerints solely by the
Valloon and Flemish Ministers?

Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. - The
honourable Member is well aware that it is up to the
competent authorities of each Member State to
appoint the person or persons who are to represent ir
at Council meetints such as the meeting of the Coun-
cil and the Ministers responsible for cultural affairs
meeting within the Council held on 22June 1984 in
Luxembourg.

It was not for the Council therefore to question the
Belgian Government on the composition of its delega-
tion to the meeting in question.

Mrc Dury (S). - (FR) Listenint to the answer given
by the President of the Council, I got the impression
that I had read it somewhere before. I knew what sort
of answer he was going to give. However, he only de-
scribed the legal situation. Even if the Treary of Rome
is our bible, as it were, it should not be an excuse for
rigidiry. Things have changed since the Treaty was
drawn up, panicularly in Belgium. There have been
changes in the Belgian constitution in this respect and
it is now the Minisrcrs of Culture who are responsible
for their respective linguistic communities. However, I
do not want rc get bogged down in a legal question.

Since Ministers are turning up rc deal with matters for
which they are not compercnt I should like to ask the
Council what it expects to come of their decisions
since, Mr President, it is a question which concerns
the responsibiliry of the Council if Ministers take deci-
sions on subjects for which they are not competent,
and I do not. see how, under such circumstances,
Communiry policies can be properly implemented.

Mr Barry. - I and the Council of Ministers can only
act within the Treaties, and if the Treaties say that
member governments are responsible for the composi-
tion of delegations to various councils, then the Coun-
cil of Ministers must accept that position.

Mr Vandemeulcbroucke (ARC). - (NL) This ques-
tion does not only concern Belgium. Spain and Ponu-
gal are soon to accede, and a number of regions have
been granted a degree of autonomy in Spain too. I
should like, therefore, to ask the President-in-Office
of the Council whether the Council of Ministers is
prepared to include this problem, which will become
more acute with the accession of Spain, on its agenda,
so that it may be possible for any necessary changes to
be made rc the Treaties.

Mr Barry. - I think that the Treaties will remain
binding when the Communiry is enlarged. It does not
matter whether there are six Member States, as there
were in 1972, or nine as there were in 1978, or 10 as
there are now, or 12 in rwo years' dme: the Treaties
will still apply, and the Council of Ministers can only
act within those Treaties.

Mr Ducarme (ED). - (FR) The quesdon raised by
Mrs Dury is, I think, extremely relevant from the
point of view of future relations benreen the European
institutions and the nadonal institutions, and I think it
would be very useful if the Council were to draw the
attention of the Belgian Government to the need for
representation with a direct effect on the citizens of
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the Communiry and, in this connection, I should be
grat€ful if you would tell us whether or not this sub-
ject will in fact be discussed at a future Council meet-
ing. This is, I think, an imponant issue and I would be

grateful for a precise answer. Is the President of the
Council prepared to bring up this problem with the
Belgian Government, yes or no?

Mr Barry. - ']t[s' is the answer rc that, because, as I
said in reply m the first supplementary question asked,
the representation of any national government is a

matrcr for that Bovernment and is not a matter for the
Council of Ministers under the Treades, to which we
must all pay heed. In those circumstances, I do not
think it is the function of either myself as President-
in-Office of the Council of Minisrcrs, or as the Coun-
cil of Minisrcrs acting as a body, to make representa-
dons rc individual governments as regards the com-
position of their representation.

Mrs Lizin (S).- (FR) | should like m ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office whether or not he feels that, in such
cases, modifications rc a constitution may lead to
abuses of power in connection with that constitution.

This is exacdy the siruation we are faced with as

regards cultural relations and the representation of the
various cultural communities. It is an abuse of power.

It would really be in the Council's inrcrests to bring up
this problem. Do you think that, at least in theory, the
Council could look into the question of whether or
not power is being abused?

Mr Barry. - My feelings on the matter have nothing
to do with it. The Treaties are there, they must be
obeyed, and they say that the composition of delega-
tions to committees is a matter for the national gov-
ernments. Therefore, neither my feelings nor the feel-
ings of the Council of Ministers have anything to do
with the matter.

Prcsi&nt. - I call Question No 40, by Mr Rogalla
(H-ee/8\:

Subject: regard for the work of the European
Parliament

Does the Council share my view that no reference
has been made rc the preparatory work and
suggestions by the European Parliament in the
decisions taken by the European Council particu-
larly at Fontainebleau ?

How does the Council account for this and what
steps will it take to reaify this regretable failing
and to ensure that it does not recur?

Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Council. - The
European Council has usually considered that its role

should be one of laying down broad and general
guidelines for fuure detailed work by the Council and
providing political impetus when necessary. The texts
which emerge from the European Council and which
in some cases takc the form of conclusions drawn up
under the sole responsibiliry of the President do not,
therefore, as a rule contain references to preParatory
work carried out within the Council or to conffibu-
tions made by the other institutions of the Com-
munity. This does not, of course, mean, however, that
such contributions are not fully sudied and taken into
account in the course of the many sages of PrePara-
tory work which take place in the Community before

the European Council meetings as well as during the
European Councils themselves.

Mr Rogdla (S).- (DE) The President-in-Office has
just described the stattlt quo. However, I regard this
stdtus quo as unsatisfactory, panicularly in view of the
Act of t9z6 on direct elections to the European Parlia-
ment. I should like to ask, therefore, whether or not
he agrees that it would be a good idea rc change the
situation so that, in future, not only will the recom-
mendations and preparatory work of the European
Parliament be taken into account in the work of the
European Council and of the Councils of Ministers, in
their capaciry as preparatory bodies for the European
Council, but that this work should also be acknow-
ledged and made known to the public. Is he, moreover
prepared, in his capaciry as President of the Council,
to make effons during his term of office to bring this
about?

Mr Barry. - The various documents referred to by
the honourable Member are taken into account in the
preparation for the Council. The fact that they are not
specifically referred to in the conclusions of the Coun-
cil does not mean that the points of view put forward
either by Council or by other organs of the Com-
munity are not fully studied when the conclusions of
the Council are being drawn up.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Are not the events in
Fontainebleau and the points just made by the Presi-
dent of the Council really just aspecr of the Council's
systematic attempts to play down the role of this Par-
liament and to prevent it playing its rightful part, as

directly electcd represenatives of the people of
Europe?

Mr Barry. - ['s1 afraid I could not agree with that,
Mr President. In fact, the Council feels you are trying
to take over our role.

President. - I call Question No 41, by Mrs Ewing
(H-103/84):

Subject: expansion of the Regional Fund Budget
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Vill the President-in-Office give an assurance
that the Council will look favourably on demands
for substantial increases in the ERDF budget fol-
lowing the outcome of the Fontainebleau Summit?

Mr Barry, hesident-in-Offce of the Council. - Dis-
cussion of the budget, including the section regarding
the ERDF, is continuing in the light of the European
Council guidelines concerning both the structural
funds and the questions relating to budgetary discip-
line on which decisions vere taken at the European
Council at Fontainebleau.

Mrs Ewing (RDE). - M"y I say that that answer
does not take me very much funher, as I do not think
the President-in-Office vill be surprised to hear me
remark.

Could I simply make the plea, then, that in these
ongoing deliberations the demand I have made for an
increase is looked on favourably, bearing in mind the
costs of inflation and the problem we have in trying to
tet structural programmes well and truly off the
ground? It seems that the one we have tried our in the
Vestern Isles has been a proven and admitdd success.

Mr Barry. - I want to confirm that with regard,to the
consideration of the 1985 preliminary draft budget, as

proposed by the Commission, the Council is fully
mindful of the desirabiliry of subsantially increasing
the provision of the Regional Fund.

May I also say, wearing my hat of Irish Foreign Minis-
rcr, that I would fully subscribe to any enlargement of
the Regional Fund, which I believe is one of the
instruments that will fulfil the dream of the founding
fathers of the Communiry of achieving convergence
amongst the States of Europe.

Mr Hutton (ED). - Vould the President-in-Office
confirm that, since the Commission's proposed figure
in the preliminary draft budget is actually marginally
less of an increase than rhat proposed last year and
that in order to double rhe fund in five years we shall
need an increase of something like 250/o this year to
see a real increase, the Council will substantially
increase the Commission's figure on commirment
appropriations in the preliminary draft budget pro-
posed for 1985?

Mr Barry. - I do not think we can say at rhis srage
what the budget for 1985 will be as the Budget Coun-
cil has not yet adopted it, nor has the General Affairs
Council had a chance to study it. I think it would be
premature to say what size the increase will be for
1985 over 1984.

Mr MacSharry (RDE). - In view of the fact that he
said it vras the wish of all concerned to have the

Regional Fund increased, can the President-in-Office
tcll the House vhether discussions have taken place at
Council level or whether it is expected they will take
place on the question of changing the percentage share
for each country, whatever the size of the new
Regional Fund?

Mr Berry. - I did not say that it was the desire of
everybody to increase the Regional Fund. I said, wear-
ing my hat as Minister of Foreign Affairs of Ireland,
that it was very much my desire rc see the Regional
Fund increased. It is quite obvious, as I know from
inside sources and as Members will know from news-
paper reports, that there are some members of the
Communiry who do not vant to see the Regional
Fund increased. Ve are not one of those members.

There is a proposal before the Council, which has not
yet been fully adopted, to restructure the Regional
Fund so that the division will not be on the same basis
next year as it has been for previous years.

Mr Lomas (S). - Is the Council considering trying to
help those deprived areas in the Communiry which,
unfonunately, do not, for one reason or another,
qualify for regional aid? An example is my own consti-
tuency in the East End of london, in parts of which
there is 300/o unemployment, yet we do not qualify for
aid. Could the Council give the people in those areas
any hope that an inner city fund might be established
which could help to provide jobs in those areas of high
unemployment?

Mr Barry. - There is a proposition before rhe Coun-
cil to strengthen the non-quota secdon of the Regional
Fund which, I think, could apply to areas such as those
mendoned by the Member, though I stand subject to
correcdon depending on the circumstances.

President. - I call Question No 42, by Mr Habsburg
(H-106/84):

Subjecr: Communiry funding for the Innkreis-
Ilhrn motorway

Has the Council authorized the Commission to
netotiate with the Republic of Austria on rhe sub-
ject of Communiry funding for ehe Innkreis-
Pyhrn motorway?

Mr Barry, kesident-in-Offce of the Council. - Aus-
ria has been asking the Communiry for a financial
contribudon towards rhe construction of transit
motorways since 1977. On 15 Seprcmber 1981, the
Council adopted a decision authorizing the Commis-
sion to open negotiations with Austria in collaboration
with the Member States aimed at pinpointing the spe-
cific problems and finding solutions. The Council
decision specified that the Communiry had not ar rhar
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sage taken any decision on the principle of a financial
contribution towards the building of the motorway.

The result of the first phase of the negotiations in 1982
and 1983 was a Commission repon to the Council in
May 1983 on the outcome of those negotiadong. At its
meeting on 20 December 1983, the Council widened
the mandate to include in the next stage of the nego-
tiations the drawing up of a comparative balance-sheet
of road-transport traffic and costs between the Com-
munity and Austria. On that basis, the Communiry
should seek solutions with Austria making it possible
to eliminate discrimination as regards axes and tolls
payed by Communiry hauliers, to decide without pre-
judice to any decision that the Council might take
whether a better balance between the costs could be
arrived at and to solve the problems posed by the vehi-
cle taxation systems in the Community and in Austria.

These problems vere examined at the meeting with
rhe Austrian delegation on 15 and 17 May 1984. A
funher meeting is scheduled for the end of September
or beginning of October 1984.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - I warmly thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office for the detailed and interestint answer
he has given. However, I should like to ask one ques-
tion. Is the Council aware of the remendous impon-
ance for the Eastern Mediterranean and for the Ger-
man and French industrial areas of having a rapid link
berween the Eastern Mediterranean and 'S7'estern

Europe - i.e., the Common Market area of 'S7'estern

Europe - which could only be attained by improving
traffic through Austria, whereby it is not only a matter
of motorways but, as was discussed yesterday and
taken very rightly as a supplementary question of Mr
Schwalba-Hoth, of improving rail links, which are in a
pretty bad stat€ at present?

Mr Barry. - I think the honourable Member will
rcalize the imponance which the Council attaches to
this question by the very detailed answer I gave to his
original question and by the series of consultations and
negotiadons that have been conducted between she

Community and Austria over rhis marrcr. I think that
in itself is an indication of the imponance of the sub-
ject and the seriousness with which the Council is
treating it.

Presidcnt. - Question No 43, by Mr Paisley (H-
ttt/84):

Spanish claim of .iurisdiction over Gibral-

In view of the prospective entry of Spain into the
European Economic Communiry, can the Presi-
dent-in-Office state whether the Spanish claim of
jurisdiction over Gibraltar has been discussed by
the Foreign Ministers and what decisions have
been taken?

Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Council.-This is

a matter which does not fall within the jurisdiction of
the Communiry and the Council has therefore at no
time discussed it.

Mr Paislcy (NI).- I wondcr if the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council could define the present position of
Gibraltar in relation rc this Common Market. Does he

envisage that any change will take place when Spain
becomes a member of the Common Market? I am sure
he is aware that the frontier between the Rock and the
rest of Spain has been closed for long periods. If Spain
is going to come into the Common Market, surely this
is a matter that must be resolved. Does he affirm that
the Council of Ministers agree that the citizens of
Gibraltar have the right of self-determination?

Mr Barry. - I am in some difficulry here, because, as

I said, this matter does not fall within the jurisdiction
of the Communiry and the Council has therefore at no
time discussed it. Obviously, of course, it has been a

matter for discussion between the rwo countries
involved, one of which is an applicant for accession to
the European Community and the other is a full mem-
ber. In that sense the solution of this is of concern ro
the Council.

Vith regard rc the latter pan of the honourable Mem-
bels question about the right to self-determination of
the inhabitants there, I think I should say that it
depends on whether 1000/o of the inhabitants of the
territory in question accept the rule of government
which is in place in that area ar this dme. I think it is

fair to say that if a sizeable minoriry of that unit does
not accept the rulc of government nor feels any alle-
giance towards it then there is a serious problem for
the country concerned.

Mr Taylor (ED).- Is the President-in-Office aware
that Gibraltar is the only pan of Europe belonging to
the European Economic Community where the citi-
zens were denied the right to vorc in the recent Euro-
pean elections? Does he not atree that the universal
franchise should be extended to all citizens within the
EEC, and will he now direct this matter to the atrcn-
tion of the Council in parallel with the discussion on
Spain's accession to the EEC?

Mr Barry. - I shall take note of the point raised by
the honourable Member.

President. - I have on my list of speakers the names
of swo Members of the same nationaliry who belong
rc the same group. As the House knows, that is not the
practice we usually follow. Vould Mr Ford and Mr
Lomas choose begween themselves who will put the
supplementary question?

Subject:
l,'r
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Mr Lomas (S). - I know that the Council rcalizes
that there will be many problems for Gibraltar if Spain
joins the Community. The quesdon I want to raise
concerns the free movement of workers. I understand
that at the moment a seven-year transitional period
with regard to Spanish workers moving into Gibraltar
is under consideration. That would simply delay the
problem. Vould the Council consider permanenr quo-
tas in view of the fact that Spain has a very large num-
ber of unemployed workers and Gibraltar has only
10 000 workers? The results of completely free entry
would be absolurcly devastating, and I would ask you
to consider permanent quoBs.

Mr Berry. - I do not think that it would be appro-
priate at this stage to discuss matters rhat are the sub-
ject ofvery delicate negotiations berween the applicant
country of Spain and the European Community,
exoept to repeat what I said in my original reply,
namely, that this matrcr does not fall within the juris-
diction of the Communiry. At no dme, rherefore, have
we discussed it in the Council.

Mr McCartin (PPE). - The President-in-Office said
that a solution to the problem of Gibraltar was narur-
ally of concern to the Council of Ministers. Vould the
Council, if and when it gets around to discussing this
problem, recommend to the British and Spanish Gov-
ernments that a settlement of this problem be pursued
along the same amicable and constructive lines along
which a settlement of the Hong Kong problem is
being pursued? I think that there is a parallel there and
that in the way in which this longstanding problem in
the Far East has been resolved there is a lesson for
European countries on how to solve some of their own
internal problems.

Mr Barry. - I ake note of what rhe honourable
Member has said. Again I must point our rhar rhis mat-
rcr does not fall within the jurisdiction of the Com-
munity and that the Council, therefore, has not at any
time discussed it.

Mr Hume (S). - Could the President-in-Office
invite the questioner, Mr Paisley, m follow the logic of
his own question, which is that if a territory is in dis-
pute between two Member States, it ought to be a sub-
ject of discussion in the Council of Ministers? The
territory of Nonhern Ireland is in dispute berween
two Member States and should therefore be a subject
of similar discussion.

Mr Barry. - I think the question is not primarily
addressed to me but to the honourable Member who
put dovn the original question, so I cannot add any-
thing funher to the replies I have given akeady.

Mr Paislcy (ND. - Point of order, Mr President.
Seeing that the honourable genrleman from Nonhern

Ireland has put the question to me, I had better answer
it. As far as the vast majoriry of people in Nonhern
Ireland are concerned, there is no dispute wharoever.
Nonhern Ireland has voted over and over again to
remain an integral pan of the Unitcd Kingdom,
despirc the campaign of terror; bombing and killing,
and the agitation of the honourable gentleman.

President. - Mr Paisley, I am awfully sorry, but
during Question Time Members dsk quesdons and
Minisrcrs answer them.

Mr Taylor (ED). - On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. You announced earlier that only one Member of
a particular nationaliry from each group could ask a
question. Am I not correfi in srying that swo United
Kingdom Members of the Socialist Group have now
asked questions?

President. - Mr Taylor, I was misinformed about the
nationality of one of the Members who wanted to ask
a supplementary question. Otherwise it would not
have occurred. I will stick rc my earlier decisions, and
I apologize for making a mistake. I will allow no
points of order on this, because there is no eafthly
reason why points of order should be raised simply
because I was misinformed about the nationaliry of
one of the honourable Members!

I call Question No 44, by Mrs Cinciari Rodano (H-
134/84):

Subject: Panicipation of the Communiry institu-
tions in the UN Conference in Nairobi in 1985 for
the end of the S7omen's decade

In view of the resolution adopted by the European
Parliament on the Communiry's panicipation in
the United Nations conference in Nairobi in 1985,
how will the Community institutions be repre-
sented at the Conference and will a Community
document be prepared on the problems under dis-
cussion, as specifically requested by the European
Parliament?

Mr Barry, Presideat-in-Ofue of the Comcil. - The
Council has noted with inrcresr Parliament's resolu-
tion referred to by the honourable Member. The
Community will be represenrcd ar rhe conference in
accordance with the usual rules for panicipation in
international conferences, thar is to say, jointly by the
country holding the presidency of the Council and by
the Commission. Funhermore, coordination of the
Communiq/s position on rhe problems under discus-
sion, which are within its jurisdiction or which are of
Communiry interesr, takes place in accordance with
the agreed arrantements, either beforehand in Com-
muniry bodies in Brussels or on rhe spor.

The Council will ensure that such coordination con-
tinues to take place under the best condidons, noably
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on the basis of any working documents which might
be submited by the Commission with a view to defin-
ing the Communiqy's position and the contents of its
contribution to the plenary session of the conference.

Mn Cinciari Rodeno (COM). - (m I am not satis-
fied with the response of the Council representative to
Parliament's very precise request to the effect that the
Community institutions, and hence Parliament too,
should be represenrcd at the Nairobi conference.

I must point out that there has already been a prece-
dent since a representative of this Parliament was sent
to the conference in Copenhagen, if only following a

somewhat informal last minute decision.

During its last period of office, this Parliament made

- I think - a major contribution to the questions
regarding the position of women, discussed in the
United Nadons and at the Nairobi conference, and is
one of the few Parliamentary institutions which has set
up a permanent committee on women's rights.

I think, therefore, that the Council should review its
position and not persist in ignoring this Parliament as

a Communiry institution.

IMt Barry. - This is primarily a mauer for the Presi-
dent-in-Office at the time of the conference, which
takes place next July. The Council has not considered
it, but I understand that Parliament has passed a reso-
lution to this effect, although the Council has not yet
received it. But when it does receive it - and I have
no doubt that it will eppea,r - we can consider it at
that stage. But so far we have not had an opponuniry
rc discuss the matter.

President. - I call Question No 45 by Mr Hutton
(H-113l8a):

Subject: return to majoriry voting

To urhat extent will the Irish Presidency follow
the poliry of the French Presidency in attempting
to reach decisions in the Council by a majoriry
where this is provided for by the Treaties?

Mr Barry, Presidcnrin-Offce of the Co*ncil. - The
Irish Presidenry favourc the applicadon of the princi-
ple of majority voting in as wide al 

^ree 
as the provi-

sions of the Treaties allow and circumstances in Coun-
cil permit. The policy of the previous Presidency in
that regard had our full support.

The policy of promoting the widest possible use of
majoriry voting, as applied by the then President of the
Council of Ministers, Dr Fizgerald, was a feature of
the Irish Prcsidenry in 1975.I assure you that we shall
continue to be guided by that policy throughout our
current Presidenry.

Mr Hutton (ED). - May I emphasize to the Presi-
dent-in-Office the accession of Spain and Ponugal
and ask him if he will ensure that his Presidency will
make the widest possible use of majoriry vodng in the
Council, since one of the biggest criticisms of the
Communiry I heard during the last election campaign
was the slowness of Community decision-making,
owing to the Council's being hamsrung by slavish

adherence to unanimity?

Mr Barry. - I fully support what the honourable
Member said about the wider use of majority voting.
\7e shall cenainly be trying to ensure, as I said in my
reply, that it is used as widely as possible. I also think
there is a possibiliry that the new ad Doc committee to
examine the institutions which has been set up as a

result of the Fontainebleau European Council may
look at this matter and produce some new proposals
that could be adopted for the wider use of majoriry
voting.

Prcsident. - I call Question No 45, by Mr Selva (H-
tt9/84):

Subject: extradition of Toni Negri

Following the discussions at the Fontainebleau
Summit concerning extradidon, the questioner
asks what concrerc measures can be aken in the
case of Toni Negri, sentenced to 30 years' impri-
sonment for acts of terrorism in Italy. Toni Negri
rcok advantage of the elections to the Italian Par-
liament to evade the authorities and take refuge in
a counry of the Communiry from which he has

, been giving interviews and making statements.

The questioner asks whether the Council of Min-
isters cannot do everything in its power, including
persuasion of another Member of the Communiry,
to put an end rc this serious anomaly.

Mr Barry, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. - The
question put by the honourable Member does not fall
within the jurisdicdon of the Community.

Mr Selva (PPE). - (FR) It is, as I see it, quite right
that the European Parliament should take an interest
in a question as important as this and, funhermore,
the problem of extradition was discussed at the Fon-
tainebleau Summit. Nevertheless, it is quite remarkable
thar two Member States should adopt diametrically
opposed attitudes to this specific case. Italy has con-
demned Toni Negri to 30 years imprisonment while
France has granted him asylum. Even if this question
does not fall within the competence of the Council, I
nevenheless think it is relevant to the question of set-
ting up a European judicial area.

Mr Barry. - I did not say that it did not fall within
the competence of the Council, even though it does
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not. Vhat I said was that it does not fall within the
jurisdiction of the Communiry.

Mr Pannclla (NI). - (fR) h the Council familiar
with the facts of the matter? Contrary to what Mr
Selva has just alleged, France has never granted ary-
lum to Mr Negri. The fact of the matter is that Italy is
very pleased that Mr Negri has fled the country since
rhis gets it off the hook. Vere you aware of this, Mr
President of the Council?

Mr Barry. - I do not think I have anything rc add to
my previous reply.

Prcsidcnt. - I call Quesdon No 47 by Mr Chanrcrie
(H-122/8$:

Subject: Directive on the information and consul-
tation of the employees of transnadonal undenak-
lngs

Following his exchange of views vith the Com-
mission of + July lasr, can thc President state how
he intends rc get underway again the currenr
negotiations on the directive concerning the infor-
mation and consultadon of employees of under-
takings with complex stnrctures, in panicular
ransnational undenakings ?

Mr Berry, kesidcnrin-Offce of the Comcil. - Fol-
lowing submission of the proposal in question, the
Council began work on examining il The pace of the
discussions was stcpped up even funher when the
Commission submittcd an amended proposal in July
1983 following the opinion given by the European
Parliament. As there has not been sufficient progress,
the Irish Presidency of the Council of Minisrcrs for
Social Affairs has taken the step of setting up an ad boc
working group of high-level representatives of the
Member States to help achieve progress on the tech-
nical matters involved in the proposd for a directive
and to produce a clear definition of rhe positions of
the Member States both on those quesdons and on the
proposal as a whole. The results of rhis work will be
submitted rc the Social Affairs Council in December,
when it will take up this maner again.

Mr Chanteric (PPE). 
- (NL) Thank you for your

answer, from which I understand that this matter has
been under consideradon for some rime now, since the
original text of the proposal for a directive was, I
believe, submitted some four years ago in 1980. The
examination over this period has resulted in substantial
improvements m thc original texr. Since the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council tells us that this question
has been included on the agenda for the Council of
Ministers for Social Affairs in December, I should like
to ask him whether it will be finally setded before the
end of the Irish Presidency and wherher rhe decision

will be reached by a majoriry vorc, if neoessary, so that
this imporant proposal may finally become Com-
muniry legislation in the interests of the workerc.

Mr Barry. - Even though it would be the wish of the
Irish Presidency that it should be dealt vith, I do not
think that I can give a categoric assurance that that
u'ill be the case. It is coming up in the Social Affairs
Council about mid-December. It cannot be done by
majoriry vodng; it needs a unanimous vote before it
can be adoptcd.

Mr tlburghs (NI).- (NL) To what extent does the
directive in question provide for genuine information
to the workers in connection with the complex struc-
ture of the transnational undertakings in question, not
only in their own country, but also in the country
where the companies have their head offices and
where policy decisions are ultimately taken? fu you
know, this is of vital imponance during the period of
crisis. Apan from that, to what ext€nt does this direc-
dve, as mentioned by Mr Chanterie, differ from the
previous Vredeling Directive and does it constitute an
improvement over this previous directive, which also
called for information and consultation of workers?

Mr Barry. - The work has been carried out on the
basis of the resolution passed by Parliament on
15 December 1982, and it was because the Irish Presi-
dency was not satisfied at the speed with which that
work has been done that it sct up this ad hoc com-
mittee to report to the Council of Social Affairs Minis-
ters in December. I do not think that we should pre-
judge either what the ad boc committee will recom-
mend to the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment or the decision which the Council will arrive at
on the basis of the repon received.

President. - Since its author is absent, Quesdon
No 48 will receive a written reply.r

I call Question No 49, by Mr Balfe (H-125/8\:

Subject: use of plastic bullets

Vill the President-in-Office seek at the next Sum-
mit either in public or in private to raise the mattcr
of the continued use of plastic bullets by the UK
Government?

Mr Barry, kesident-in-Offce of the Coancil. - This
matter does not come within the Communiq/s juris-
diction.

Mr Bdfe (S). - I am sorry m hear thar answer from,
of all people, an Irish President-in-Office, and, even

I SeeAnnex.
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more so, from a representative of the Fine Gael party,
which has taken a considerable interest in this matter.
The President-in-Office presumably was here earlidr
on when this Parliament voted by 158 votes to 135 to
debate this issue, last debated rwo-and-a-half years
ago, and he will have noted the motions for resolu-
tions, one of which was drawn up by myself, Mr Seal
and Mrs Crawley.

Could the President-in-Office tell me whether he pro-
poses rc put any pressure on the governments of rhe
Member States to implement a resolution of this Par-
liament and a resolution which political panies in his
own country have aken a considerable interest in say-
ing should be implemented? Finally, will he ask that
this matter be discussed in the Polidcal Affairs Com-
mittee next week when it meets in Dublin, or is he pre-
pared to say in Dublin that this is not a matter of
concern m the European Communities?

Mr Barry. - The reply I read out as President-in-
Office of the Council of Ministers stared rhat this mar-
ter does not come wirhin the Communiq/s jurisdic-
tion. However, may I speak in my capaciry as rhe Irish
Foreign Minister?

First of all, let me say how gratified and pleased I was
earlier on to hcar that this matter is to be debated in
this House tomorrow. As a Minisrcr in the Irish
Government, I wish to say that we are aware of the
need for the securiry forces to be able rc defend them-
selves in riot situations. In that conr€xr we know the
argumcnts advanced in favour of the use of plastic bul-
lets. Ve also know that in Northern Ireland there are
rules concerning their use to which the securiry forces
are expecrcd to adhere. I have to say, however, that,
whatever thc rules governing their use, the fact is that
in Northern Ireland these rules have not been adhered
to and have proved inadequate. The use of plastic bul-
ler has led to fatalities and to serious injuries. Six of
those killed by plasdc bullets were children.

The conclusion is inescapable: either the rules should
be changed to ensure that there are no more deaths
and no more serious injuries from plastic bullets, or
they should be withdrawn from use and alternative
adequatc measures of crowd conrol found. In the cir-
cumstances existing in Nonhern Ireland, we see no
alternative but to withdraw them from use.

Mr Paislcy (NI). - Mr President, I must ask for your
ruling. Is the President-in-Office of tle Council in
order in answering questions as the Foreign Minister
of one of the Member States of this Communiry, or is
it his dury at Question Time to answer solely as the
President-in-Office of the Council? Has he a right rc
come into this Housc as Foreign Minister of the
Republic of Ireland and put to us views that are the
views of his own government and not the views of the
Council of Ministers? If shat is so, then we have

arrived at the position where any tovernment can put
forward its own views at Question Time and Members
of this House are not given the opponunity to have an
answer from the President-in-Office of the Council. If
that is so, I, as a representative of Nonhern Ireland,
would not want to take any further pan in any such
charade in this House.

Prcsi&nt. - Mr Paisley, I can give you your ruling
straight away. It has been the longstanding custom in
this House that when the President of the Council
answers questions he does so as President of the
Council; but if he wishes to do so he may add a few
words in his capaciry as a Minister in his own count{F.
This has been a longstanding habit and I think it is a
good one. In any case I must tell you, in case you do
not know, that this custom was instituted at the
express vish of this House because the House became
a little tired of always hearing ansq/ers by the Presi-
dent of the Council in which he said nothing at all or
very little. It was in accordance with the wishes of the
House that some Presidents of the Council have added
a few vvords in their capacity as Ministers of their
national governmens, but only after having answered
officially on behalf of the Council of Ministers.

I now have, for a funher supplementary question, the
names of two members of the Socialist Group both
coming from the UK, Mrs Crawley and Mr Hume,
and I must ask them to decide between themselves
which of the rwo is going to ask the supplementary.

Mn Crawley (S). - First of all, many of us, including
Mr Hume, Mr Balfe and myself, will welcome the
words of the Forcign Minister of the Irish Republic
contained in his answer.

(Interruption)

In the light of the evidence that numbers of people
have already been killed by plastic bullet wounds and
l5 police divisions in Great Britain have ordered
increased smcls of plastic bullets, will rhe President-
in-Office make every effon to represent the growing
conoern expressed by people in Great Britain and
Nonhern Ireland at the increase in plastic bullcts used
both in training and on the sreets of Nonhern Ire-
land? The President of the Council has already stated
that within his term of office matters on Nonhern Ire-
land will be to the forefront of his mind, and therefore
I would say that that is a legitimate request.

Mr Barry. - I would like rc thank the honourable
Member for that quesdon, and I have rc take off my
hat as President of the Council of Ministers when I
ansi'wer it because, as I said, it does not come under the
Communiqy's jurisdiction.

As the Irish Minister of Foreign Affairs, I shall cer-
tainly be continuing, as I have done and as my prede-
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cessors in office have done for a great number of
years, to point out the danger in the use of plasdc bul-
lets in the mafier of riot control, panicularly where the
rules that have been laid down for the use of these bul-
lets are not being adhered to and, in fact, are being
ignored, as was the case a month ago where one bullet
was fired at a range of six feet even though the rules
state it should be a considerably greater disance than
thau

Mr Taylor (ED). - It is regrettable that for the next
six months we are to endure Irish Republican propa-
ganda from the so-called spokesman of the Council of
Ministers.

Let me make it clear to him, wearing his Republican
hat - because that is pll he is as far as we are con-
cerned in Nonhern Ireland - that T'e pay no atten-
tion to the views coming from him or anyone he
represents in Dublin. And let me, elected by the major-
iry of people in Nonhern Ireland, who reject Dublin
and who reject the Minister here rcday, ask him: Does
he know that out of the 10 Member States of the EEC,
only two use plastic buller - namely, Belgium and
the United Kingdom - while most of the other 10 use

live bullets? Vhich would he prefer to defeat the IRA?
And will he take this opportuniry to condemn the IRA,
which he carefully avoided doing in his earlier reply?

Mr Barry. - I regret that someone whom I should
like m call a fellow Irishman should come into this
Chamber and engage in abuse of me in my role as the
Irish Foreign Minister. If he intends the rcrm 'Republi-
can' in the best sense of that word, in the Volfe Tone
sense of that word, of reating all people equally, as an
insult, then I reject it and I wear the t€rrn as a badge of
honour. I cenainly accept his point that only rvro
countries in the European Communiry use plastic bul-
lets, but they are not in use throughout the entire jur-
isdiction under the control of one of those countries,
only in a ponion of it.

Mr Pearce (ED). - Mr President, as you said, it is a
custom that Presidents-in-Office can add a few words
as the President-in-Office at the moment did, making
clear that these views are not the views of other Mem-
ber States. However, since the President-in-Office
chose to use this House as the place to make an attack
on the administradon, the government policy, of
another Member State, which is an unusual step in this
House, I wonder if you would care to invite a repre-
sentative of the Unircd Kingdom Government to come
rc this House at the next pan-session and put views so
that the House may be able to take a balanced view of
both sides of the argument.

(Cies of 'Hear, bear!'from tbe European Democratic
bencbes)

Presidcnt. - Mr Pearce, I am not sure whecher this is
actually a point of order, but I must tell you that when
the President of the Council of Ministers appcars
before this House and chooses to add a few words, as

a national minister, to what he has already said offi-
cially in his capaciry as President of the Council, he
does so on his own political responsibiliry. This is what
the Minister has done, knowing full well, I imagine,
that there might be reactions. I do not think that any-
thing that any Member or any Minister visiting this
Parliament says on his own political responsibiliry
should then give rise to points of order of the kind you
have raised.

Question No 50, by Mr MacSharry (H-126/84\:

Subject: New Ireland Forum

\7ill the President-in-Office indicate what effons
he has made since the holding of the constitutive
meeting of the newly-elected European Parlia-
ment to ensure that the repon of the New Ireland
Forum be examined by the Council and that the
Unircd Kingdom be invited to treat this report
with the urtency and the imponance that it merits
and demands?

Mr Barry, hesidenrin-Offce of tbe Council. - The
competence of the Council of Ministers of the EEC is

confined to those matrcrs covered by the Treaties.

Mr MacSharry (RDE). - The reply of the Presi-
dent-in-Office is very disappointing in view of the fact
that the Nonhern Eastern pan of Ireland - your
country and mine, Mr President-in-Office - is the
only real area of conflict within the Community. I
would ask you whether you made any effon or took
any initiatives in the Council - and if so, what they
were and whether there were any objections. I would
ask you, Mr President-in-Office, whether you are pre-
pared to use your good offices and rc request the
Council to examine the repon of the New Ireland
Forum?

Mr Barry. - fu President-in-Office of the Council I
have already stated that the competence of the Coun-
cil of Ministers of the European Community is con-
fined to those matters covered by the Treaty.

If I can speak as Minister of Foreign Affairs in Ireland
and wear my national haq I can say that immediately
after the repon of the New Ireland Forum was pub-
lished, I personally brought it rc the attention of a
number of Heads of Government and Foreign Minis-
ters of Member States of the Communiry (and,
indeed, to countries outside it), explained the intention
and the reasoning behind iq the uniqueness of the
approach that had been adoptcd by the panies in Ire-
land in drafting this repon and said to them that we
requested their suppon. Ve quite clearly did not ask
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them to intervene in any way in a matter that con-
cerned two member governmenrc. !7'e saw that this
could be embarrassing for some other States in the
Communiry. However, we did ask them to lend their
support to encourage both the Unircd Kingdom
Government and the Irish Government to come
rcgether to devise solutions that would achieve what
the Forum repon established as ir first priority: to
bring about peace and reconciliation on the island of
Ireland.

Mr Hume (S). - I7ould the President-in-Office
agree that the international impact of the New Ireland
Forum repon reflects a widespread international con-
cern about the continuing conflict in Northern Ire-
land? Vould he further atree that the Haagerup
repon of this Parliamenq which was referred directly
to the Council of Ministers, reflected the widespread
concern within the European Communiry about the
condnuadon of a conflict which flies in the face of the
very ideals on which this Community was founded?

Mr Barry. - Yes, Mr President, I would fully endorse
what the honourable Member has said.

Mr Paislcy (ND. - Mr President, you said in a ruling
that you gave to me that the President-in-Office could
from time to time add a few words as a Foreign Secre-
tary of whatever tovernment he represents. Now we
have the precedent where the few words are in his
capacity as President-in-Office of the Council and the
brunt of his reply as a Foreign Minister of the Irish
Republic. In what v'ay can a Member of the United
Kingdom have the other view put? You ruled out of
order my colleague from the Unircd Kingdom who
tried to put'forward a reasoned view. Today we are
receiving one viewpoint only. I should like to ask the
President-in-Office of the Council, who consulted all
the people outside Nonhern lreland, what degree of
imponance he attributes to the majoriry of the people
within Nonhern Ireland, and to their view? Are they
to be steamrolled into an all-Ireland settlement? Are
they to be denied their right to self-determination? Is
not one of the ideals of this Communiry the right to
self-determinadon? Is that idea also to be set aside in
the interest of bringing about an all-Ireland solution,
so-called? I put that rc the Minister. Does he accept
any right of individuals elected in Nonhern Ireland? I
happen to have the largest Unionist vote sending me to
this House. Have I no right to speak on behalf of that
majoriry, or is that majority to be hammered into the
ground and is it to be rejectcd? Yet on another ques-
tion he talked about majority voting in the Council of
Ministers and he stated he would be trying to bring
that about. I would like to hear his explanation on
those rwo points.

Mr Barry. - I think it is most regrettable that on the
first occasion I have seen in person the honourable

Member who has just spoken from across the floor of
this House he is less than sadsfied with the replies I am
giving to quesdons here. I think that it is regrettable
that on a small island like that of Ireland we cannot
live in peace together in the radition he represents and
the tradition I represent. Vhen the New Ireland
Forum was established in the spring of 1983, because

we wanted to hear the voices of the majoriry of
Nonhern Ireland, because we wanted to hear the
voices of Mr Taylor and Mr Paisley, both their parties
were invited to take part in the deliberations of the
Forum so that when we drew up a document for peace
and reconciliation on the island of Ireland, that radi-
tion would be represented together with the National-
ists' tradition. I regret that that did not happen.

Mr Manhall (ED).- \fould the President-in-Office
of the Council confirm that the majoriry of the people
of Nonhern Ireland have always indicated that they
wish to remain pan of she Unircd Kingdom? Vould
he defend their right to do so, and in calling for peace
in Nonhern Ireland would he condemn the actions of
those terrorists who use real bullets to kill real police-
men? !7ould he also condemn the actions of those
Members of this House who encourage terrorism, be

it by Sinn Fein or by Colonel Gadaffi?

Mr Barry. - I admit that when referenda were held in
the area referred m by the honourable Member the
people who voted in those referenda said they wanted
to remain part of the United Kingdom. I believe that a

united Ireland in which both traditions can live in
peace and harmony is the ideal solution to the prob-
lems that now face all the people of lreland. But I
believe that that can only be achieved by peaceful
means. I am much more vehement in my condemna-
tion of the men of violence than the honourable Mem-
ber who has just spoken, because I believe that what
they are doing funher postpones the day when the
people of Ireland from both traditions can live
rcgether in peace and reconciliation. Therefore my
condemnation of them is much louder and more vehe-
ment and spoken with greater conviction since, in con-
trast ro the Member who has just spoken here, it is

based on first-hand knowledge. I absolutely agree with
him about the men of violence who take lives and who
postpone the day when the people of Ireland can be

united. I agree with him on that point.

Mr Coste-Floret (IiDE). - (FR) One of the tasks of
the European Parliament is to try and maintain peace
befireen Member States, and for this reason I regard
Mr MacSharry's question as very apposite. I should
like to put the following supplementary question to
the President-in-Office of the Council. Bearing in
mind that circumspecdon may well be a political vir-
tue, but that it ceases to be such when it leads to eva-
siveness, can the Council tell us, yes or no, whether it
intends to deal with this question and make proposals?
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Mr Berry. - In my very first reply, when I spoke as

Prcsident-in-Office of the Council of Ministers, I
answered that question. Sincc then I have been
answering sup/plementary questions speaking as Irish
Foreign Ministcr. The rcply I gave as President-in-
Officc of the Council of Ministcrs was that the com-
petence of the Council of Ministers of rhe EEC is
confined to those matt€rs covered by the Treaties.

Mr Reftery (PPE). - I understood the President-in-
Office to say that he had brought the work of the
Neu' Ireland Forum to the ancntion of the various
Member States of the EEC. Perhaps he could enlarge
on this, please?

Mr Barry. - I was quitc careful to say that the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council of Ministers had not
donc that. It was the Irish Foreign Ministcr as Minister
for Foreign Affairs for Ireland that took it to various
member governments in the Communiry, not the
Prcsident-in-Office of the Council of Ministers.

Presidcnt. !7e proceed with rhe quesdons
addressed to the Foreign Ministcrs. I call Question
No 50, by Mrc Dury (H-93l8a):

Subject: visit by Mr Borha m cenain countries of
the European Communiry

According to Mr Tindemans, Belgian Minister for
Foreign Reladons, in an address to the Chamber
of Representatives on 8June 1984, 'no conces-
sions were made during the talks vith the South
African Ministcrs'.

The Ministcr also stated: 'nwertheless, I believe
that our position has been made clearer'.

Did those Foreign Ministers who had talks with
the South African Ministcrs confer with one
another following Mr Botha's visit and if so, on
whar points?

Vhat action do they intend to take to exeft con-
tinued pressure on South Africa?

Mr Berry, President-in-Oftce of the Foreign Ministers,

- The 10 Foreign Ministen meeting in political coop-
eration have not discussed the visit to Europe by Mr
Botha. The Ten have made known their abhorrence
and opposition to South Africa's apanheid policies on
numerous occasions. They have also expressed their
conviction that peaceful change in South Africa is
urgently necessary. To this end they mainrain a critical
dialogue with South Africa and exert the collective
weight of the European Communiry to influence
South Africa to end rhe apanheid sysrcm and to build
a sociery based on the principles of freedom and jus-
tice for all.

Mrs Dury (S). - (FR) I am very pleased that you
find it possible to answer my question, as there have
been ccnain events in South Africa that lead us to
believe that what Mr Botha referred to as a relaxation
of dre situation is in fact a red herring. As we see it,
Mr Botha has no intcntion of reducing apanheid.
Thus, it srikes us on the basis of the boycott of rhe
elections in South Africa and the recent rioting, that
the Community should take cenain action.

Obviously, I was very disappointed by your reply since
I feel that the European Community is responsible for
Mr Botha's actions in so far as it has done nothing to
restrain him. Not only has it failed rc bring its political
pressure to bear, but we also get the impression that
the moral pressure which it should bring to bear in the
interests of those suffering under the apanheid regime
has been yery meatre compared with the extent of
their suffering.

President. - I should like to remind the honourable
Member that supplementary questions must be actual
questions and not declarations or speeches.

Mr Barry. - I am nos sure that the honourable Mem-
ber is aware that the Ten met in political cooperarion
yesterday in Dublin and that one of the matters they
discussed was South Africa. I think the best reply I can
give to the Member's supplementary question is to
read out the satement that was issued. The declara-
tion by the Ten on South Africa was issued after that.

The Ten discussed the recent events in South Africa,
in panicular the elecdons to the coloured and Indian
assemblies, the arrests and detentions of leading
figures involved in the boycott and the violence and
rioting in the black townships. In so far as South
Africa's new constitution is concerned, the Ten
recalled that the international communiry has
expressed its view on this in discussions of the Securiry
Council Resolution 554 on 17 August.

The Ten consider that the reccnt violencc and rioting
in black townships such as Sharpeville refTeaed inter
alia the frusration of black South Africans ar their
deliberate exclusion from South Africa's political life
and at the denial of adequate political means through
which to express their grievances. The Ten have con-
sistently called for an end to apanheid and for consti-
tutional rurantemenr in South Africa which will
include all South Africans fully and equally in the pol-
itical process. The recent events underline once again
the need for early protress in this direction if further
conflids and violence are ro be avened.

The Ten are also concerned at the arrest and dercn-
tion of those involved in the boycott, in pardcular the
leaders of the United Democratic Front and the Aza-
nian People's Organization. They agreed thar they
should express this concern to the South African auth-
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orities and seek the immediate release of thosc
detained without charge. These .native dwelopments
are in contrait to more positive developments in rela-
tions between South Africa and its neighbours.

Mr Selicmen (ED). - I am glad the Minister men-
doned that last phrase. There are a lot of positive
things going on in South Africa as well as the ones
referred to.

Is it not true that the clections ro the coloured and
Indian assemblies were boycotted as a measure to
prevent some soft of solution to apanheid? In fact,
they could have accepted that as the firsr step towards
eliminating apanheid. They fear rhar this governmenr
will succeed in eliminating apanheid in that way, and
therefore they are trying to prevenr ir by the uprisings
in Sharpwille and by generally stimulating social dis-
harmony. So, I do not think we should take sides in
this matter at all.

Mr Barry. - I do not think what the honourable
Member said is true. The fact is rhe elections were still
only going to be represenrarive of, 270/0 of t[re popula-
tion:, 730/o of the population of South Africa were
debarred from voting arrryay.

Mr Bdfc (S).- The final clause of Mrs Dur;/s ques-
tion refers to action taken to exert continued pressure
on South Africa. May I ask the President-in-Office
whether that action will include representarions on
behalf of Malesela Benjamin Moloise, who is under
sentence of death, about whom an emergency resolu-
tion is tabled, whether it will concern the fare of Mark
Hunter and Patricia and Derek Hanekom, who are
accused of high Eeason in South Africa, about whom
an emertency resolution is abled, and whether ir will
concem the marers in the resolution on the situation
in South Africa and the deteriorating situation
referred to in the resolution by Mr Vunz. Unless we
use specific examples rc put on pressure, the general
stat€ment - which is admirable - will not have its
full impact.

Mr Barry. - I think some of my colleagues in political
cooperation would not want me to give a specific reply
on individual cases like the ones mentioned, because
shere is a view that the more often the well goes to the
bucket, the less attention is paid to it. Ve should be
quite selecdve and quitc careful about what cases on
human righs we bring to the governments of indivi-
dual countries. Having said thaq I can at the next
meeting in political cooperation - if the Member
wishes - bring rc she affcntion of my colleagues the
three cases mentioned by him and ask them if they
wish to make in those specific cases representedons to
the government in quesdon.

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) This statement by the
Foreign Ministers constitutes a new elemertt which we
had not taken into account. However, the problem
referred rc by Mrs Dury in her question surely
remains - namely that while these events are takinB
place in South Africa, there are tovernments who are
receiving the visit of the South African Prime Minister.
So I should likc m extend thc final point in Mrs
Dur;/s question by asking what kind of measures, par-
ticularly in the economic field, the Forcign Ministers
intend to take to keep up pressure on South Africa.
There is no specific refercnce to this in the statement. I
should like to know what practical measures are to be
taken in the economic field to help the people of
South Africa in their struggle for the restoration of
democracy in that country.

Mr Berry. - I did not expect that the satement I read
out from the Council of Ministers yesterday would
add a great deal to people's knowledge in this Parlia-
ment. ![hat it does is to show how seriously the For-
eign Ministers of the Ten take the siuation in South
Africa and to show that they are determined to express
this concern to the South African authorities and seek
the immediate release of those detained without
charge. That is one of the points.

It is also true that the Ten have drawn up a Code of
Conduct for South African subsidiaries of companies
from the European Communiry, which is aimed at
improving the lot of black workers in these companies.

I can also say that the situation in South Africa is kept
under consant review by the Ministers working in
political cooperation. Eviry opponuniry is taken to
bring home to the South African Government their
sense of concern over what is happening there. Sub-
sequent press repons make it clear that all the coun-
tries that received Mr Botha, when he visited them in
the summer, took the opponunity to point out to him
their concern, both as members of the Communiry and
as individual countries, over what is happening in
South Africa and the distaste they feel for the syst€m
of apanheid, which, as I said earlier, deprives 730/o ol
the population - even under the limited rystem of
elections that has been taking place in the last month

- from taking pan in the normal democratic process.

Mrs Lizin (S). - (FR) ln view of the fact that cenain
European Governments have received Mr Botha it
would be only right if you were to recommend, in
your capaciry as President of the Foreign Minisrcrs
meeting in political cooperation, that they receive the
representatives of the black population too.

Cenain represenadves of the African National Con-
gress are in fact in Europe in order to starc their views
at this dme.

\7ould it not be a good idea if those responsible for
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polidcal cooperation were to consider meedng these
representatives or, at the very least, if they were to
recommend those countries which received Mr Botha
to right the balance by receiving the ANC represenm-
tives too? This, at any rate, is what Mr Tindemans has

been asked to do.

(Apphuse)

Mr Barry. - fu I said, these visits were of a bilateral
nature and the Council of Ministers did not receive
Mr Botha in that sense. If a representative of the
majority population in South Africa wished to be

received by those same countries, I do not see any
reason why he or she should not be so received.

President. - I call Question No 61, by Mr Paisley
(H-100/8a):

Subject: effective system of extradition

Can rhe President-in-Office state when last was
an effective system of extradition, which would
operarc throughout the whole Communiry, dis-
cussed by the Foreign Ministers and what progress
has been made?

Mr Barry, Preside*-in-Oftce of tbe Foreign Ministers.

- This matrcr has not been discussed by the Foreign
Minisrcrs meeting in the framework of European pol-
itical cooperation.

Mr Paislcy (NI). - Vhen the Republic of Ireland last
held the presidency of the EEC, it made promises
about progress towards a solution of this problem.
Indeed there was the Dublin Agreement on the sup-
pression of rcrrorism, Doc. l-603/79. I am sure tha[
the President-in-Office is aware that this Parliament
has taken action on this, and I refer rc the resolution
adopted on 9 July 1982 (Ofrcial toanal C 238, p. 82).

Has the President-in-Office studied that panicular
documenr, and especially paragraph 8, which says:

Considers that in the case of terrorist crimes alone
the concept of political motive or political offence
in the context of laws governing extradition
should have no place within the external frontiers
of the Community?

Could he give an assurance to the House that this mat-
rcr urill be brought before the Ministers of the Ten, as

ir is a matter that needs to be urgently considered?

Mr Barry. - f6s, perhaps it does, but it is not a mat-
ter chat can be discussed in the framework of Euro-
pean political cooperation. I should say that the agree-
ment to which the honourable Member refers has not
yet been radfied by any Member Sate and will only

enter into force when all Member States have ratified
it.

Mr Taylor (ED). - The Minister has spent most of
this afternoon wearing his Irish Republican hat as a

Minister from Dublin and refusing m answer as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council. Vill he, condnuing to
wear his Irish hat, tell us why it is possible for well-
known IRA terrorists rc walk openly around the Dun-
dalk pan of the Irish Republic near the border with
Nonhern Ireland? Is he aware that a Member of Par-
liament from his own Dublin Parliament confirmed
last week that dozens of these IRA rcrrorists are walk-
ing around Dundalk and that they are not being
'lifud' by the Irish police? \Zould he agree that
exradition can follow only when terrorists have been

caught by the securiry forces? Vhen he goes back to
Dublin, will he see to it that the Irish police and army
are sent into Dundalk to clean up that area of IRA ter-
rorists?

President. - Mr President-in-Office, before I ask you
to answer, I have to say to Mr Taylor that I cannot, as

chairman of this sitting, accept his allegation that the
President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers has

not answered the questions put to him in his capaciry
as President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers. He
has done so in every case. In some cases he has added
some words in his other capacity as a national Minis-
ter. In no case has he omitted to answer on behalf of
the Council of Ministers, as indeed is his dury.

It would have been my duty rc remind him if he had
nor done so. The fact that I did not proves that he has

in every case answered on behalf of the Council of
Ministers.

I could not let that go.

Mr Taylor (ED). - On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, I did not say that the Minister had not answered
questions. He cenainly answered quesdons as Presi-
dent-in-Office. He then proceeded to give funher
ansv/ers wearing his Irish hat and Bave more time to
his Irish propaganda ansvers than he did as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council to answering EEC ques-
tions.

President. - I accept your second version, Mr Taylor.
If I remember arighq in the first instance you did say
that he had not always answered in his capaciry as

President-in-Office of the Council. That has now been
corrected. Therefore, I now call on the Minister to
answer your quesdon.

Mr Barry. - For the record, in only two questions
our of 12 did I wear my Irish Foreign Minster hat. For
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the others, I was speaking in my capacity as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council.

I am very sorry that Mr Taylor has introduced rhis old
chestnut, which should have been well and truly bur-
ied long, long ago. Mr Taylor knows very well ihat if
there is a shred of evidence to back up what he has
said here, the people about whom he is speaking caz
be prosecurcd under the Criminal Law Jurisdicrion Act
of 1976. For the education of the House, that Act
allows people who are wanrcd for a crime in either
jurisdicdon to be charged with the crime in the other.
It has happened on only one occasion in eight years,
to the best of my recollecdon. On only one occasion in
eight years has that Act been used by the people whom
Mr Taylor professes to represent. If there are any
other well-known criminals walking the streets of
Dublin as he alleges, then let the evidence be produced
and let them be charged under the Criminal Law Jur-
isdiction Act of 1976.lf they are found guilty, they
will be dealt with.

Mr McCartin (PPE). - The President-in-Office has
panly answered the question rhar I proposed to ask I
proposed to ask him if he agreed with me that a cor-
rupt political system in Nonhern Ireland has spawned
an overflow of discontented people who have plagued
and afflicted the pan of Ireland that is peacefully and
usefully governed. \7ould he agree wirh me that rhe
authorities in Nonhern Ireland have been reluctanr ro
use the legislation enacted and the atreement reached
by the wo governmenr because this might be seen as

a measure of cooperation begween the two countries?
This would appear to civilized people to be a useful
and sensible solution, but soludons involving coopera-
don are not wanted by the present Nonhern Ireland
authorities. They would much prefer to make allega-
trons.

\7ould the Minister agree with me rhar they would
much prefer rc make allegations of terrorists roaming
freely in the South of Ireland than rc use rhe legisla-
don which has been pur there for the purpose of
resolving the problem? I7ould the Minisrcr confirm
that in one case where an extradition was effected by
the authorities in the South of Ireland on evidence
produced by the authorities in the Nonh, the
authorities in the Nonh of Ireland have so far failed to
come up wich a trial for the so-called criminal who
was exradited?

Mr Barry. - I can confirm everything that Mr
McCanin says. Just for the record, let me say that this
Act, which was introduced by both tovernments to
cope with the problem oudined here by Mr Taylor,
has been used on only nine occasions: once only by
the authorities in the Nonh of Ireland and eight times
by the Dublin Governmenr That shows you the ser-
iousness with which they are tackling these criminals
roaming the sreets of Dublin, according to Mr Tay-
lor.

Prcsident. - At its author's request Question No 52 is
postponed until thc next part-session.

I call Question No 63, by Mrs Lizin (H-127/8\:

Subject: the Pegard company: refusal of an
export licence

fu a result of an arbitrary decision by the Belgian
authorities, the Pegard company, based in
Andenne, was refused an export licence for the
Soviet Union, in respect of machine mols which,
as the Belgian Ministcr for External Relations has
himself confirmed in various notes, are not cov-
ered by any form of military secrecy.

Did the Belgian Minister for External Relations,
who used the attitude of Cocom as a pretext for
his refusal, refer the Pegard case for discussion in
political cooperation? Secondly, do the Ministers
intend in future to hold consultations prior to
meedngs with Cocom, a body which manifestly
sets out to prorcc American undertakings from
European competition on certain specific markets?

Mr Barry, Presidcnt-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Ministers.

- The quesdon does not fall within the scope of the
European Communities meeting in political coopera-
tion.

Mrs Lizin (S). - (FR) ln so far as this question con-
cerns the Pegard company - which is a private com-
pany - it obviously does not fall within the scope of
political cooperation. On the other hand, it is some-
what less obvious that the idea of the various Member
States coordinating their positions in preparation for
the Cocom meetings should not fall within the scope
of political cooperation. I should be grateful if the
President-in-Office could rcll us, at the institutional
level, on what grounds he claims that the idea of intro-
ducing cooperaiion and organizing a meetint between
the various Member Starcs to discuss the rcpics to be
dealt with at the Cocom meerings and decide on rhe
position it intends to adopt is not a matter for political
cooperation, since it is high time Europe took a united
stand ois-d-ais the United Sarcs on the question of
expon of a strategic nature, with a view to establishing
a sufficiently srong position from which they can
defend their rights to export what they want without
having to knuckle under rc the wishes of the United
States. Vhat, therefore, is the legal basis for your
claim to the effect that prior cooperation in prepara-
tion for Cocom meedngs does not conoern the Minis-
ters meeting in political cooperation?

Mr Barry. - Cocom, which is a NATO body, does
not concern the Ministers meednt in political cooper-
ation, because they are not all members of NATO. My
own counry is not a member of NATO and therefore
does not discuss NATO and NATO-related subjects.
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Mr Alevanos (COM). - (GR) S7ith regard to the
last point made by the President-in-Office of the For-
eign Minisrcrc meeting in political cooperation, I
should like rc ask him a question.

A few years ato Grcece became a Member of the
European Communiry, not of Cocom. I would there-
fore ask him to tell me what linls there att between
the insdtutions of the European Community and
Cocom, since despite the fact that the President-in-
Office has told us today that nine countries belong to
NATO and one does not, many publications and deci-
sions of the EEC institutions and the committee's lists
prove, with regard m relations with the Socialist coun-
tries, that the European Community carries out the
instructions of Cocom. Consequendy, the President-
in-Office should, since he actually mentioned the sub-
ject of the nine membcrs, state categorically what the
relations are berween the European Communiry and
Cocom, so that we know whether Greece, by joining
the EEC, also became a member of Cocom.

Mr Barry. - If the honourable Member was speaking
about a coordination committee in relation to NATO
and the Community, there is no such body. The
NATO organization is entirely separate from the
Communiry, and it just happens that there are nine
members of the Communiry who are members of
NATO. NATO matters are not discussed at any level
in the Communiry, nor is there any coordination com-
mittee besween the swo.

Mrs Lizin (S). - (fiR) This is not a quesdon to the
President-in-Office of the Council, but to the Presi-
dent of the Parliament.

This is supposed to be Quesdon Time and we are
trying to obtain answers. Thc President-in-Office of
the Council tells us thac NATO-relatcd subjects do
not fall within the scope of political cooperation, while
it is quite clear from discussions within the context of
political cooperation that securiry is indeed a matter
for political cooperation.

Mr President, you must either do something to ensure
that the Members of this Parliament receive serious
answers to serious questions aimed at funhering the
cause of political cooperation, or you are not doing
your job properly. I should like you to ask whether
security is a matter for political cooperation, yes or no.
The answer is, I think, quite clear.

To return rc my question. Vhy cannot rhe Member
States hold preparatory consultations prior to meet-
ings with Cocom, regardless of whether they are mem-
berc of NATO or not?

Presidcnt. - Mrs Lizin, I am terribly sorry but it is
not for the President of this Parliamenr ro pass judg-
ment on the contents and relevance of ariswers given

by the President-in-Office of the Council or of the
Foreign Ministcn meeting in political cooperation.
Like yourself, all I can do is listcn politely to the ques-
tions put by the honourable Members and the answers
given by the Commissionerc or Ministrrs. It is then for
each of us to make up his own mind as to the value of
the answers given.

Question Time is closed.r

6. Accession of Spain and Portugal to the Community -Negotiations on the accession

Prcsidcnt. - The next item h the joint debate on:

- the statement by the Commission on progress in
the negotiations on the accession of Spain and
Portugal to the Communiry;

- the oral question with debate (Doc. 2-a38l84) by
Mr Arndq on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr
Klepsch, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Parry (Christian-Democratic Group),
lord Douro, on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group, and Mrs Veil, on behalf of the Lib-
eral and Democradc Group, rc the Council of the
European Communities:

Subject: Negotiations for the accession of Spain
and Ponugd

In view of the Eutopean Council decision at Fon-
tainebleau that the negotiations for the accession
of Spain and Ponugal should be completed by
30 September at the latest, will the President-in-
Office of the Council report to Parliament on the
current state of the negotiadons?

Mr Natdi, Vce-hesident of tbe Commission. -(tI) M, President, ladies and gentlemen, today's
debate is funher evidence of the interest that Parlia-
ment has dways shovyn in this problem, which is so
vital to the future of the Community. Now that we
have embarked on the final phase of the negotiations
on the accession it is appropriate to sum up the situa-
tion and come to some conclusion on how marters
should proceed.

To start, let us look at thc position as it stands. Pro-
gress has been made since the first agreements were
concluded in March 1982. Problems in some areas
affecting both countries have been solved, either
entirely or in their most essential aspects, and these are
transport, regional policy, capital movemenr, harmoni-
zation of. legisladon, environmenr and consumer pro-
tection, Euratom research, right of establishment,
economic and financial affairs and aspecr of taxation.'

I SecAnnex.
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In the case of Spain there is also rhe question of
parcnts and with Ponugal the customs union, the
ECSC and foreign relations. Occasionally there are
some isolated points still to be cleared up in rhese
overall areas and these points could become imponant
as events take their course.

The agreements so far reached will be considered final
only within the context of the overall agreement to be
established when the negodations are brought to a
close. The main areas still to be negotiated are social
affairs, agriculture,. fisheries, instirutions, own
resources and relations between the applicant coun-
tries during the transitional period. fu far as Ponugal
is concerned the problem of patents remains unsolved
crhereas in the case of Spain there are still a number of
important points in areas in which the negotiations
have already reached an advanced stage such as the
Customs lJnion, the ECSC, external relations and fin-
ally a panicular erea, the Canary Islands.

This brief review of progress to date differs from one
country rc the other depending on the size of each
dossier and the various problems specific to each
country. During the negotiations the Commission is
responsible for the drawing-up of proposals and the
Commission would not be performing its dudes cor-
rectly if it did not take accounr of the whole econo-
mic, political and social fabric which forms the back-
ground of any negotiadons on this scale, as well as its
obligations under the terms of the Treaties.

Mr President, I do not feel that it is right at this poinr
to become more immersed in the details of the nego-
tiations in progress, which really are the business of
the Member States. However, in view of the political
commiunent undenaken at highesr level in order to
bring to a conclusion a programme launched some
seven years ago I feel I should sat€ my views to the
House on a number of matters. The negotiations, as I
mentioned eadier, are centred at the moment primar-
ily on agriculture, fisheries, social affairs, and, in rhe
case of Spain, the dismantling of ECSC tariffs.
Obviously, there are other minor problems under dis-
cussion or still to be broached. At rhis poinr, howwer,
I should like rc limit my remarks to the obstacles we
encount€r in those areas which from the ou6e[ we
knew would be of panicular interest borh for the
Member States and the applicant countries.

After the two last sessions of ministerial negotiations
there is evidence of a lack of progress which is a clear
indication of the real problems hampering efforts to
find sensible solutions which neither jeopardize the
fundamental principles of the Community acquis, the
protection of which is rhe main aim throughout the
negotiations, nor which preclude the possibiliry of
smoothly absorbing the rwo counrries into the Com-
muniry. However, should the negotiations be increas-
ingly hampered by a lack of progress, I see little time
left in which to get them moving again. The Commis-
sion is fully aware of the problems currenrly affecting

the common agricultural policy, including those relat-
ing to agricultural aspects of the acccssion negotia-
tions. I refer to example to the proposals made in this
respect, the firss of which date back to 1980. How-
ever, it is illogical on the part of the Member States to
proclaim that they vant to bring the negotiations on
accession rc a close in the near fuure while at the
same time each Member State on its own account
introduces requirements which are tantamount to gen-
uine preconditions. Changes to the suws qao of the
Community vhich are implicit in steps to safeguard
this or that price level or level of expenditure should
not be the subject of impromptu decisions nor are they
conducive to reconciling the various points of view
and interests which underlie the Communiry process.
In the context of the accession negotiations it is not
possible to bring forward decisions on the solution of
cfrtain problems connected with the future of the
CAP without running the risk of postponing indefin-
itely the conclusion of the negotiations. In contrast,
there can be no guarantee that the progress still to be
achieved in these areas can be achieved if, meeting for
meeting, stands are aken up on issues of principle. To
speak of the principle of balance, progress and reci-
prociry in general terms without putting forward firm
proposals to serve as a basis for bringing the sides
closer together with a view to achieving new and fasrcr
protress is another way of keeping the negotiations
marking time.

Let me be clear, agriculture is not our sole concern. As
far as fisheries are concerned the initial positions
adopted can be described as anything but conciliatory.
Over the nexc few days and following a large number
of new contacts and new studies the Commission will
submit new proposals for soludons which it hopes will
take the negotiations into a more positive, and
dynamic climate. As regards social affairs the soludon
achieved must be an equitable one which takes
account of some fundamental rights.

Clearly, the weels to come will be decisive and for all
the parties involved the time has come to practice what
they preach. The time has come ro srop using the
enlargement negotiations to solve problems which are
in no way connected with the accession negotiations
and the time has come to reconcile the interests of
each Member with the overriding interest of the Com-
munity.

Yesterday's informal meeting in Dublin - ah initiative
of the Irish presidency to whom I should like to
express my compliments not only for the meeting in
Dublin yesterday but also for all that was done during
the earlier sessions of the negotiations - can be con-
sidered as an appraisal of the Communiq/s require-
ments. let us hope thar the same is true of all the
parties involved.

In the wake of the decisions taken by the Member
States rc welcome Portugal and Spain into rhe Com-
munity and to achieve rheir accession by a cenain date
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it is rhe Commission's task, on the basis of the propo-
sals it put forward, to prepare the optimum conditions
for rhe functioning of the enlarged Community.

To this end it has played and will continue to play its
pan by making available all its inventiveness so that
the remaiiring difficultics can be overcome and the
grand plan which the Communiry has set itself can fin-
ally become realiry.

The progress achieved along this road from the first
agreements reached in 1982 gives us confidence for
the future. Ve can state with satisfaction that after
much work we are now reaching the end of what
really has been an obstacle course. Commitments have
been undenaken, dates have been fixed. Nobody more
than the Commission hopes so fervently that these
commitments will be honoured. Enlargement is not
only a commercial and financial transaction. The
Communiry cannot be a mere juxtaposing of material
interests which in themselves are perfectly legitimate.
For us all the Communiry is also and primarily some-
rhing else - an on-goint que$ for the basis of a com-
mon future. Enlargement is an integral pan of this
never-ending challenge which requires the Com-
muniry to seek continuous progress in order to sur-
vlve.

Of cource there have been breakdowns, mishaps and
disappointments in the past and there will be more in
the future. However, I think that the disappointments
of the past few years have been so numerous because
they have been swelled by the disappointmenc over a

breakdown of the accession netotiations. The minutes
of the ministerial conference at which che failure of
the alhs was admitted after seven years of waiting and
effon would sound like an epitaph which, I am cer-
tain, nobody wishes to write or sign.

(Appkase)

IN THE CHAIR: MR FANTI

Wce-President

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Ve put this quesdon at the
end of Juty. At that time, we did not know what the
situation would be like at the beginning of September.
Nevenheless, I believe we were right about what we
thought would happen. I hope I will receive a firm
answer from the President-in-Office of the Council,
because I have here his press bulletin from the begin-
ning of this month which actually shows very clearly
what the situation is ar the moment. It says that the
President-in-Office spoke very strongly m his col-
leagues about the excessively slow pace of the acces-
sion negotiations with Spain and Ponugal, and this
was in September! There was therefore no speed-up in

the negotiations in July, August or at the beginning of
September. This is what the President-in-Office of the
Council has said. I hope he is not now going to declare
that it was all wrong.

Furthermore, it was entirely the fault of the Member
States, according rc him. I hope he is not now going to
tell us that Spain and Ponugal have not yet stated their
positions because according so the Council President's
srarcment of 4 September, it was the fault not of the
applicants but of the Member States.

In Fontainebleau, as had already happened several
times at previous summit conferences, the heads of
government of the European Communiry reiterated
that they were in favour of accession. This House has

repeatedly made it clear that apart from Spain and
Portugal no other States have applied to join the
European Communiry. It has also stated that Spain
and Ponugal, being democratic States with indivisible
links with Europe's history and culture, have a right to
become members of the European Communiry. Thcy
have the same right as the current Member Sates.
Therefore, these declarations of the heads of govern-
ment are in line with the position of this House and it
is about time this was acually put into effect because

otherwise it could be suspeced that some heads of
government are srying they are in favour of accession
whilst in reality not wanting it at all.

In the words of the Irish President-in-Office of the
Council, if the expens make no headway in the pre-
parations by 17 or 18 September, that is, by the next
meeting of the foreign ministers at the beginning of
next week, other procedures will have to be set in
motion. I vould like to know what procedures he is
thinking of, and I agree with him entirely that, if the
Council of Ministers persists in its failure, it will in fact
be time for the President-in-Office to do as he said
and set his procedures in motion. I am pleased by his
statement that he is tired of hearing and repeadng the
same old points both within the Council and at the
meetings with the Spaniards. This House especially is

tired of hearing the same old statements and reassur-
ances! I only hope that the President-in-Office is not
now going to say that we have increased the peace of
negotiations since July or worked intensively towards
accession since this or that date, or that our effons
have led to better undersanding between the panners
and that we can noq/ expec definite positions to be

adopted. Or that intensive consultations are being
conduced to enable us rc take a decision. I do not
wish rc hear any of this any longer because this is pre-
cisely the son of waffle the Irish President-in-Office
spoke out against in his press starcment! It is no good
to me either to hear that meetings are now taking
place very much more ofrcn. In my view there is only
very little time left. I therefore hope the President-in-
Office will tell us quitc frankly what is actually to be
done. This House has taken a stance on these matrcrs
very often, in resolutions passed in 1979,1981, 1983
and 1984, and we have also expressed our opinions on
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individual matters. Now no one can talk himself out of
it anymore by srying that something has yet to be clar-
ified. Vithout repeating it in detail here and now, I
consider the Commission's position generally accepa-
ble that a clear offer should be made to both applicanr
countries.

However, I would also like to express a wish to the
Commission. I do not know whether it is correcr or
noq but I have been rcld by representatives of Spain
and Ponugal that at times when papers have to be
drawn up, it is said to be not possible for the moment
because, for example, some official or other, say in the
Fisheries department, is still on holiday and will not be
back before the middle or end of September. I hope
there will be no more excuses like this, because no one
in Europe would understand it if, one day, it was said
that no agreement could be worked out because rhis
or that Commission official was absent, and therefore
the accession of Spain and Ponugal had to be post-
poned for six months or a whole year. Action should
therefore be taken now to ensure that such assenions
propagated within the Spanish and Ponuguese delega-
tions are incorrect and that, in such cases, the officials
are not on holiday but working because we are shon
of time. This House wishes to see these things brought
to a conclusion. The Broups which tabled the question
will at the end of the debate table a modon which I
hope will be adopted by a broad majoriry, even if the
occasional difference of opinion remains on specific
matters which perhaps ought rc be discussed again.

However - and I would like to stress this panicular
point - it is no longer a question of simply the acces-
sion of Spain and Ponugal but of the Community's
very existence. The rwo things have namely become
interlocked, and we must be aware of this. There is a
whole group of national parliaments which will pro-
vide not a penny more for the European Communiry if
additional resources are not linked with the accession
of Spain and Ponugal. The European Communiq/s
precarious budget situation which we all know about
has now been irrevocably linked with the accession of
Spain and Ponugal. This passage was approved by
over 909/o of the votes in this House. Anyone who is in
favour of the continued existence of the European
Community must nov/ ensure that the negotiations on
accession are finalized because the question of the
financing of the European Community and that of the
accession of Spain and Ponugal are irrevocably linked
with each other.

There will definitely be no increase in the European
Communiqy's own resources without a clear and posi-
tive decision in favour of enlargement! This is the pos-
ition of this House and I hope the Council realizes
this. It has had seven years'time for the negotiations.
It knew how urgent they were. Parliament originally
set the deadline of l January 1984. Ve were not satis-
fied when this deadline was postponed, but we cannot
allow the accession of Spain and Ponugal to be care-
lessly neglected and obstructed, and the European

Communiry practically destroyed as a result, simply
because the Council of Ministers is incapable of doing
its job!

(Appkase)

Mr Barry, hesidcnt-in-Offce of the Council. - Vith
your permission, Mr President, I shall first reply for-
mally to rhe special-notice question and I should then
like rc convey to the House my impressions of the
possibilities of early progress in the light of discussions
that took place yesterday in Dublin.

I shall stan the formal reply by thanking Mr Arndt for
the question, which gives me an opportunity at the
point nearest the latest set of negotiations of explain-
ing to Parliament precisely where we are. Vhen he
was introducing his question, Mr Arndt quoted from
remarls I had made to the Council a week last Mon-
day and said that I had expressed my dissatisfaction
with my fellow Council members over the slow pace of
the negotiations and lack of flexibiliry. That is quite
rue, but he underscored that point by saying that I
had not included Spain and Ponugal and that there-
fore the fault of the delay in negotiations lay with the
Council members and not with the applicant countries.
In fact, at the end of that statement I said that this
message concerning the need for greater flexibiliry and
dercrmination in tackling the problems of enlarge-
ment, which were difficult for both member countries
and the applicant counries, applied just as forcefully
rc the applicant countries as to the Member States and
that I should also, therefore, be conveying it appro-
priately rc them. So, while we have been tardy in our
responses, there has also been some neglect on their
pan in responding as quickly as would be desirable rc
papers put to them by the Commission and Council up
to now.

The European Council's confirmation at Fontaine-
bleau of the Communiq/s political will to bring the
accession negotiations with Spain and Ponugal to a

rapid conclusion has meant that since July we have
stepped up the already brisk pace et which these nego-
tiations had been conducted in the first half of the
year. At the moment, important chapters have still to
be settled - agriculture, fisheries, social affairs, insti-
tutions and the Communiq/s ovrn resources. In the
case of Spain, there is also the question of the duration
of the transitional period for industrial tariffs and the
ECSC chapter. Since July, the Communiry has been
working steadily to ensure that these chapters can now'
enrcr the final phase of the negotiations.

Thanks to the effora made during our meetings with
the Spanish delegation in June and July and again
quite recently, we have gained a better understanding
of the poina of general concern to the Spanish delega-
tion as regards agriculture, the ransitional period for
industrial tariffs and the ECSC. !7e should now be
able rc obtain clear statements of position from our
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Spanish partners in response to those put to them by
thc Communiry.

In the case of Ponugal, many points concerning agri-
culture were clarified with the Portuguese delegation
at the beginning of July. The Communiry was there-
fore able at the beginning of this month rc state a posi-
tion to the Ponuguese delegation on most of the prob-
lems outstanding, both horizontal and sectoral. '!7e

can therefore consider that the negotiations with Por-
tugal on this chapter are now in the final stage.

'Ve are avare that we have still to inform Spain and
Ponugal of our position on two major agricultural
sectors: vegetable oils and fats, and wine. Intensive
efforts are currently being made so that the Com-
munity can state its position in these areas to our two
Partners.

On fisheries, another vital chapter in our negotiations
with Spain and Ponugal, there have already been
imponant contribudons from both panies. Discussion
and time to assess the results thereof have proved both
useful and necessary. The Commission will shortly be

submitting the results of its rcflections rc the Council,
and we shall then inform Spain and Ponugal of our
position to bring this chaptcr into its final phase of
negotiation.

The chapter on social affairs is also of vial import-
ancc. It is a sensitive issue both for our tcro partners
and for the Communiry irelf. The Communiry has

still to complete its position on various problems aris-
ing in this chaptcr, and chis it intends to do in the very
near future. Ve shall then have to make a determined
sraft on the final phase of the negotiations in this
imponant area.

'Sflith regard rc institutional questions, the chapter
uaditionally discussed in the final phase of negoda-
tions, the Communiry was able to put its position to
Spain and Ponugal in July and completc it at the
beginning of this month. Ve now await our partners'
reactions.

The chapter on the Communiq/s own resources
belongs to the final stage in negotiations and therefore
will be discussed in due course. Ve are planning a very
heavy schedule of meetings with our partners to tie up
the negotiations in such a way that we achieve an
overall balance in the solutions which have m be found
to the problems arising in the main chapters.

Mr President, I said at the beginning that following
my formal reply I would like rc convey some addi-
tional impressions based in panicular on the special
informal meeting which the President convened in
Dublin yesterday. I must say frankly to you, and I
know I am addressing a parliament of polidcians, that
I have been disappointed at the slow progress in nego-
tiations, in particular in the alks with Spain. I paid an
official visit to both Lisbon and Madrid in July in

order to assess the mood there at first hand and to
show the Presidenqy's deep commitment to complct-
ing the negodations. There was understandable con-
cern in both those capials that the end was not yet
clearly in sight for negotiations, which have now been
continuint, as Mr Arndt said, for seven years.

I should like to pay tribute here rc the Commission
and rc Vice-President Natali for the amount of work
they have been puning in over the last few months and
the sense of urgency which they have brought to the
completion of these negotiadons. My view, which I
know is shared by both Commission and Parliamenq is

that continuing drifu of this kind are unaccepable. In
all rhese circumstances, the presidency decided last
week to make an appeal and, indeed to issue a warn-
ing about the state of the negotiations.

I said rc my Council colleagues on 3 September that I
now felt that we had linle or no possibility of complet-
ing the negodations by 30 Septcmber. This in itself
would not disurb me greatly. It is not a matter of vitel
imponance in my view whether the negotiations are
completed on or shonly after 30 Septcmber. \7hat is
vital, however, is that there is no substantial slippage in
our timetable. Spain and Ponugal must join the Com-
muniry on 1 January 1986, and there can be no depar-
ture from that date.

(Appkuse)

This is an immutable date, and working back from it
the negotiations must be completed in the immediatc
future.

I want to state frankly, as I stated m my colleagues in
the Council last week, that if we wish rc secure this
early agreement we need the.maximum degree of pol-
itical will and flexibility both by the Member States in
arriving at a common Communiry position and by the
applicant countries, Spain and Ponugal. I must also
say to you that I am extremely pleased by the response
of my colleagues on that occasion. Ve followed up
this commitment to higher political input in the ncgo-
tiations that rcok place at a most wide-ranging, valu-
able and positive informal meeting in Dublin yestcr-
day. Ve identified openings yestcrday and, rc put it
briefly, we now have a much clearer picture of the way
forward.

In restricted session at next Monday's Council, we
shall continue our general consideration of the nego-
tiations. I hope to submit a composite texr ro my col-
leagues to assist this overview. I intcnd that this rcxt
should cover all areas of the negotiations apan from
fisheries, wine and the Canaries. The Commission's
proposals on fisheries iue expeded on Friday. On wine

- as I was panicularly concerned about the difficul-
ties in this field - I convened an informal meering
yesterday with thc countries most direcdy concerned,
i.e., France, Italy, Germany and Grecce. Ve agreed at
that meeting that the Agricultural Ministerc should
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submit draft proposals for a solution at rhe Forcign
Affairs Council to be held on I October.

To sum up, Mr President, rhe way ahead is going ro
be unprecedentedly difficult. !7e have rc complete in
an extremely shon dme negotiadons that have been
going on for seven years. But despite the politically
sensitive and difficult problems posed for all Member
States and, indeed, for Spain and Ponugal, we must
and will complete them. The European Council has
given us a clear mandate. This Parliament firmly
suports that mandate. Ir would be disastrous for
Europe, politically and psychologically, if we were to
fail now. To paraphrase a mosr distinguished nine-
teentfi-century Irish leadct, statesman and parliamen-
tarian, nobody has a right to ser a boundaqy to the
onward march of the enlargement of Europe. The
Irish Presidency will nor be found wanting in working
for this central objective of European policy.

(Apphuse)

Prcsidcnt. - I have received eight motions for resolu-
tions, with a requesr for an early vore pursuanr ro
Rule a2(5) of the Rules of Procedure, ro wind up the
debate on the oral question tabled by Mr Arndt and
others.

These are as follows: motion tabled by Mr Ligios and
others on behalf of the Group of the EPP; motion
tabled by Mr Galluzzi and others (Doc. 2-529/84);
motion tabled by Mrc Piermont and others (Doc.
2-530/8\; motion tabled by Mrs Ewing and others on
behalf of the EDA Group (Doc. 2-533/84); motion
tablcd by Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the same

Broup (Doc. 2-fia/84); motion tabled by Mr
d'Ormcsson 3nd others on behalf of the Group of the
European Right (Doc. 2-535/84); morion tabled by
Mr Prag on behalf of rhe European Democratic
Group (Doc.2-539/84); motion tabled by Mr Arndt
on behaff of the Socialist Group (Doc. 2-540/84).

The vote on the requcsts for an early vote will be
aken at the end of this debare.

Mr Sutra (S). - (FR) Mr Presidenq you said rhat
there were 11 motions for resoludons - at least rhar is
what the interpreter said. I made a quick note of the
names you gave and I can only count eight on my list.

You gave only eight names after announcing that
therewere 11 motions. \[hy this discrepancy?

Prcsidcnt. - Mr Sutra, that was undoubtedly a mis-
take in ranslation. There are only eight modons.

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Some of the political groups
worked out a compromise modon yestcrday. Have
you already received this compromise motion, which

would replacl rorn. of the other motions, including
our own? You cenainly did not mendon it. It would
be better if Parliament were informed that there was
also a compromise modon tabled by several groups in
the form of an amendment, so that this could be taken
into account in the debate. This compromise amend-
ment replaccs, for instance, the modon tabled by the
Socialist Group as well as those tabled by the Christian
Democrats.

President. - Mr Arndt, this compromise amendment
will of course be vot€d on tomorrow. This evening we
are voting only on the requests for an early vore, so
that in the meantimc the text can be distributed to all
the Members and the vote tomorrow can be taken in
full knowledge of the facts.

Mr Prag (ED). - I think you have now explained
your earlier sta[ement, Mr President, in fact the vote
now will be only on the request for an eaily vote, but
the actual vote on the resolution to wind up rhe
debate, iSluding the compromise resoludon, will be
tomorrow as set out in the agenda,

Mr Didd (S). - @) l{, President, the quesdon of
Spain and Portugal's accession is becoming an increas-
ingly important political issue while at rhe same dme
we must deplore the pemy squabbling on problems
which are clearly not major ones and which are sup-
posed to explain why the negotiations cannor be suc-
cessfully completed on schedule. !7hat we have heard
today from rhe Commission and rhe Council gives us
serious grounds for concern. There are no really valid
reasons vhy the negotiadons cannor be concluded by
September but still in time to abide by the date of
I January 1986 as the date on which these rvro coun-
tries join the Community.

Leaving aside the reasons which prompted the Mem-
ber Stares to atree in principle on rhe accession of
these countries, I should like to remind the House that
it is not only a question of what is best for the people
of these mro countries or of a quesrion of a son of
guarantee to consolidate their newly won democracy.
If there is an advantage in enlargement rhen it is for
both sides. Histoqy has shown thar when democracy
and libeny are struck down or dealt a lethal blow in
one of the countries in that pan of Europe the danger
is deadly for all our countries and, if it is our ambition
to have Europe play a balancing role in the name of
peace and protress for our own counrries and for the
world, in pa.rticular with regard ro our relations with
Africa and Latin America, rhere can be no doubt that
the contribution which Spain and Ponugal can make
to the strengthening of this role is of fundamental
imponance.

It is for this reason that we wanr the political aspects,
which must be considered as prioriry aspec6, ro be
given priority in the negotiations. It cannor be denied
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that there are particular problems in some areas of
agricultural and social policy. However, we must
admit that the complexiry of cenain problems is not a
result of the enlargement of the Community but rather
the result of the delays and difficulties which are ham-
pering the process of integration amont the Ten. Thus
there are problems which we must all face together
because they are problems which above all, are linked
to interests which, in many instances, are primarily of
a corporate nature and I refer in panicular to the
problems of vegetable oils, wine and, in certain
aspects, social policy.

I should not like to dwell here on the merits of indivi-
dual problems because the Commission has already
submitted proposals which we think might prompt
equitable solutions for the various conroversial issues.
The point I would like to emphasize and which has
already been made by Mr Natali, is that it is unaccept-
able for the urgency of these negotiations to be used as

an excuse to change the substance of the Communiq/s
acquis or even call into question agreements such as

those recently concluded berween the Agricultural
Ministers on vegetable oils.

'!7e should remember, therefore, that conditions exist
which will allow equitable solutions to be found in all
the negotiadons so that Spain and Ponugal can join
on schedule. This is why we, as the Socialist Group -and I am convinced most members of this Parliament

- call upon the governments urgendy, and conse-
quently the Council of Ministers, to abandon the
instrumental attitude which has thwaned the conclu-
sion of this stage of the negotiations and consequendy
the implementation of the political will which this Par-
liament has always expressed, which is to have Spain
and Ponugal in our Community on 1 January 1986.

A disastrous failure of these negotiations would be a
sign that the European Communiry has failed. For all
of us this would be an intolerable prospect. This is why
qre expect and require that all the deadlines set for the
conclusion of the negotiations should be respected.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, in this
House, people unfonunately talk all too ofrcn as if, by
agreeing to Spain's accession, we were giving her a
present in a one-sided act of generosity on our pan. Ir
is almost as if it is being assumed rhat we are doing all
the giving, whereas it is a case ol do at /es- in other
wards, us giving our Iberian friends something but
receiving much more in return.

Of course Spain needs the European market. But the
market existed long before the EEC. Most trade flows
date back to the Middle Ages. The isolation of the
Iberian Peninsula from the rest of Europe only began
when King I"ouis XIV proudly declared that the Pyre-
nees no longer existed - which should be a warning
to us to be careful with high-flown political phrases.
But up to a relatively shon dme ago we vere also rhe

natural market for Spanish agricultural products,
whereas our industries found important markets in
and via Spain. It was only as a result of the dwelop-
ment of the EEC and, not least, British accession to
our Community, that this situation changed. The trad-
itional marker for Spanish agriculture and fisheries
were restricted as a result. Many of those who ben-
efited from this development vere countries outside
Europe which simply took advantage of a favourable
situation or special treaties with the EEC.

Europe is still threatened by the imperialistic, hege-
monic Soviet empire. Ve must drerefore think of our
security first and foremost. Today, this means above
all a free Medircrranean. The Soviet Union has no
chance of extending her territories unless she manates
rc weaken our strong position in nonhern Europe pol-
itically or strategically from the south. None of the
Mediterranean countries has the strength to defend its
region against a superpower. In actual fact, the only
factors that count there are the two world fleets: those
of the Americans and the Soviets. The future depends
on which of the rwo is able rc stay there. This applies
not just to us, but perhaps even more to the oil-prod-
ucing countries of the Middle East.

The difficulry facing the Americans is that they only
have one natural line of communication with their
home ports: the Straits of Gibraltar. fu a result, eveqy-
thing depends on whether the coasts along the Sraits
continue to remain in pro-Sflestern hands. However,
this can only be achieved in the long term by srent-
thening Spain's young democrary and accepting this
country into our Communiry under tolerable econo-
mic conditions.

The upholding of democracy is the task.of all of us,
not just the Spaniards. The older Members of the
House will recall that the fall of the Veimar Republic
in Germany was caused not just by Hitler and his
troops. The policies of the Vestern governments in
panicular also played a major role in it. If the Vestern
powers had made the son of concession to a man like
Bruning that the National Socialists made to him
shonly after, the course of German history would
have been different. Ve should bear this in mind when
considering our policy towards Spain and Ponugal.

It is therefore more than regrettable that there has
been hardly any talk about politics and securiry in our
negotiations, and that so far, discussions have been
mainly about material issues. You cannot solve minor
problems if you lose sight of the-main, overall target,
because this is the most imponanr of all. It has righdy,
been said that the only serious problem we have to
deal with is the question of political will. Unfortun-
ately, all rco often I have the impression that our gov-
ernments and the negotiators have not got it. In the
case of Spain and Portugal, as in many other really
important issues, the problem arises as to what we
really want to do with Europe: crearc a large-scale
EF[A, i.e. a free ffade zone, or a genuine Communiry.
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I am afraid that this is not always seen clearly enough
because, in our negotiations with the Iberian Penin-
sula, we are acting as if we only wanrcd a free-trade
zone. 'Ve may succeed in achieving this, but it would
not be for long, because this European free-trade zone
would be both rich and weak. And we know only too
well that in a world full of marauders, weakness and
riches are a fatal combination.

Ve should not forget, either, that Europe has a cul-
rural role and what would our culture be without
Spain and Ponugal? On the day on which the Escorial
is 400 years old, this question should not need asking.
I therefore ask you to adopt the motion for a resolu-
tion to ensure that the Commission's work is speeded
uP.

(Apphusefrom the centre and right)

Lord Douro (ED). - Mr President, this debate gives
us another opportuniry to repeat our desire to see Por-
tugal and Spain join the Community on l January
1986. I should like to suppon the remarls made force-
fully by Mr Arndt on behalf of the authors of this oral
question. It was agreed at Fontainebleau that the
negotiadons should be concluded by the end of Sep-
rcmber. The President-in-Officc of the Council has

told us that that no longer seems possible; but he
rightly points out that a delay of only a few weels
would not jeopardize the entry date ofJanuary 1985.
Nevertheless, these negodations clearly must be con-
cluded within the next few weeks.

Every Member State at some point in the last few
years has committed itself to seeing Spain and Ponu-
gal join the Communiry. They have done so as indivi-
dual Member Sates, they have done so while they
held the presidenry of the Council - which, of
course, every country has done during the long period
of seven years that these negotiations have been going
on.

I thought Mr Arndt made an interesting point about
the link with the budget. It is certainly true of some
national parliaments that an increase in the Com-
muniqy's own resources without the accession of Spain
and Ponugal would not be acceptable. One of the
major purposes of increasing these resources is to
accommodage within our budgetary resources the
needs of Ponugal and Spain. Therefore, those in all
the Communiry insdtutions who agree that there
should be an increase in our own resources should
show similar dedication to the conclusion of these
accession negodations.

I was very encouraged by Mr Bar4/s repon on yester-
day's informal meedng in Dublin, which appears to
have made quite a lot of progress. But I hope one or
rwo principles will be understood by eveqyone. It
would be unjust in every possible way if disagreements
berween Member States on how to solve our own

internal problems should postpone the date of acces-

sion. That would be absolutely unacceptable, in my
opinion. Equally unacceptable would be any Pressure
brought upon Member States by non-member States

who fear the implications of Spain and Ponugal join-
ing the Community, and I hope no Member State will
allow itself to be deflected from its resolve by any such

Pressure.

So, Mr President, my group hopes that these negotia-
dons will be carried on with the utmost diligence. !7e
were pleased to hear the dedication of the Irish For-
eign Minisrcr, the President-in-Office of the Council,
to concluding these negodations. I hope he can per-
suade his colleagues in the Council to display similar
dedication, and we wish him well.

(Appkusefrom the Ewopean Democratic Group)

Mr Galluzi (COM). - (ry Mr President, I have lis-
tened with much interest to the reply of the President
of the Council and must quite frankly admit that I was

not able to understand fully, possibly owing rc inter-
preting problems, what the real position of the Council
is. Does it suppon the remarls, the criticism, which is
also justified, contained - I think - in Mr Natali's
report or not, and, primarily, leaving aside the gener-
ous but too generd reaffirmation of *re need to ensure
accession by January 1985, what are the reasons for
the impasse and what does the Council intend rc do to
overcome the problems?

Ve have been discussing these matters for many years

and we are still not able to reach agreement on any
major issue. Mr Natali has stated this and the Presi-
dent of the Council echoed his words - there is no
agreement on social questions, there is no agreement
on agricultural questions, on fisheries, on industrial
issues, on the dismantling of tariffs or on the budget.
In some instances - and they are not issues of secon-
daqy imponance - the Community position has not
yet even been presented and discussions will have to
start all over again.

Ve are thus faced with the serious situation which not
only almost irrevocably jeopardizes the 30 September
deadline envisaged for the completion of the negotia-
tions but also makes it very difficult for the agreed
date of accession to be respected. This date, ladies and
gentlemen, is not just any date and the political com-
mitment is not just any political commitment - the
date is a final deadline, the last date before the next
Parliamentary elecdons in Spain. It is chus a darc
which if not respected will, in view of the possible

changes in the situation and in relations, may mean
that everphing has to stan all over again.

I feel that the problems affecting the negotiations are
not due - or at least not mainly due - to the lack of
imagination or flexibility of the negotiatiors. No, I
believe that underlying the deadlock in the negotia-
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tions there is a real rurn of direcdon, a change of mind
in progress in Communiry policy and, in panicular, in
the policy of some Member Statcs. The spirit of main-
taining the status qrc is garining ground or what is
worse, there is a growing trend to consider Com-
muniry mafidrs refleced in rhe distorting mirror of
close nadonal interest. For some enlargemenr is not
the political opponuniry for renewal, not a vehicle for
forging ahead in the light of the changes and new
requirements which arise, towards European integra-
don by giving rhe Communiry a more solid basis.
Instead, enlargement is becoming a vehicle for escap-
ing from these needs, which are growing more urtenr
by the day, for citing enlargement as an alibi from
behind a screen of excuses based on rhe costs involved,
which still have to be assessed in practice, to keep
intact those sructures and degenerate devices which
are responsible for the crisis as a whole, the serious
crisis in which the European Communiry currenrly
finds itself.

This is the real reason for the impasse of the negotia-
tions and rhe change of outlook with regard to
cnlargcment. On rhe very subject of enlargemenr
which initially, you remember Mr Natali, was consid-
ered a challenge, and an historic occasion to build an
indcpendent Europe and, today, it is viewed more and
more with annoyance, as a source of trouble, as a price
which now has to be paid for a commirmcnt which,
however, is a rhetorical commitment which is best paid
as cheaply as possible and as late as possible.

This is why wc believe that the accession of Spain and
Ponugal on I January 1985 is the rcuchsrone of the
Communiq/s will to press on, to reject occlusion,
nationalist narrow-mindedness and, above all, reject
the illusions of those who think they can defend
national interests by controlling expendirure and those
who think that Europe is a fine thing provided the
others foot the bill.

This is why we believe thar the European Parliament
has an imponant parr trl play, a pan which cannor
simply consist in restating its position in principle, its
wish to see progress made and the negotiations con-
cluded by January 1986. Ic must urge the Council to
face up to its responsibilities by rcvealing the true posi-
tions and exposing rhe contradicions, the conditions,
the ambiguities and preconditions imposed by this or
that Member State.

Mr Natali, we agree wirh the critical remarls con-
tained in your reporr and the steps which, I think, you
proposed to break the deadlock in the negodations.
This is why we Italian Communists and Allies wilf vote
in favour of the joint amendmenr in view of the !om-
mitment it expresses to bring the negodations ro a
conclusion by the date in January in 1986. Hovlever,
while vodng in favour, we nevertheless feel rhai this
amendment is inadequate,.in pan ambiguou-s,_and rhat
in certain aspects its wording is redohut of the nega-
tive thinking of some Member States. Ve therefore

commit ourselves rc raise the problem again in the
House so that it can be given the consideration it
desenres, a genuine debate held and the Council and
Commission and the other insdtutions in rhe Com-
muniry called upon rc shoulder finally and unequivo-
cally, their responsibilities.

(Appkusefrom the Commtnist andAllies Group)

Mrs Veil (L). - (FR) Mr President, taking the floor
in this House today, I canno[ help feeling that we
never stop repeating ourselves. And it is rather dis-
tressing to think that this problem of enlargement,
bound up with the other problems of the Community,
has got caught up in the same kafkaesque circle - and
I think we really can say that - as many orher prob-
lems.

Although we have now ser a date for enlargemenq and
a very precise one at that, we have a definite feeling of
moving backwards instead of forwards.

However, speaking on behalf of the Liberal Group, I
must stress the imponance our group has always
attached to Spain and Ponugal's accession ro rhe
Communiry.

As I said, we had numerous debates on rhis subject
during the previous legislative period, but all the same
I believe it would nor be wasring rime ro spell out once
more the positions we have always maintained on this
lssue.

First, there is our basic position in favour of enlarge-
ment. And I would like to say that our suppon is all
the greater the more Europe is threatened by intcrna-
tional tension. For years, the people of Spain and Por-
tugal have hoped to benefit from the guaranrces and
protress which the Communiry embodies for the citi-
zens of our 10 countries. The totalirarian regimes to
which they were subjected did not allow rheir coun-
tries rc belong rc rhe Community which, as you said,
Mr Natali, is something rarher different from an
economic community and a simple grouping of finan-
cial interests. You also said that the Community was
consanrly trying to establish the basis for a joint
future. Ve can only give our full backing to this point
of view.

Ve also know that rhe Communiry - and this House
has stressed this poinr on numerous occasions -wanrcd m be nor just a cultural Communiry but a
Community of basic rights endeavouring to ensure
respect for the personal righs of the citizens of all our
countries. That is why, now rhat Spain and Portugal
have had all their democratic rights reinstated, these
rwo countries should be able [o entrr the Communiry,
and should not have the feeling that their wishes are
being ignored, and our Communiry is closed rc rhem.
It would be dangerous for them and for us, because
the stability of their democracy represenr a guarantee
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for the Communiry. Even if these democracies have
slowly become stabilized, discouraging any move to
try to destabilize them, we cannot ignore the people
who dream of revening to the former situation or
others who hope to embroil these countries in new
adventures. Need I remind you that these countries
have a right to enter the Communiry? Therefore, we
are in favour for this reason alone.

However, if we are in favour of enlargement and
really want the Communiry to function as well as pos-
sible, this Communiry must be capable of genuinely
responding rc the aspirations of all its citizens: it must
be in a position to function effectively. It must also be
possible for enlargement rc take place, if not in perfect
conditions, then at least in reasonable conditions, with
each pany assuming its own responsibilities. This is

vital since we believe the Communiry is a precious
asset, imposing obligations and responsibilities on all
of us.

In this regard, and I am not afraid of srying it - my
speech on this point will perhaps be rather different
and less optimistic than those of previous speakers -the negotiations now appear to be in a bad state and
enlargement is at risk as a result. I must say that what
Commissioner Natali said today about the Commis-
sion's efforts in the negotiations hardly reassured me:
there urere many unceftainties in what he said. I do
not intend, either, to forget what Mr Thorn, the Presi-
dcnt of the Commission, has had to say on several
occasions over the past f€w months with regard to the
Communiry budget.

I will be told of course that it is not just a question of
money. \7e know this and I said just now that the
Community is a communiry of fundamental rights, a
cultural cornmuniry. \7e also know that it is in grave
financial difficulties. Members will recall the debarcs
we have had for years on this issue - Dubliri, Stutt-
gan, Athens and Brussels, to name just a few. Some
may have nunured a litde hope after Fontainebleau,
but others were more sccpticd.

Ve also know how disillusioned the people of Europe
are when day-to-day problems are not settled, and
there is a feeling that the Community is about to break
up. The fine speeches are of course all very well but
we know, too, that they are not enough for our fellow
citizens who have to face up to real difficulties. They
hear about budgetary problems - in fact they never
stop hearing about them! But it is thc same govern-
ments who are coming to us today and srying we
really must sign, who are prepared to make hardly any
compromises on these budgetary problems.

Vell, we cannot tell our people, '\7e arti going to
carry on regardless. The money is unimponant, we
must show that our heara are in the right place; we
must be generous and show a bit more idealism! The
only way is forwards and there is no alternative to
signing. Ve shall see what happens; let Spain and Por-

tugal join.' I would say that, at the point we have
reached, we have no right to do so because we have
been given no assurance as far as the budget is con-
cerned. I am drawing attention rc this point because

Mr Thorn told us in this very Chamber where Com-
missioner Natali is sitting today that the planncd
increase in own resources - the 1.40lo which is under
discussion - has already been fully absorbed by the
financial problems of the Ten. \7e know this perfectly
rrell. Now when qre ask, 'How are we going to pay for
the enra cost of enlargement?', there is no reply.
'!7hen we ask the Commission how much enlargement
is going to cost, we are told, 'Ve cannot put a figure
on it for the moment, because we do not know what
the terms of the agricultural agreements will be or how
long the netotiations vrill ake'.

Now I would like to be very frank: I do not think this
is a responsible approach. This applies both to the
Council and to us if we rush into this matter without
knowing where we are heading. And above all we
would not be adopdng a responsible approach mwards
our fellow citizens. Ve have no right to use this dou-
ble talk.

Small wonder that the people of Europe are disap-
pointed and disillusioned by the Communiry! How
could they have confidence in their European polid-
cians, whether in this House or at the Council, when
they see them, as it were, signing a blank cheque for
the future?

I ask you, 'Vho is going to pay for the future of
Europe?'. Is it those towards whom the Community
has already undenaken commitments - commitments
which cannot be kept - for example the farmers? Is it
those who hope to receive aid from the Social Fund as

compensation for the disasters creatcd by essential re-
s!ructuring, and who cannot benefit from the voca-
donal training they hoped to receive? Could the Esprit
project, which we are finding so difficult to finance,
inspire any enthusiasm in them? But where is the
money to finance it? Somebody should tell us because

I think there is a contradicdon between what we are
told has been settled and what has actually been done.
Ve can see it in the 1984 budget about which we were
rcld, 'Everything will be settled after Fontainebleau'.
'\7e thought we vere finally going to be able to deal
with new topics and that the Communiry had slightly
easier times ahead of it. Not at all! !7e already know
that for 1984 and 1985 there is a gap which cannot be

filled. \7e are then told 'For 1985 there is a solution:
let us go ahead and increase our own resources, let us

raise them immediately o 1.40/o and then we will be
able rc absorb the increase in the budget for 1985'. But
this is clear proof that we need the 1.40lo for the Com-
muniry of Ten before enlargement comes into it.

However, that does not mean we must abandon
enlargement. It simply means that when we have ambi-
dons, we need the means to fulfil them! Once more,
we see here as c/e see at the Council that everybody is
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ready to move forward, werybody has grand designs
and great ambitions, but when it comes to payrng,
there is nobody there. This is completely irresponsible!
Our budget represerts 2.50/o of the budgets of all the
countries in the Communiry, a point which the people
of Europe do not realize, and with this 2.5010, ure want
to perform miracles for l2 countries. It is not possible:
it is irresponsible. If it is our wish, and it is indeed that
of the Liberal Group, that enlargement should be pos-
sible and be done properly, we must treat the budget
issue in a responsible manner and realize that the
planned increase in own resources will not enable us to
achieve this, and that these issues, whether we like it
or not, are linked. This is the only way the Com-
muniry can move forward and be a Community in
which we can maintain our confidence. It is precisely
because we have confidence in it and love it that we
are calling for a responsible approach and for this
problem rc be solved first of all.

(Apphtse)

Mr Barrett (RDE). - Mr President, I also welcome
the proposed accession of Spain and Ponugal to the
Community, and I was glad to hear the President-in-
Office of the Council say here this evening that
30 September was no longer the deadline for negotia-
tions.

I suggest that the Community also needs rc ackle its
existing internal problems and to agree to provide
additional funding to meet new demands on existing
policies because of che increase in the size of the Com-
muniry. In panicular, there is a need for a long-term
solution to the problem of financing the Communiq/s
budgeary requirements from its own resources.

The Commission has calcularcd that Spain and Ponu-
gal's accession will result in an overall net increase in
expenditure of besween 50/o and 7010, assuming that
existing spending policies are continued. At present
some Member States do not appear to have the politi-
cal will to face future requirements of the budger of
the Communiry of Ten. Can we be sure that increased
net funding of the magnitude required for a Com-
muniry of Twelve will be forthcoming?

At present, the CAP is under continuing amack from
strong consumer intcrests in the Communiry because
of i.ts effects on food prices and because of huge sur-
pluses in some food products. The expansion of the
Communiry will result in increased surpluses in Medi-
terranean products, such as wine, olive oil, lemons,
etc., while increased demands for nonhern products
such as beef and milk will not be sufficient to eliminate
existing surpluses in these items.

In global terms, rhe accession of Spain and Ponugal
will increase the Communiq/s utilized agricultural
area by 340/0, the added value of agriculture by 24o/o,
while the number of consumers will only increase by

180/0. The proportion of workers engaged in agricul-
ture in Spain and Portugal is far higher than the Com-
muniq/s average, while their income is considerably
below the Community average.

The Communiry adopted a common fisheries policy in

January 1983 which is at best a fragile and much criti-
cized policy. Fish prices have fallen dramatically in
recent times. In my own country, prices have fallen in
real terms by 520/o since 1979, while costs have
increased by 300/0. In addition, fish stocks are decreas-
ing dramatically in much of the Communiry waters.
The accession of Spain and Portugal will result in a

substantial increase in the numbers of fishing vessels,

in fishing capacicy, in fish producdon for human con-
sumption, and will result in increased pressure on
existing fish srccks. Unless serious account is taken of
these questions during the negotiations, the existing
fishing industry in the Communiry may well suffer a
permanent decline.

It is my contention that the existing Regional Fund is
too small to tackle seriously the existing regional
inequalities within the Communiry of Ten. According
to the Commission's second periodic report on the
regions of Europe, regional disparities in production
levels did not diminish during the 1970s and are still
very marked. Again, according to the Commission, the
regions with the most serious problems are situated on
the periphery of the Communiry and include Ireland,
Corsica . . .

President. - Mr Barrett, I am sorry to interrupt you,
but you have exceeded your speaking time.

Mrs Piermont (ARC). - (DE) Mr President, we
have already heard a lot of talk about specific prob-
lems and difficulcies and about the budgetary ques-
tions. On behalf of the Green Alrcrnative European
Link I would like to highlight three of the many prob-
lems in order to clarify some fundamental misgivings.

Firstly, Spain and Ponugal are to be subjeced to the
common agricultural policy and all its aims, as laid
down in the EEC Treaty. These include increased
productivity, so-called technological progress, chemi-
cal and biological rationalizadon, reduced employ-
ment - here as well - in orher words a realignment
towards the structurally and financially srong large
farms promoted by the EEC. \7ho cares that this puts
the kibosh on the Ponuguese land reform, which was
a result of the return rc democracy supposedly wel-
comed by all democratic powers? Certainly not the
agricultural machinery concerns or the food and
chemical industries who sense juicy new spoils in Spain
and Ponugal, afrcr enthusiasm for their products has
subsided in central Europe because of, among other
reasons, the adverse effects on health and the environ-
ment. Only when small and medium-sized farms in
Spain and Ponugal go rc rhe wall in drbves, and rhe
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tide of unemployment, which has already reached
200/0, reaches flood proportions, will yet another
country be deeply convinced of the blessings of EEC
membership. Secondly, the prospects also appear
gloomy from an ecological point of view. For example,
Spanish ecologists say the EEC is pressing for the
clearing of a further approximately I million hectares
of olive groves because of the already unsetded olive
oil problems - a million hectares of woodland corre-
sponds to about one seventh of the woodland of the
Federal Republic of Germany. Thus we maliciously
and rysrcmatically reduce the possibiliry of hibernation
for our songbirds, who do afur all feed on insect
pesm. Goethe was in a position to write: the little birds
in the wood are silent. In the future these words will
become meaningless. The woods are dfng off, there
will no longer be birds to sing or remain quiet, nor will
there be silence because the humming of flies and mos-
quitos day and night s,ill drive us mad, unless we
over-retaliate with chemicals. Ve are at rhe same [ime
well on the way towards following in the footsteps of
the ancient Romans. One of their most famous deeds
was the systematic felling of rees in the regions which
they conquered. The completely bare rocks and land-
scape around the Mediterranean are a triburc ro rhem
rcday. Do we wish to be immortalized in such a man-
ner?

Thirdly, this is a Parliament and not a barrachs.
According m the Treaties the European Communiry is
a civilian union. But theory and practice do not coin-
cide. For example, Chancellor Kohl, on a visit to Spain
in May, voiced the opinion that for him membership
of the EEC and membership of NATO belong
rctether. Europe's businessmen cannot march separ-
ately from Europe's soldiers. Is it not a scandal that
the promise of accession to the EEC should be used as

a means rc press for agreement rc unpopular NATO
membership? This pressure is exened by EEC govern-
ments on the government of Spain which, rrue to the
pecking order, exefis pressure to rdin over its whole
population. Mice are caught with bacon, even if the
bacon is not of first-class qualiry. The promised refer-
endum on NATO membership becomes more and
more dilurcd or fades silently from memoqy. It is the
Spanish people who are left caught in rhe trap. Thus,
little by little, the borders of the EEC and NATO
countries coincide more and more. Turkey, which is a
NATO member with a military regime and harbours a
desire to join the EEC, can also be included in this
context. The converse is also true; Ausria, which
according to Mr Zahorka has expressed an interest in
EEC membership, has met with litde response,
because it wishes to remain neutral.

'![e in the Green Aluirnative European Link would
like to see a Europe in which the blocs do not grow
sronger and more closely allied, but rather disband,
while the EEC, apan from other consideradons, finds
its way back to its civilian role and cont€nts itself with
this. Ve have thus tabled a motion for a resolution to
the effect that the Spanish and Portuguese peoples

should decide themselves, by means of a referendum,
free from political, military and economic pressure, on
the issue of membership of NATO and their possible
accession to the EEC, and in full awareness of the
dangers and problems involved. Ve wish to use all our
capabilities and imagination in order rc ensure that,
despite the secrecy of the Brussels bureacracy, nothing
is kept hidden from them.

(Scauered apphuse)

Mr dOrmesson (DR). (FR) P'ny attempt at
enlarging the Community under the erroneous pretext
that a transitional period of lOyears would allow
obstacles to be removed and differences to be settled
would cause serious harm to France, Italy and Greece
and destroy the basis for the common agricultural
policy and hence the Community itself.

It is in the interests of the 10 Member States, and first
and foremost Spain and Portugal, that we should
reorgnize the Community's financing, draw up rules
to protect the Member States' Mediterranean produc-
tion and finally plan budget resources in line with new
needs. The success of enlargement depends on a solu-
tion being found to these problems.

If the contributions of the Member States are not
based on new and lasting provisions, Spain's entry will
create a new problem, in which case there is no know-
ing whether she will stop trading with South America
to take advantage of Community preference.

I am in favour of the contributions of the Member
States being re-esablished to provide a better balance
of national effons, aking account of both agricultural
and industrial resources.

The accession of Spain and Ponugal poses the prob-
lem of applying a policy of guaranteed prices and a

withdrawal poliry for olive oil, fruit, vegetable and
wine surpluses, and its financing will be rendered more
difficult by the treaties we have signed with eight of
the Mediterranean countries.

Finally, I would like to point out that the extension of
the common fishing zones will create a new problem
and that we cannot arrive at a satisfactory solution
with Spain only covering the Mediterranean region.

The Commission estimates the exffa cost of enlarge-
ment at 15 to 200/o of the Communiq/s annual budget.
Ir would be more accurar.e ro take the figure of 200/o in
view of the trend of the common agricultural market.
However, rules will also have to be drawn up to main-
tain the legitimate rights of French, Italian and Greek
producers to carry on their professions after enlarge-
ment.

On this point, I would like to express once more my
own indignation and that of my group following rhe
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Commission's proposal to reducc our vineyards by
some 250lo in France and 200/o in Italy. I would remind
you that wine production could bc sharply reduced by
introducing a viticulturd land registcr in the produc-
ing countries, by defining rose vine and its designa-
tion, since coupage of ros6 crine is not dlowed, and by
creating a Communiry anti-fraud service.

Although these proposals have been adopted by this
House, they have never seen the light of day. \7e shall
not maintain or enlarge the Community by destroying
pan of its agricultural heritage. This idea is intrinsi-
cally repugnant.

Must we abandon enlargement, therefore? Cenainly
not. 'We mu$ first of all lay down thc conditions and
sct the common agricultural policy bick on its course
of expansion and conqucst of markea. In Africa, for
example, there is a potcntial market for vast agro-
foodstuff surpluses because the population of Africa
will double by the end of the ccntury whilst agricul-
tural production declines. However, in order to supply
such a market, there mu$ be a solvent demand at each
end. Aid presupposes market profits, and this is where
the problem lies. And here a new definition of the
lom6 agreements could provide new possibilides and a

new boost to enlargement - an enlargement which
would increase the Communiq/s influence, the influ-
ence of Europe as a whole and the condidons for her
security. As a result, Europe will be in a bettcr position
to help the Eastern nations to throur off their shackles
and rejoin their European brothers.

(Applarse from the igbt)

IN THE CFIAIR: POUL MOLLER

Vce-Presidert

Mr Happart (NI). - (FR) Mr President, this is my
maiden speech in dris Assembly and I shall try to re-
spect the ways and customs of the House; I would also
ask you to make allowances.

I am of course in favour of Spain and Ponugal joining
the Communiry because I am a convinced European
and because all the countries which apply for member-
ship must be offered the possibiliry of joining our
Communiry. However, I am a farmer and as such -and enough has been said here already on this point -in my profession I shall be subjected to the competi-
tion of fruit and vegeables from Spain and Ponugal.
But I am in favour of the acccssion of these counrries,
whilst being aware that this will mean having rwo
more Italies, in other words, rrro more southern Euro-
pean countries on our hands. Now as eve{fone knows,
the southern regions are poorer than those of the
nonh. Is it not therefore time to take advantage of

Spain and Ponugal's acccssion in order to stop for a

moment to reflect on the rype of Europe we want to
have?

Do we want a Europe of men and women or a Europe
of capital, a Europe where capital hides behind
national selfishness and egocentricity?

The mro-der Europc that has oftcn been discussed is

in my view a bad thing. As a man of the Left, how can
I justify the nonh being ueated the same as the south
whilst being awarc of the disparities in income
between the nonh and south for the same social and
economic catcgories? If we are to be honest, the rich
countries, in other words the countries of the nonh,
must pay for the poor countries of the south. There
must be European solidarity otherwise there will be no
Europe. Ve must take a European taxpayeCs view of
the efforts to be made, but in politics as elsewhere we
must be courageous and accept responsibility for the
decisions we take. Ve would not dare to vot€ for the
accession of Spain and Portugal to the Community
and at the same time refuse to release the funds it
involved.

I believe I have used up my speaking time, but to con-
clude I shall say that since ve are at what is a uming
point for the future of Europe, the Community will
either develop into a supranatibnal entity or it will not.
In my view we cannot remain consandy at the mercy
of the sudden changes in mood of one tovernment,
that of the Unitcd Kingdom, for example.

Prcsidcnt. - Mr Happart, you are a new Member, so
I will not intcrvene. You too more or less kept to your
speaking timc, but speaking time is one of the things
we insist should be respected most in this House, if we
iue to get through our work. You will come to realize
that later.

Mrs Pery (S). - (FR) Mr President, I would like to
make a positive contribution to this dcbatc, and I will
begin by describing the unambiguous stance adoptcd
by the French Presidency, which would like the nego-
tiations with the applicant countries to be conducted
so as to allow the accession date of 1 January 1986 to
be adhered rc. The European Council in Fontaine-
bleau made this clear and the decision to increase the
Communiqy's own resourc€s should allow this com-
mitment to be met.

The negodations with Portugal are practically con-
cluded and we are pleased about this. The talls being
conducted with Spain sdll involve a few points of disal
treement which we all have a dury ro resolve, espe-
cially since there was a meeting of the Ten in Dublin
yesterday to revive negotiations with Spain across rhe
board. Unfortunatcly, I believe no substantial progress
rras made. I shall nor deal with each of the items caus-
ing problems, especially those rc do with social aspects
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and free circulation of workers or the agricultural
issues. I shall confine myself to two highly sensitive
subjects: wine and fisherics, since there has not been
sufficient discussion of rhis latter point in the negotia-
tions.

Not all the Commission's proposals dealing with the
wine-growing issue can be accepted in their present
form. The recommended destruction of vineyards
affects the very stnrcture of wine-growing activities
and dependent economic activities.

Although Parliament has already made its views
known on this subject, in that we are in favour of pre-
serving a social and economic balance for agricultural
holdings, these destructuring measures could end up
by being simply a winding-up programme. And the
effects of these measures would be too late in view of
the difficuldes already facing the Community and of
Spain's accession.

'S7e must try to achieve the best possible conrol of
producdon and rationalization of the market. The set-
ting of a hectare guaranrce threshold and low-priced
distilling seem to me to be more suitable for achieving
the ts/o specified objectives. A funher advantage of
these proposals is that they can be supported by the
two applicant countries. For some years now, Spain
has tried to keep its hectare producdon under conrrol
with a much lower yield than that of the Community.
Nevenheless, Spanish whe-growers produce a surplus
of 5 million hectolitres pcr year. Disdlling in the Com-
munity is carried out at 60 or 650/o of the guide price
whereas the production cost in Spain is less than 500/o

of our guide price.

It is therefore urgent that we should adapt the existing
system and spell out the Communiq/s position in
order to be able to negotiatc with Spain as quickly as

possible. Ve shall follow these negodations very
closely.

The other subject is fisheries. I shall draw anention to
a few major ircms without entering into technical
details. I myself have actcd as rapporreur to Parliament
on this issue. Spain has a fleer which is two-thirds the
size of the Community flect and therefore the social,
economic and political imponance of the fishing
industqy to that country is undeniable. Nevenheless,
the 10 Community countries signed the agreement of
January 1983 defining our Communiry poliry and thus
establishing a significant acquis allowing fishing
resources to be kept in balance in Communiry waters.
The Commission's proposals to Spain spelled out rhe
basic Community position, including the acquis com-
m*naataire, and was supported by us, but they have so
far met with Spain's total refusal.

I would like to express my anxiery at this point in view
of the complexiry of the decisions to be taken, which
do not appear to be ready to be taken yet. It is true
that behind the technical measures of fishing quotas or

access to fishing zones, the issue in question is the
future of 100 000 Spanish fishermen, including many
Basques, which does not simplify the problem for
Spain bccause this adds a political dimension to it.

It is understandable rhar the Spanish Government
should sometimes appear to be less eager than some
Community countries to bring the negotiations to a
conclusion and that it should prefer to wait a few
more months rc try to alleviate the sacrifices it will
have to agree to.

I think we must take into account the applicant coun-
tries' legitimate rights. I also believe we must defend
what we have achieved so far within the Community.
It is also a question of the existence of the small-scale,
semi-industrial and industrial-scale fishing industries
of our Community, the balance of resources and hence
the very future of the European fishing industry.

Finally, whatever technical and political decisions are
taken, I would like to sress once more before this
Assembly the need to dwelop monitoring activities at
sea and on land to ensure that the law remains the
same for everyone.

On several occasions over the past three years, Mr
Sutra and I have spoken in this House rc draw the
attention of the authorities to the need to prepare
these negotiations as carefully as possible. I would
now like to say that, in the rush of the final stage, it
should not be the interests of the fishermen or farmers
that should be sacrificed. The difficulties I have now
outlined do not cast any doubt on our commitment
towards the applicant countries. The defence of
democracy and the polidcal imponance of enlarge-
ment have been recognized as the major element
which must govern our decisions. To conclude, I
would like to say once more how irnponant it is to
keep to the planned date for accession even if this
means the Community must conclude the negotiations
with the rwo applicant countries separately. I7e shall
succeed with plenry of political will, a sense of solidar-
ity and mutual acoeptance of the efforts to be shared,
together xrith the necessaqy financial means.

IVIr Penders (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, the
enlargement issue covers three facors: the increase in
the number of Member States, additional own
resources and new policies in new sectors.

Recent meetings of the European Council have made
it clear that the question of additional ovn resources
goes hand in hand with the accession of Spain and
Portugal. That does not necessarily mean to say,
though, that extra money will guarantee a smooth,
efficient, ordered and'Eansparent' accession process.
In view of the paralysis affecting the negotiations at
the present time, and the reasons for rhar stare of
affairs, serious doubr are bound rc arise as to whether
anphing will come in the Communiry of new policies
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in such fields as the Regional Fund, the Social Fund
and the Esprit programme. There is a danger of the
economic recovery being placed in jeopardy by
enlargement and the accession of new Member States.
In view of the exisdng and looming surpluses, mainly
in agriculture, but in other sectors too - and I am
thinking here panicularly of the steel industry - it is
logical and, indeed, essendal for us to seek to slow
down the accession procedure for Spain and Ponugal.
But if we do so, is it then reasonable for the present
10 Member States not to apply restraint themselves?
No, Mr President, what is sauce for the goose is surely
sauce for the gander. There is no getting away from it

- in a number of fields we shall have to take a close
look at what the enlarged Communiry of Twelve is
likely rc produce, bearing in mind of course imports
and exports and the fact that there is still such a thing
as a world market. It would, after all, be cruelly ironic
if we were on the one hand to cclebrate the accession
of Spain and Portugal as forming a bridge to Latin
America and, on the other hand, cut off impons of
Argentinian meat. The deprcssing thing of course is
that nationalistic thinking will then once again become
rampant, at precisely the moment when the Com-
muniry is coming to realize that our decision-making
mechanisms must be improved and the Council take
more majoriry decisions.

There is of course one logical - albeit disastrous -alternative. If we can agree on nothing more at all,
who knows - perhaps something good will come our
of the ensuing chaos in Europe apris le ddlage. That
kind of approach, though, is something my group
categorically rej ects.

There is one other 'solution', which is to block the
accession issue and not let Spain and Ponugal in.
That, though, is impossible for three reasons. Firstly,
the restoration of democracy in Spain and Ponugal
was made possible panly by the prospect of Com-
muniry membership. Secondly, negodarions have been
going on for too long now - five-and-a-half years -for us to break them off at this stage. And thirdly, Mr
President, let us not forget that Spain is now a member
of NATO, and that, if we were rc block Community
membership for Spain, Madrid would pull out again.
In the current tense and unstable atmosphere in which
Europe is feebly and hesitantly trying rc develop a

securiry profile of its own, that would be a highly
negative developmenu In other words, it is just nor on.

Fonunately the negotiations have served to clear the
air. In the course of the talks, it has become clear ro
the present Member States rhat many of the obstacles
to accession lie with us rather than with the applicant
countries.

As Flora Lewis said in the Herald Tribune, the Com-
munities still have a magnetic field, but they obey the
laws of physics. And as a magnetic field grows it
becomes less powerful. That is what we must resisr.

\7e ought to be welcoming Madrid and Lisbon into a

dynamic Communiry, and not into the Augean stables.

(Appkusefion the ceilre)

Mr Provan (ED). - Mr President, let me say at the
ou$et that I am committed to, and fully endorse, the
accession of Spain and Portugal to the Communiry.
Mr Arndt said that they have a right to be members. I
believe that they also have a requirement to accept the
disciplines that we accept as members of this Com-
muniry.

kt me deal this afternoon with two specific problems

- agriculture and fisheries. Both Spain and Portugal
are much more dependent on their agricultural sector
than the rest of the Community as a whole. The Ten's
agriculture conriburcs 3.90/o to the gross domestic
product, whilst Spain's conributes 90/o and Ponugal's
14.50/0. This shows the level of the problem that we
have to face in the Communiry, especially as self-suffi-
cienry in Mediterranean products will grow rapidly.
On the other hand, in the shoner term accession will
help achieve a better balance in the sectors which are
causing a certain amount of difficulry in the Com-
munity at the present time. Vith some sectors now
accepdng enforced disciplines and the economic and
budgetary consequences that these entail, it will be
necessary to ensure fairness throughout the Com-
muniry and an ercension of those disciplines to other
sec[ors that will become sensitive after enlargement.
Both wine and olive oil present panicularly difficult
problems crithin the budgetary possibilities even after
the expected'own-resources' increase to 1.40/0.

Another key question will be the increase in the area
of agricultural land as a result of irrigation pro-
trammes. Estimatcs sugtest that by 1990, l.zmillion
hectares of new land rrill be available for production,
one-third of this being in Spain. If, as is expected, this
land is used for fruit and vegetables, it may be
extremely disrupdve. At present, fruit and vegetables
account f.or 250/o of agricultural output in Spain. In
addition to internal European Communiry difficulties,
this will provoke problems wirh the rest of the Medi-
terranean basin and with the United Sntes of America.

\Thilst the agricultural sector presenrs cenain financial
difficulties, the fisheries sector cannot be bought off.
The severe scarcity of our own fish resources and the
recently-negodated common fisheries policy, which is
still in a very delicatc and fragile state of development,
make this impossible. Some warning shots were fired
earlier this year - as I am sure everyone recalls - in
the Bay of Biscay. There is no way that political goals
can be realized to the advantage of all if this is done by
sacrificing one of the Communiq/s key secbrs, fisher-
ies, which has caused so much internal tension in the
recent Past.

Our fishermen need to be reassured that after 1992 the
rights that they have gained within rhe l2-mile-limit
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zones will remain in force. The Spanish fleet will also
not benefit from funds allocated to existing Com-
muniry fleets for restructuring. \7e in tlc UK have
had m face the scrapping of our deep-water fleets, and
I believe that the Spanish should be thinking of the
future now.

The Communiry, on the other hand, must maintain
and, indeed, strengthen the Spanish opponunities
around the world, based on the common fisheries
policy.

To sum up, Mr President, my commitment and
endorsement cannor be made at any cost. I am con-
vinced that if we do not succeed now in settling the
rcrms of entry correcrly, then not only shall we be
storing up problems for the future but we shall also
recreate the paralysis that has afflicted this Com-
munity for the last 10 years.

Mrs De March (COM). - (FR) Mr President, this
House has already debated the issue of enlargement in
great deail, back in November 1982. Ve are tackling
the matter afresh today.

Vell, for me, to speak truthfully means recalling rhar
the negodations have been conducted in the dark,
without the nadonal parliamentarians, nor the Euro-
pean parliamentarians, nor rhe populations affected
really having the necessary information. Cuts are
planned on both sides of rhe furenees in productive
capacity, in agriculture, in industry, with repercussions
on jobs and the economy in many regions. But the
negotiatc,rs hide this from those who will have to pay
the price.

Through our comments and our acrions at all levels
we have achieved grearer rransparency, and, in spite of
everything, clariry has been obtained about the risks of
enlargement which has helped make the populations
affected aware of these dangers. Today we are told
that this is an obstacle Mr Natali used these
words a few minutes ago. In actual fact, many grains
of sand have got inro rhe negotiation mechanism and
are making it squeak, as rhe Commission and the
Council have just admimed in their sraremenr.

The anificial euphoria of Fontainebleau, which was
nothing more than a prychological and political play
to accelerarc the process, has misfired. The negotiators
can no longer content rhemselves with declarations of
intcnt, and the Commissioner now tells us we musr
make our words and deeds match. \7ell, let us put our
cards on the table. The only thing is rhat each
upturned card gives rise to new contradictions within
the Community, between the Community countries
and between the applicant counrries. The analyses, the
forecasts made by the French Communist Members of
this House are often proving to be correct. Moreover,
in our regions - and I consult them - the farmers
and wine-growers, who are clear in their actions and
thinking, support our approach of trudr and courage.

In addition, the applicant countries, deluded by diver-
sionary talk about consolidating democracy, are shrt-
ing to become disenchanted, because they see that the
most ardent champions of enlargement now appear to
be refusing rc pay the price. And another thing: we are
still waiting - as a Member of this House said just a

few minutes ago - for a realistic estimate of the price,
especially since the Community is bogged down in a
serious budgetary crisis.

Many arguments justifying enlargemenr have col-
lapsed one after the other. It has just been smted that it
is not the right time to go into the details of rhe propo-
sals, which - it is claimed - are a matter for the
Member States alone. Of course the governments, rhe
nations, have a right of inspection. But let us speak
here about restoring the balance of the Communiry
towards the South. As regards wine-growing, hasn'r
the executive Commission just proposed rc the Coun-
cil that it recommend large-scale grubbing-up of Com-
munity vineyards, the permanent abandonmenr -which would be supponed and subsidized - of over
200 000 hecares in order rc make way for Spanish
wine? \Vhat will become of the agricultural regions in
the south-east? Is this respecdng the Communiry pari-
mony and the Treades?

These plans are unaccepable. Guaranrced threshholds
are envisaged for olive oil, fruit and vegetables.
Instead of restoring the balance, we are going. to
accentuate the imbalances between products and
between regions. The opening of new markets in the
applicant countries remains hypothetical, and the
applicant countries have still not given any commir-
ment to abandon their current tradirional trade flows
dominated by the United States. Is this solidariry? fu
for preconditions and tuarantees, one can judge their
efficacity by the proposals of the Commission, which
recommends lifting quantitadve impon restricrions ro
help Spanish expons to the Communiry.

I have almost finished. Under these conditions we do
not think that the issue of enlargemenr has been finally
setded or that it is an inevitable process. Ve believe
that instead of enlargemenr, which will lead to a level-
ling-down - something conrrary to rhe Treary -*rere should be a genuine policy of mutually advanta-
geous cooperation with the applicanr countries. I
believe that cooperation is our future and would avoid
our having to warch the Communiry break up.

Mr Musso (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is not principles which are being ques-
tioned today. Neither is it Europe's political uniry
which is being questioned, and it is not we who are
calling it into question - on the contrary. However, it
is for the very sake of this political uniry that we say
one cannot adhere to the deadlines chosen. They were
chosen without due consideration and in an arbitrary
manner. If we keep to them we will achieve the oppos-
ite of what we are aiming for. Indeed, given the pres-
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ent state of things, have you given serious thought to
the consequcnces of membership on the datc now
fixcd? There are two main ones. Firsdy, in the indus-
trial ficld, it is not known at thc present time - and
no one can tell us, not even the Commission -whether the impact as regards creating jobs will be
positive or negative. It is not known whether such

effecr^s will be regionally concentratcd. Thus we run an

enormous risk in this field, and'we are making Spain

and Ponugd run one too.

Another sector is that of agriculture, which brings me

to the second consequenqe, of which there is no doubt.
Is it realized that there will be very heaqy competitive
pressure duc to large-scale impora of products specific
to thc Meditcrranean region? I am thinking of wine, I
am thinking of olive oil, I am thinking of fruit and
vegetables. Thus the Meditcrranean regions will be

adversely affected, and this will only increase the
existing disparities within the EEC. Funhermore, how
can one ignore the fact that in these two counries the
economic situation is different from that of the EEC?
Unemployment is highcr, as is population growth. The
proponion of jobs in agriculture is very high in these
countries. And lasdy, the intcrnal development level
varies greatly.

Given this situation, where will we end up? In a

Europe of Twelve thc people in less-favoured regions
will be doubled, and the problem of the regions will be

even more chronic than in the past.

By tryrng, under the pret€xt of lofty principles, rc take
the bull by thc horns, as some people have called it, we
will achieve the oppositc of what we ere striving for.
Ve will crcatc serious problems.

Ve want ccnain preconditions to be laid down prior
to acccssion. These conccrn social measures, measures
in the industrial field, measures in agriculture and fish-
ing, as vell as measures for regional policy. And these

measures must be financcd by suitable methods.

Despite all this, we are not calling political union into
question. !7e sincerely want this political union with
Spain and Portugal, because we do not forget that
those who created the EEC {ranted an ever closer
union between the peoples of Europe.

Mr Christcnscn (ARC). - (DA) Mr President, I
speak on behalf of the Danish People's Movement
against Membership of the European Community. Ve
are opposed to the inclusion of new territories in the
European Communiry. Just as ure do not wish to inter-
fere in the affairs of Spain and Portugal, we do not
acccpt interference by them in our affairs. Vhat we
want is free, open cooperadon between all countries,
such as that practised in EFTA and Ponugal's free
trade agreement with the Community, which is a form
of cooperation in profound consrast with the Euro-
pean Communiq/s union model.

'Ve are not opposed rc thcse two counuies ioining the
Community because they are poor. Ve simply notc
that their accession will decisivcly reducc the agricul-
tural, so-called 'Communiqy' bencfits for Denmark
'We note moreover that enlargement will mean that she

Communiry will be oriented funher to the south and
that DenmarlCs gcographicd, political and nadonal
isolation on the pcriphery of the Community will be

accentuatcd.

Enlargement will dter the character of the Com-
munity to such an ext€nt compared with the Com-
muniry Denmark joined in 1972 as to call for a refcr-
endum on the issue, analogous to the one held some

years ago in Francc on the enlargement of the Com-
munity to include thc Unitcd Kingdom, Ireland and

Denmark.

Finally, we would advise Spain and Ponugal to study
the treary proposal with care. They are'welcome to
Denmark's place in this Housc.

President. - I do not suppose that Mr Christcnsen
made his concluding remark on behalf of the Danish
Government.

Mr Alnirentc (DR).- (m M, President, afur thc
splendid speech of my friend Mr d'Ormesson, I could
even forgo my speech, brief though it is, but I feel I
must assume t}e posidve responsibiliry of the Italian
Right which feels that without Spain and to a lesser

degree without Ponugal there can be no Medircrra-
nean Europe capable of offsetting in the Mediterra-
nean thc destructive thrusts which are the stamp of
communism and which all rco often are ignored or
fostered by the so-called real socialism which is in
power in laly, in France and in Spain itself. Ve are
here as Italians and as mcmbers of the European Right
to achieve European unity in real tcrms and thus
achieve the Mediterranean Europe, not as against the
Europe of the North Sea, but certainly with a view to
establishing political, economic and social balancc.

Vhat is needed, essentidly, is (a) to press on with the
negotiations so that by 1985 all the agreements will
have been reached and the national parliaments can
ratify them on schedule and (b) to tackle now the fun-
damental problems which in economic terms are wine
and olive oil while in social terms it is unconuolled
immigration, and (c) to launch clear *'hile at the same

time flexible negotiations which are not aimed at
achieving immediately full agreement but are designed
to prevent genuine disagreement arising since the
alternative, disagreement, i.e. the failure of the nego-
tiations and their indefinite postponement will benefit
nobody other than those defenders of essentially anti-
European interests which are also anti-national. If it is
true, and it is true, that to build the Europe of the
Meditcrranean is a prime conoern of all Europeans
and in particular of those of us who believe in Europe
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as we believe in the nations vhich makc it up civilly
and historicdly, of those who believe in the Europcan
fatherland, of those believe in thcir own Italian father-
land, French fatherland, their own Greek fatherland
and, with respect, of those who do not share our views
and believe in the German fatherland and the British
fatherland, the Danish fatherland and Dutch father-
land, in osher words all the fatherlands of all the Euro-
peans wonhy of such a name.

(Appkrsefron the Group of the Erropean Right)

Mr Llburghs (ND.- @L) Mr President, I welcome
the accession to the European Communiry of Spain
and Ponugal, rwo countries which belong to Europe
and which have a remarkable stage of development
bchind them. They are counries with an imperialistic
pasq like most of the European counuies, but which
have recently developed into social-oriented democra-
cies. There are two poinu I would like to make on this
count.

Firstly, accession brings with it the need for a serious
energy debate. fu a result of the priority which is
being given in Europe to nuclear €n€rg)r'r Spanish
mines are under threat of closure, with all the social
rcpercussions now being felt by the British and Belgian
miners, who are currendy on srike to safeguard their
jobs and ensure secure energy supplies.

The second point I wish to make is that the accession
of Spain and Ponugal might stimulat€ moves towards
democracy in other potential Member States still char-
actrized by violations of human rights, as used to be

the case in Spain and Ponugal. I am thinking in pani-
cular of Turkey.

Of course, the accession of Spain and Ponugal will
bring with it economic problems in the short term.'Ve
are all aware of that. But problems are there rc be

solved; after all, Europe - like man - does not live
from bread alone. In the long Erm, there can be no
doubt that the accession of these rwo countries will sti-
mulate the cultural and social development of Europe
as a porcntial keystone for the harmonious and fair
economic dwelopment of our old continent.

A dynamic and unified Europe will undoubrcdly be in
a position to make a major conribution towards fair
relations with the poor countries of the South with
whom we used to have historical links, not to mension
fostering pcaceful relations with our powerful neigh-
bours.

Mr von &r Vring (S). - (DE) Mr President, since so

many Members of this House are newly elected, we
have to repea;t 

^ 
few things which up till now have

been the commonly shared view of the House on
enlargemenq and have been supported by a large
majority. As far back as the period of Iberian fascism,

rhe Communiry - and this House - promised rc
allow the applicant countries to join when thcy had a
democratic constitution. Spain and Ponugal, we want
to stress this, have a right to join, and it is for them
alone to decide whether tlrey want to join or not' They
have applied, and the overwhelming majority of the
peoples of Spain and Ponugal want to join.

The issue here is not whether joining the EC is desira-
ble from the point of view of the Spanish and
Ponuguese. I would like to stress the remark made by
the Rainbow Group to the effect that we must not
interfere with the developmcnt of opinion in Spain and
Ponugal on this mancr. But for this very reason I have

to reject the resolution put forward by this group,
which demands that these countries hold referendums.
I see a direct contradiction in the resolution wording
when it says that we must demand pledges from the
Spanish Government, whereas we do not have such a
right. On the contrary, they have claims on us.

The Community must not lay down any precondi-
tions, such as that the Communiry must first solve its
internal problems, a thing it is clearly unable to do.
Some confusion has been caused by a recent radio
intendew given by the President of this House on this
mafier. Six years of negotiations are enough. In Stutt-
gan the Heads of State or Government committed
themselves to concluding the negotiations in Septem-
ber 1986. For us there is no reason whatsoever to go
back on this.

'Ve have not conducted the negotiations. '$7'e were
only onlookers. \7e have repeatedly discussed this
with the Commission in the Joint Committee. The
result of these negotiadons will be a product of give-
and-nke by both sides, and not a one-sided affair, that
is certain. The national governments will find this
compromise hard enough to swallow as it is. This
House should guard against formulating conditions or
standing in judgment on them. Ve are getting tired of
new conditions being brought up at each and every
debate. It is our task to press for rapid agreement
besc/een the governments, for the completion of
enlargement. I do not know what the compromise
amendment says, I have not received a copy of it.
However, I am against this House laying down any
conditions regarding the negotiating positions.

Ve should reject the de la Maline resolution, but I am
also worried for the same reason by paragraphs 4 and
5 of the European Democratic Group's otherwise wel-
come resolution, because they remove individual
negotiating points from the context of give-and-take,
and this should not be so.

Ve in this House must stick to the accession date of
1 January 1985, and I am grateful that the President-
in-Office of the Council has also stressed this. Ve
shall have to make fitting preparations for the long-
awaited arrival of our future lberian colleagues.
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'Ve in this House did not take the Stuttgan decision,
but this decision now forms the Communiqy's basis for
accession, and it also conains a link besween enlarge-
ment and raising the 10/o limit. Regardless of whether
we in this House approve this link or nor, it has been
decided. Furthermore, it is an actual fact, since some
national parliaments are firmly resolved to effect both
ratification procedures simultaneously, so that there
will bc no separation of the two at Communiry level.

Thus, our House should affirm afresh its resolve to
accomplish Spain and Portugal's accession on I Janu-
ary 1986. This enlargement is a political task for us, as

Mr Arndt emphasized once again, in the same way
that we regard accomplishment of a democratic Euro-
pean Communiry as a political task. Ve must never
subordinate this political goal to shon-term considera-
don about wine or fish, or suchlike technical problems
or compromises.

This House was the most consistent champion of rhe
Iberian pegples and their righdul claim to join the
Communiry. This should remain so, and I hope no one
will try to thwart tomorro#s vote by some kind of
manoeuvre .

Mr F. Pisoni (PPE). - (m Mr President, first and
foremost I should like to express my whole-heaned
support for Mr Natali's statement. It is in my view
stamped with a sense of realism and responsibility and
it showed Parliament the difficulties which are still
hampering these negotiations. The repon by the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council appeared less clear.
Even if it did confirm the principal ideas it did not dis-
pel some remaining doubts and problems regarding
the attitude of individual Sates.

This evening we have stayed on here to make political
declarations rather than to discuss the meria of the
negotiations themselves and it was right to do so.
\[hat is striking is that these political declarations are
not followed up by coherent action to transform them
inrc firm measures. I,et me say here, as otfiers have
already done, that we wan! these dates rc be res-
pected, the 30th of this month as far as possible and at
all cost lstJanuary 1986.

Having said that we musr take steps ro ensure practical
follow-up measures, as I said before, so that these
darcs can be respected and we can the prevent acces-
sion, which should be an enrichment for all those con-
cerned, i.e. both for the Communiry and for Spain and
Portugal, slowing down the process of cohesion
between the Member States and, what is yrorse,

becoming an even treat€r manifestation of the very
problems we are discussing. There are still too many
unsolved problems so that if we reassen the will to re-
spect the deadlines se[ we must also ask ourselves if
everything is being done - and I call upon all
involved to do ever,,thing they can - to honour rhe
commitments undenaken.

There are problems with regard to own resources and
problems with regard rc agriculture. I should like to
commenr briefly on the latter. Although we have had
many problems with this CAP over the years and are
now debadng in order m find an internal soludon, we
cannot shackle the negotiations by making their out-
come dependent on the soludon of all the agricultural
problems because I fear that that will be tanamount to
denying the whole of the Communities ac4nir or to
passing on the cost of she accession to the Mediterra-
nean counEies, in other words the very countries who
bear the brunt. This is not in our view Communiry
thinking nor in the long term would it be advanta-
geous for Spain or Ponugal. By inviting the Commis-
sion to exercise its imagination, which moreover has

so far not been lacking, and primarily by inviting the
Council of Ministers of the various Member Starcs rc
refrain from repeated statements of principle which
are then not borne out by fact I should like to sress
that we must conduct the negotiations without aspir-
ing to solve all the problems at the outset and allow, in
panicular as regards agricultural and social policy,
Communiry discipline to be extended gradually to
Spain and Ponugal as and when it is modified by us.
On a different level it would be unfair rc make
on-the-spot changes to the CAP and co all our other
policies as I feel this would leave us the poorer but,
what is more important, leave the others dissatisfied.

Mr Kilby (ED). - Mr President, as a new'Member of
Parliament I speak as one who welcomes Spain and
Portugal rc t}e Community, but I also seek reassur-
ances from the Commission that the highly prorcctive
trade barriers which have given Spanish industry in
panicular a grossly unfair advantage over its British
and European competitors will be strictly phased out
over a transitional period of not more than five years.

Vhen the Commission granted such highly favourable
concessions co Spain in 1970-71 in response to that
countr;/s statcd intendon to join the European Com-
muniry, it was recognized by everyone that Spanish
industry was indeed inefficient by European standards
and that some degree of protection of its domesric
market was therefore necessary. But that was 14 ybars
ago. At that time it was also assumed that acccssion
would be achieved within five to seyen years. Spain has
indeed been very fonunate in being able to use this
extended period of protection to build up its local
industries undl many sedors are noxr as big as, some-
times bigger than, those of orher industrial countries
in Europe. By the time a funher five years of phase-
out from accession have passed, Spain will have
enjoyed no less shan 20 years of industrial prorccrion
of its domestic market - at the expense, I might add,
of the European counrries, including 50 OOO jobs losr
in Britain through the manufacturing chain.

But it is not just the Spanish domestic market which
has enjoyed the protcction. Spanish manufactured
products are vinually free rc enter the Bridsh and
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European marke6, whilst their own are protected. The
reassurances I therefore seek from the Commission are
not, I believe, unreasonable. I do not ask for favours
or special treatmenr, only fair and equal competidon
within the Treaty of Rome rules.

Mr Adamou (COM). - (GR) Mr President, it is for
mainly political reasons that Spain and Ponugal are to
join the EEC, and this is why rhe serious negarive
economic consequences which their accession to the
Community will have for all the workers in the fi/o
countries are being disregarded. The political reasons
for accession - as Mr Piermont's motion, which we
also suppon, righdy points out - are also confirmed
by the acdons of the Federal German Chancellor, Mr
Kohl, who visited Madrid last May and laid down as a
condition of accession Spain's conrinued membership
of Nato. This is exactly what happened with Greece.
In order to join the EEC, it had to rerurn to the mili-
ary side of Nato, from which it had withdrawn in
August 1984 after the Nato's shameful role in the
invasion and occupation of the nonhern pan of
Cyprus by Turkish forces. These are examples of bru-
tal interference in the internal affairs of sovereign
states. So it is totally hypocritical to claim that the
EEC is a guiuanrce of democracy and independence
for its Member States.

Greece provides an eloquent example of the economic
consequences that will befall the peoples of Spain and
Ponugal as a result of accession. Greek farmers have
so far buried over a million tonnes of fruit and vegera-
bles, inflation and unemployment have increased, the
sandard of living of working people has fallen drasti-
cally, and their economic situation is going from bad
to worse. lTorking people in rhe EEC Member States,
especially the economically less developped states,
cannot expect anything good from this organization of
rnonopolies in which the rich ter richer and the poor
get poorer and where there are more rhan 15 million
unemployed and officially overTO million poor. This is
why we are surprised at the Greek Government's posi-
tion in favour of enlargement, all the more so since the
accession of Spain will make the position of Greek
farmers even more difficult, since Spain produces large
quantities of agricultural produce of rhe same kind as
that produced by Greece.

Mr President, for all these reasons and on the basis of
Greek experience of joining the Communiry, we mem-
bers of the Greek Communist Pany are against the
accession of Spain and Ponugal, also bearing in mind
that the protressive polidcal forces of these countries
have adopted a position against entry. In addition to
this statement of our posirion, we express our class
solidarity with the working people of Spain and Ponu-
Bal.

Mr Gucrmcur (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as has been said, the solidariry

berween Europe's democratic peoples should be prom-
oted. No nation belonging to our common vest€rn
civilization should be excluded from the polirical
union which we have ser as the final goal of our
endeavours. The countries of southern Europe have a
right, as do those of the nonh which we represent
here, [o cooperation in the interest of their peoples'
social progress. In our view, the membership applica-
tion now under discussion is fully in line vith this legi-
timate right.

But this having been said, it is not right for the Com-
munity to run the risk of ruin by unwisely taking on
new problems with the arrival of new members, espe-
cially at a time when it is finding it difficult to solve
the problems it already has. And yet it is precisely this
dangerous prospect which the European Council has
accepted in a lightheaned manner, arbitrarily fixing a
final date for concluding the negoriations on Spanish
and Ponuguese accession to our Communiry. In arro-
gantly deciding that the discussion phase would come
to a close at the end of September, and that the new
members would join the EEC on l Januaqy 1985, the
Council Presidency and the governments forgot - or
perhaps even brushed aside - a principle we musr
regard as fundamental: no-one joins a club until he
has complied with its rules.

Our House must point our in no uncertain terms this
essential requirement, explaining this demand with
sound and specific reasons. Agriculture offers incon-
tesable reasons, especially in the field of wine, oil,
fruit, vegetables, and pig production. My colleague
Mr Musso referred to rhem only a few moments ago,
and we know them well.

In the few minures allowed my group I can only stress
rwo unacceptable consequences stemming from an
enlargement undenaken in haste, without prior guar-
antee of the legitimate rights acquired by the Ten. The
first consequence: rhe European fishing sector is ser-
iously threatened by the entry of the Spanish fishing
fleet into Communiry warers as long as no assurance
has been formally given, or received, that fish stocks
will not be subjeced to additional depletion incompa-
dble with natural replacemenr of the species. The
Communiry fish pond is still in a delicate srare. 'Ve
must, at this time, maintain the balance happily
crearcd by the common fisheries policy. The survival
of coastal occupations in Europe will depend, basi-
cally, on Communiry firmness againsr unreasonable
exploitation of our narural resources.

The second consequence: even now'the Social Fund
and the Regional Fund are totally inadequate to keep
pace with and compensate for the technological
changes linked to industrial advances. Ir is known that
the EEC has 13 million jobless. This intolerable situa-
tion calls for social solidarity, and involves the Com-
munity in expendinrre which, of necessity, is rapidly
rising. And now the arrival of new Member Sarcs -whose courage in the struggle for progress we mosr
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cenainly know abouq as we do about the large funds
needed to ensure thcir regional dwelopmcnt - this
arrival means an extra financial burden for the Com-
munity, and one which far exceeds the money cur-
rendy allocated rc the ERDF and the Social Fund.

It has to be said that enlargement as currently envis-
aged scriously threatcns the suppon given by the
Community to the poorest of its inhabitants and rc the
least developed of its regions.

In conclusion, I would like to say very briefly, Mr
President, ladies and gendemen, that I hope this
House uses its powers, dravn only a few weehs ago
from the newly expressed trust of the peoples of
Europe, to commit the Council to a policy of courage,
wisdom and sense. It is not too late, but it is high time.

Mr Brok (PPE). - (DE) Mr Presiden6 ladies and
gendemen, afrcr much debarc I have gained the
impression today that many people are trying to hide
the specific reasons for the delay in Spanish and
Ponuguese accession behind general stat€menr in
favour of accession. Should wc stand in the way? Just
because we have not put our onrn house in order on
time does not mean that we can ask Spain and Ponu-
gal to remain locked outside this Community any lon-
ger, i.e. afur the I January 1985 deadline. For decades
ve vere telling them that if they shook off their dicta-
torship they would be accepted into the Community,
and now - because we cannot get to grips with cer-
tain agricultural problems, fishery problems and the
like - we are telling them: you'll have to stay outside
even longer now! No matter what reasons we give, the
people in Spain and Ponugal will not undersand
because they have in the meantime reached the limir of
what can be reasonlbly expectod.

Such del4ying tacdcs might be rc the liking of col-
leagues from the Rainbow Group, the Communists
and others who oppose the political uniry of Europe,
who oppose joint endeavours for freedom and to
defend freedom inwardly and ourwardly. Thcse peo-
ple are simply against defending such things and, of
course, want to keep Spain and Protugal out as well,
because they do not believe in solidarity among the
western democracies. On the contf,a{f, their long-term
aim is rc bring about a lack of solidarity among the
western democracies.

For this reason we must overcome the individual polit-
ical problems, which undoubtedly exist, through polit-
ical will and polidcal leadership, because afrcr over-
coming dictatorship Spain and Ponugal belong to our
Community politically and culturally. Th"y have a lot
rc offer it, polidcally and economically they form
Europe's bridge to Latin America.

Following our experiences with the first stage of
enlargement, we can - in my opinion - proceed
from the premise that Spain and Ponugal probably

believe in the uldmate political goal of our Communiry
more than other countries which joined the European
Community in the Seventies. For thesc reasons, we
must try to involve both countries from the outset in
the future shaping of the Community, in an advisory
caprcity, for example in connection with the Spaak
Committee.

Above all, we should solve our internal problems.
From the point of view of my country, the Federal
Republic of Germany, the Communiqy's own
resources can only be increased if the Communiry is

enlarged at the same time. Anyone who thinhs that the
increase can be carried off - in order rc gobble it
down for breakfast, so to speak, in the agricultural
policy sector - must realize that he will not obtain
these own resources. Ve are in a financial situation
which we can only solve by reforming agriculture, and
delaying enlargement will not keep this decision at bay
any longer!

Vhen Spain and Portugal become members there must
not be any discrimination, and I say this as a member
of the Social Committee. Transitional arrangements
are no doubt necessary as regards free movement of
workers, but afterwards they must have completc
access to the Communiry, like all others. This also
applies to social benefits, such as child allowance and
the like. Even though this u,ill not come cheap for the
Federal Republic of Germany there must not be swo
classes in the Community. Everyone in the Com-
muniry must have the same rights, in social matters
too, so that this Communiry is a Community of soli-
dariry!

If we want to strengthen democracy in our 10 coun-
tries and in the applicant countries, and if we want to
defend freedom - within the framework of the Vest-
ern Alliance - we have to realize, whether the ladies
and gendemen of the Rainbow Group like it or not,
that Spain's populace sees a link here. Thus, we should
not just ask the Spanish people for suppon in defence
matters, we should also allow them to join our Com-
muniry, because the rwo go together. This can only
help funher develop the Communiry!

(Apphuse from the centre )

Mr P. Beazlcy (ED). - Mr President, the enlarge-
ment of the Community to include Ponugal and Spain
is the most imponant decision and probably the most
difficult one before the European Communides at this
time. The difficulties are, first, that the individual
Mcmber Statcs represented in the Council have not
been able tcl atree amongst themselves on a solution to
many of the problems and so have already caused the
proposed deadline for acccssion to be extended by two
years; secondly, that they have not been able to find
dmely solutions for financing the Communiqy's pres-
ent and futurc budget; and rhirdly, rhat they have no
satisfactory agreed medium or long-term plan for the
Community.
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The Communiry is therefore faced with a daunting
prospect, but the Council must be capable of accepting
this dazzling challenge. This is a time for stat€sman-.
ship, not for political infighting. It must be recognized
that the difficulsies bemreen the 10 Members Starcs
would be just the same whether there was a proposal
for enlargement or not.

'Vhat is called for now is solidariry among members of
the Council to solve genuine problems realistically in
line with the needs and resources, present and future,
of the Communiry. Vhere compromises must be
found, they must be acccptable within the bounds of
reason and feasibility. Portugal and Spain must be

equally reasonable and understanding in their resolu-
tion of tlese problems if they want to join by January
1985.

Timing is ineviably the crucial factor, and this, too,
must be considered realistically. The Council and both
of the aspiring new Member Sates must make a heroic
and statesmanlike effort to resolve their outstanding
difficulties at their next meeting next week; otherwise,
the realization of this inviting opponuniry will be for-
ever delayed or lost.

Finally, whilst a simultaneous enlargement is desirable,
it is not essendal. If, for good reasons, the much great-
er difficulties which have arisen in Spain's case cannot
be quickly resolved, then Ponugal's accession should
not be funher delayed and we should welcome Ponu-
gal's timely accession on its own.

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, the prob-
lem posed by enlargement concerns not only Spain
and Portugal but the very future of the Community.
The qucstion is: can the EEC carry on as it is without
enlargement? I think that the answer we all give is a
categorical 'no'.

From Stuttgart to Fontainebleau optimistic statements
were made which subsequently came rc nothing. And
the whole European pcrspedive is being sacrificed
because the ruling circles are possessed of a literally
disastrous notion according to which it is necessary to
tackle the crisis, unemployment and lack of investment
by continually increasing unproductive military
expenditure while calling, on the other hand, for
financial discipline and one-sided austerity. Just the
day before yesterday President Reagan, who is consid-
ered by capitalist circles as a prophet and by the peo-
ples as a prophet of doom, demanded fresh expendi-
ture by Nato countries. So there is no room for
people's dreams or plans for the future.

The acccssion of Spain and Ponugal, if that is what
the peoples of those countries want, is an obligatory
step for a[ of us. 'Vho can deny these two countries,
which have a gteat heritage and have been liberarcd
from facism after so many struggles the right rc join us
in our common destiny? Nobody. However, shere is

no-one among those who will bencfit economically
and commercially from enlargement - and I am
referring to the industrially developcd countries which
will acquire new markets, not only in our own conti-
nent - has the right rc make either the peoples of the
rwo counries concerned or the other Mediterranean
countries of thc Community foot the bill for enlarge-
ment. Not to mince words, Mr Brok, the powerful
capitalist circles must pay the price for increasing own
resources rc the level required for a large-scale pro-
gramme of European integration, as proposed by the
Commission. All of us must work for a balanced
development, tc, press on with the existing common
policies and to implement new ones, by steering a

course which can make the Communiry a factor of
internadonal balance and a bond a cooperation
berween the three worlds.

Ladies and gentlemen, we of the Greek Communist
Parry of the Interior are in favour of the accession of
Spain and Ponugal, because we hope that the peoples
of these two counries with a rich heritage will also
throw their weight into helping the Communiry
develop a new dynamism. !7e would point out, how-
ever, that one of the basic conditions which have
already been proclaimed and must, be immediately met
is that the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes be
implementcd and the commitment rc comply with the
Greek Memorandum be honoured.

Mr Marck (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, we have lis-
tened to a number of speakers, but I believe that the
most important question with regard to the accession
netotiations with Spain and Portugal is not whether
we should accept Spain and Ponugal by the agreed
deadlines, but under what conditions accession should
take place.

I believe in accession and in achieving it by the sated
deadline if at all feasible. But I also believe that we
must be clear in our own minds when we take the
decision, bearing in mind the problems now facing the
Communiry. My view is that the accession of both
Spain and Ponugal would be a dubious matter in the
absence of a clear decision on the Communiqy's own
resources and the criteria to be applied for the distri-
bution formula. The main reason why it seems to me
to be a dubious affair is if we close our eyes rc the
problems we already have in the Communiry, and
which are bound to be exacerbated by accession. The
most obivous example is that of olive oil, as has

already been mentioned. As we know, the problem
will become all the more acute if Spain joins the Com-
muniry. Ve should be doing whatever is necessary
now to ensure that, in a few years time, we are not
accused of having raised expectations unduly and
plunged the countlf concerned into difficulties. !7e
must beiu in mind what is likcly to be the-future situa-
tion right now if we want to institute Community pre-
ference in real terms. This must take the form of a
general legislative policy, without which this problem
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cannot be solved. The same goes for other problem
areas like fisheries.

In other words, the search for Communiry solutions,
bearing in mind the accession situation, must be

speeded up, and the requisite political determination
must be there to bring it to a satisfactory conclusion.
The Council's deliberations on this point are most
disappointing, and give the impression that resraining
factors and arguments are all too often being misused
to put off the moment of accession. The fact is that,
the longer we put off the decision, the greater the
problems will become and the more determined the
atrcmpts on the pan of panicular sectors and lobbies
to intensify the existing distonions.

At any rate it seems to me essential that we should res-
pect what has been achieved so far in the Community,
but always bearing in mind the new situation which
will arise on accession. It also seems to be essential for
the accession issue to respect the Community prefer-
ence system on the pan of both the new and the pres-
ent Member States. If these conditions are fulfilled, I
am in favour of sticking to the proposed dates for
accession, and for accession to take place as soon as

possible, without however exacerbating the Com-
muniqy's cuffent difficulties.

Mr Toksvig (ED). - (DA) Mr President, at this larc
juncture I do not intend to extend the debate for too
long. I have much sympathy for those speakers who
have stressed the problems but have remained steady
in their resolve to carry through the enlargement of
the Communiry. Many problems have been raised,
some minor, some major, but throughout, as in this
debate, there has been the attitude that this is some-
thing we intend to see through. I have a feeling that
none of the problems will disappear even if Spain and
Portugal join. Ve will constantly have to find new
solutions, but s'here there is a will there is a way. It is
imponant at this late hour not to underestimarc the
psychological and political damage we will suffer if we
give up now or merely postpone. I think I should
emphasize to the Commission that the matter is urgent

- the Communiry's political reputation is at stake.

Ever since I first began m take an interest in these
problems - that was when we last had an Irish presi-
denry, with a celebrated summit in Dublin - our
public image has been plagued by the so-called British
budget problem and its various ramifications. \7e have
reached deadlock. The deadlock has been rctal, and
has done such enormous damage to our reputation
that we simply seem to have lost our entire dynamism.
During our period of toil and rouble, one of the
refreshing aspects and one of bright spots has been our
readiness, inspired for by our ideals, to accept Spain
and Ponugal into the fold in accordance with
Article 237 of theTre*y.I wish to emphasize that we
are not a rich man's club, and that our only condition
for admission is democratic pluralism - the corner-

stone of demociacy. In my view - and this was one of
the reasons why I took pan in the election and now
find myself here - this was a noble standpoint. It was
a principled standpoint, an idealist standpoint. It
showed that we were prepared to do what we could,
and everything in our power, to assist ncw-born
democracies. Democracies are in shon supply in
oday's world, ladies and gentlemen.

Mr President, we have a self-evident dury to assist,

and we knew when we embarked on this course all
these years ago that it would cost money. So it is with
increasing amazement and horror that one hears
Members of this House calling into question the will-
ingness of Member States to pay the price. However

- if I may say this as a new Member to the old Mem-
bers - you have already been through this debarc a
long time ago. You decided in this chamber that vre

should start the process. That was long before we new
Members arrived. Nobody pror4ised you anything
other than that Spain and Ponugal would create prob-
lems, including economic problems. The decision has

been taken. !7hat remains, as far as one can judge, are
problems of detail that can and should be resolved.

Although we have now been promised by the Commis-
sion that it will stand by the target date of I January
1985, the process will by then have been under way for
just under '10 years. I recall again the British budget
problem, which we have been struggling with for just
as long. It is not entirely easy for newcomirs to accept
this rcmpo. None of us - and I believe the election
resulu demonstrate this very clearly - can create res-
pect for Parliament if, when we decide to write Euro-
pean history, we do so line by line and with ten-year
intervals berween these lines.

Mr van Aerssen (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, for seven years now the applicant
countries' applications have been on the table, and
today we have all noted that a breakthrough was at
long last achieved in Fontainebleau, and that the
Council placed itself under pressure and set its eyes on
I January 1986 as the accession date. It is now impor-
tant that the Communiqy keep its word, does not lose
face, and offers arrangemens in line with the sense
and purpose of this accession, arrangements which are
fair and understood by the others, and that no-one
fears from the outset - as some colleagues have
emphasized - that a state of disequilibrium will
develop in time.

The facts make it imperative rc conclude the accession
negotiations, and this House should keep the Council
under permanent pressure. The Council has itself said
that own resources cannot be increased until the
accession negotiations have been concluded, i.e. not
undl 1 January 1986. The Council has, therefore,
forced this move upon itself.

The European Community, this House, and the
Council in panicular are working more and more with
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the Commission to find a oommon policy to contain
the agricultural surpluses.

It has also been decided to go for a policy of change in
dealing with major Mediterranean producu - olive
oil, fruit, vegetables and wine - in order to obtain a
better balance between nonh and south in the Euro-
pean Community. Howcver, it would be a mistake to
believe that these changes favouring southern producr
would only apply to counries which are already mem-
bers of the European Communiry. If there is to be a

fair accession they should be also benefit those -Spain and Ponugal - 
joining the European Com-

munity as new members.

This House has acknowledged the fact that the Com-
mission conducts the negotiations. Bur ir would be
wrong to assume that this House has sufficient know-
ledge about the details of these negotiations. The
information provided by the Commission is much too
flimry for this. The Commission's behaviour can only
be interprercd as a defensive posture rather than as a
courageous approach to solve the problem and to cut
the Gordian knot.

At the end of the negotiations on Greek membership
this House made it clear that while ir does not wan[ ro
be involved in the minute details of such negotiations,
it does want to be kept informed at regular intervals,
and that in the end it ratifies rhe treaty in keeping with
international law. This presupposes that the Commis-
sion treats this House differently as regards the nego-
tiations with Spain and Ponugal.

It is very imponant to make sure - and this signifi-
cant demand is directed ar rhe Commission - that
tpde flows are not changed around when Spain and
Ponugal become members. It would be a fatal error ro
think that Spain and Ponugal could become members
without opening up the markets to other counrries.
Ve would then lose the markets and friends with
which we aheady have close uade linls in the Medi-
terranean: Israel, Malta, Cyprus, Morocco, Algeria -I don't have to list them all. Our Mediterranean policy
would collapse, and the European-Arab diilogue
would be finished.

The problem with Spain and Ponugal is one of give-
and-take. If we do not give the Spanish and
Ponuguese an immediate signal through a courageous
decision by this House, then they will lose faith in rhe
European Community. Ve would lose friends who
could be of help and suppon to us in the European
Community on many occasions.

Mr Blumcnfcld (PPE). - (DE) Enlargement towards
the south is, in actual fact, a political decision. Thc
Communiry institutions took it years ato, and speedy
compledon of the negotiations is desired, as many of
my colleagues before me have stressed. Thcre are sev-
eral serious problems, mainly of an agricultural and

social nature, which delay completion of the accession
negodations time and time again. Since matters of the
Communiq/s financial survival are at sake here, I
have to sound a clear warning against all the grand
speeches and against the many deadlines set.

They can only lcad rc disappointment for the applicant
countries, Spain and Ponugal. The issues still unre-
solved, and we know they iue very difficult, should, of
course, be senled before these countries join, so that
the Council of Ministerc does not have to patch things
up later. If the negodating partners' policy is to go for
the latter option, then this is unacceptable if one consi-
ders our experiences over the past ten years. It would
lead the Communiry to political and financial ruin.

This debarc vras no! meant to go into unresolvcd spe-
cific issues or technical soludons. But let me highlight
one point. The European Communiry has - in my
view, much too latc - contributed decisively to bring-
ing about the long-overdue change-over to a cost-con-
scious agricultural policy which takes account of
actual consumption. The same thing is necessary in the
case of Spain's accession for olive oil, wine, citrus
fruits and vegetables, to name but a few, Spain has a
huge production potential for such things.

Olive oil production alone far exceeds what the coun-
try can consume. The holdings have increased drasti-
cally and are to bc incorporated into the Community
upon accession. If the present high-level guiuantee
prices and aid to producers are applied, then produc-
tion would probably be doubled. Spanish consumption
of olive oil will drop after accession, when the country
has rc open its borders to imports of more attractively
priced oils and farc from the other countries. This will
lead rc a funher increase in the Communiq/s olive oil
surpluses. Since there is hardly any demand inside and
outside the Community for this expensive olive oil,
chis will inevitably lead to enonnous financial strains
on Communiry funds. At the same time - and I say
this as someone who is not a farmer - the change in
agricultural policy introduced with such difficulty will
be put at risk. One cannot expect, for example, that
milk farmers in the northern Member States will
accept the recently introduced curbs when, on the
other hand, their new Spanish colleagues are rewarded
almost without limit for raising producdon of olive oil
and other items. Ve have to have curbs on quantity
and on guaranrce prices: the solution to the problem
of surpluses following accession does not lie in prorcc-
tionist foreign rade or fiscal measures.

My colleague Mr van Aerssen has mentioned the diffi-
culties which the Mediterranean countries such as

Israel and the Maghreb states will have m cope with
when Spain joins, while the Communiry will haye to
keep its large market open for trade flows which have
now become traditional and are based on agreements.
Despite our large and excellent agricultural produc-
tion, the Community remains essentially a community
which exports technological and industrial goods. This
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neccssitates give-and-take s,ith our trade pannerc in Prcsidcat- - The debatc is closed.l
the Third Vorld and also with the great economic
powcrs, first and foremost the USA. (The sittingwas closed at I p.*.)

As Mr van Aerssen noted, the facts compel us to final-
ize the acccssion negodadons, but let us be honest and
let us say who is going to pay for it dl!
(Apphrsefron tbe centre atd tbe ight)

t Requests for early votes - Mcmbership of Parliament -Vcrficetion of credcntials - Agcnda for thc ncxt sitting:
see Minutcs.
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Annex

l. Q*estions to the Commission

Qaestion No 13, by Mr De Gucht (H-108/84)

Subject: Zero-rarcd sales of newspapers and magazines

In a number of Communiry Member Statcs (United Kingdom, Denmark, Belgium) sales

of newspapers and magazines ar'e zero-rated for VAT purposes. fu pan of its poliqy of
ensuring rhat all Community countries apply the same VAT rates for the same products,
the Commission would like to see this zero-rating abolished, because some countries
apply the rate tc, products othcr than newspapers and magazines.

In its proposals in this area, has the Commission taken into account the need to retain the
zero-rate for sales of newspapers and magazines and is the Commission aware that aboli-
tion of zero VAT rarcs for nexrspapers and magazines would in fact place the written
press at a disadvantage by comparison with radio and tclevision?

Answer

1. The gradual phasing-out of the zero ratc is not just a simple desire on the pan of the
Commission - it is a rule laid down by the Council in its Directivc 77 /388/EEC abolish-
ing zero rates as a permanent element of the VAT s)rstem. The zero rating of the written
press applied in varying degrecs in only four Member States comes within the scope of this
rule just, like any other zero rating.

2. It should be pointed out that, although the Commission's report to the Council in Jan-
uary 1983 on the transitional provisions applying to the common sysrcm of VAT con-
ained its views on how this gradual abolition of existing zero rates might be achieved, the
Commission nevertheless feels that it would be premature at this stage to present formal
proposals on the matter.

3. The Commission does not share the view that abolition of the zero rarc for newspapers

and magazines would put these at a disadvantage compared with radio and television,
which are exempt under Anicle (13)(A)t (q) of the Directive referred to. This exemption,
which docs nor include radio and tclevision activities of a commercial nature, is intcnded
to take account of the fees normally charged by a public body.

+

t+*

Question No 14, by Mrs Cinciai Rodano (H-133/84)

Subject: Panicipation of the Community institutions in the UN Conference in Nairobi in
1985 for the end of the Vomen's Decade

In view of the resolution adopted by the European Parliament on the Communiqy's pani-
cipadon in the Unitcd Nations Conference in Nairobi in 1985, how will the Community
institutions be represented at the Conference and will a Communiry document be pre-
pared on the problems under discussion, as specifically requesrcd by the European Parlia-
ment?

Ansaner

The Council has decided2 that the Communiry as such will panicipate in the Vorld Con-
ference which is due to take place in Nairobi from 15 w 26 JuJy next year.

I Doc. COM(82) 885 final.2 On 21 Fcbruary 1983.
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As for the Community delegation, it is too early at this stage to decide on its composition,
since the Community has yet to receive the invitation for the Confercnce, and since the
agenda remains to be finalized.

A number of Community documents will be prepared for Nairobi. These will include
starcments to be made on behalf of the Communiry in the plenary session and the working
Pafties, and any funher wrinen and/or oral contribudons as required by the agenda of the
Conference.

+

r**

Qrcstion No 1 Q by Mr Tomlinson (H- I I 7/54)

Subject: Youth unemployment

Has the Commission considered the recent pamphlet produced by the British Youth
Council entided Youth demand a new deal', and will the Commission comment on the
pamphlet's specific proposals concerning'Europe and yourh unemployment'?

Answer

The competcnt depanments of the Commission have taken note of the document referred
m by the Honourable Member; the Commission does not plan to givc deailed opinions
on proposals put forward by errcry national youth organizadon but, in this instance, consi-
ders it useful ro commen[ on:

1. The considerable degree of convergencc between the proposals of the British Youth
Council and the positions adoptcd by the Commission (see in panicular rhe communica-
tions on raining in the 1980s and on the promotion of youth employmenr).

2. The measures already applicd or in progress which fulfil the expecrations of the
authors of the document concerning in particular:

- the reform of the Social Fund and ongoing effons to simplify procedures and inform
the general public about ESF operadng rules;

- all the efforts made to foster job creation, both at the macroeconomic level (public and
Pnvalc investment) and at the level of local initiatives, including, more specific"lly, irritia-
tives involving the young;

- the systcmatic taking into account of the unfavourable siruation of the young in all
proposals put forward in the ficld of social policies.

*
**

Qrestion No 18, by Mr Chanteie (H-121/84)

Subject: New developments concerning the reorganization of working time

\7hat initiatives is the Commission contemplating concerning the reorganization and
reduction of working time at European level, bearing in mind that the reiommendation
vas.not 

"9.oP,-.d 
at the Council meeting of 7 June last and that rhe directive on part-time

work is still being locked?

Ansaner

The Commission can only express its great disappointment that, despitc the effons of borh
the Commission and the Presidency of the Council and the supporr of nine goyernmen6,
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it was not possible to reach an agreement on the proposal for a Council recommendadon
on the reduction and reorganization of working time in the Council on 7 June.

It is for the Irish Presidency to decide how to proceed. For its pan, the Commission con-
tinues to regard this subject as one of the highest importance on which the Council should
adopt a clear position. At present, the Commission sees no other basis than the text rc
which nine governments have already agreed.

Vith regard rc the draft Council directive on voluntary part-dme work, the Commission
continues to believe, as we have already sated in reply to writrcn question No 435184,

that a directive is the best way to secure the objectives embodied in our amended proposal.
The Commission will acdvely support any efforts rc achieve a positive outcome on this
basis in the Council.

*
*+

Qrestion No 12 b Mr Deprez (H-123/84)

Subject: Creation of nadonal committees of European volunteer development workers
and initiatives conccrning the legal and social statute for such voluntary workers

Having regard to the wish expressed by the Fontainebleau meetint of the European
Council to support the panicipation of young Europeans in Community activities in the
Third \7orld and to encourage, ro this end, the creation of nadonal committees of Euro-
pean volunteer development workers, can the Commission give details of the initiatives
which it intends to take, bearing in mind the need to have a pool of volunteers with the
righr qualificadons and in a position to live in a country other than their own with a suita-
ble legal and social staturc?

Answer

The Commission has been concerned for some time about the social securiry righu of
those returning to the Communiry following a period of work as volunteers en develop-
ment projects in third countries, particularly on those projects carried out by non-tovern-
menel organizations. The Commission is currently preparing proposals on this subject for

,submissioir to the Council and considering what other initiatives might be taken at Com-
munity level as a follow-up to the Fontainebleau European Council.

Q*estion No 2Q by Mrs Salisch (H-128/84)

Subject: Initiatives to promotc employment

'Vhar 
steps does the Commission propose to take to ensure that the development consul-

Bnts for local employment initiatives, who have been assigned special priority for assist-
ance undcr both crircrion E4 of the guidelines for the European Social Fund and the
Council Decision of 7 June 1984, can benefit from the resources of the Social Fund, pre-
ferably under the next series of measures financed by the Fund?

Ansaner

The Commission's management guidelines for the Social Fund determine the pioity to
be attached to eligible applications. Eligibility is defined in the Council decision and
implementing regulation adopted by Council last October.l

t OJ L289 of22.10.1983.
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Deyelopment agenui uuc listcd among the eligible categories of beneficiaries of Socid
Fund aid in Anicle a(3) of the Council decision. However, the list of eligible expcndiure,
given in Article I of the implementing regulation, limits Social Fund aid as regards
development agen$ to the financing of vocational training schemes and cenain recruit-
ment operations. It does not include cxpenditure incurred in the running of advisory ser-
viccs u,hich would involve the continuing employment of development agents. In this
respect, the Council did not follow the advicc of the Commission and Parliamenr but sim-
ply requestcd the Commission to cxamine the issue further.

In its Communicationl last November on the contribution of locd employment initiatives
to Community action to combat unemploymcnt the Commission confirmed its view thar
the Social Fund should be able t<l support the activiry of dcvelopmenr agents in a more
comprchcnsive way.

Preparations within the Commission have now begun on a proposal to the Council to
amend the Social Fund Regulation in such a way as to achieve this objcctive.

+

**

Question No 21, b MrI.McCartin (H-130/84)

Subject: Subsidics for lime and anificial inseminadon (AI)

Bearing in mind the serious situation faced by farmers in Irelend ar tle present timc will
the Commission propose the reinrroducdon of the lime and AI subsidy scheme?

Ansuer

The suppon measures to promot€ the production of beef catde in Ireland and Northern
Ireland were tcmporary; they were introduced as a result of the unfavourable situation
with regard to agricultural incomes, panicularlybetween 1979 ud 1981. Given the cur-
rent trend indicating an improvement in the position for Irish farmers, and in the light of
the budgetary situation, the Commission will propose that only some of the measures laid
dovn in Regulation (EEC) No 1054/81be extcnded.

+

**

Qrcstion No 22, by Mn Caroline Jachson (H-135/84)

Subject: Dclays in notification to succcssful Social Fund applicants

In view of the fact that applications for Social Fund grants in 1984 had to be submittcd by
mid March, that the Social Fund Advisory Committee made its recommendations on
22 June, and that the Commission gave its final decision on rhe applicadons on 23 July,
can th9 Commission explain why there was a funher delay in notifying applicants, particu-
larly those whose applications had been successful and on which no debate had been held
and no possible adjustment remained to be made?

Ansaner

The dccision of 2lJuly 1984 was notified rc the Member States on 13August r9g4. An
intenal of this length betureen dccision and notification is normd, and is devotcd to com-
plcdng the full formal conrenr of the decision.

I COM(83) 662find.
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Aftcr 13 August 84, it was the reponsibility of the Membcr State to inform individual
beneficiaries of the outcome of the decision.

+

!+ rs

Qrestion No 23, b Mo Casth (H-136/84)

Subject: Fraud investigations

To ask the Commission what progress has been made by its fraud investigators inrc alle-
gations that subsidized butter destined for Cuba last year was divencd to Russia and
whether they approve of the action of the British Intervcndon Board in releasing
g 4 347 291 a the Durch firm responsible for the export before it had been established
whether a fraud had been committed or not?

Ansuer

It is too early, at this stage, to discuss thc findings of the Commission's investigations into
this mancr. Commission officials, assisted by criminal investigation authorities in thc
Member States, are still conducting a number of enquiries.

Once the invcsdgations have been completed, the Commission will analyse the evidence
and decide what funher action can be taken. As statcd at a meeting earlier this year of
Parliament's Committee on Budgeary Control, chaired by Mr Aigner, a report on this
*'ill be submittcd to the committce.

During the investigations, the Commission has asked all the intervention bodies involved
to suspend payment of export refunds and, if possible, not to surrender the securiry
deposited in connection with the supplying of the buttcr in question. The sum of approxi-
mately I 4.3 million from from the British intcrvention agency vas not a payment as

such; rather, it represented the securiry which the Durch firm had dcposited in order to
obtain export refunds in respect of this butter.

The firm was legally entidcd rc recover its securiry as soon as it had submitted proof from
the Cuban authorities that the buner had been placed on the open market in Cuba.

Moreover, I would point out that this buficr was not taken from intervention stocks;
rather, it was bought on the open market.

The United Kingdom authorities took the decision to surrender the security, on the basis

of the evidcncc in their possession, aftcr seeking legal advice. This in no way precludes the
possibiliry that the Commission vill takc st€ps to recover the sum. Indeed, the United
Kingdom authorities have also announced that they will continue to cooperate with the
Commission in these investigations and that they will attempt to recover the expon
refunds if ir can be established to their sadsfaction, that these refunds were paid out by
mistake. The Commission is empowered to review the case, once all the evidence is avail-
able, and to att€mpt to recover any sums that prove rc have becn paid out by mistake ;

naturally, it rcserves the right to do so.

+

t*

Qrestion No 24, by Mr Pearce (H-137/84)

Subject: Transfers berwcen lines

In view of the decision by thc President of thc European Parliarnent on 27July 1984 not
merely to take notc of cenain decisions of the Budget Committce concerning transfers
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between lines (as has been the practice for several years) but to permit vorcs (and amend-
ments) in plenary on such matt€rs, does the Commission in future intend to acr upon
Budget Committee decisions on transfers or urill it await ratification by the plenary sitting?

Ansater

The Commission will act when it is informed by the Parliament that the latter has aken a
decision on a transfer or when the delay of six weeks sdpulated in thc Financial Regula-
tion has expired. How Parliament akes its decisions on transfers, as on other matters, is
Parliament's internal responsibiliry, though the Commission naturally welcomes proce-
dures which allow its proposal to be dealt with rapidly.

ti

**

Question No 25, by Mr Clinton (H-138/84)

Subject: State of negotiations with Spain and Ponugal on fisheries

How soon does the Commission consider that it will be possible rc conclude rhe negotia-
tions on fisheries with Spain and Portugal, and can the Commission please presenr a sum-
maqy of present negotiating positions to the Fisheries \Torking Parry of the Committee on
Agriculturc?

Ansaner

The Commission is making great effons to ensure that the planned deadlines are
observed.

The Commission would point out that, under the Treaties, the Member States are respon-
sible for the negotiations. Nevenheless, the Commission is prepared to inform the lZork-
ing Pary on Fisheries abour the protress of rhe negodations.

!6

*{.

Question No 27, by Lord Bethell (H-H5/8a)

Subjcct: Free entrlr into France for Bridsh citizens

Is it correct that the French authorities are refusing to cooperate in the enquiry insdtuted
by the Commission into the incident thar took place on 31 May 1983, whcn a number of
young black people from Brent in london, British citizens with British passporrs, were
refused enry into France? If so, what action does the Commission propose to take, bear-
ing in mind the fact the incident took place more than ayear a1o and rhat its enquiry was
launched very soon afterwards?

Ansuter

The Commission is nos aware that the French authorities have refused on principle to
conduct an invesdgation into this matter. However, they have not ye[ replied to the Com-
mission's requests for information, sent in March and June 1984, as the Commission noti-
fied the Honourable Member by letter of August 1984.

In the light of this oral quesdon by the Member, the Commission has reminded the French
authorities in writing about these reqeus6.
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Should these requests remain unanswered, the Commission would be obliged to examine
the possibiliry of proceedings against France for infringement of the Treaties.

,t

**

Qaestion No 28, by Mrs Squarcial*pi (H-145/84)

Subject: Campaign against drug abuse

Can the Commission of the European Communities state what follow up there has been
so far on the European Parliament's resolution of tggZ on rhe combating of drug abuse?

Answer

As a follow-up rc the request made by the European Parliament in iu resolution of
14 May 1982 (OJ C 149/120 of 14.6. 1982), the Commission has undertaken studies and
other work. Three studies were carried out by the Commission on the following subjects:

1. Comparative analysis of policies aimed at combating drug addicdon in the member
countries from the point of view of the linls berwien the various methods employed and
their legislative basis (study completed).

2. Critical analysis of the drug problem and description of the situadon in the ten Mem-
ber States of the Community (study completed; at presenr submitted to Member Smrcs for
checking).

3. Preparation of an educational manual on illegal drugs and prychotropic substances
intended for teachers in secondary education in the Member States of the European Com-
munity (study begun in 1984).

A fo,unh study, on 'factors related to the inroduction of primary school leavers to drugs,
alcohol and tobacco', is being prepared.

In addition, thc Commission and the VHO jointly organized a Seminar in Brussels in
1983 on the problem of prevendng drug addiction among young people. Emphasis was
placed on the need for a rigid epidemiological methodology and on rhe value 

-of 
holding

exchanges of information on epidemiological matt€rs, treatment and other statisrics.

The Commission is now finalizing a 'Communication on the problems of communiry
cooperation in maners of health'vhich will in panicular consider joint action against var-
ious tlpes of addiction. This will be on the agenda of the fonhcoming Health Council
which the Irish Presidency plans to hold beforc the end of 1984.

,s

+ rl.

Question No 32, by MrAkoanos (H-155/84)

Subject: Intenrention by the Commission in Greek trade policy

In a recent letter the Comrnission of the EEC expressed its alarm ar a series of measures
taken by the Greek Government regarding impons and in panicular the creation of a
trade intervention organization and also because, according to the Commission, Greece is
purcuing a poliry of protectionism by failing to implement 135 of rhe 193 Communiry
arrantements in this sphere.

Can the Commission inform us whether by its intervention it is questioning the sovereign
right of a country to impose controls on its foreign uade especially when, as in the case of
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Greece, its economy is undermincd by speculatorc, high priccs and enormous iricreases in
imports?

Answer

l. As rcgards the honourable Member's reference to the proceedings initiated against

Greecc for infringcment of rhe Treaties, in which the Commission maintains that various

Greek measures regarding imports are incompatible with Community law, the Commis-

sion would like to state the following:

(a) By reason of its accession to the Communiry Greece undenook to adhere to and

implement thc common rules of law enshrined in thc Treaties and the secondary Com-
muniry law. It is the Commission's duty to monitor and ensure adherence to these rules by
the Member Statcs and any other authorized bodies. This is cssential for the proper func-
tioning of the Communiry.

(b) Insofar as Communiry law lays down rules for inra-Communiry trade and the Com-
muniq/s extcrnal trade, there is no room for national measures or for'controls on foreign
trade'.

In view of this legal situation, there can be no question of the Commission's having inter-'
vened in the sovcreign rights of Greece.

2. Various Greek rules on imports from other Member States are incompatible with the
provisions of Community law on the free movement of goods, in particular with Afii-
cles 12 and 30 of thc EEC Treary.

This is especially true of the following rules:

(i) The impon of goods is subject to a licence sysrcm or a qfstem of negative cenificates,
although no restrictions or inspection measures are allowed under Community law;

(ii) payments for imponed goods are subject to a preliminary control by banks, with the
documents normally used in internadonal trade being disregarded unless they have been

declared valid or acceprcd by the competent authorities;

(iii) imponcd goods are subject to a levy to which domestic goods are not liable;

(iv) imporu of cenain goods are subject to the production of ccnificate stating that the
products in question cannot be manufactured by domestic industry;

(v) ccnificatcs of origin are regularly demanded for goods originating or in free circula-
tion in another Member State.

The Commission is sure that the institution of proceedings for infringement of the Treaty
was essenrial and justified with a viev to abolishing thcse serious barrierc to trade.

+

,9*

Qrestion No 33, by Mr Afumor (H-156/84)

Subject: Measures to prot€ct Greek olive oil

It was reccntly reponcd in the press that the Commission intcnded to reduce aid for olive
oil consumption by 500/0. A measure of this kind vrill creatc new problems for Greek olive
oil production and will promotr consumpdon of imported seed oil - rc the detriment of
olive oil - once the protective restrictions on imports of seed oil are liftcd on I January
1984 pursuant to the Treary of Accession.

'S7hat plans does the Commission have at present with regard rc this measure which is

against the interests of olive oil producers in Greece and Italy and only favours multina-
tional companics in thc foodstuffs sector in the USA and in other countries which expon
seed oil to the EEC?
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Ansuer

As icgards the measures rc protect Greek olive oil, the currenr market siruarion does not
call for any change in the consumer support for olive oil. The Commission therefore does
not intend to make any change before 3l October 1984, which is the end of the 1983/84
production year. lt will shortly be submitting to the Council a proposal for a Council
directive laying down the representative market price for olive oil for rhe production year
1984/.85, and this price determines the level of consumer support in the production year in
quesuon.

*
t*+

Qtestion No 3N by Mr Epbremidis (H-119/84)

Subject: Mediterranean programmes

The final sarcment of the meeting of thc European Council in June contains no reference
to Integrated Mediterranean Programmes. Moreover, according to Commission estimates
the increase in own resources a 1.40/o will not solve the problem but will merely posrpone
bankruprcy for 2 years.

Does the Commission therefore believe that despite the fact that no reference is made to
them in the final smt€ment of the last Summit meeting, it will be possible to implement
Integrated Mediterranean Programmes from 1 January 1985 as scheduled, and funher-
more does it consider that it is possible rc finance these programmes since they are 5 year
Protrammes and the main financial burden falls during the last 2years, while according to
the Commission the increase in own resources does not solve but merely postpones the
problem?

Answer

1. The final communiquE of the European Council last June traced the framework for the
future financing of the Community and stated 'An attempt will be made rc coordinate the
activities of the various Funds, for example in the form of integrarcd protrammes to help
the Mediterranean regions of the present Community which will become operational in
1985.',

The final communiqu6 also states that'the financial resources allocated to aid from the
Funds, having regard to the integrated Mediterranean programmes, will be significantly
increased in real terms'.

The Commission considers this a positive achievement which will facilirate the Council's
examination of the draft regulation, so that implementation of the integrated Medircrra-
nean programmes can be staned in 1985.

2. In view of the fact that most of the appropriations will be paid out berween 1988 and
1991, the Commission does not think that the financial implications of the proposal con-
cerning these programmes are incompatible with.the propos-ed timetable for the increase
in own resourccs, panicularly when account is taken of the financial consequences of the
proposals put forward for the reform and development of other Community policies.

Qrestion No 35, by Mr Roekna du Voier (H-164/84)

Subject: Implementation by Belgium of Council Directive 79/409/EECr on rhe conserva-
tion of wild birds

In Scptember 1982, the Commission of the European Communities delivered to Italy a
reasoncd opinion (under Anicle 159 of the EEC Treary) calling on it to implement forth-

1 OJL 103 of 25. 4. 1979,p. t.
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wirh the EEC dirccdve on the prorection of wild birds (79/409/EEC), the provisions of
which should have been incorporated into domesdc law by all the Member Statcs before
6 April 1981.

Could the Commission statc rhe reasons why no such reasoned opinion has been delivered
so far to Belgium, which has not yet brought its national legisladon into line with the
European direoive?

Ansaner

On 10 Augusr 1982 the Commission delivered rc both Italy and Belgium a reasoned opi-
nion under Article 169 of the EEC Treaty.

These rwo Member States had not fulfilled their obligation to inform the Commission of
their legislative measures to implement Direcdve 79/409/EEC, but in the meantime this
has now been done.

Now, however, tfie Commission has institurcd proceedings against all the Member States

under Anicle 169 of rhe EEC Treary, since it has established that the national legislation
did not agree with the above-mentioned directive in all points.

A reasoned opinion will be delivered within the next feu, weeks.

+

Sub ject:visiuby."-i,].,.:,:::3:i'!^r,!,i:^"*"
Vhat plans has rhe Commission for visits by Commissioners or senior Commission staff rc
the Nonh of England during the next twelve months?

Ansaner

fu stated in its ansurer to Vrittcn Quesdon No 1477 /79 by Mr Boyes, the Commission
does not publish the programmes of visits by Members or senior officials of the Commis-
sion in advance.

The Commission is, of course, prepared to examine carfully any question the Member
may wish to submit on a panicular official visit to the North of England by a representa-
tive of the Commission, however.

I would add that the term of office of the present Commission ends in four months' dme
and that, therefore, decisions on many of the visits planned for the next 12 months *,ill be

the responsibiliry of the new Commission, which takes up its duties on 1 January 1985.

*
*r*

Qtestion No 37, by Mr Crotx (H-166/84)

Subject: Sinking of the French cargo vessel, the Mont louis, off the Belgian coa$ near
Ostend on 24 August 1984 - ransport of uranium hexafluoride

According to press reports, the Commission has asked the French Government for infor-
mation concerning the sinking referred to above.

Vhat reply has it received rc its inquiry and
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Vhat measures can it take to prevent accidents from occurring when radioactive matcrial
and dangerous substances are being transponcd by sea off the coasts of counuies of the
European Community?

Vith panicular regard to transport outside territorial waters, can the Commission take
measures to establish internadonal rules governing this maaer?

Ansuer

In answer to the Honourable Member's first question the Commission has not officially
received any information from the French authorities.

In answer to the other questions. I can say that the Commission, in collaboration with
research bodies in 14 European States, is engaged in a 3-year research programme on a
potential shore-based vessel traffic management scheme which will be particularly appro-
priate for the avoidance of collisions by ships using the crowded shipping lanes along the
coastlines of Member States. This programme, known as COST 301, received the full sup-
port of the European Parliament on 9 July 1982 and was adoptcd by the Council on
13 December 1983. Vhen the work is successfully completed in 1986 and if such a scheme
is adopted and implemented by the European States concerned, it is confidently expected
that not only will there be prior knowledge of ships carrying dangerous cargoes but the
risk of collisions or other accidents involving danger to life or thc environment will be
considerably reduced.

In principle, COST 301 will not be confined to territorial waters, and the Commission is

at present engaged in seeing how the procedures currently being developed may be

introduced on an international scale through the IMO.

rf
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Q*estion No 38, by Mrs Soioener (H-167/84)

Subject: Formaldehyde

In the resolution it adopted on 24 May 1984, the European Parliament adoprcd a position
on indoor polludon and requested the Commission to take action in a number of areas.

In view of the renewed public discussion and widespread public disquiet, can the Commis-
sion indicatc how far its research into the effect of formaldehyde on indoor air qualiry has
progressed, whether ia priority research activities already point to formaldehyde having
carcinogenic effects, whether it has made its provisional research findings available to the
health authorities of the Member States and whether effons are already being made rc
achieve a Community-wide ban on the use of urea formaldehyde foam for house insula-
tion?'

Anszoer

For several years now the Commission has been closely following the questions and prob-
lems involved in the use of formaldehyde and urea formaldehyde foam in buildings and
their effects on humans.

Several invesdgations are currently underway in this field in the Member Starcs, and the
Commission will take account of these in its fuure policies and activities in this area.

Hitherto, the Commission has largely followed the opinion of the Advisory Sciendfic
Commitee for the Investigation of the Toxiciry and Ecotoxiciry of Chemical Compounds.
This opinion can be summarized as follows:

The diagnosis of nasal tumours in mice and rats - although not in hamsrcrs - after pro-
longed exposure to highly irritant formaldehyde concentrations under special experimen-
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tal conditions must be compared with the findings of scveral epidemiological studies
recendy carried out on humans, which produced no evidence that formaldehyde was car-
cinogenic in humans.

The opinion of the Scientific Committee was communicated unabridged to the Member
States.

Moreover, in November 1983 the Commission held a meeting with the Member States to
investigate whether it was necessary and appropriate for Community regulations to be
proposed in this field. The majority of the Member States did not consider such regula-
tions necessary in view of the existing national legislation and because no barriers to trade
in the products in question had been established.

Shonly afur the European Parliament had drawn attention to indoor pollution in its
Resolution of 24 May 1984 the Commission held meetings combining various directoratcs
to reviev the question and decided that the following quesdons should be investigated in
an internadonal study:

(i) main sources of formaldehyde and exposure concentrations recorded:

(ii) quantitative assessment of the possible effects of exposure;

(iiD assessment of the health risk for the population of the Community;

(i") summaty of existing national legislation on formaldehyde;

(v) preparation of practical proposals aimed at lowering the concentradons of formalde-
hyde at workplaces, in housing and outside.

Finally, in the Unitcd States an extensivc epidemiological study involving a populadon of
17 000 subjects known to have been exposcd to considerable concentrations of formalde-
hyde is already far advanced. This study will provide valuable and more precise data for
an assessment of the risk to humans. The Toxicology department in the appropriate
Directorate-General is following this study closely and will examine the findings as soon
as they are available.

As soon as thc Commission has a more complete view of the effects of formaldehyde it
will review the qucstion of the possible need for me:rsures in Europe.

ll. Qrestions to tbe Council

Question No 48, by Mr Deprez (H-124/54)

Subject: Implementation of the conclusions of the European Council meeting at Fon-
tainebleau as regards the creation of national committees of European volunteer
development workers

'$Zith reference to the activities to strengthen the identity of Europe in the eyes of its peo-
ples and of the world at larBe agreed to by the meeting of the European Council at Fon-
ainebleau,

considering in panicular the measures designed to encourage young Europeans rc take
part in activities conducted by the Community in she Third Vorld,

can the Council state what the present position is as regards the creation of the national
committces of European volunteer developmenr workcrs?

Ansuter

In the light of the conclusions of the European Council in Fontainebleau it is trhe Coun-
cil's intent to continue the action taken by the Community to make public opinion, and
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young peoplc in panicular, more aware of the development problems of the third world
countries and to help solve these problems through all availablc means.

The Council would point our the significant increase in recent years of co-financing by
the Community of projects set up by non-governmental organizations; these projects take
various forms including the sending of volunteers rc third world countries and are inte-
grated in the daily life of the countries, with a view to the full implemenation of the con-
cept of Nonh-South independence.

fu regards the European Council's desire that the Member States should take steps to
encouiage young people to take pan in activities conducted by the Communiry inside its-

borders, and in p-articular that thJy should contribute to setting up nrtional Committees of
European volunteer development workers, the Council notcs that such initiatives are

included in the activiries *,hich an d hoc Committee made up of representatives of the

Heads of State or of Government of the Member States has been instructed to prepare

and coordinate.

rs

ts*

Qaestion No 51, by Mr O'Donnell (H-131/84)

Subject: Easing checls on persons at frontiers

On 7 June 1984, the Council adopted a resolution on the free movement of persons within
the Communiry. The effect of this resolution was to maintain the stdt ls quo and put off
any funher consideration of the problem for up to four years.

How does rhe Council nov propose to implement the conclusions of the Fontainebleau

Summit, which called for the elimination of all police and customs formalities before June
1985?

Ansaner

In accordance with the resolution of 7 June 1984, it is for the Member States to take the

appropriate measures to reduce waiting dme and the duration of chec}s to the minimum

,necessary, insofar as they have not put them into effect already.

The question of abolishing all policc and customs formalities relating to the movement of
persons ar the Communiq/s internal frontierc is one of the subjects to be dealt with by the
d lnc committee referred to in the conclusions of the Presidency of the Fontainebleau
European Council meeting.

+

**

Q*ettion No 52, by Mr Ryan (H-132/8a)

Subject Technical barriers to trade

Ar the close of rhe Foreign Affairc Council on 23 and 24 July 1984 it was stated that all
Member States with one ixception could agree to the adopdon of the 15 directives before

the Council on the removal of technical barriers to trade. \7ill thc Council indicate which
Member State is holding up protress and satc why there has been no vorc in the Council
on shese imponant directives?

Ansanr

The 15 directives on the removal of technical barriers to trade to which the honourable
Member refers are based on Anicle 100 of the EEC Treaty, which requires unanimiry for
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adoprion by the Council. However, ar the Council meering on 23 and 24 Juli 1984 one
delegation was able rc give its provisional agreement ro 12 of the 15 directives bur main-
tained a reserration on the other three dirccdves.

In the meantime, clarification of these three draft Directives has been given to that delega-
don. I have every hope that it will shordy be able to agree to all 15 directives so rhat
another st€p can be taken tovards free movement of goods in the Communiry

+

*1,

Question No 54, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-147/84)

Subject: Campaign against drug abuse

Does the Council of Ministcrs intend to place the problem of combating drug abuse on
the agenda of fonhcoming meetings?

The Council would repeat that, as it had occasion to state in reply to one of the Honour-
able Membe/s prwious questions, it is perfectly aware of the imponance of the problem
of drug abuse and its consequences.

The European Council in Fonainebleau confirmed and emphasized the imponance of the
problem. In its conclusions it expressly instructcd the d Eoc Committee for a People's
Europe to examine measures rc combat drug abuse.

The current Council Presidency inrcnds to do evcrything it can rc follow up these conclu-
sions as rapidly and effectively as possible, in panicular on the basis of a communication
which the Commission has said it intends to submir

Question No 5 5, by Mr Ahoanos (H- I 5a/Sa)

Subject: Medircrranean protrammes

According to statements by Members of the European Council, the subject of Integrared
Mediterranean Programmes was raised at the Summit meedng in June.

Can the Council inform us why no reference is made to the IMPs in the final statement of
the Summit meeting especially since, according to President Minerrand, a decision has
been taken on this matt€r and, secondly, why no separarc solution outside the 'package'
was found as occurred in the case of dairy products MCAs and the Esprit programme,
especially in view of the fact that the Commission proposal guaranrees the implementation
of IMPs from 1 January 1985?

Ansaner

As the honourable Member has dready said, the conclusions of the European Council in
Fontainebleau confirm tfie agreements reachid at the European Council in Brussels. These
atreement provide, irrter 4li4 for the launching of integrated programmes in favour of the
Mediterranean regions of the Communiry.

+

+*
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Subject : Euro Mps -.,:;:',:.:;' 
6 b Mr Atunor ( H' I 5 7/8 4 )

In the recent European elections 3 Members were elected to represent Vest Bcrlin.

Since the press in some countries carried a number of anicles on this maner can thc Coun-
cil explain the legal basis for this election from the point of view of international and
Communiry law and explain to what extent these proceedings are in accordance with the
post-war agreements and in panicular the Treaty of Potsdam which constitute an integral
pan of international law?

Ansuer

The Council would draw the honourable Member's attention to the declaration made by
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany on the occasion of the adoption of
the Act concerning the election of members by direc universal suffrage.

The text of this declaration is as follows:

'The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany declares rhar the Act conccrning
the elecdon of the members of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage shall
equally apply to land Berlin.

In consideration of the rights and responsibilities of France, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Nonhern Ireland, and the United States of America, rhe Berlin House of
Deputies will elect representatives to those seats within the quota of the Federal Republic
of Germany that fall rc Land Berlin.'

+
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Questiott No 57, by Mr Epbremidis (H-160/84)

Subject: The Committee on the fusociation between the EEC and Turkey

According to resent information the Committee of Permanent Represenarives of the EEC
pressed for the convocation of the meeting of the Committee on the fusociation between
the EEC and Turkey in July in response to a request by rhe Turkish Government regard-
ing the reduction in quotas on Turkish exports to the EEC and on the trade of industrial
goods, erc.

Can the Council inform us whether the decision regarding the convocation of the Com-
mittee of Association was taken unanimously and how it can be justified seeing that Tur-
key is still ruled by the junta of General Evren, martial law is still in force and thar
thousands of patriots and democrats are still being brutally rcrtured, and given the fact
that the European Parliament and other o(tans of the EEC have previously adopted con-
trary resolutions on this rnatter?

Ansaner

The EEC-Turkey Association Committee did in fact meet on 20 July 1984 ro tackle a ser-
ies of rcchnical problems which had arisen for both panies in the operation of the Ankara
Agreement.

I would like to make clear that agreement to such a meeting - which, like previous meet-
ing since 10 September 1980 was devoted exclusively to questions concerning the manage-
ment of the Association Agreement - does not represent any new development in the
Communiqy's general position regarding Turkey.

r$

ri+
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Question No 58, by Mr Kyrkos (H-162/84)

Subject: Intcgratcd Mediterranean programmes

In view of the fact that the Council of Finance Ministcrs of the Communiry failed to find
a formula to agree on the expenditure proposed by the Commission in the budget for the
implementation of the Integrated Medircrranean Programmcs, and that the recent Summit
meeting of the Heads of State of rhe Members Statcs in Paris failed to issue any statement
regarding IMPs, can the President of the Council of Finance Ministers inform the House
of the state of implemcntadon of integratcd Mediterranean programmes?

Anruter

The Council would draw the Honourable Membe/s attention to the fact that the conclu-
sions of the European Council in Fontainebleau contain a confirmation of the atreements
reached at the European Council in Brussels, including one for launching the Integratcd
Mediterranean Programmes.

The fact thar the Council has not yet been able to reach agreement on the draft budget for
1985 can in no way affect the undertakings given by tlre European Council.

Moreovcr, rhe Commission has just submittcd a new proposal on the Integrated Mediter-
ranean Programmes taking into account the Opinion of the European Parliament. The
Council is currendy examining the proposals.

Question No 52 byMr Pearce (H-163/54)

Subject: Taxation syst€ms for commercial road vehicles

\7hy does rhe Council not manate to make progress towards adopting the 1978 draft
directive on national taxation sysrcms for commercial road vehicles, which it discussed on
24 March 1984?

Ansuer

As the honourable Member has said, the Council did indeed discuss tlre draft direcdve on
national tanadon sysrcms for commercial road vehicles at its meeting on 24 March 1984.

At the end of its discussions thc Council instructed the Permanent Representatives Com-
minee to submit proposals which would enable thc difficuldes arising in connecdon wiilr
this proposal to be overcomc, taking inrc account the textual amendments which had
become neoessary and the various suggesdons made during the discussions.

+

**

lll. Questions to tbe Ministersfor Foreign Afairs

Question No 64, by Mr Pearce (H-129/84)

Subject: Production ofheroin and opium

Vill the Foreign Ministerc reinforce their representations to the governments of countries
in which heroin and opium are produced that the production of these substances be
ceased, and be prepared, if nccessary, to exert appropriate sanctions on those countries if
persuasion fails to bring about the required result?
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Ansuer

This mattcr has not been discussed in the framework of European political coopcration.

rf
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Question No 66, byMrAhoanos (H-153/84)

Subject: Visit by Mr Duarte rc the Federal Republic of Germany

The 'President' of El Salvador, Napoleon Duarte, recently visitcd Bonn and other Vest-
ern European capitals.

Do nor the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation agree that a visit of this
kind amounts to support for a government which is guilry of scrious infringements of
human rights and is a blow directed against the people of El Salvador in their struggle for
democracy and social liberation?

Ansarcr

Visia of the type mentioned by the Honourable Parliamentarian fall within the bilateral
framework and not that of EPC.

The Ten are fully aware of the unsatisfactory human rights situadon in El Salvador, which
has existed for a number of years. They have underlined the need for strict observance of
human rights in all the countries of Central America. The Ten welcome the assurances of
Mr Duane that human rights cases will be properly pursued, and they express the hope
that these assurances will be implementcd.

*
r**

Qrestion No 67, by Mr Afumoa (H-158/84)

Subject: Imports from the illegal'State of Denktash'

According to reports by the international news agencies at the beginning of July the

tovernment of the People's Republic of Bulgaria refused to allow through its airspace a
Turkish commercial aircraft carrying sultanas from the Northern part of the Republic of
Cyprus which is illegally occupied byTurkish forces.

Can the Foreign Ministers inform us why EEC countries such as the United.Kingdom -the destination of the aircreft referred to above - refuse to respec internadonal law and
accept products from the internationally outlawed 'State of Denktash and the Turkish
tanls' which naturally do not bear the official stamp of the Republic of C1prus, in defi-
ance of previous positions adopted by the European Parliament and the Commission?

Ansaxr

The issue raised by the Honourable Parliamentarian does not lie within the scope of
European political cooperation.

Vith regard to the quesdon of C1prus, the Ten have repeatedly made known their sup-
pon for the independence, sovereignry, territorial integriry and unity of the Republic of
Cyprus, their rejection of the declaration of 15 November 1983 purponing to establish a
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'Turkish Republic of Nonhem Cyprus'; and their support for Resolutions 541 and 550 of
the Security Council.

+

**

Q*estion No 58, by Mr Ephremidis (H-161/54)

Subject: Representations for the release of Mr Dikerdem

Mr Mohammed Dikerdem, a diplomat and a former Turkish Ambassador to Paris, the
President of the Peace Committee of Turkey and vice-president of the I7orld Council of
Peace is in very grave danger. The health of Mr Dikerdem who is suffering from cancer
has deteriorated owing to the medieval conditions of imprisonment in *.hich he is being
held.

Do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperadon intcnd on humanitarian
grounds to press the Government of Turkey for the immediate release of Mr Mohammed
Dikerdem who enjoys an international reputation so as to enable him to spend his last'
days in peace insofar as his ruined health allows?

Ansaner

The specific case of Mr Dikerdem has not been the subject of discussion by Foreign Min-
isters mceting in political cooperation.

The Ten remain concerned at the human righs situation within Turkey and particularly at
the circumstances of those imprisoned on account of their beliefs. They expect the Turk-
ish Government to respect fully basic human righa and freedoms.

The Ten will continue to follow closely the evolution of the situation in regard rc human
rights within Turkey.

+

rl+
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SITTING OF THURSDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 1984

1. Approoal of the minrtes

Mr Rogalh

Topiul and rrgent &bate

o Sinking of tbe Mont-Louis' - Motions
for resolutions (Doc.2-478/84) b M,
Drcarme and otbers; (Doc.2-50a/8a) by
Mrs Bloch oon Blottnitz and otbers;
(Doc.2-507/8a) by Mr de k Mahne and
others; (Doc.2-t24/84) by Mrs Van
Hemeldonck and Mr Arndt; (Doc.2-
527/84) b Mrs Veber and others atd
(Doc.2-484/8a) by Mrs Schleicber and
otbers

Mr Ducarme; Mrs Bloch oon Blotnitz;
Mrs Dupty; Mrs Van Hemeld,onch; Mrs
Weber; Mrs Scbleicher; Mr Bombard;
Mr Chanteie; Mr De Gucbt; Mr Staes;
Mr Vandcmerlcbroucke; Mr Roehnts dv
Voier; Mr Nerjes (Commksiofl; Mrs
Bloch oon Blotnia; Mr Sclrualba-Hoth

o Uwmploymerrt - Motions for resolu-' tions (Doc.2-509/8a) by Mr de h Mal-
ine atd (Doc 2-t26/84) by Mr Didd and
otbers

Mr frtzgerald; Mr Dido; Mrs Salisch;
Mrs Maij-Veggoq Mr Trchman; Mr
Bonaccini; Mrs ltioe-Groewnful;
Mrs Chouraqri; Mr Ulbrrghs; Mr Brok;
Mrs J. Hoffmann; Mr Ricbard (Commis-
sion)

o Rules on the &fened pawent of VAT

- Motion for a resolution (Doc.2-485/
S4) b Mrs Boot and others, Mrs Veil
and. others, and Mr Rogalh

Mrs Boot; Mr Patterson; Mr rVijsen-

beek; Mr Narjes (Commission); Mr
Rogalh

o Appointmett of a nevt Commission -Motion for a resolution (Doc 2-488/84/
relr.) by Mr Christopber tachson and
others and Mr Klepsch and others

Mr Cbristopber tackson; Mr Hdnscb; Mr
Crotx; Mr Spinelli; lvlr Narjes (Com-
mksion)

Dairy sector - Motions for resolrtions
(Doc.2-487/8a) by Mr hooan; (Doc.2-
500/84) b M, Tohnan and others, Mr
Eyrad atd otbers' Mrs S. Marti4 Mr
Mo*chel and others and Mr Drcarme
and (Doc.2-479/84) by Mr Bocklet

Mr hooan; MrTolman; Mr Bocklet; Mr
Eyrard; Mr Gatti; Mr Volf; Mr
Moucbel; Mr Happart; Mr tYohjer; Mr
Ducarme; Mr MacSharry; Mr Richard
(Commission)

Hrman igbts - Motions for resolutions
(Doc.2-477/8a) by Mr Donnez and Mrs
Veil; (Doc.2-496/54) by Mr dc Canaret
and otben; (Doc.2-512/84) by Mr Segre

and othen; (Doc. 2-514/8a) b Mr Andt
and othen; (Doc.2-480/84) by Mrs Lenz
and otbers; (Doc. 2-495/8a) by Mr dc
Camaret and otbers; (Doc. 2-49a/8a) by
Mr dc Camaret and others; (Doc 2-497/
Sa) by the Groap of tbe Erropean Demo-
oatic Alliance; (Doc.1-501/8a) by Mr
Molirui and others; (Doc.2-513/8a) by
Mr tVurtz and others; (Doc.2-523/84)

b Mr Van Miert and, Mr Arndt;
(Doc 2-516/8a) by Mr Glinne and Mr
Andt; (Doc.2-t18/84) by M, Schmid
and Mr Arndt; (Doc.2-521/8a) by Mr
Glinne and Mr Arndt; (Doc 2-)25/84)

b M, Van Miert and Mr Arndt;
(Doc.2-502/84) b Mr Vandemeale-
broucke and others; (Doc. 2-5$/8a) by
Mr lalor and others and (Doc. 2-51 7/84)

b Mo C-astle and otbers

Mr Donnez; Mr Andreuts; Mr Donnez;
Mr Antony; Mr Trioelli; Mr Verbeeh;
Mrs Lenz; Mr Tipodi; Mr fu Camaret;
Mrs Cbouraq*i; Mr Molinai; Mr tVrrtz

Dedline for tabling amendments

Mr Pannelh; Mr Hume; Mr Taylor;

James Scott-Hopkins; Mr Andrevts;
Sclrutalba-Hotb; Mr Pannelk; Mr Elliott

Votes

Sir James Scott-Hopkins; Mr Cot; Mr
D*carme; Mr oon dcr Ving; Mme Soioener;
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Mr Tryendhat (Commksion); Mr son &r
Ving; Mr Darhert; Mr Cot; Mr Ctyer; Mr
Hn; Mn Castlc; Mr ltnges; Mrs Castle; Mr
Cryer; Mr Klcpscb; Mr kag; Mr Hermont;
Mr Coste-Floret; Mr d'Ormeson; Mr Satra;

IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER

Vce-hesi&rt

(The siningua opened at 10 a.m.)

l. Approoal of tk minutes

Prcsidcnt. - The minutcs of ycstcrday's sitting have
been distributed.

Are there any comments?

Mr Roga[. (S). - (DE) Mr President, I would like
to draw your att€ntion to Item 10 of yesterday's Min-
utcs, which simply refers to verification of credentials.
I was present yesterday, bur cannot recall the Presi-
dent initiating any such acdon. The Minutes for Tues-
day, ll September need correcting: in Itcm 4 no men-
tion is made of the list of Members whose credentials
have been verified. I would be gratcful if you would
arrange for Itcm 10 of yesterday's Minutes to be
altered, either to include mention of presidential act-
ion, so that we have some reference, or to refer to act-
ion by the chairman of the committee responsible.
Secondly, the dtle of Appendix II, which rcfers to this
matt€r, should be dtered to read: Members whose
credentials have been confirmed, nor verified. Thirdly,
I requcst that the legibiliry of the list be improved: in
its present form it is unreadable. I would be grateful if
a legible list could be appended rc today's Minutes.

Prcsidcnt. - Mr Rogalla, we shall have those changes
made. The list of names will be printcd in the final ver-
sion of the minutes.

( Parliament approned the min*tes)t

I lYithdraual of motions for
receioed: see Minutcs.

Mr Marshall; Mr kancbire; Sir Peter Van-
nech; Mr Taylor; Mr Ricbard (Commksion);
Dame Sbehgb Roberts; Mr Slteilo& .

5. Adjournment of the session

2. Topiul and argent debater

Sinhing of tbe Mont- Loais'

Prcsidcnt - Thc next item is the joint dcbate on:

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-a7S/8$ by
Mr Ducarmc and othcrs, on behdf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, on rhe sinking of the
'Mont-Louis' cargo ship and the uanspon of
radioactive materials ;

- the motion for a rcsolution (Doc. 2-50a/8\ by
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz and others, on bchalf of
the Rainbov Group, on the transporr of nuclear
matcrials in connection with the sinking of the
'Mont-louis';

- the mosion for a resolution (Doc.2-507/8\ by
Mr de la MalCne and otlers, on behalf of the
Group of the European Democraric Alliance, on
the sinking of the 'Mont-Iouis' containing uran-
ium hexafluoride;

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-52a/8\ by
Mrs Van Hemeldonck and Mr Arndt, on [ehalf
of the Socialist Group, on the sinking of the
'Mont-Iouis';

- the motion for a resoludon (Doc. 2-527/8\ by
Mrs \fleber and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the accident involving the 'Mont-
Louis' and agreements on rhe protection of the
sea;

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-a84/8\ by
Mrs Schlcicher and orherc, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Parry, on environmental
issues of current relevance

- thc Eansporr of radioactive substances

- dioxin residues in waste incineration plants

- formaldehyde.

Mr Ducermc (L). - (FR) Mr President, I shall bc
extremely brief, particularly sincc Memberc have
tabled a large number of motions for resolutions.

151
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rcsohtions - Doameab 1 Funhcr information on the voting in the tooicd and
urgent dcbatcs can bc found in the Minutcs.
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I should like to go one srcp funher than the justifica-
tion given in the motion I tabled on behalf of thc Lib-
eral and Democratic Group and insist on our Parlia-
ment voting a motion today, even a joint one. This
would enable us to invite the Commission and the
national authorities to take up a position on this mat-
ter.

'SIe know the situation. ![e know that one govern-
ment, the French tovernment, has proved to be very
un-European in this matter, as there has been no com-
munication with the other governments or with the
Commission. And we also know thaq as things stand,
a ffansporter of such substances has real immunity
because there are no reguladons. And here we insist
that, at the end of this debate, the European Parlia-
ment take a unanimous vot€ on a Communiry regula-
tion on the transpon of radioactive substances over
land, by sea and by air.

Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). - (DE) It is tragic
that an accident has to happen before a problem is dis-
cussed and solutions sought. Surely it should be the
task of this Parliament to act as a pioneer rather shan
shutting the sable door after the horse has bolted.
Vhat else has to happen, what other dreadful acci-
denu must there be, bcfore we finally grasp that we
must grke immediate, urtent action? Parliament.must
have been awarc of the potential dangers: Mrs van
Hemeldonck of the Belgian Socialist Party spoke on
this very problem here in the House ayear ago.

I would also paniculady like to point out that these

substances :ue transported by road and rail as well as

by sea. I come from an area where, during the next
few weeks, nuclear l,asrc is to be transponcd daily
through unprot€ct€d villages on its way to Gorleben.
Iflhen will it finally be acrepted that this is a dead-end
technology, which is not only extremely expensive but
also harbours untold hazards for humaniry? Ve by no
means control these hazards: they control us. I call
upon you rc take action to ensure that such accidents
cannot happen again. In shon: is this planet to be sac-
rificed rc nuclear madness or do we wish to prevent
this?

Mrs Dupuy (RDE). - (FR) The Group of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance agrees with what has just
been said.

Although I am a new Member, I know this House has

insisted on many occasions on the need for measures

ro prevent and fight pollution of the sea.

Afur the sinking ol the Amoco Cadiz, which showed
how ill-prepared we were to handle disasters of this
magnitude, a plan to form a Community unit equipped
with powerful means of prevention was devised. Vhat
has happened to it?

In May this year, on the basis of a Commission propo-
sal, the European Parliament came out in favour of
making emergency plans to combat the accidenal tip-
ping of hydrocarbons into the ocean. Is laid particular
emphasis on the proposal for a directive being
extended to include oth€r rcxic substances and voted
an amendment along these lincs.

All the Member States know what position our Parlia-
ment took up. So why the silence and embarrassment

in this son of affair? I am shocked and bafflcd at the
deceidul attitude and wonder what disasuous conse-
quences there could have been if the nature of the
Mont-Lottis'cargo had not bcen made public by a pri-
vate body, which come to know of it through a leak of
information.

Mr President, we call on the Commission to tell thc
European Parliament, by the end of Octobcr, what
progress has been made at Community level with the
transport and disposal of dangerous wast€ and, in
panicular, hov far the project devised aftcr the sink-
ing of the Amoco Cadizhas gor.

I appeal m the honourable Members to give their full
support to our resolution.

Mrs Yen Hemeldonck (S).- (NL) Mr President, it
was ten years ago that this Parliament first drew the
Council's and Commission's attention to the need to
protect the public and the environment against the
side-effecr of new industrial processes and the use of
nuclear fuel. As rlpporteur on the transfrontier trans-
pon of dangerous substances, I referred in July 1983

to the many loopholes in the relevant intcrnational
legisladon. Despite the clear mandase given by this
Parliament, for some unknown reason the Council
allowed a year to pass before reaching some kind of
political agreement in June 1984. Cirumstances now
force us rc reircrate and reassen the need for legisla-
tion in three areasl

Firstly, the transport of dangerous substances by
water, land and air should be governed by sringent
and binding legislation. Secondly, the Scefeld proposal
on the prorcdion of personnel in ports and at sea, the
training of the workers concerned, who are exposed to
incredible risks, and the information with which they
are provided should be reconsidered. Thirdly, there is
a need for legisladon on shipping in the Nonh Sea,

where the traffic in some places is almost as dense as it
is on the Place de la Concorde, and this should include
the introduction of specific pilot services and the com-
pulsory recruitment of specialized pilots for this kind
of dangerous ranspon operation.

Mrs Vcbcr (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, how many more Sevesos must there be

before the Communiry takes the proper action at the
proper time? Up to now, Parliament has always had to
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take the initiative. After the accident in Seveso, Parlia-
ment took up the matt€r. Vhen the Ssveso wasrc
disappeared, we set up a committce of enquiry. Per-
haps the Mont-Lottis accidcnt will finally lead to act-
lon.

The Seefeld repon drawn up on behalf of the Com-
mirce on Transport c/as presentfd in 1981. Appro-
priate action has still nor been taken. In 1982 we
adoptcd a motion for a resolution. During 1983 and
1984 Parliament persistently pressed for a solution to
be found to this problem.

Vhat risks is our indusuial society still prepared to
accept and when will we face the consequences? All
indusrial activities, and this includes the transpon of
hazardous subsances, mu$ be subjected to environ-
mental impact assessment. The risls must be weighed
before any decisions are taken. Incidents like this,
where precisely rhese dangers were left out of the ini-
tial considerations, only serve ro provide the oppo-
nents of nuclear energy with grist for their mill.

Vhat is the point of intcrnational agrecments if they
are full of loopholes, if cenain counrries refuse to
ratify these agreemenr despitc being urged to do so?
h is high time thar the Community ratified these inter-
national agreements so that we have an opponuniry of
controlling what goes on. Ve must sanction countries
that refuse to ratify these agreements by boycotting
their ports. !7e cannor allow them to penalize those
counries which accept the rules by permitting these
ships to use their ports. Ve should supporr those rade
unions who cannot accept rhat their members should
handle these transports, and we musr say openly that
we are unwilling to tolerate them any longer.

'Ve call upon the Nonh Sea Conference, which is to
meet at the end of October, to reconsider all these
important matters.

Mrt Schlcicher (PPE). 
- (DE) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, an accidenr or a caastrophe is not for-
seeable. Vhen something does occur, ir ioon becomes
obvious whether rhe minimum prevendve measures
necessary have been taken or not.

There have been three incidents rcponed in the Press
over the last few weeks which have shaken she confi-
dence of the people of Europe in the European Com-
muniq/s abiliry to deal wirh environmental problems,
in panicular hazardous substances and wastes: the col-
lision in the Channel, the closure of nursery schools
becausc of danger to health from formaldehyde and
the dioxin scandals in various places.

The Group of rhe European People's Parry is appalled
that parliamentary proposals dating from 1981, for
example in the Gatto and Seefeld reporrs, have sdll not
been implemented, rhar the sandard of measures for
dealing with hazardous substances in the Member

States of the European Community varies widely and
that these are in no way sufficienr to reduce dangcrous
transfrontier problems to a minimum

There are still a large number of open quesdons
regarding the accidenr in the Channel. Vhat was the
ship in fact transponing? Vas this vessel at all suitable
for this rype of Eansport? Are international agree-
ments adequate ? Vhich Member States are refusing to
introduce the measures agreed by the Communiry?

'!7e accuse the Commission of only taking half-
heaned action and the European Council of being
incapable of drawing up and implementing the meas-
ures urgently required to protect our population.

The motions for resoludons submitted by various

Broups in this Parliament show that there is no simple
solution to this problem and rhat the inenia of the
Commission and the Council are uldmately detrimen-
al to the people of Europe.

Mr Bombard (S). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
tentlemen, I should like to return rc the Mont-Louis.I
approve of everyilring Mrs Dupuy, Mr Ducarme, Mrs
Schleicher and Mrs Veber have just said and you, Mr
President, who headed the Committee of Enquiry into
the transfrontier shipment of wasrc, can hardly do
anything but suppon me when I say that these rules
absolutely have rc be applied in maritime ransporr, as
we y/ant them to be applied in ranspon on land and
by rail.

Vhat we must avoid on rhis occasion is mixing things
up, as Mrs Bloch von Blomnitz is doing, and evading
an issue which has gor r.o come up in this House one
day and which all previous governmenrs, French and
otherwise, have evaded. That issue is the danger
attached rc rhe ransport of radioactive substances. So
far, we have talked about chemical waste and danger-
ous waste, but we have not mentioned radioactive
wasrc. There will have rc be a debate on rhe Eanspoft
of radioactive products and waste in this House. But I
should not like to do more than one thing at a time as
far as the sinking of the Mont-Loais is concerned. For
the moment, the Mont-Lonis problem is not, fonun-
ately, terribly serious in rhar the wreck is accessible
and we know how to ger rhe conr€nts out.

Uranium? It is a frightcning word, bur we live with
uranium in our narural surroundings and the amount
of uranium in the products in the Mont-Loris is very
close to the amounts around us naturally. I should just
like to say that we need a special debare on the prob-
lems of radioactive products - otherwise there will be
really disastrous accident one day, far worse than the
Mont-Loris.

Mr Chantcdc (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, ladies
and gendemen, the accidcnr involving the 'Mont-
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Louis'has focused attention on the problem of trans-
poning radioactive subsances. Do enough people
realize that, after the 'Olau Britannia' had collided
with the 'Mont Louis' on 25 August, 900 passengers
spent some five hours drifting over a cargo of
450 tonnes of radioacdve uranium hexafluoride? Do
they realize that it took the French aurhorities some
twelve hours to inform rhe Belgian authorities of the
cargo the French vessel was carrying? In the last two
and a half weels the public have constandy been left
with the impression that the information provided,
panicularly by the French authorities, has been incom-
plerc or incorrect and that this has resulted in a serious
lack of coordination betureen the French and Belgian
authorities.

Mr President, the North Sea is one of the busiest ship-
ping areas in the world. I would compare it to the
Champs Elysdes in Paris. \7ould the French auth-
orities allow so dangerous a substance to be trans-
poned along the Champs Elys6es in Paris? They
would, I think, make other arrangemenm. And this is
what must be done when such substances are Eans-
pofted in the Nonh Sea. It is estimared that every year
some 420 000 ships pass through the Straits of Dover.
That is more than a thousand ships a day. The largest
concenration is, of course, to be found near por6, but
shipping accidents regularly occur in the Nonh Sea. In
1980, for example, there were 201 cases of ships col-
liding, going aground or sinking. If we look at the
present situation, we find there is a greet deal of
national, Communiry and international legislation, but
we cannot help feeling that this muldplicity of legisla-
tion is a sign of weakness and a hindrance. There is
consequendy an urtent need for the Community to
take the initiative and call for a central Nonh Sea con-
ference to coordinate all this legislation.

Mr De Gucht (L). - (NL) Mr President, I shall not
go into this matter, since I believe the previous speak-
ers have already referred to all the facts of the case. I
agree with everything they have said.

I should merely like to say on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group that concern for our natural envi-
ronment will, and indeed must, be uppermosr in our
minds in our debates during the life of this Parliament.
It is unacceptable that, as this drama involving the
'Mont-Louis' has once again shown, we should have
to wait for an accident !o happen, or almost happen,
before we are prepared to tackle a specific problem.
Ve must demonstrate more general concern for our
environment, and the Liberal and Democratic Group
is convinced that the European Parliament is best
suited to drawing attention to this issue at all times.

Mr Sacs (ARC). - (NL) Ve propose that the Euro-
pean Parliament should form a delegation composed
of members of the committees which consider marrers
relating to the environment, transport and energy.

Before the end of November this delegation should
make contact with everyone on the Belgian crisis man-
agement team. All the percinent questions regarding
the 'Mont-Louis' should be raised at these meetings,
so that the European Parliament is fully informed and
is able to discuss the matter with a knowledge of all
the facts.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) As I live in
Ostende, I am perhaps more concerned than anyone
here by the 'Mont-louis' accident, which once again
raises the whole question of the fiansport of radioac-
dve substances. It is absolutely inconceivable, as Mr
Chanterie has just said, that the Straits of Dover can
be used for this purpose.

Another aspect to be considered is the horrifying
unwillingness of the French authorities to disclose
what cargo the ship was actually carrying and their
hypocritical attitude regarding the progress of the sal-
vage operations. It was left to Greenpeace to
announce that the cargo included hexafluoride, and it
was fifteen days after the accident before it was reluc-
tantly admitted that high-tech equipment and chips
were also on board the 'Mont-Louis'. The whole inci-
dent reveals the inconceivable lack of international
legislation.on the transport of dangerous substdnces.
Perhaps this accident will at last give the Commission
and Council an opportuniry of drafting binding and
uniform legislation, which should include provisions
requiring notification of cargoes being carried and
routes followed and setting out the penalties that will
be imposed.

Mr President, it is absolutely essential for the transport
of radioacdve substances to be prohibited immediately
and for this ban m remain in force undl appropriate
legislation has been introduced.

Mr Roelanc du Vivier (ARC). - (FR) Mr President,
I am shocked to hear Mr Bombard, who, I hope, was
only speaking for himself, say that there are not great
problems attached to the Mont-Zozir. Not a day -nay, not an hour - goes by without us realizing that
the threat represented by the products in the hull of
the Mont-Louis is mounting, and I believe, Mr Presi-
dent, that the only wise thing this House can do,
pending a regulation, is to ban the ranspon of these
radioactive wastes by sea, by air and on land. Ve need
a restrictive regulation, but first we must have a ban. . .

Mr Naries, Membcr of the Commission. - (DE) Mr
President, first of all I would like to thank the House
on behalf of the Commission for placing the Mont-
Louis incident first on its list of topics for urgent
debate, thereby clearly demonstrating the political sig-
nificance of this matter. However, the questions
include requesu for such a wide range of information
on the technical, scientific, ecological, legal and politi-
cal aspects of this incident that even brief replies to
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each point would cause this debatc K) overrun ser-
iously. $7e shall be left with extensive material for the
committees to deal with, and for funher debates in the
House.

Following this accident, the Commission has checked
the effectiveness of all the regulations on the transport
of hazardous substances, in panicular radioactive
substances, has considered what improvements are
possible and has also submimed appropriate proposals
for those areas where existing international regulations
have been invoked to challenge the Communiq/s
authority.

This applies panicularly to the ranspon of hazardous
subsances by sea, and here I agree with Mr Bombard.
The IMO claims the right to regulate this on an inter-
nadonal basis. The majoriry of Member States com-
pletely refuse to accept any Communiry or Commis-
sion authoriry in these spheres. Howwer, the question
arises as to whether it is not high time for special legis-
lation to be created for the Communiq/s coastal wat-
ers and for the busy stretches of the European off-
shore waters of the Nonh Sea, the Baltic Sea and the
Mediterranean - where possible with the cooperation
of those coastal states in these areas vhich are not
members of the Community.

The Commission will attempt to influence the work of
the Nonh Sea Conference along these lines and will
raise these mafiers at the Conference, whose work is

ahetdy far advanced and includes other major envi-
ronmenal problems in the Nonh Sea. Ve also hope
that the improvement in the weather this morning
means that the cargo can in fact be salvaged within 4
or 5 days.

I would now like to reply to the individual questions
under swo headings: fircdy, matters relating rc the
Mont-Louis accident and secondly, the EPP's ques-
tions on dioxin and formaldehyde.

The Commission was first informed oI rte Mont-Louis
accident by a letter from the French government of
30 August. Our overall information on the cargo is

similar to what Members will have read in the Press. I
do not wish to repeat all that here. It would appear
that to date all the containers are intact. The main
dangers involved possible chemical reactions, not
nuclear and radioactive hazards emanating from the
cargo.

One enquiry concerned the hypothetical question of
how this incident would have been handled if no pri-
vate organization had taken the initiative and
informed the public.'Ve assume that salvage attempts
would have been made even vithout public concern.
'!7e have no opinion as to what informasion would or
would not have been made available in such a situa-
tion. fu far as the legal aspects of this incident are
concerned, Community legislation only applies under
the rules of Euratom, nameln the basic standards for

protecdon against radioactiviry which also apply to the
transport of radioacdve substances.

Beyond this there are special regulations formulated
and discussed by the IAEA, of which all Member
States and the Community are members. These are

described in detail in a report which is obviously not
familiar to all Members.

It was presented to thc House on 25 April this year,
relates to the transpon of radioacdve substances in the
European Communiry and reflects the conclusions of
the committee of expens demanded in the 1982 See-

feld report. This committee dealt with all the aspects in
ir rcchnical and sciendfic section. I refer you to it.

Vith regard to the question on to what extent the
measures mken in connection with the Amoco Cadiz
incident were ineffective here, or to what extent they
were not complied with, I would first of all like to
point out that the oil spilt is approximately one half
percent of the quantiry that led to the major damage
caused by rhe Amoco Cadiz.

Following that incident, it was decided to set up a sys-

tfm to exchange information and provide mutual aid
to combat pollution from oil spills. A programme to
develop new methods and techniques to combat pollu-
tion in a manner less damaging to the environment
was also initiated. The European Parliament's sugges-
tion for a regisrcr of oil tankers has not yet been
accepted; the Council of Ministers has failed to reach
a decision.

I have already mentioned the IAEA repon which
makes it clear that the Commission is considering ini-
tiatives in three areas, to some extent, however, not
until the groundwork has been carried out. Firstly, a
proposed directive must be drawn up to counter Mem-
ber States dragging their feet over implementing IAEA
measures. Secondly, organizational problems in the
ffansport industry need to be dealt with more effi-
ciendy, panicularly with a view to reducing the quant-
iry of consignments. Thirdly, we inrcnd to submit a
report on improved raining for transpon personnel.

As far as the nautical aspect is concerned, the so-called
301 programme is currently operating within the
framework of the COST protramme. This pro-

tramme, deails of which are well known to she Com-
mittee on Research, aims to set up an integrated net-
work of coasal surveillance centres using radar and
information rcchnology sysrcms. Initial research on
this should be completed by the end of 1985.

'Vith regard to port controls, the application of exist-
ing international regulations is sufficient. My investi-
gations show that some 10 000 vessels were checked in
recent years, of which 340 were detained in pon for
defects to be remedied.

'$7'e mut also consider whether roll-on/roll-off vessels
such as the Mont-Louis can be used in future for such
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dangerous consignments. This rype of vessel has no
bulkheads and tends to capsize even when only
slightly damaged. I cannot give an opinion on this
matt€r, since it does not come under Community jur-
isdiction. Investigation by the marine authorities res-
ponsible must establish the exrcnt to which mistakes by
the crews of the two ships involved contributed to the
accident.

A funher question related to the availabiliry of data. I
would again refer you to the Commission's April
repoft. According to one figure we have, there were
something like 1.4 million consignments in 1980, of
which well over 90 per cenr were from the field of
medical and scientific research.

In the second pan of my reply, I would briefly like to
mention the other two environmental problems
referred to by the EPP group. Firstly, waste incinera-
brs: their emission comes under Article 9 of Council
directive 319 which dates from 1978. Vaste incinera-
tors require a permit to operate. There is, however, no
Commuhiry legisladon on waste incinerarors as such,
which are entirely the responsibility of rhe Member
States.

As far as formaldehyde is concerned, I would like to
point out that Mrs Scrivener asked a quesrion during
the last Question Time which was answered in writing.
This matter cannot now be discussed orally. To save
time, I would therefore refer you to the detailed writ-
ten reply to Mrs Scrivenefs question.

Prcsidcnt. - The debate is closed.

Vote

Amendment by M, Andl on behalf of the Socialist
Group, and Mr Carossino, on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group, rephcing the frrst fioe motions for
resol*tions

Mn Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). - (DE) Ve request
that the vote first be taken on the separate motions for
resolutions. I would also request thar our morion for a
resolution be voted on paragraph by paragraph, as it is
highly controversial. I feel that we should try to
achieve some real progress and nor simply vote on
generalities.

Prcsident. - Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz, since rhere is a
joint amendment, that will be voted on first. Should
this be rejected, then we shall vote on rhe separarc
motions for resolutions. It is up to Members ih.--
selves therefore in the vot€ to determine what proce-
dure will be followed.

Mr Schwalba-Hoth (ARC). - (DE) On a point of
order, I would submit that amendments are permissi-
ble to the amendments by Mr Arndt and orhers.

This amendment was not tabled until today and only
appears to offer a compromise. As far as our demands
to reject the nuclear industry and nuclear and pluton-
ium ransports are concerned, it takes a defensive
vlew.

President. - It is not customary to have amendments
rc amendments.

(Parliament adopted the ametdment and the motion for
a resolation (Doc 2-484/8a) by Mrs Scbleicher and
others)

Unemployment

President. - The next item is the joint debate on

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-509/8$ by
Mr de la Maldne, on behalf of the Group of the
European Democratic Alliance, on the need rc
tackle as a matter of priority and in a new yray the
problem of unemployment;

- the modon for a resolution (Doc- 2-525/8$ by
MrDidd and others,.on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the reorganization of working time.

Mr Fitzgerdd (RDE). - Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, let there be no doubt in anyone's mind that
the single greatest challenge facing the Communiry is
the scourge of unemployment. The European Com-
munity is reeling from one intolerable set of unem-
ployment figures to another. Remedial action is long
overdue.

'$7'e are deeply concerned at the way in which unem-
ployment has hit young people under the age of 25. At
the same time, there is every need to improve the situ-
ation of other workers, women and those over the age
of 50. On behalf of my troup, rhe European Demo-
cratic Alliance, I urge the Members of this Parliament
not to lose sight of the problem that unemployment
constitutes. Ve must not allow ourselves to become
indifferent with the passate of time to the desperate
situation facing the 12 million people who are without
work in 1984 - a figure 4 times greater than a decade
ago. They are without hope, without champions to
plead their cause.

'!7e are at the beginning of a new tenn of office. It is
our sincere hope that the European Parliament will
show its appreciation of the situation by supponing
our request that all the institutions of the Community
once and for all tackle unemployment in a positive
way. Ve appreciate that there are other issues which
the Community must resolve, in panicular the budget-
ary crisis. Yet we believe that by finding a solution to
the budgetary impasse we help to find a means of
tackling the time bomb that is unemployment. Unless
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this Parliament can persuade the Member States, the
Council and Commission, together with the employers
and trade unions, to cooperate in this matter, our
relevance to the swelling ranls of the unemployed,
panicularly our young people, will cease to exist. The
number of unemployed young people in my own
country increased by almost I l0lo in the past year and
the situation shows no sign of improving. For the sake

of all those who are unemployed, let this Parliament
send out a message loud and clear: we are concerned
and from the outset we inrcnd to make the creation of
new jobs our prioriry task.

In conclusion, may I, as a former Minister for Social
Affairs, add a brief poignant personal note. Just con-
sider the job losses and factory closures over the last
I 8 months ! On behalf of my group, I make an urgent
plea rc Parliament to support the resolution.

Mr Didd (S). - (tI) Mr President, despite the
beginning of economic recovery, unemployment is

unfonunarcly getting worse and it is panicularly
affecdng women and young people. This Parliament,
like the Commission and the Council, has recognized
that the reorganization of working time is one of the
measures necessary to deal with unemployment, Parti-
cularly where this is due td industrial reorganization
and the introduction of new technologies which
replace men vvith machines.

The reformed Social Fund is now offering financing to
undertakings which reduce working hours while at the
same dme increasing thc number of jobs. In addition,
in all the Communiry countries general or specific
atreements have now been concluded to this effect.
The most recent has been in the German Federal
Republic.

\7e therefore feel that conditions now exist for a

European framework agneement to be drawn up. And
we call, first, on she Council of Ministers that will
meet on 21 September to adopt Parliament's resolu-
tions in this matter. Should, as happcned in June, one
country oppose its veto, ure ask that the Governments
which agree put thesc resolutions into effect.
Secondly, we ask that the Commission adopt all the
measures necessary to induce the social partners at the
European level, that is UNICE and the European
Trade Union Confederation, to start negotiations on
the formulation of a European framework atreement
rhat can seffe as a guide for the social panners in the
individual Communiry member countries.

Mrs Salisch (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we have frequently dealt with the subject
of unemployment and I sometimes feel like a parrot
constantly repeating itsclf. On behalf of my group I
have frequendy cidzed the fact that all the Councils
and the Commission repearcdty declare that the prob-
lem of unemployment has top prioriry, then never do
anything.

Vhen we look at all the proposals for next yea/s
budget, it is obvious that the resources available will
not be enough to combat stcadily rising unemploy-
ment. It is more important than ever that Parliament,
as in the past, take the initiadve and press for our pro-
posals to be implemented. Above all, both sides of
industry must get totether at European level to arrive
at some sensible soludon on reducing working houn
as a way of combadng unemployment. This is a matter
to which I attach great importance.

I would like to mention one other point that comes up
in the Didd amendment. The point is frequendy made

that employment structures vary throughout Europe
and that it is not possible to know precisely which
methods are most efficient in the fight against unem-
ployment, panicularly youth unemployment and the
long-term jobless. If this is so, then we do need a

European institution to observe labour markets in the
Member States, collect material, carry out comparative
studies and publish information. I therefore strongly
urte that the House adopt Mr Didd's amendment so

that we can set up a European observation service.

Mrs MaiiVcffcn (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, my
group is pleased that Mr de la Maline and Mr Didd
have taken these initiatives, because we believe that
unemployment cannot be discussed often enough here.
At the same time, I share Mrs Salisch's opinion that
there is a rcndency simply rc repeat what has already
been said in the past. I feel we mu$ be careful in this
respect and that this resolution should concentratr
chiefly on the appeal to the Council of Ministers to
define the framework agreement on the redistribution
of work. This resoludon should overcome the impasse

that has occurred in this area. If that is made the ess-

ence of this resolution, we can support it.

fu this resolution principally concerns the redistribu-
tion of work, I should like to summarize my group's
views on this subject. \7e fully endorse the concept of
the redistribudon of work, but only if sringent
requirements are satisfied. Ve believe that work must
be redistributed flexibly, not on the basis of a single
model. !fle also believe that the redistribution of work
is a matter for rhe m/o sides of industry rather than
legislation. Ve funher believe that work must be

redistributed in such a way that the pressure on indus-
try is not increased and that its competitiveness is not
restricted more that it already is. Ve also believe that
work must be redisributed in the way that creates the
maximum number of new jobs, and we feel that these
jobs must be reserved primarily for those who have
been hardest hit by unemployment: young people and
vomen. Those are our premises, and I must say that
few of them are to be found in Mr Didd's resolution.
'!7e have therefore tabled a number of amendments to
emphasize these points.

To conclude, I y.ill just explain one of these amend-
ments. V'e do not agree with the Socialist Group that
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the European Communiry should ser up an institute to
provide information on the redisribution of work. Ve
believe that this should be lefr ro rhe rwo sides of
industry and rhat this kind of information can also be
included in the social and economic reports.

Mr Tuckman (ED). - Mr President, my group also
is interested and very keen that this subject be debated
seriously and often. Our worry is rhat we see it very
much like one of those medical problems where we
know what we want to achieve but do nor knocr how
rc get there or whether one can ter rhere at all. Out
great concern is that in comparison with our competi-
tors, particularly in the Far East and in the United
Starcs, we lag behind and that merely ro say rhar we
will reduce working hours per week is not going to
help us at all. Ve would like to believe that by a rear-
rangement of working time we could create extra jobs,
but we are worried about what the net effect might
well be if this is wrongly handled - that, in fact, we
may become less compedtive and rherefore further
outdistanced by our compedtors.

Ifhat we really think is that a lot of the problem on
the input side is due ro Europe having reduced its pace
of work. There are experiments going right back to
the 1932 era when 'Vestern Electric in the United
States found that the pace of work was a group thing,
and our European set-up is reducing its pace. \7e are
also concerned that we are taking out more than we
are putting in, that we are nor invesdnt enough and
therefore a lot of these solutions are going ro be harm-
ful rather than helpful.

Nevertheless, in general we have sar down togerher
and looked at the amendments. If those of Mr Brok go
through, then, in general, my Broup would be very
happy to support this resolution. But we have to con-
tinue to say that we would like the search for better
solutions to continue. It will not do just to utter fine
words here, because, in the end, whether Europe lives
or dies economically, whether it prospers or dimin-
ishes, depends on what happens on rhe shopfloor and
not on what happens in this Chamber.

Mr Bonaccini (COM). - (n Mr President, my
group has always sought to persuade this Parliament
that in fact the best economic system is the one that
can ensure full udlization of all the available resources

- and surely the most important of these are human
and manpower resources.

Ve cannot therefore but feel bitter and express our
disapproval - both of sociery and those that govern it

- when we see so many men and women deprived of
the opportunity to work and so many hundreds of
thousands of more mature individuals, those aged 40-
45, made 'obsolete' by the workings of our presenr
economres.

Ve shall therefore be voting for the resolutions, not
least as a reference rc the work ve have already done
and intend to do shonly, sarting from next week,
when we shall be calling in the Committee on Econo-
mic and Monetary affairs for a fresh initiative in the
area of the economic recovery protramme and of
problems more specifically related to employment.

Our position on the resoludons will be consonant with
all this, as we are panicularly anxious to prevent any

POStPonement.

Mrs Larive-Groencnd.al (L). - (NZ) Mr President,
my group regrets that the very serious problem of
unemployment should be discussed in five minutes in
the form of an urgent debate. Ve think this is ridicu-
lous and simply pulls the wool over the eyes of all our
fellow-citizens who are out of work. If we are going
to adopt resolutions, let us at least be sincere. The
Did0 resolution novl before us hardly differs from all
the sops with which some Members of this Parliament
appear to have been trying to pacify the European
electorate for years.

Mr President, although it may be a difficult pill to
swallow, innovative production methods and, of
course, automation are necessary if employment is to
rise again in the longer term, unless we want to
become a museum of past glories. If our amendments
are adopted, the resolution will be clearer and above
all more sincere in this respect.

Mrs Chouraqui (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, I
should like rc contribute one deail on my Group's
attiilde to the Didd resolution in this very short
debate on unemployment.

Employment is an absolute prioriry as far as q/e are
concerned, but we do not believe in the reduction of
working time as a factor in job creation. Let me
explain. It is high time we debunked the idea of
work-sharing as an answer to unemployment. The real
debate should not be about working more or working
less. It should be about working more and offering as

many jobs as possible to the maximum number of
workers. A rigid reduction in working hours does not
create employment. looking on rhe quantiry of work
as a piece of mathematical data and concluding that
you have rc take jobs away from some people to give
thent to others is a smtic and conservative way of
looking at thints. Making working hours more flexi-
ble, on the other hand, and reorganizing working time
is more in line with rhe economic and social impera-
tives of Europe today.

Ve shall make proposals in this field in good time, for
we believe that a range of very different measures ro
provide a response to the workers' social aspirations
are involved.
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[,ook at the economic history of Europe in ancient and
modern times and you will see that waves of reorgani-
zation and reduction of working time always accom-
pany vaves of investment. It is productivity increases
plus reorganization of the productive apparatus that
lead to reductions in working time.

Mr Ulburghs (NI). - (NL) Mr President, there is

one very imponant sector where employment is con-
cerned, and that is coal-mining. This sector is all the
more important because of the serious doubts sociery
has about nuclear energy and its effect on the environ-
ment. Our thoughts also turn in this context to the
British miners' strike and the closure of pits in Belgian
Limburg, the area from which I come. I therefore pro-
pose that we should have an energy debate to discuss,
firstly, the implications of this rend for employment,
secondly, what the workers can do in this respect and,
thirdly, the reduction of working hours.

Mr Brok (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it has become a ritual for us so discuss the
subjects of unemployment and a reduction in working
dme again and again without ever achieving any pro-
gress. I do not think that the European Communiry
should be trying rc achieve a framework agreement at
European level with a Communiry plan.

The Vest German Social Democrat proposers in
panicular must be aware that, in free collective bar-
gaining, the unions in Vest Germany have reached
different agreements during this year's negotiations on
restructuring and reducing working time.

The desire rc draw up unified concep$ for the whole
of Europe is both unnecessary and wrong. Ve should
be trying to influence the level of unemployment in
ways that take account of different conditions in dif-
ferent regions, of different sizes of undenakings. Our
international competitiveness and cost factors must
also be borne in mind.

I also strongly oppose a negative approach to the new
technologies. The third indusrial revolution naturally
presents us with problems of adjustment, and we must
come to rcrms with their impact on sociery.'$7e must
accept, however, as shown for example in a study by
the Social Democrat candidarc for the office of lZest
German Economics Minister at the last elecdon, Pro-
fessor Krupp, that those sections of industry that have
welcomed new developments and rcchnologies are
providing more jobs, whereas those sections that rejecr
the new technologies have lost jobs. Ve Europeans
mu$ beu/are of a negadve attitude to the new technol-
ogies, we must. welcome their positive aspecff. In my
view this is the only u,ay to achieve progress. The
creation of institudons to rehash what we already
know is not the way. Ve need a concept thar offers
real hope for the future.

Mrt J. Hoffmann (COM). - (FR) I too should like
rc say a few words on this question of unemployment,
a crucial one for our national economies and for the
life of our peoples, which has been the subject of a
number of resolutions.

In July our Group again assened the need for this
House m be active and constructive on this essential
issue and, whenever it comes up, we shall suppon any-
thing that works along these lines.

Having said this, I should like to say that we have no
illusions when we read the t€xr that have been tabled.
Experience has shown that there are several ways of
fighdng unemployment. But it means action. Combat-
ing the crisis, as far as we are concerned, means mod-
ernizing - and not necessarily reducing employment.
It means investing, training the workers, increasing the
quantity and quality of what we produce, cutting
working hours without cutting wages, giving a mass

dimension to vocadonal training and maintaining and
improving the purchasing power of our wage-earners.
\7e must, as indeed the proposals suggest, encourage
the idea of negotiations, but, to our mind, they must
not be exclusive negotiations. All the representative
trade union organizations of our countries must be
there.

I should just like to end by saying that we cannot
exped rc alrcr the situation without bold social inno-
vations. But there will be an opportuniry to talk about
this later.

Mr Richar4 Member of the Commission, - Mr Presi-
dent, may I say right at the ou6et that, as far as the
Commission is concerned, today's debate is both
timely and useful. I think it is imponant that the Euro-
pean Parliament at its first session after a fresh election
should make a firm satement of its views on unem-
ployment and its determination to try and do some-
thing about it. Therefore, as I say, we cannot but wel-
come this motion which reaffirms that the highest
priority should be attached rc the problem of unem-
ployment.

May I say a word about the effect of policies in the
last few years. fu an institution, Mr President, the
Commission has frequendy reiterated its view that the
fight against unemployment should be the Com-
muniq/s No I prioriry. I, therefore, wholeheartedly
agree with Parliament's emphasis in this resped.
Registered unemployment now stands at well over
12 million. Over 4 million people in the Communiry
have now been out of work for more than one year.
Over 2 million people in the Communiry have now
been out of work for more than two years. Nearly one
in three young people under 25 are now unemployed.
I am disturbed, Mr President, to find myself having to
repeat such figures over and over again - and each
time I have to repeat the figures, they themeselves
seem to be getting worse.
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The Commission has produced its proposals for act-
ion. Since 1982 we have been working within the
framework set down by the Council resolution on act-
ion rc combat unemployment, following the mandate
given by the 1982 Jumbo Council of Finance, Econo-
mic and Employment Ministers. In 1982 I could say to
the Parliament that I though there were some pros-
pects for real progress. Since then we have produced
action programmes and poliry guidelines on voca-
donal raining, youth employment, women's employ-
ment, local employment initiadves and the new rcch-
nologies. Ve have launched a whole sffategy on the
reduction and the reorganization of working time and
labour. I will say a word about that in a moment.'$7'e
have engaged in far-reaching reviews of the Social
Fund and the Regional-Fund; we have produced new
policies and instruments for sectoral readjustment and
for promoting investmentl we have urged the Council
and the Member States to make greater efforts to
reconcile economic and social objecdves, to strengthen
rather than weaken the social dialogue in periods of
difficulry and to take proper political responsibility for
maintaining solidariry in society. Despite this, unem-
ployment in the Communiry has actually doubled
since 1980.

Mr President, governments - it must be said and it
should be said - have failed to react positively and in
concert to the ideas and policies that the Commission
has put in front of them. I say this with no enjoyment.
I say it, indeed, more in sorrow although tinged with a

fair amount of anger. As a result of that, the employ-
ment and economic problems of Member States have
worsened rather than lessened in the last four years.
Corrective action now has to be envisaged in a more
radical and far-reaching way than was thought neces-
sary a few years ago. This only reinforces the need for
cooperation at Community lwel.

Mr President, I am not asking for the moon. Vhat I
am asking for is simply a more realistic approach by
the individual Member States and by the Council of
Ministers acdng in concert to this problem. The more
we go on fiddling about with the problem as we have
been, frankly - or some of the Member States have
been - over the last few years, the more difficult it
will be to get a grip on the problem and to take major
policy initiatives which will bring it under control.

I turn now to the second resolution before the House
this morning, that by Mr Didd on the reorganization
of working-time. I think there is a direct connection
berween the reduction of working-time and flexibility
of working-hours. If one looks at what the Commis-
sion has said on this subject, the documents and pro-
posals we have produced or, indeed, the draft recom-
mendation that was negotiated with nine of the ten
Member States before the last Council of Ministers,
one will see that the link between the reducdon of
working-time and flexiblity of working-hours and
working methods is one which we clearly accept.

The Commission can only agree with the wish of Par-
liament that the nine governments which have sup-
poned the draft Council recommendation on the
reduction and reorganization of working-time should
now proceed to carry it out by implementing the
appropriate measures. Important breakthroughs in col-
lective bargaining in some countries with regard to
employment-orienmted reorganizations of working-
time may give additional impetus to similar action in
rhe other Member States.

Mr Brok asked for a flexible framework to be nego-
tiated either with the Council or with both sides of
industry at European level. I endrely agree with the
need for flexibiliry. !7e need a flexible framework at
European level within which indivi{ual Member States
and the social panners within thd3e Member States

can themselves negotiate flexibly. I have to say to him,
however, that despite some recent successful negotia-
tions on working-time in some important branches of
industry, UNICE remains hostile to a framework
agreement at Communiry level, since it doubts that an
overall reduction in working-hours would have posi-
tive employment effects and because it does not have a

mandate to negotiate a Community-wide agreement
on this matrcr. The Communiry shares the opinion in
the resolution that such an atreement would be

wholely desirable, since it is becoming increasingly
clear that the slight upturn in the economic situation
has not led to a more promising employment outlook.
However, as past effons of the Commission to this
effect have failed, it is hard to see how at present the
divergent views of the ETUC and UNICE on this
issue can be reconciled.

I shall now deal with the question of data and moni-
toring and publications. Data on working-dme, prod-
uctiviry, production and employment are already regu-
larly published by the Commission. The major sources
are the production, employment, labour-cost and
working-dme satistics, as well as Earopean Economy
itself. Also the annual economic report and the survey
of DG Il, Social Errope, and the annual report on
social developments issued by DG V. There is there-
fore a lot of documentation already being published
which is, of course, all available to Parliament and to
individual Members. In Addition to these regular pub-
lications, relevant studies are being and have been car-
ried out in DG V's research programme on labour-
market developments as well as within the framework
of the FAST protramme of DG XII.

In addition, I can tell the House that the Commission
proposes to make available at about the end of this
year e factual survey of recent developments in the
field of working-time with a special focus on agree-
ments which have helped to create jobs. This would
bring up to date the annex to the Commission's
memorandum of December 1982, which is now some
two years out of date.

Finally, on this subject of the reduction and reorgani-
zation of working-time, there is no doubt at all in my
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mind that, if used properly, it can be a successful ele-
ment in the preservation or the creation of jobs. \7hat
it will not do is create jobs for 12 million people. $7hat
it will do, taken in conceft vith a set of other measures

which we have also urged member governments to
implement, is to make a useful contribution in the gen-
eral fight against unemployment in the Communiry.

Prcsident. - The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted tbe resolrtion (Doc. 2-509/sa) fui
Mr dc k Maline and. the resolution (Doc. 2-526/8a) by
Mr Didd and otbers)

Rules on the defened payment of VAT

Presidcnt. - The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 2-485/84) by Mrs Boot and others, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany,
Mrs Veil and others, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, and Mr Rogalla, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the Council's failure rc reach a

decision to introduce the 'single document' and the
'Rules on the deferred payment of VAT'.

Mrs Boot (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, shipping
agents and international carriers in the Community are

very worried about action that has been aken in the
United Kingdom, which will change the procedure
governing impons of goods into Britain: from I Nov-
ember the VAT due on imports will again have to be

paid at the frontier. It will not be possible m impon
goods unless the VAT is paid or a bank guarantee is

presented. This is a step backwards in the development
of the free European internal market.

The main reason for this move is that the United
Kingdom wants the 11 200 m this will enable it to pay
into its exchequer. But it would not have taken this
action if the Council had adopted the 14th VAT
Direcdve on 9 July. One of the major advantages of
the 14th VAT Directive is that it would move frontier
formalities inland, a sysrcm that has long been the
norm in the Benelux countries.

The Commission proposes that this system should be

introduced throughout the Communiry. \7e therefore
feel the Council has failed dismally by not taking a
decision.

'!7e appeal to the Council to make amends and adopt
the directive without delay, because the citizens, ship-
ping agents, exporters and carriers of Europe simply
no longer understand why the attitudes of two or per-
haps there Member States should be holding up a pro-
posal which will be of considerable benefit to intra-
Community trade. If our exporters are to remain effi-
cient and competitive and continue to provide a

high-qualiry service, the 14th VAT Directive must be

adopted in the ve{F near future. I also beliwe,
Mr President, that the Commission should have a cast-

ing vorc in the Community's decision-making Proce-
dure.

Mr Pattcrson (ED). - Mr President, I want to use

my rwo minutes to make three points.

The first is to agree, and to agree passionarcly, on
behalf of my group with the text of this resoludon. It is
quite incredible, is it noq that in a common market
theoretically established for a quarter of a century we

sdll have 70 different documents in use for internal
trade.

The second point I want to make is to exPress regret
that the Government of the United Kingdom - like
that of Ireland two years ago - is finding it necessaqy

as from November of this year to change the system of
collecting VAT on imports. That is, to move away
from the postponed accounting system which avoids

completely VAT collection at borders and which the
whole Communiry would adopt under the 14th VAT
Directive.

However, in view of what the proposer has just said,
perhaps I should clarify why this has happened. It is

not because of the I 1/2 billion in revenue. Up till now
the United Kingdom has been one of the good boys of
Europe on this mattfr, but until the 14th Directive is
adopted, United Kingdom industry will have been at
an unfair competitive disadvantage compared to
industries in other Member States. In effect, imponers
have been given a three-month cash flow advantage
without any corresponding advantage for UK expon-
ers. Now, all this would have been corrected had the
14th Directive been adoprcd. I make it absolurcly clear
that my group and the British Government is in favour
of the adoption of the 14th Directive as soon as possi-

ble; meanwhile it is regrettable that, as I understand it,
100 extra customs and excise saff are having to be

taken on - a step backwards, you may think.

Finally, therefore, I want to ask the Commission and
Council a number of questions. First, Commissioner
Narjes, is it still possible to hope that the 14th VAT
Directive will be adopted? Have you got a solution to
this immediate loss to exchequers and the danger of
fraud? Secondly, Commissioner or Council, can you
say precisely which governmenm are holding up the
single document and the 14th VAT Directive ?

The time has come, in my opinion, when perhaps we
can shame our national governments into implement-
ing the Eeaties which they have all signed.

(Apphuse)

Mr Viiscnbcck (L). - (NL) Mr President, as I rise
to speak my first words in this Parliament, having
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sened it in a different capecity for rwelve years, I must
say that this is unfortunately a sad occasion. Rather
than pressing ahead with the European ideal, the
Council seems intent on going back on what three-
quarters of our people still believe in. I call on the
Council to state its views on this directive. In the
countries which apply the system of payment at the
destination rather than at the frontier, 950/o of VAT
payments are made in this way. If a decision is not
taken on this by I November, Mr President, the Com-
muniry will take another step backwards, and the
question will then be whether we are still trying to
make progress rcwards a unified Europe, in which I
still believe.

Mr Narjcs, Member of the Commission. - (DE) Mr
President, the Commission fully shares the concern
expressed both in the motion for a resolution and the
debate that m/o major aspects of a policy aimed at
strengthening and consolidating the internal market
have still not been adopted.

The 'Single Document' referred rc in the motion for a

resolution relates to a technically complex project
which involves computerizing customs clearance pro-
cedures. Iengthy negotiations have, without doubt,
achieved some progress.'!7e can now be certain that
the Member States are, in principle, prepared to sup-
port this project. This is something which was by no
means certain. The European Council recently gave its
approval in Fontainebleau to a clear priority for adopt-
ing this bundle of measures by the end of the year. Ve
will do all we can to ensure that this deadline is met,
but the initiative and the responsibility lie firmly in the
hands of the Council of Ministers and the Member
States.

The situation concerning the proposed 14th VAT
directive is far less satisfactory. At a Council of Minis-
rcrs meeting on 9 July the Member States refused to
take a decision. However, to reply to Mr Patterson,
this is no reason for us (a) to give up hope, or (b) to
reduce our effons to set aside the real and imagined
problems which led to this refusal. I have no hesitation
in saying that the main resistance came from Rome,
Paris and Bonn, though not necessarily in that order.
These three major European customs authorities
obviously find it extremely difficult to adopt such far-
reaching changes. Ve are all aware, however, that
unless this 14th directive is adopted - and allheads of.

state and government have agreed to it - customs
barriers cannot be removed.

'We must not allow ourselves to be discouraged and,
with the continued aid of Parliament, will carry on
working for progress in this field. I would panicularly
like to draw the attention of Members to our consoli-
dation programme which forms the political frame-
work for our current overall action.

Mr Rogalle (S). - (DE) Mr President, I would like
rc ask why, as one of the proposers of this motion, I
have not been given an opponunity of speaking.

Prcsident. - The documents before us indicate that
the motion for a resolution was tabled jointly by
Mrs Boot, Mrs Veil and yourself. In the case of a joint
motion for a resolution there can be only one speaker.
Ary*ay we know what you would be have said to us,
Mr Rogalla. You always sound a positive note.

(Laughter)

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

App o intment of a neat C ommis s ion

President. - The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 2-488/84/rev.) by MrJaclson and others,
on behalf of the European Democratic Group, and
Mr Klepsch and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany, on the appointment of a new
Commission.

Mr Christopher Jackson (ED). - Mr President, the
Commission was designed to be the motive force of
the Community and never was a strong motive force
more needed than today. Great opportunities which
could solve Europe's problems of unemployment and
growth are not being seized. Progress is being stopped
by national objections which, in the context of history,
must often seem of minor imponance, and every single
Member State is guilry of raising these objections. So
we desperately need a strong and effective new Com-
mission, a Commission with the determination, ability
and, above all, sense of independence needed to steer
us 

.past sterile European wrangles towards European
unton.

Mr Delors, the President-designate, will lead a team in
which many talents will be present, but it must be his
authoriry, not national pressures of the son which, for
example, have led to one Member State having the
same portfolio f.or 26 years - that is, ever since the
Communiry was founded - which allocates responsi-
bilities among his colleagues. It is essential for the
Commission to be independent of national govern-
ments and rc be seen to be independet.

So this motion, Mr President, is designed to show our
will and to give Mr Delors the suppon of Parliament
in assigning the right people rc ponfolios. I hope we
will approve it by a massive majority.

One final point. For the first time this Parliament has
been consulted over the appointment of the new Com-
mission President. I hope that in future we will ensure
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that we are in addition consulted over rhe appointment
of individual members of the Coinmission.

IN THE CFIAIR: MRS PERY

Vce-kesidcnt

Mr Hlssch (S). - (DE) Madam President, ladies
and gendemen! The motion for a resolution tabled by
Mr Jackson and others is superfluous. Once again, as

frequently in the past, Parliament is acting against ia
own inrcrests by adding to already existing motions
for resolutions and decisions. Parliament has already
expressed its opinion quite clearly in the Rey motion
for a resolution of April 1980, when we called for rhe
right rc be consulrcd on the appointmenr of the Com-
mission. On behalf of the Socialist Group, I urge rhe
Bureau to ensure that the Presidents of the Commis-
sion and the Council respec our decisions. This is our
due and we do not need any new motions for resolu-
tions to this effect.

Moreover, I feel that it is a tactical error ro discuss cri-
teria and take decisions now, on the basis of which, in
January or February, we shall debate a motion of con-
fidence in the new Commission. My Group refuses to
go along with this. These questions will be decided in
Januaqy or February, and should not have been set
down as a matter for urgent debate today. The Social-
ist Group rejects both the motion for resolution as well
as any amendments that may be tabled.

Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, my
group will support this resolution. I appreciate what
Mr Hansch has just said. Ve asked ourselves the same
question, but we know the Council musr be pressed
into doing what it promised. As regards Mr Delors'
appointment, for example, we see that rhe Council was
rather late in consulting the Bureau of the European
Parliament. Formally, the end result was the right one,
but informally we know rhat rhe procedure which the
Council itself established in Stuttgan on l9June 1983
was not adhered rc. 'S7e shall therefore be vodng for
the resoludon. But we are also considering it in rhe
general political context. Ve realize that this Parlia-
ment must keep a far more careful varch on the Com-
mission, its activities and its relations with Parliament
and the Council than it has done in the pasr, and this
for rwo reasons.

Firstly, Parliament believes the Commission is an
extremely imponant institution. The best proof of this
is rc be found in the draft of a new Treaty for the
European Union adopted on 14 February 1984. \7e
see the Commission as the forerunner of a European
government. But this also means that Parliament will
take a greater inrcrest in the dialogue with rhe Com-
mission and that it must also exercise stricr€r control

over the Commission than it hase done in the past.
More specifically, it must tell the Council that it wants
the Commission m be able m perform its tasks in
accordance with the rules laid down in the Treary. In
other words, the Commission has the right of initia-
tive, not the Council. The Commission is the guardian
of the Treaties and the executive, and the Council
must delegate far more powers rc the Commission
than it now has.

On paper there is always agreement on this. The
solemn declaration of Stutqan says as much. Presi-
dent Miuerrand has said as much. Vhen the Spaak
Committee is set up, this will be one of the main
issues. Vhat ve are saying is that we shall be very vigi-
lant in this respect. This is the context in which we see

the Jackson resoludon,.and it will therefore have my
group's support. It is the preamble to the new Parlia-
ment's position on the appointment of the Commission
and on its programme and activities over the next five
years. After'all, ladies and gentlemen, we cannot go
back to our electors again in five years unless there has
been a great deal of change and improvement in the
European Community in the meantime. And the Com-
mission will be one of the great levers in this respect.

Mr Spinclli (COM). - (m Madame President, I
want first of all to express my amazement at tle fact
that something as imponant as the appointment of the
next Commission should be treated in this hole- and
-corner manner, and that recourse had to be had to an
emergency debate which had to be decided yesterday,
because otherwise the whole thing would have been
ignored.

The appointment of the Commission is not something
that happens aurcmatically or something on which we
can content ourselves, as Mr Hansch was saying, with
a resoludon which we voted four years ato which the
Council and Governments have shown litde inclina-
tion to take into account.

I feel that the resolution by Mr Jackson and others is
the one that should be adopted, because we have to
point out - I shall not be repeadng here the argu-
ments advanced by Mr Jaclson - some of rhe things
that are wrong with the way the Commission operates.

But I would add that this resoludon is incomplete and
that we should include in ir the conten$ of Amend-
ments Nos 2 rnd,3, which, I see, are down in my name
alone but in fact are also signed by Mrs Boot of the
EPP, MrTognoli of the Socialist Group and
Mr Gawronski of the Liberal Group. In these fi/o
amendments we stress two points which are pan of
this Parliamends philosophy, which are cenainly not
inventions of the moment, and which must be taken
into account.

The first is that the President of the Commission
should be entitled to present to the Council his own
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proposals before the Council appoints the Commis-
sion. The Governments gave an undenaking in this
sense to MrJenkins, but they did not honour it. Now
we want it to be honoured, because the present hap-
haztd method of appointing the Commission is bad.
Each Government makes its own nomination or nomi-
nations which are then blindly accepted by the other
Governments, without anyone having the slightest
view of the Commission as a whole. That overall view
can only come from the President of the Commission.
The Governments should make the nominations, but
they should first be acquainted with an overall plan for
the Commission that should have at least some sem-
blance of structuring.

The second point concerns the formal request which
had already been formulated in 1980 in paragraph 7 of
the Rey report, but which must be renewed today.
'!7hen the Council, having promised to consult us

before appointing the President, in fact only informed
us of the appointment after it was made, this Parlia-
ment asked - and this is the gist of paragraph 7 of the
Rey resolution - that before taking up office the
Commission should consult Parliament on its policies
and obain its approval.

I feel that if Parliament has the least respect for its
own role, it should now vorc the resolution with the
rwo amendements. And I can only add that I am very
surprised at the attitude of the Socialist Group, which
at the time voted for the Rey resolution.

Mr Narjcs, Member of the Commission.
(DE) Madam Presidenq the Commission has followed
rhis debate with interest and wishes rc confine irc
remarks to three points.

1. Anicle 10 of the Merger Treary gives the follow-
ing ruling on the status of the Commission: The
members of the Commission shall, in the general
interest of the Communities, be completely inde-
pendent in the performance of their duties. In the
performance of these duties, they shall neither
seek nor take instructions from any Government
or from any other body. They shall refrain from
any acdon incompatible with their duties. Each
Member State undenakes to respect this principle
and not rc seek to influence the members of the
Commission in the performance of their tasls.

2. It is clear from the above that the organization of
the Commission's work and the disribution of
ponfolios is entirely a matter for the Commission.

3. Today's debate should properly be addressed to
the new Commission which will take a decision on
it. The present Commission will repon rc the ne*/
Commission on this debate and its conrcn$.

President. - The debarc is closed.

(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)

Dairy sector

President. - The next item is the joint debate on:

- the motion for a resoludon (Doc. 2-a87/8$ by
Mr Provan, on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group, on dairy quotas

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-500/8$ by
Mr Tolman and others, on behalf of the EPP
Group, Mr Eyraud and others, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mrs Manin, on behalf of the Lib-
eral and Democratic Group and Mr Mouchel and
others, on behalf of the of the Group of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance, on the collection from
1 October 1984 of the levy provided for by the
regulation laying down the production quotas in
the dairy sector.

I would inform the House that Mr Ducarme has also
signed this motion for a resolution.

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-a79/8$ by
Mr Bocklet, on behalf of the EPP Group, on
measures to encourate butter sales.

Mr Provan (ED). - Madam Presidenc, I welcome
you for the first time to the Chair of this House. I
know from past experience of working with you in the
Committee on Agriculture and in the Fisheries Vork-
ing Group that your undoubted abilides will be of ben-
efit to this House.

Now, if I may turn to the question in hand of the
application of milk quotas within the Community. I
welcome the opponuniry to raise the matter with the
House this morning, because this is not a divisive reso-
lution which we have tabled this morning. It is

intended to make sure that we see fairness for every
producer within the Communiry. No matter whether
one comes from Ireland or Italy, Holland or France,
one wants to make cenain that the rules are carried
out with evenhandedness throughout the Community.
I believe the Commission do not have the proper pow-
ers rc make cenain that this happens. They do not
have the staff and they do not have the abiliry. It is,

therefore, I believe, the role of this Parliament, in the
same way as it tries to control the budget through the
Committee on Budgeary Control, to have a monitor-
ing commmittee so that we can look after agricultural
policies within the Communiry.

The quota system is a new system. It is now the time, I
believe, to bring forward a resoludon of this Parlia-
ment to make cenain that we can extend our powers
and influence as a Parliament so that we may conffol,
and be seen to be controlling, the situation. I would
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have thought that every Member of this House, being
an elected represenative, wants to make sure that
democracy controls bureaucracy. It is our role as indi-
vidual Members of Parliament to try and make cenain
that these new'quotas are fair for everyone. If we do
not take an interest in this today and actually ask the
Commission to provide us with the proper informa-
tion, and if we do not set up a monitoring committee,
I believe we are going to miss an opponunity that
could have tremendous imponance for Europe and for
this Parliament.

Mr Tolrnan (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, my
congratulations on your election as Vice-President.

Last year a majoriry of this Parliament adopted a reso-
lution calling for the introduction of a quota sysrcm ro
govern milk production, and the Council unanimously
endorsed this view. The Council's decision included
the provision that producerc who exceeded the milk
quota must pay a fine or, more precisely, a superlevy.
Payments will be due on I October 1984, I January
and 31 March 1985.

This resoludon, which has been signed by many Mem-
bers, does not want payment waived where production
exceeds the quoa, merely deferred. I can name rwo
good reasons why this should be so. Firstly, appeals
against the superlevy are still being heard in some
Member States. Until the producers know where they
stand, I believe it would be premarure to begin collect-
ing the superlevy.

Secondly, adjusting to the lower level of milk produc-
tion may entail the slaughrcr of 8 to 10% of all cattle,
which would mean some 2 million more cows on rhe
catde market. The consequences for the beef market
may be catstrophic. Intervendon and storage facilities
are inadequate, and a gradual reducdon would there-
fore be more sensible. For the reasons I have men-
tioned I do not consider it wise to stan collecting fines
on I October. Stock can be taken at the end of the
marketing year, on 31 March 1985, and in the mean-
time information must, of course, be passed on to the
producers in the Community.

To summarize, Madam President, the resolution does
not call for payment of the superlevy to be waived if
production up to the end of the year has been roo
high. \7e simply want ro prevent unnecessary pay-
ments beint made on I Ocober and I January.

Mr Bocklet (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the European Communiry has more
than I .2 million ronnes of butter stocks and srcps musr
be taken to reduce them.

The Commission has taken a step in the right direction
by increasing the number of countries enrided rc
refunds on butter exporrs. However, I would ask the

Commission to rectify the error that has occurred. I
do not wish so go into funher details. The Commis-
sion's measures mus! be exrcnded in four ways: a

Christmas butrcr sales drive, secondly permanent sales

of a cheaper brand of butter in addition to such special
campaigns, thirdly the expansion of the sales of. ghee

and fourthly the supply of cheap butter to small and
medium-sized bakeries.

Last year, when butter stocls amounted to a mere
800 000 tonnes, the Commission claimed that there
were no funds available to carry out such measures.
Lack of funds is no longer a valid argument, the major
issue is the disposal of these stocls. If nothing is done,
the European public will have nothing but contempt
for a Communiry that allows butter to rot instead of
making it available to consumers more cheaply.

Last year, disagreement between tc/o Commissioners
led to the campaign getting off to a late stan. '$7e

therefore urge you to inidate the action as quickly as

possible, preferably by the middle of October; an eady
start is the only way to ensure maximum success wirh
minimum costs. I therefore call upon the Commission
to stop delrying matters and to take a firm decision in
the next few weeks.

Mr Eyraud (S).- (FR) Madam President, I should
like to echo the first rvro speakers and say how pleased
I am to see you in the Chair. Very sincerely, I wish
you every success in this post.

(Apphuse)

Ladies and gentlemen, the problems atached rc apply-
ing the milk quoms show - if any demonstrarion was
called for - how right we were to oppose this son of
way of mopping up the surpluses. To start with, it
means across-the-board penalization of all the pro-
ducers in any given Member State, regardless of their
method of production, whether they use narural for-
aBe crops, Communiry cereals or imponed cereal sub-
stitutes now or, who knows, synthedc prorcin tomor-
row. It penalizes them regardless of their age or geo-
graphical situation. The measures taken by the Social-
ist government in France fonunately rights this
injustice as far as they can.

Secondly, the Commission's system of quarterly col-
lection makes things bureaucratically completely
absurd.

Because of seasonal variations in quantiry and, above
all, quality, the dairies will be collecting levies that
they are bound to have to reimburse later. Is this not
illogical and likely to discredit the Community bodies
in the eyes of the rural world?

This is the meaning of the modon for a resolution that
I, as vice-chairman of the Commitrce on Agriculture,
have signed. Amendments can usefully be brought for
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financial reasons, as our colleague Mr Voltjer sug-
gestfd, or to enable the producers to see their position
from statcments of the level of production, as Amend-
ment No 7 says.

The French Socialists will vote for this motion for a

resolution, but they remain convinced that degressive
assistance and progressive taxation are the only fair
way of absorbing surpluses.

Mr Gaai (COM). - (m Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, these modons for resolutions state that
applicadon of Regulation l37l/84 establishing dairy
quotas causes grave financial problems to the pro-
ducers. Members who have just been speaking have
said the same. It is true enough, but I ask you: Did
you not know it on 31 March when the regulation was
being adopted? Vhat did you do to prevent its adop-
tion?

It is also being said that the producers should be able
to adjust their output, that is, to reduce it. Very well.
But how? A cow is not a machine that you can run for
fewer hours per day. So do you kill it, as Mr Tolman
was saying, or do you milk only half the teats?

Let's be serious. [,et us ask Parliament to adopt a reso-
lurion that is consisrcnt with what you were all saying
yesterday when you spoke of the 1984-85 budget, that
is, that the present Community policy is no good and
must be changed.

You know very well that the very serious problems
that the Communiry is facing will not be resolved by
gaining a few months' grace by setting up pressure
groups, of by actions for butter disposal that have
proved ineffective. Vhat is needed is a new common
agricultural policy that can assure a new and balanced
development in agriculture: balanced both geographi-
cally and in terms of output. For these reasons we shall
be voting against the three motions for resolutions.

Mr Volff (L). - (FR) Madam Prcsident, I did not
table any amendments on the milk quotas, but I should
like to draw your attention to the special problem of
mounain areas, which is one I should like to see nken
into consideration in any changes that are made.

I am not in complete agreement with our colleague Mr
Eyraud when he says that the provisions the French
Socialist government has introduced suit everyone.
There are, in fact, considerable differences in produc-
don due to the climate, the figure being 45 000 Iitres
per farm in some cases, as against 180 000 and even
240 000 litres in others.

It is impossible for mountain farmers to alter or
change their crops. Their resources are sensitive to
changes in meat and milk prices, which are indivisibly
linked. Mounain farmers mu$ get fair remuneration

for the work they put in, so there must be special rules
to fix quoas for mountain areas.

Funhermore, the years taken as a basis for production
were, accidentally I should say, bad ones and do not
represent an average, which penalizes them even more,
I should also like to sress that the figures we have at
the moment suggest that payments, and large ones in
some cases, will have to be made regardless of difficult
conditions of exploitation. I feel that mountain farm-
ing deserves special atrcntion and special treatment.

Mr Mouchel (RDE). - (FR) Madam President, I
should like rc stan by saying that the Group to which
I belong will give its complete support to the Provan
motion for a resolution.

The quota sysrcm took the farmers by surprise. The
decision was taken fast and with no warning - under
Mr Rocard's Presidency of the Council. The milk-
producers immediately made a very great effort to
bring the volume of their production into line with the
new demands. But an effort like that cannot have an
immediate effecu Vhen animals are producing, it
akes some time to reduce their output. But the quota
system, as it stands, provides for a super-levy to be

collected every quarter. I think it is absolurcly vital to
wait for ayeer, because a year will allow many farmers
and milk-producers to reach the prescribed level -but not until towards the end of that year. So if the
super-tax is collected every quaner, a certain number
of farmers will be unfairly taxed without any guaran-
tee of reimbursement. Even if they were reimbursed, it
would mean an administrative complication we could
well do without.

Lastly, I should like to draw your attention to the fact
that the increase in the slaughtering of dairy cows has

brought about a slump in the rates the beef producers

tet. So, if we are to avoid penalizing the farmers'
incomes and assets any funher here, we must vote for
Mr Tolman's motion for a resolution.

Mr Happart (ND. - (FR) Madam President, I
should like to echo the good wishes extended to you
on this your first occasion in the chair.

The Treary of Rome provides for farmers' incomes to
be increased. The farmers are part of the big family of
European workers, so the agricultural sector too must
play its pan in the campaign against unemployment.

So the productivity principle needs looking at. Guar-
anteed prices have, in fact, had the unintenional effect
of making giant concerns possible in agriculture in
general and in the dairy sector in panicular. And
because the consumption of dairy products has not
kept pace with the Commission's forecasts, it is the
young farmers and small farmers who are bearing the
brunt of this misguided estimarc.
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Coresponsibiliry lcvies and quotas applied blindly, on a
non-selective basis, penalize the weakest farmers wirh-
out affecting the real over-producers - the milk fac-
tories, for example.

Each producer should have a quoa or coresponsibility
levy exemption for a volume of production, 200 000
litres of milk, say, which is more or less what would be
needed to guarantee a comparable income to the
milk-producers, and the quota or coresponsibility levy
should be applied, on a directly proporrionate basis, to
the surplus production until the desired reduction has
been made.

If the quotas really are applied, rhere could well be
human drama in October, with many of the younger
and smaller milk-producers going bankrupt. Overall,
the anticipated economic gain accruing from applica-
tion of the quotas vill cost a lor more than the antici-
pated saving. \Zhat the EEC will be saving on milk,
for example, it will have to spend on supporting the
price of meat, as the meat market is already collapsing.

Mr Voltjcr (S). - (NL) Madam President, may I
also congratulate you on your election. I hope your
position will enable you to do a great deal of good
work for Parliament in the future.

Three issues are being discussed at rhe momenr. Two
conern the quota qfst€m, the other the stocks that
have now reached a high level in the dairy secror.
Everyone will know rhaq as a former rapporreur on
the quota system, I have considered this marter very
carefully in the past. I should therefore like to begin
with Mr Provan's resolution and explain why I have
tabled an amendment, even though in principle I fully
endorce this resolution. In rhe past Parliamenr has said
that there must be a regular report on rhe application
of the quota system and that we must keep a very close
watch on what is happening in the Member States.

The amendment I have tabled calls for the involvement
of the Committee on Budgetary Control in rhese
investigatory activities for the simple reason that whar
*,e are concerned with here is not just the agricultural
policy: we musr also keep an eye on the application of
the rystem. Although rhere are no cases of fraud at the
moment, things are happening rhat were not supposed
to happen. The fact that milk is lugged across frontiers
and that kind of thing has nothing to do with agricul-
ture: but it has everything to do wirh the rcchnical
aspecrc of transfrontier transport and so on. The Com-
mitrce on Budgetary Control has a great deal more
experience and has done a great deal more work on
this than we have. That is why I have said: 'Let the
two committees work rotether on rhis.' This will also
prevent duplication of effon, and it will show that we
all have the same object in mind, the Commirtee on
Agriculture making sure rhar the quota system is
applied correcrly in agricultural terms and as uni-
formly as possible and rhe Committee on Budgetary
Control ensuring that everyone is being honest and

above all that suspect methods are not being used to
avoid payment of the superlevy.

I now turn to Mr Tolman's resolution. I feel it would
very dangerous to adopt this resolution. I quite appre-
ciarc that, if the Council introduces a quota sysrem so
abruptly at the last minute, the producers are bound to
find themselves in a difficulr situation. On the other
hand, we must remember the margins we ourselves
have, because there is also a prychological effect to be
considered, of course. I feel that Mr Tolman and his
fellow signatories have not raken this prychological
effect sufficiently into account. I know from a number
of farmers - few of them are happy - that they are
thinking it might have been urorse, a solution will soon
be found if we all carry on as we are and then we will
not be presented with the bill. This prychological
effect, which will emerge if we delay too long . . .

(Interruption by Mr Tolnan)

Yes, Mr Tolman, you also know that a farmer reacts
not to what you say but rc what affects and what does
not affect him. That is something you have to bear in
mind. That is why I say we must not underestimate
this prychological effect and, while I want ro see a
flexible approach adopted, there must also be a limit to
this flexibiliry.

Madam President, a final remark on the Bocklet reso-
lution, to which I have tabled an amendmenr.'Stre can-
not have a situation in which the emphasis is on agri-
cultr)re - I fully appreciate this: I # ako very con-
cerned about these stocks - and no account is taken
of the financial problems facing the whole of the
Communiry. The Christmas buner campaign is very
expensive, as you know. If we ignore the enormous
deficit that is emerging, we shall not be serving the
right cause.

Mr Ducarme (L). - (FR) I should like rc insist, very
strongly, that this House vote for Mr Tolman's
motion for a resolution, because at rhe present time it
is impossible to take stock of what the Commission
and the governmenrs have forced upon the farmerc.
Today, I think, we can say rhat the system is not relia-
ble at all. I can see some counrries rying to renational-
ize the agricultural policy and rhat there is no real
justice berween the small family holdings and the huge
agricultural conoerns - which are indusrial units
rather than farms. If we were rc throw this motion for
a resolution out, I believe it would be vinually impos-
sible to tuarantee the viabiliry of family farms where
milk paymenm consrirure the direct income. There
would be real financial drama, for the young farmers
essentially. I call on all Members ro vot€ for the Tol-
man motion for a resolution.

(Appkuse)

Mr MacSharry (RDE). - Madam Presidenq I speak
to suppoft the request to postpone the dates of collec-
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tion of the superlevy. It is only fair that this assessment
be made at the end of the marketing year, 31 March
1985, and that the amounts due be paid at that time.
The principle of this superlevy is wrong. It is discrimi-
natory. The problem of surpluses exists in the Com-
munity because we continue to support production of
cheap food substitutes and continue to allow impons
of New Zealand, butter, and we have failed to tackle
this problem at Community level.

In my country, where milk producion is from natural
resources, we have a level of production which is only
750/o ol the Community ayera3e, and even with the lit-
tle flexibiliry allowed to Irish farmers they have abso-
lutely no prospect whatsoever of ever achieving the
average level of Communiry production which they
are entided to under the Treaties. I am sure that in the
weeks and months ahead the Commission and the
Council will give further examination to this very
imponant question affecting the farmers I represent
here.

Mr Richar4 Member of tbe Commission - Madam
President, may I, on behalf of the Commission, start
off by congratulating you on your assumption of the
high office of Vice-President of this Assembly. It is an
imponant position and I am sure that you will handle
it with your customary abiliry, determination and dis-
cipline - which will obviously be good for the Assem-
bly, if I may say so. So, on behalf of the Commission, I
congratulate you.

There are three modons for resolutions down to be

debarcd today. If I maf, I will deal with them each in
turn, sutrting perhaps with that of Mr Provan. The
Commission agrees in principle with the request for
progress reports to be made rc Parliament on the
implementadon of the superlevy system in each Mem-
ber Sate. The way in which Parliament organizes its
business in relation to the monitoring of the collection
of the superlevy is, of course, essendally a matter for
Parliament and I would not, on behalf of the Commis-
sion, wish to express a view one way or the other on
that.

The Commission, for its pan, agrees to include in such
reports data on the level of dairy production, the level
of dairy stocks and the amount of dairy products pur-
chased by the intervention agencies and released for
export. \7hile we accept in principle that such reports
should be made regularly, I cannot undenake, on
behalf of the Commission, that they will be submitted
each month, but they cerainly would be presented
taking account of the availability of up-m-date infor-
mation and indeed of the necessiry with which Parlia-
ment feels ir should receive that information.

If I may turn now to the motion for a resolution by
Mr Tolman, may I say, on behalf of the Commission,
that I find myself in great agreement with some of the
remarks made by Mr Voltjer. The Commission has

already deferred the time limit for the collection of the
levy in respect of milk deliveries during the first
quarter of the 1984/1985 marketingyeu, so that the
first levy payments applicable to deliveries during the
first two quarters will fall due in the 45 days following
30 September 1984. It is the Commission's view that a

funher deferral of the time limits for the collection of
the levy would seriously question the effectiveness of
the levy sysrcm. It would weaken its dissuasive impact
on production, leading to producers or dairies being
required to make substantial levy payments at the end
of the markedng year.

In its consideration of the arrangements for appllng
the levy system, the Commission will, however, take
account of difficulties which might be experienced
with regard to the implementation of the required
measures in Member States and to the dme required
for adjustment by purchasers rc the new situation. The
Commission is ready to examine these questions with
the Parliament's Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food at the earliest opponunity. In other words, if
I,can borrow a phrase used in the course of this
debate, the Commission's attitude is flexible and rym-
pathetic. But we recognize, as I think does this House,
that there are limits to flexibiliry and there are clearly
limits to sympathy in relation to the application of the
levy system.

I can now turn to the third subject raised, which is the
disposal of bufter. The Commission has recently taken
a number of measures concerning the disposal of but-
ter which are designed to alleviate the burden of
stocks in the milk sector. T'he measures, providing for
special sales of intervention butter for export to cenain
destinations and for the sale at a fixed price of butter
to be exponed to certain destinations in the form of
ghee, were adopted at the end of July 1984 and came
into force on 3 September. It is therefore too early, in
the Commission's view, to consider whether any mod-
ification should be made to those regulations. Any
possible future improvements will obviously be consid-
ered in the light of experience.

The regulation providing for the sale of butter at
reduced prices for use in the manufacture of pastry
products, ice-cream and other pioducts was amended
at the end of July 1984 so as to extend the product
coverage to include certain sugar confectionery and
fish-based products. The Commission's services will
continue to examine the possibiliry of funher extend-
ing the coverage of this measure to additional prod-
ucts in the food manufacturing sector.

The Commission is continuing to consider the ques-
tion of making reduced-price sales of butter available
rc small and medium-sized firms in thq food process-
ing sector. This consideration is, however, linked to
the studies being carried out in the Federal Republic of
Germany on the incorporation of a tracer into the but-
ter concerned in order to facilitate the application of
effective controls.
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Finally, Madam Presidenq as far as Christmas buuer is
concerned, the Commission's services are studfng the
rcchnical problems linked rc the introduction of a pos-
sible sale of reduced-price Christmas butter, so that
any possible scheme may be implemented rapidly and
in good time. The Commission will continue to main-
tain other schemes for reduced-price sales of butter in
the light of their cost-effectiveness and other relevant
factors. It is not envisaged that coresponsibiliry funds
should be used specifically for the financing of
reduced-price sales of butrcr.

President. - The debate is closed.

(In successiae ootes Parliameflt ldapted tbe resolution
(Doc. 2-487/8a) by Mr kooa4 tbe resolution (Doc
2-500/84) b M, Tolmat and tbe resolatiwt (Doc.
2-479/84) by Mr Bocklet)

Human rights

Prcsidcnt. - The next item is the joint debate on:

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-a77/8\ by
Mr Donnez and Mrs Veil, on behalf of the Liberal
and Demoncratic Group, on abuses of human
rights in Chile

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-a96/8a) by
Mr de Camaret and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European Right, on the situatioh in
Chile

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-512/8\ by
Mr Segre and others, on the situation in Chile

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-5la/8\ by
Mr Arndt and others, on the llth anniversary of
the putsch in Chile

- the modon for a resolution (Doc. 2-a80/8\ by
Mrs Lenz and others, on behalf of the EPP
Group, on the banning of the democratic opposi-
tion panies in Nicaragua

- the modon for a resolution (Doc. 2-a95/8\ by
Mr de Camaret and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European Right, on the situation in
Nicaragua

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-a9a/8\ by
Mr de Camaret and others, on bchalf of rhe
Group of the European Right, on the respect of
human rights in the Soviet Union

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-a97/8\ by
the Group,of the European Democratic Alliance,
on the situation of Jews in the USSR

- the modon for a resoludon (Doc. 2-501/8$ by
Mr Molinari and others, on the stare of health of
Giuliano Naria

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-58/8\ by
Mr'Vurtz and others, on behalf of the Commu-
nist and Allies Group, on the situation in South
Africa

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-58/8$ by
Mr van Mien and Mr Arndt, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the fate of Mark Hunter and
Patricia and Derek Hanekom who are accused of
high treason in South Africa

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-516/85) W
Mr Glinne and Mr Arndt, on behalf of the Social-
ist Group, on the imprisonment of Mr Vilson
Ferreira Aldunante in Uruguay

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-518/8\ by
Mr Schmid and Mr Arndt, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the death sentence passed on
Mr Malesela Benjamin Moloise

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-521/8$ by
Mr Glinne and Mr Arndq on behalf of the Social-
ist Group, on the immediate freeing of Adolfo
'Wassen Alaniz

- *re motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-525/8$ by
Mr van Mien and Mr Arndt, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the massacres in Uganda

- the motion for a resoludon (Doc. 2-502/8$ by
Mr Vandemeulebroucke and others, on the ban
on the use of plastic bullets

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-503/84) by
Mr lalor and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European Democratic Alliance, on the need
for an immediatc banning of the use of plastic bul-
lets

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-517/8\ by
Mrs Castle and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the use of plastic bullets.

Ladies and gentlemen, may I ask you rc pay the closest
atrcntion rc what I am now about to say.

'!7e have 18 motions for resolutions to consider. If
each author formally introduces his or her motion, we
shall have already used up 36 minures of our time.
That will mean that ve cannot close the debate in
order to proceed with the vote. I would therefore pro-
pose rc the House that we proceed directly to the
debate without any formal presentarion of each
motion for a resolution.

Mr Donnez, would you agree to this?

Mr Domcz (L). - (FR) Madam President, since it is
your first time in the Chair, it would be very ungra-
cious of me to refuse to acoepr your proposal.

Presidcnt. - I would ask rhe authorc of rhe various
motions for resolutions if rhey would forego their
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right m introduce them formally, so rhar we can begin
immediately with the debate.

Mr Andrews (RDE). - fue you suggesting that I
should give up my time for speaking on rhese resolu-
tion? I was allocated time to speak.

Prcsidcnt. - Yes, Mr Andrews, that was my proposal.

For the benefit of thosc Members who came larc, I
shall explain briefly once again.

'!7e have 18 motions for resolutions, and each author
has rwo minutes to speak. That means aheady 35 min-
urcs. In view of the number of Members down rc
speak, we shall cenainly be righr in the middle of rhe
debate et I p.m. and will have no opportuniry ro to on
with the vote.

Vhat I would ask the House therefore is whether the
authors of the modons for resolutions would agree ro
forego their right to introduce their motions formally,
so that we can proceed immcdiately with the debate.

Mr Andrews (RDE). - I am sorry, Madam Presi-
dent. I do object to the proccdure and I do object to
being deprived of my rwo minutes. So I would like to
havc my rwo minutes to speak.

Prcsidcnt. - I havc spoken to a number of colleagues,
who are not at present opposed to my proposal.

Mr Donncz (L). - (FR) | would like rc be a good
boy, but I do not want to see the word 'good' chang-
ing is meaning.

(hugbte)

If erreryone agrees to do without his or her speaking
time, I shall do the same, but if only one Member in-
sists on having his speaking time, I shall insist on hav-
lnt mrne.

Prcsidcnc - I take your point only too well.

Ve shall begin therefore virh the presentation of the
various motions for resolutions.

I am giving you rhe floor therefore.

Mr Donnez (L). - (FR) Honourable Members, the
daily drama which some of the Chilean people are liv-
ing through at the moment remind us once again, if
indeed any reminder is needed, thaq when democracy
goes, arbitrariness takes its place. And when that hap-
pens, human rights go down the drain.

Just a few days ago, a French priest, Father Jarlan,
died at the nble where he worked - and prayed - in
circumstances such, if reliable reporrs are to be
believed, that his death has to be called murder or
assassination. And his death is a symbol because Farher

Jarlan did not go out to Chile for some subversive pur-
pose. He vent to live among rhe poorest and most
underprivileged people. He died amongsr them and
with many of them.

His death is totally symbolic and, although we have
drawn the Chilean authorities' anention to our idea of
democracy many times, we owe it to ourselves to use
our voice of democracy and point out the meaning of
tolerance and the meaning of human rights again
today. I think that a House like this one would
increase its stature if it took a unanimous vote on this
motion on coordination which various Groups have
tabled.

Mr Anthony (DR).- (FR) Madam President, Hon-
ourable Members, our Group fully shares the distress
at what is happening in Chile at the present time.

( Pro te s t s from vaious q aarte rs )

But we cannot forget that General Pinochet is in very
much the same position today as Mr Allende was 10
years ago. Mr Allende, let us not forget, was deposed
by rwo thirds of the Chilean members of parliament.
And remember that, if General Pinochet's coup d'6tat
was able to take place, it was because of incessant,
murderous attacks from the Chilean extreme left.

( Pro te s ts from vaio us qrurte n )

Ve see in the press even roday that a passenger rain
was attacked in the night by manifesters throwing
incendiary bombs. I think that throwing incendiary
bombs at rains full of passengers is not a good thing,
even in Chile.

Lastly, since we are talking about the priest who was
so odiously slain, I should like to say that I have just
this minute heard the news of the assassination of
Gesa Palfi, another priesr, a Romanian one, who was
tonured by police in Romania.

Vhen you express distaste about what is happening in
Sandago, I should like to say that I should sometimes
like rc hear you apply the rerm ro the Soviet Union,
which, in its unsurpassed form of modern slavery, has
killed 150 million people. I should like you to think
about the people dlng in Cabinda and Angola today.
And our Parliament, which grants aid to Ethiopia,
shows no distaste for the Erhiopia of Mr Mengistu,
who has brought his country rhe bloodiest rdgime it
has ever known . . .

President. - I am sorry, Mr Antony, I musr withdraw
the floor from you. You have already gone quite a bit
beyond your dloted speaking time.
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MrTrivclli (COM). - (m' Madam President, I wish
to forego my right to speak and I would appeal to the
other Members that are down to speak to do likewise,
so that we can get the vot€ on this motion for a resolu-

tion over in good time.

Mr Vcrbcck (ARC). - (NZ) Madam President,
Europe has had a drcadful history of exploiting Latin
America sincc the time of Columbus. A panicular vic-
dm of this exploitation has been Chile, where Euro-
pean and US companies and banks have interests' That
is why Pinochet's military junta was helped to seize

povcr. The Rainbow Group is baffled by the Camaret
amendmcnt tabled by the Group of the European
Right, which claims that Chilc and Nicaragua are

identical. In Chile a military dictatorship has been in
power for eleven years, while in Nicaragua the libera-
tion of the people began four years ato. To say these

rwo counries are identical is like srying the Nazis and

the resistance movement in the last war were identical.

To conclude, I would point out thaq contrary to what
the Group of the European People's Party says in its
resoludon, the Coordinadora Democradca in Nicara-
gua is not banned from taking pan in the elections. It
has irclf refused to take part. The Rainbow Group has

requesrcd the Bureau to send a large delegation to
Nicaragua on 4 November, aftrr the elections.

Mrs Lcnz (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, pro-
vidcd that no one else wishes to speak on the subiect
of this motion for a resolution so that we can vote
immediately, I am prepared to forego my speaking
time.

Presi&nt. - I askcd various authors by name a few
moments ago, Mrs l*nz, and some of them did not
want to forego their speaking time.

MrE Lcoz (PPE). - 
(DE) I am sorry, Madam Presi-

dent, but it was not clear whether or not they are all
now prepared rc forego their right to speak on the
various topics. I am perfecdy willing to stand down if
no one else wishes to speak on these motions for reso-
lutions.

Prcsidcnt. - Mrs l*nz,we have to have a joint debate

on this whole bundle of modons for resolutions. I can-
not therefore comply with your request.

Mrs Lcnz (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, we are

all aware of the difficuldes facing those who are fight-
ing for the introduction of a free democracy and free
elections in their countries. The purpose of this modon
for a resolution is to draw attention to a menacing
development in onc of the world's roubled regions
and rc enable our friends rc participate in free elec-

tions which arc not restricted by an election lav that
deprives non-voting parties of their legal status,

thireby laying opcn the members of these _panies to
politicil percJcution, denlng them the right of pcr-
lonal fulfilmcnt and freedom of opinion and subject-
ing them to serious dangcrs. This modon for a rcsolu-
don expresses our concern at tlese dwelopments.

Ve are all aware of the importance of free elections. It
is absolutely essential that a Parliament given a man-

date in free elections, even if we are still fighting for
authoriry and real pover, should adopt this motion for
a resoluiion to protcct those who are still fighting for
genuinely free elections, freedom of opinion, freedom,
of the piess, i.e. for human rights. Our motion for a
resolution wishes to give expression to this.

(Appkuse)

Mr Tripodi (DR). - (tI) Madam President, the
European Right, in the conviction that freedom is

indivisible, has tabled two resolutions, one on Nicara-
gua, the other on Chile.

In both, while reaffirming the right of all countries to
pursue their policies without interference, threat or
intervention - of which Soviet communism provides
repeated examples - the value of freedom is pro-
claimed and both the countries - irrespective of their
directly opposed systems of government - are asked

to relase political prisoners, rc hold just and public
trials, and to arrante for frce elections.

As regards more specifically Nicaragua, we cannot
refrain from stressing that suppression of freedom of
information, a convenient electoral law and the sup-
pression of wery manifesadon of opposition to the
ruling powers have nullified those principles of plural-
ism and democracy which five years ago the Sandinista
junta promised after the overthrow of Somoza. As
usual, when communism needs to gain power, it
promises the protection of human rights: once power
is gained, those rights are mercilessly crushed under a

dictatorship.

The European Right therefore calls on the Commis-
sion to suspend the aids which have been granted to
Nicaragua berween 1979 and 1983 to the amount of
70 million ECU and to withhold all funher aid at least
until such time as civic rights are seen to be respected
and put into effect in that country.

Mr dc Carnerct (DR). - (FR) Madam President, I
should first like to ask you rc be kind enough to go
slowly on the votc on these three motions for resolu-
dons on Nicaragua, Chile and the Soviet Union.

I should also like rc ask you to take a vote by roll call
for one of them, the one on Nicaragua, because I
think the problems are serious.'We cannot just take an
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interest in what may only,be minor issues. Human
righs are the very stuff of the European Parliament
and the Council of Europe. Mr Sakharov began his
hunger strike four months ago. Vc have adoprcd var-
ious resolutions in reccnt years, but the Soviet auth-
orities havc never responded. Ve adopted resolutions
on 27 July and rhere has been no response ro rhem
either. So this dme, we hope that the Sovier authorities
will treat us wirh the fairness to which we are entitled
and at least respond.

Madam President, you remember us asking for a seat
in this House to be kept free for Sakharov. \7e did not
get it. Ve also asked for a mission to go out to rhe
Soviet Union to investigate the health of Mr Sakharov
and his wife. Ve did not get that either.

The third point concerns the five Georgians who were
sentcnced to death in the Soviet Union on 13 August.
Ve have here a number of leners from the Georgian
authorities, asking Mr Chernenko rc commute the
death pcndry. Ve have had no reply and I should like
to end by asking Parliament to vot€ for the motions
for resolutions thar are to be tabled and leavc no doubt
as to the need for an answer - which we musr
demand from Moscow.

Mn Chouraqui (RDE). - (FR) Madam Presidenq I
have m defend a modon for a resolution from Mr de
la Maldne on Jews in the Soviet Union. I have rwo
minutes, I think, bur I rhink it would be berer to have
tc/o minut€s silence to deal with such a complex and
difficult subject. However, since the elections by univ-
ersal suffrage, the European Parliament has wanted to
represent a non negligeable section of the conscience
of mankind in the field of human rights.

Ve saw as much again yesterday in relation to the
anniversary of the death of Allende and the situation
in Chile, which is certainly very painful. I saw rhat the
Honourable Member from the German Greens who
defended his point on Chile had covered his desk with
white flowers - I think they are sdll there this morn-
ing. \7ell, Madam President, if we did the same for
the Jews and the dissidents in the USSR, we would
need vhole armfrtls of flowers in this House. So, on
behalf of my group, we cdl on rhe European Parlia-
meni to invite the Soviet Union rc fulfil its obligations
under the final act of Helsinki - free movemenr of
individuals, freedom of the press, freedom of rcle-
phonic communicadon and secrery of correspond-
ence. The European Parliament must call on the
Soviet government to stop persecuting an discriminat-
ing against Jewish and other religious minorities. This
is an appeal for that country to return to the path of
freedom. For all the Jews in rhe USSR, for all the
anonymous dissidents and for the Charantskys, the
Danoudels and, today, for Elena Bonner, let us be able
rc fill this House with the flowers of peace before it is
too late.

(Apphusefrom tbe ight)

Mr Molinari (ARC). - (m Madam Prcsident, I do
not vant this resolution to be a marcr of adherence rc
Right or left, as happens in this House.

The Naria case, if it proves anything, demonstrates
how special legislation can lead rc juridical monstrosi-
ties that are disrcrtions of law, a mockery of the rule
of law.

Vhen a man is held in prison for eight long years
although he is innocent - and mind that it is not I
who say he is innocent but two court verdicts - and
then, as is happening at this moment, this man is very
nearly sentenced rc death - what we are dealing with
is the ovenurning of the very foundations on vhich
States that call themselves democratic have based their
constitutions.

Giuliano Naria was imprisoned eight years ago for a
crime related to terrorism, but in the meantime he has
been exoneatcd of this crime. But such is the perversiry
of the special legislation that new crimes have been
atributed to Naria and he was tried once again, and
again found not guilty, but he has been put in prison
again. This is because his one and only crime is that he
is supposed rc have taken pan in troubles in the prison
in which he was awaiting trial for the crimes of which
he was found not guilty.

Giuliano Naria's health is now very poor. He is suffer-
ing from anorexia, he is unable to eat. The medical
board which saw him considers thar his life is in dan-
ger. From all sides of the political spcctrum voices
have called for his release, or at least that he should be
granted house arrest. Even the Italian Minister of Jus-
tice has spoken to this effect.

I ask you now to add the voice of the European Par-
liament to this chorus. It should not be a parry maner.

I hope that this appeal will find the suppon of the
majority of Members.

Mr Vurtz (COM). - (FR) I shall be mlking about
South Africa. By having a parody of an election, the
racialists in Pretoria expeced to get the forgiveness of
those whose human dignity they had stamped under-
foot for years.

The poor turnout in the elections for the house of
representadves alone says a lot. There is nothing sur-
prising about the results. To begin with, before the
ballot, the intcrnational communiry made known in a

resolution of the UN Securiry Council that only the
USA and the UK had not voted and that it considered
these elections and the new constitution as null and
void.

The discriminatory association of coloureds and Indi-
ans in the wielding of racialist power in South Africa
was rejected abroad in just the same way as the pre-
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tended accession to independence in recent years of
the Bantusans.

Honourable Members, after the bloodbath of which
South Africa has once again been the scene, the vote
on the resolution before you rcday bears wimess to
solidariry with the black South African nation which is

fighting the white ruling class which still firmly sup-
pons apanheid.

It is particularly imponant for the Communiry to re-
ircrarc im past positions on southern African, particu-
larly in the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, in that
we are on the point of meeting with our African part-
ners to renew t.he lom6 convention.

By voting for this resolution, this House will reaffirm
the principle that peace and the abolition of apanheid
are the only things that will conribute to a change
wonhy of the name in South Africa.

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, it is 1 p.m. I made
a certain proposal to the House at the beginning of
our joint debate. In view of the amendments tabled
and the number of Mcmbers still down to speak, it is

clear that we will be going on for a further 35 to
40 minutes. However, the Rules of Procedure are
quite explicit on this point: a maximum of three hours
for a debate of this kind.

Even if we were to ask the various Members con-
cerned to forego the speaking time allocatcd to them,
we would still have to spend at lea$ 15 minurcs voting.

The sitdng is closed.

(The sitting'uas suspet&d at Lp.rr. and resumed at
3 p.m')r

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Presifunt

3. Deadline for tabling amendments

Prcsident. - I propose to the House that the dead-
lines for tabling draft amendments and proposed mod-
ificadons to the draft general budget of the Communi-
ties for 1985 be fixed as follows:

- for individual Memberc and parliamentary com-
mittees: at 12 noon on Thursday, 27 September
1984;

- for political groups: at 12 noon on Thursday,
4 October 1984;

- for compromise amendments only: at 12 noon on
Tuesday, 23 October 1984;

- for amendments rc the draft budget of Parlia-
ment: at 12 noon onThursday, 11 October 1984.

These deadlines could be extended if the Council does
not forward the draft budget on time.

Mr Prnnclh (NI). - (FR) Mr Presidenq I should
like rc say a few words on the announcement you have
just made. Vith regard to the deadline you propose
for the iabling of amendments and the date of 27 Sep-
rcmber for the draft general budget, can we know
exacdy when that latter document will be distriburcd?
\7ill we stick rc 27 September or will we move it back
in rhe event that the Council causes a delay? Vould it
not be better to fix the deadline for tabling amend-
men6 at a certain number of days after the budget has

been disributed? Otherwise, as has already occurred,
the deadline for tabling amendments could well have
passed before we get the text m look at!

President. - Mr Pannella, I can only confirm what I
have said just now. The deadlines I have indicated
could be put back if the Council should be late in for-
warding the draft budget.

Mr Paonella (NI). - (FR) Excuse me, Mr President,
but what does 'late in forwarding' mean in this case?

President. - It means that if the draft budget were
forwarded by the Council at a time such that these
deadlines could no longer be observed, the deadlines
would then be extended in the light of the date and
indeed the hour at urhich the document was for-
warded. However, I can neither predict whether we
are likely to have a delay nor, if we should have onc,
how long it is likely m be! Consequendy we cannot fix
other deadlines at this precise moment.

Mr Paonella (NI). - (FR) I am sorrlr for insisiing,
Mr President, but who will decide on the deadlines if,
say, v/e get the basic document on 27 September when
we are not sitting? In that case, no decision can be
taken until the next sitting. That is why I suggest the
deadline be fixed a number of days after the draft
budget has bcen disributed to Members. I think a
decision could reasonably be taken then.

President. - No, we cannot proceed along these lines,
because, depending on the lateness of the date at
which the draft budget might be received, we could
find ourselves forced to fix somewhat tighter dead-
lines. !7e are in the dark, you see. However, it is theI Mnrbersbip of committees: see Minutes.
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enlarged Bureau that will decide on the matter. It
meets on 27 September, while the Council meets on 17

and 18 September. The enlarged Bureau will know
therefore by 27 Seprcmber how matters stand. Be that
as it may, your wish to see the deadlines possibly
extended is quite reasonable and it will be taken into
account.

Mr Hume (S). - On a point of order, Mr President.
This morning this House discussed a large number of
issues which it considered rc be matters of exreme
urgency. Indeed, they were so urgent that the Hou.se
was not able to cast a vote or express its opinion on a

single one of them. Indeed, the issue in which I have a
panicular interest, the use of plastic bullets in Nonh-
crn Ireland, was not even reached.

Could you give me an indication of how we can avoid
what I believe to be an embarassing situation for the
reputation of this House where we raise matters of
great urgency and then do not arrange our business so

that we can cast a vote on them? Could you tell me
when I shall be able rc raise the issue in which I am
interested?

Mr Taylor (ED). - Mr President, the point raised by
the honourable Member for Nonhern Ireland, Mr
Hume, is relevant. The fact is surely that we are given
three hours for urgent motions. In fact, Madam Pdry,
who was in the Chair, did envisage Members debating,
and then votint on the matter of plastic bulles in
Nonhern lreland. It was a Member from the southern
pan of lreland, Mr Andrews, who, by objecting to her
ruling, required everyone m speak and therefore made
it impossible to have the vote.

(Cies of 'Rubbkb!'from certain quaners)

I think it should be put on the record that it was due rc
southern Irish initiatives that there was no discussion
and no debate on tle use of plastic bullets.

Prcsident. - Mr Taylor, this will certainly be men-
doned in the Minutes. However, by way of reply to
Mr Hume, I must say that the deadline for tabling
motions rc be dealt with by urgent procedure is fixed
for 3 p.m., as has already been pointed out. The
agenda was drawn up in accordance with this and we
cannot change it, I regret to say. A very large number
of requests for urgent procedure were tabled, 49 in all.
At a meeting of the political group chairmen, at which
I myself presided, an atrcmpt was made rc cut down
on this number, which in fact we did. However, the
number of motions kept on the list cras still extremely
large, and it proved impossible to deal with all the
matt€rs concerned in the dme at our disposal.

Furthermore, this morning the President chairing the
sitting warned the House that the debate on the
urgencies and the voting would have to finish at I p.m.

and that there could be no question of having an

extension. There is nothing more that I can do about
it. The issue with which Mr Hume is concerned -and it is undoubtedly an important one - will there-
fore be considered, but unfonunately it can no longer
be done during this pan-session.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). - Vhen these rules
on urgent procedure were first insroduced, it was

intended, and laid down accordingly, that a meeting
of the political group chairmen presided over by you,
Mr President, should decide on the priorities and list
sufficient urgency motions to fill the three hours. This
was quite obviously not done this time. Obviously
betcreen you all you managed to get far too many
urgencies on the list. I know it is a difficult ask, Mr
President, for the chairmen and yourself, but you
really must make an effort next time to reduce them to
either rwo or three, or at the maximum four, for the
urgency debate. Then we have a chance of actually
debating them properly and coming to conclusions.
That was the originel purpose and I do beg you to go
back to it.

President. - Sir James, you are perfectly right. How-
ever, I would point out that if there is a very large
number of requests for urgent procedure, it is because

they have been tabled by Members of this House,
using a right that it unquestionably theirs. Thus, there
can be no improvement in the situation unless mem-
bers impose a certain discipline on themselves.

Moreover, urgen[ procedure is not the only way in
which issues can be raised here. There is also the oral
question procedure. And I would urge the political
group chairmen and all Members to try to make the
best possible use of all the possibilities, other than
tabling requests for urgent procedure, that are offered
by our Rules of Procedure. I am well aware that there
is a general tendenry, and one which I perfectly well
undersand, to avail oneself of the urgency procedure.
However, experience shows that if it is over-used, the
final result will be exacdy the opposite of what one
had hoped to achieve. Urgent motions will run the risk
of not being considered at all, whereas in cenain cases

a different procedure, such as that of the oral ques-
tion, could give better results.

Mr An&ews (RDE). - Mr President, it seems to me
as a new Member here that a little misunderstanding
took place at the start of this debate. It no longer
seems to me extraordinary that, because of lack of
flexibility in the procedures for voting and discussing
these motions, the people of Europe simply do not
vote for this Parliament. It seems to me that there is a
very good reason why people have been switched off
this Parliament. People come into the House; they
make proposals; they develop their proposals; the dis-
cuss them amont their groups; they go to enormous
trouble, and at the end of that ure haven't even gwo
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minutes to discuss those proposals. At the very end of
it all we cannot even vote on them!

I feel that some measure of flexibiliry should be
inuoduced to allow us to votr on the proposals rhat
were worked on so hard by individuals, individuals
committed to social justice and freedom, as we are in
the condemnation of rhe use of plastic bullets in the
Six Counties of rhe occupied pan of my island.

(Applaase)

Mr Schvdba-Hoth (ARC). - (DE) On a point of
order: Mr President, we appreciate your use of peda-
gogical and didactic methods in an attempt ro enforce
a certain degree of self-discipline on Members. I
believe your intentions urere understood. However, I
would ask Parliament to consider whether we could
go into these matters during a night sitting. Night sit-
tings are usually scheduled for Thursdays but none has
been scheduled for this pan session. Given the mood
of the House, and the interest shown in the various
subjects raised under the heading of matters for urgent
debate, I feel that we should consider the possibiliry of
a night sitting. Your intention of imposing self-discip-
line has met with approval, but we should deal with
the topics that have been raised but not covered prop-
erly.

Prcsidcnt. - I am perfectly willing ro put to the
Bureau any practical proposal for a change in our
working procedures. It is quite true rhat in rhe last
Parliament there were frequent night sirtings. How-
ever, as far as this part-session is concerned, the
agenda has been adopted by the House. Consequently
I am not empowered to change it, especially by now
adding another agenda to the agenda already adopted,
which in any case is scheduled to be completed this
afternoon.

Mr Pennclla (NI). - (FR) Mr Presidenq it is for a
reminder of the Rules of Rules of Procedure - para-
graph +S1t and 4). Mr President, I ask for your pati-
encc and your attention.

You are quite right to say rhar, when this House vorcs
on an agenda, it ought ro pey attcnrion to what it is
doing and to what its President has prepared and that
it is pointless ro come complaining afterwards.

But we do not vote for an agenda if it is not a wise one
and it was not wise to give up the idea of working on
Friday and fail rc have a night sitring. It is as well for
every Member w realize that, in this case, complaints
are perhaps in order afterwards, but not before.

Paragraph 3 of Anicle 48 provides for topical and
urgent debates to last a ma:rimum bf rhree hours per
pan-session. There is norhing to say that these three
hours have to be consecutivc, which is why I referred

to your attentiveness and your ability to create situa-
tions that are favourable to this House.

This morning, we in fact debated for swo hours and
27 minutes, because at the beginning, at 10 o'clock, we
all had the debatc on the minutcs and other matters. I
do not mean to say that there was not a long debate on
matrcrs of procedure, but suro hours and 27 minutes is
not three hours. This is why, Mr Prcsident, I think we
are entitled to a funher half hour. I do not think we
can simply forget it.

But the problem is as follows. Paragraph 4 of
Article 48 says thaq as soon as the debatc is over, the
motion for a resolution is put ro rhe vorc. ![ell, Mr
President, we have finished a number of debates on a
number of urgent resolutions and we have adoptcd a
somewhat srange method whereby we leave the votes
to the end of the whole debate, nor after each urgenr
resolution. Mr President, according to the Rules of
Procedures - even if the Bureau seems ro have other
ideas that it is trying to get across at rhis very momenr

- we ought to have gone sraight to rhe vore on Chile
and the other urgent resolutions on which everything
is clear.

But since Anicle 57 of the Rules of Procedure allows
us to sutgest a change in the agcnda to the House -and I think the House would be grateful for this - I
would ask you to be so good as to propose that we
vote on the urgent things now, without debating, so
that this three-hour debate and rhis pan-session have
not been in vain - in spite of the fact thar Parliament
is responsible for having shown no critical spirit in vot-
ing a poor agenda presented by the President - and
so we can still say we worked properly.

Mr President, please, the Rules of Procedure enable
you to do this and I think the whole House would be
grateful if you allowed us ro vore now.

Prcsidcnt. - No, I am verry sony, Mr Pannella, but I
cannot do as you ask. You tell us that, according ro
the Rules of . Procedure, the votc must follow on
immediately on the debate. !7e have had a joint debatc
on a whole series of modons for resolutions consern-
ing human rights; this debate could not bc finished.
Consequently we are nor in the position where a
debate that has been closed must be followed by a
vote. I am sorry, bur that is the position.

Your idea would mean opening the floodgates now,
and I simply am nor prepared to do that. Ve are
launching the work of a newly eleced Parliament, and
I feel that ure musr all impose a cerrain discipline on
ourselves.

(Apphue)

If we allow our agendas to be trampled underfoot by a
thundering herd of requests for urgent procedure, we
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cannot get through our work in a serious manner and
we shall only confirm the impression - an impression
indeed that thc public already has of us - that we are

spreading our effons too widely for proper effective-
ness.

(Appktse)

Mr Elliott (S). - Mr President, on a point of order. I
also am a new Member and I would like m suppoft
those speakers who deplored the failure to vote on the
crucial issues which were on our agenda this morning.
I think it is nothing shon of ragic that this Parliament
has not been able to discuss and debate the vital issue

of human rights. In Britain a great number of the peo-
ple who voted us here regard this kind of issue as one
of the major reasons justifying the existence of this
Parliament. It is tragic that we cannot debate these
issues.

Earlier this week cerain people decided that we
should not have a session on Friday morning. It would
have been possible, had we met on Friday morning, to
have more time to discuss these issues. Ve did not
have the full three hours and I must say that, as a new
Member - I may be stepping out of line - I question
whether we really need to limit ourselves rc three
hours on issues of this degree of imponance.

Prcsidcnt. - I am sorry. I can well understand the
regre$ that have been voiced and I may add that I
myself share them. However, the conclusion that must
bc drawn is that at future pan-sessions we must make
a serious effon to limit the number of urgencies, so

that our debates can be held in accordance with the
Rules and within the period of time stipulated.

(Applause)

4. Votes

Prcsident. - The next ircm is the vote on the propo-
sals of the enlarged Bureau concerning the timetable
of part-sessions for 1985.

Since no amendments have been tabled, I declare this
timetable adopted.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). - Mr President, we
did not really have time to put any amendments down.
Thc calendar did not come around until this morning;
at lea$ it was not available rc me until this morning.
Therefore we did not have any time to put doxrn any
amcndments, such as holding the Septcmber and Janu-
ary sessions one week latcr. Vould you allow oral
amendments to be introduced or not?

Presidcnt. - No, not today. Later on we shall see if
any changes to thc dmetable have to be proposed
during the course of the year. fu of the moment, how-
ever, we cannot go tinkering around with the timeta-
ble. I think you will agree with that.

ooo

scRrvENER REFORT (DOC. 2475/84 -BUDGETARY SITUATION)

Mr Coq chainnan of the Committee on Brdgets. -(fR) Mr President, Mrs Scrivener will be speaking on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets to present our
proposals on the riequests that have been received.

Before that, I should like to say a few words to explain
why resolutions put before this House were with-
drawn after the budget debate on the part-session and
make a sarcment on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets.

I should like to thank Mr Langes and Mr Pasry for
withdrawing their Groups' modons for resolutions
after the long debatc by the Committee on Budgea. In
view of the present situation, it was imponant for Par-
liament rc be united following the proposals by the
Commiwee on Budgea, to say how things stood and

to be able to give a clear answer to the precise question
which Mr O'Keefe put on behalf of the presidency of
the Council of the European Communities.

Mr President, the spirit in which the Committee on
Budgets looked at Mr O'Keefe's declaration and Mr
Tugendhat's declaration and the whole of the budget
debate led it to wish, as far as it was concerned, to
bring the debate to an end. This will be its attitude
throughout the quarter, which will be difficult from a

budgetary point of view, as we know. I understand the
concern various people have shown over the calendar
for the budget. Belietre me when I say that this concern
is shared by the Committee on Budgets itself and that,
when the time comes, when it knows exactly how
things stand, it will make proposals to the presidency
so that every Member of this House and evcry Com-
mittee and every political Group can table amend-
ments and proposed modifications in good dme.

This general spirit, Mr President, is marked by three
concerns that I shall sum up in three words.

First, firmness, the firmness that the Committee on
Budges will be proposing throughout the quartcr in
the defence of Parliament's rights - but not just in
order rc assert the need for democradc conrol, even if
rhat in itself was enough rc jusdfy this position. Also
because we are convinced that, as things stand, it is

imponant to ensure that the Treaties are respeced,
because that is the only way of consolidating our
Communiry in the rials it is undergoit g - panicu-
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larly the problem of Community finances, which are
the expression of these difficulties.

The second word is responsibility. Ve are fully aware
of the seriousness of the situation. Ve do not intend to
go in for pointless and prejudicial harrassment of the
other institutions. Ve intend to contriburc to finding a
solution to the difficult problems facing us.

The third word is discernment, because we inrend to
separarc the wheat from the chaff - which leads us to
the problem of payment authorizations. Here, Mr
President, we feel that the resolution this House
adopted in July is explicit and still valid. Your Com-
mittee on Budgets has seen how the situation is devel-
oping and seen the prospects emerging now after the
various (but by no means completc) discussions of the
summer. It in no way wishes to hold things up. That is
something I should like to insist on. It intends propos-
ing that our Parliament conribute to finding a solu-
tion to the problem, within the framework of its parti-
cular responsibilities. \7e hope that the solution will
have become clear by our next sitting. Your Com-
mittee expects to be given a supplementary budget and
a funher request for a payment authorization, as we
have to have another such request before we can take
a decision and authorize the release of the payments
requested for the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic.

Mr President, I am confident that we can give a
favourable answer in October, during the nexr pan-
session, when we have received the supplementary
budget - which will of course nor affect rhe u/ay our
discussions on the content of this supplementary
budget go.

Mr Ducarmc (L). - (FR) Mr President, I wanted to
ask you whether, in future, whenever a debate is
closed and whenever lre are due to vote on amend-
ments, the committee chairmen could open a debarc,
because, if they can, the Members should, I think, be
rcld and the Groups could get organized to speak.

I do not quite understand the full impon of what the
Committee chairman said, but if this is ro become
regular Parliamentary practice in the fonhcoming
part-session, then the Groups have rc be told. Other-
wise, I think, there is no point in the Comminee chair-
men explaining their views every time.

Prcsident. - Mr Ducarme, Rule 56(4), second sub-
paragraph, lays down that rhe chairmen and rappor-
teurs of committees shall be alloved to speak.

In this particular instance, I think that the speech
made by the chairman of the Committee on Budgets
was an imponant one, because he explained the cir-
cumsmnces in which cenain motions for resolutions
were referred back m committee. I feel thar his state-
ment threw a great deal of light on the situarion.

In any case, it is customary - as well as being envis-
aged by the Rules of Proccdure - that the chairmcn
of the committces concerned are allowed to speak.

Mr von dcr Vring (S).- (DE) Perhaps I might point
out that the Committee on Budgets agreed to instruct
its chairman to give an explanation at this stage. He
was not expressing his personal opinion, but spoke on
behalf of the committee and on behalf of the large
majority of its members. This is the traditional mcthod
of proceeding - it is not that long since Mr Lange left
our ranks.

(Apphuse lron oaiors qrarters )

Commission proposal - First inde* of the preamble:
Amendments Nos 18 and 2

Mrs Scrivcner (L), rdnorteur. - (FR) To make
debadng easier, Mr President, I should like to explain
where I sand on all the amendments. I am in favour of
all the Committee on Budgets' amendments and
against all the others. It vill be easier now I have made
things clear from the stan. So I am against amendment
No 18.

After tbe adoption of tbe Commksion proposal

Mrs Scrivencr (Ll, rapporterr. - (FR) Vhen the time
comes - now or a bit later - I should like the Com-
mission to tell us what it thinhs about what Parliament
has voted. I know ig wants to say something about this.

Mr Tugendhag Vice-hesi.dett of tlte Commission. -This is a matter on which the Commission has already
made imponant amendments in response to Parlia-
ment's views. !7e haye amended our original proposal
from interest-bearing loans to non-interest-bearing
advances. Ve have incorporated a reference to Articlc
5, and we have agreed that rhe reference figure should
be indicative rather than mandatory. I should add that
the final amount will, of course, be fixed in the budget
and so by the budgetary authoriry, which means that
Parliament's powers will have to be fully respected. In
these circumstances, I explained in my closing remarks
in the debarc yesterday the reasons why the Commis-
sion has reservations about some of the amendments
envisaged in Mrs ScriveneCs resoludon. The Commis-
sion cannot, therefore, undenake to endorse all the
new amendments which have just been vorcd.

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) Mr President, I had
expected, in accordance with the decision by rhe Com-
mittee on Budgets, that this repon would be referred
back to comminee. I had understood that Mrs Scrive-
ner intended to do this. It surprises me that you are
now calling for the vote.
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Prcsidcnt. - Such a refcrral has not been proposed up
to nov.

Mr Denkcrt (S). - (FR) Mr President, I am some-
what surprised at what Mrs Scrivener has said. It does
not matter whcther thc Commirtec speals now or
later. But I am speaking after the Comminee on Budg-
ets, which wants the ra?porterr or the Chairman of the
Commime rc mention the provisions of Article 35(2).
There is no otler way.

Mr Cot (Sl, chaiman of tbe Committee on Badgets. -(FR) Mr President, bearing in mind Mr Tugendhat's
answers, I should like to ask for Anicle 38(2) rc be
applicd. I think the committce could look at these
questions very rapidly and put the Scrivener report to
the vote in the House in the light of them.

Prcsident. - Ve have therefore a request from the
chairman of the Committce on Budgets thar the repon
be referred back to committee.

(Parliame* agreed to thk reqrest)

Mr Cryer (S). - Under Rule 80 Members have the
right to give an explanation of vote. I indicated to an
official yesterday that I wished m be called to speak on
the Scrivencr repon and was told that before the final
vot€ you would call those people, and I understood
there were several, who wished to give a lVz-minute
explanation of vote.

Prcsidcat. - Mr Cryer, there can be no explanation
of vote because there is no vot€. The whole matter has
been referred back to committec.

(Appk*se)

Mr Pltt (S). - On a point of ordcr, Mr Presidenr,
forgive me if I am misundersanding you in your haste,
but I thought we had also tabled Amendments Nos 11,
12,13,14,15,16, and 17, which we have not voted
on. They have not been vithdrawn by the authors and
I am asking for an explanation, please.

Secondly, there has been no explanation as to why
Doc. 2-531/84, which is on our agenda, has been
withdrawn. Is it simply to avoid the embarrassment of
British Conservatives having to vote with Communists,
Fascists and Christian-Democrats on the maner of
Britain's rebarc?

President. - It is simply because, on a proposal from
the chairman of the Committee on Budgets, the
motion for a resolution has been referred back to
committee. As a result there is no need to vote on the

amendmenr rc this motion for a resolution, which has
gone back to the committce.

Mrs Casde (S). - Mr President, /ou irrc quite right.
The Scrivener report and therefore also the amend-
ments to it have been referred back to the committee.
However, the motion for a resolution by Mr Langes is

a quite separate one.

(Mixed reactions)

It is on the agenda. Is it in order, Mr President, for
cowards to withdraw motions for resolutions that have
been printed on the agenda just because they give
some of us the opportunity to demand an immediate
vote on Britain's right to have her rebate paid? Are we
to be the sacrificial lambs of the cowardice of the Bri-
tish Conservatives?

(hotestsfrom tbe igbt)

I demand, Mr President, the right to have the motion
for a resolution by Mr Langes, which is printed on
today's agenda, moved. Have we not got a rule of
Parliament which says that what is on the agenda shall
remain on the agenda until Parliament votes other-
wise?

Prcsidcnt. - Mrs Castle, I am always happy to hear
your remarls, charged as they are by such splendid
vigour, but I must point out to you rhat the Langes
motion for a resolution was withdrawn and that the
House was told of it this morning. Mr Langes will be
able to confirm that.

Iet us hear what Mr langes has to say, since the mat-
ter concerns him.

Mr Lengcs (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, I cannor
understand Mrs Casde's attitude, nor, in particular,
can I understand Mr Pitt, who is, after all, a member
of the Commitee on Budgets. The first item on rhe
agenda this morning vcry clearly stat€d that all my
amendments and thosc of the Gaullists had been with-
drawn. I find it very retrettable, Mrs Castle, that you
were not listening when t}te chairman of the Com-
mittee on Budgets quite clearly repeat€d, ar rhe
express wish of the Comminee, rhat all the motions
for resolutions on this subject had been withdrawn. In
my opinion this was a parliamentary correct and politi-
cally sensible action.

(Appkuse/ron the cenne andfrom the ight)

Mrs Casdc (S). - Mr President, it will be a sad day
for this Parliament when the majoriry view in rhe
Committee on Budgets dictates what is the decision of
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this sovereign Assembly. I am raising wo constitu-
tional points.

(hotesa{tom tbe Erropean Democtath G.rcry)

Firsdy, I raise the question as to whethcr it is permissi-
ble under our Rules for a verbal withdrawal to
supersede what is on the written agenda. That is a very
serious point.

Secondly, I urant to ask whether it is not possible, in
keeping with the procedure in a number of national
parliaments for another member of the committee to
take over an item which is on the agenda and there-
fore before Parliament when somebody else tries
through cowardicc to withdraw it.

(hotestsfrom tbe Erropean Demoaatic Gro*p)

Presidcnt. - You were perfecdy entitled rc raise this
question, but a reply has been given. The situation
seems to me rc be pcrfccdy clear and we can now con-
tinue.

Mr Cryer (S). - On a point of order, Mr President,
may I raise this question of the UK rebatc? The matter
has now been referred to the Committee on Budgets,
but surely the Unitcd Kingdom rebate is not going to
linger in the Commince on Budgets. Last July at the
first meeting of this Assembly there was a clear under-
standing that the UK rebate - and this Assembly was
taking on very dubious powers - would be deferred
only until September. Now, by means of subterfuge,
Parliament is trying to keep this rebate for purposes of
attempdng to dictate to the United Kingdom Govern-
ment. I think that is most unfair and unconstitutional
and I would be glad of some clarification. Vhen the
Scrivener motion for a resolution vas referred back to
the Committce on Budgets, there was absolutely no
reference wharoever to the United Kingdom rebarc.
However, in my view and in the view of many Mem-
bers hcre, during the debatc in July the question of the
United Kingdom rebate was endrely sepzuate and dis-
tinct, and so it should remain.

(Lod pronstsfrom tbe Erropean Democtatic Group)

Presidcnc - Please forgive me, Mr Crycr, but I can-
not allow a debate to be launched on this matter. The
statcment made by the chairman of the Committee on
Budgets is extremely clear. He mentioned the problem
with which you are quite rightly concerned. Conse-
quendy, at the point that we have now reached in our
proceedings, there can be no question of going back
over this substantive issue, 'extremely imponant
though it is.

Mr l(cpsch (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, perhaps
you could ask the leaderc of the Socialist Group to

explain our Rules of Proccdure to the ncw mcmbers

from the Labour Party onc aftcrnoon. Ve are tired of
the constant explanations of thc Rules of Procedurc
that appear to be necessary to counrcr their assenions
as rc how mafiers are handled in the British House of
Commons. Vc handle maners as laid down in our
Rules of Procedure. Please let us dispense with thesc

endless debates on the Rules of Procedure.

(Apphrsefron tbe centn andfron tlte ight)

**o

Amcndmcnt No 1 seeking to rcplace four motions for
resolutionsr on ttc coleryGmcnt of thc Community to
inclu& Spain aod Portugal

Exphnations ofvote

Mr Iftpsch (PPE). - (DE) On behalf of my group I
would like to give a brief explanation of votc. !7e hre
glad thc version of the motion for a resolution that we
supported has been adopted.'\fe attach imponancc to
three points: firsdy, Parliament must express iu wish
that all outstanding maners be dealt with speedily.
Unfonunately, we have the impression that the Coun-
cil and the authorities involved are taking their time as

far as certain areas are conccrned and that there arc
still a large number of points needing clarification.

Secondly, all major queries must be settled before
accession and not, as has often been the case, be left
open, thereby creating numerous difficulties for the
Communiry.

Thirdly, Parliament intends rc do all in its power to
ensure that the negotiations proceed rapidly. How-
ever, in thc intcrcsts both of the people of the Com-
muniry and of the peoples of the applicant counries,
the negotiadons must result in clear decisions. '$7e arc
pleased that the motion for a resolution has been
adopted in its present form.

Mr PraS (ED). - Ve have heard a great deal in yes-
terday's debatc about'the difficuldcs involved in the
negotiations. Vhat on eanh did the Commission and
the Council expect? It was not as if they had never had
accession negotiations before. Perhaps we should fol-
low thc biblical rule of jubilee and after seven years
give the negotiators their freedom and get new ones.

My group insists panicularly on four points. The fust
is the opening up of the Spanish market. That has got
to happen. There are many pans of the Communiq/s
industry suffering heavy competition and, indeed,

1 Docs 2-528 I E1, 2-529 / E1, 2-539 / t1 and 2-540 / 84.
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damage from multinational companies operating from
Spain against very low ariff barrierc in rhe Com-
muniry and in industries where Spanish tariff barriers
are very high. The Spanish market musr be opened up,
wen though we understand the problems of many
small rc medium-sized firms in Spain. Secondln in the
agricultural sector we must have production, restraint
for vine and for olive oil, preferably through guaran-
tee thresholds. That we want before rhe accession of
Spain and Ponugal is complcted. Otherwise there is
cenain to be chaos and uncertainty aftcrwards. There
cannot be any quesdon of beginning another unlim-
ited, open-ended commitment to subsidize however
much of these products farmers care to produce.

Thirdly, we cannot allow our fishing fleets to be dam-
aged funher. That is a simple requirement.

Founhly, we want this Parliament to be consulted in
the way described in the compromise motions. Spain
and Ponugal are essendal parts of 'lTestern Europe,
geographically, hisrcrically and culturally. The full
cooperation of both Spain and Ponugal is an essential
part of our Vestern European security. Let us not for-
get that our Treaties are open rc all rhe countries of
Europe, and that is a solemn commitment. It is high
dme that that commitment vas applied to Spain and
Ponugal. The date of I January 1986 must be kept.
That is why my group is wholeheanedly in favour of
the balanced and sensible compromise motion. That is
why we shall vote for it.

Mn Piermont (ARC). - (DE) The compromise
amendment has nothing m do with the motion for a

resolusion I tabled on behalf of the Federation of the
Green-Altcrnative European Link. I therefore call for
a separarc vot€ to be takcn on this motion for a resolu-
tion, which'points out that Spanish and Ponugese
membership of the Communiry is a separat€ issue from
their memberchip of Nato.

Presi&nt. - S7e shall take notc of that.

Mr Costc-Florct (RDE). - (FR) On behalf of my
friends in the Group of the European Democratic Alli-
ance, I should like to say why we have been unable to
rally to the compromise text the Socialist Group, the
Group of thc European People's Party and the Euro-
pean Democratic Group have just presented and why
we are sticking to our resolution.

Ladies and gentlemen, everyone here is convinced of
the need to expand the European Communiry of
democracies to include the whole of the map of
Europe and, now that Spain and Portugal have thrown
out their rctalitarian dictatorships and, happily,
become democracies, there is no political obstacle rc
their accession.

I should add that their accession would make for a
good balance between nonhern and Mediterranean

countries within the Community and it is therefore
politically desirable.

However, if we leave principles and look at reality,
there are serious obstacles, because, if we are not to
compromise the achievements of the Community -and it is imponant o safeguard them - there are
essential points to setde and, as the Commission itself
admits, we still have not senled them. Everphing -wine and oil quoas, tariffs for manufacures, fishing
in Community waters and migrant workers from Spain

- is sdll rc be setded and Spain has to make a consi-
derable effort to solve these problems.

'!7ho 
does not see or feel or know that the Communiry

is facing an important financial issue of its own, since
the Commission has said that the effect of Spain join-
ing would be very considerable. Can we, with Com-
muniry resources as they are, let Spain and Portugal
in? That is the question.

There are three possible solutions for these difficulties.
Ve could let Spain and Ponugal in and solve the
problems afterwards. That is out of the question
because it would upset the running of the Comniunity
and compromise its achievements. Ve could, as the
Commission says, hope the problems will be solved
before and not afterwards and set a precise date for
accession. Ve cannot have this. Ve think t}rat acces-
sion is not something that is tied and linked to a spe-
cific datc. It must be tied to obtaining concrerc results.

( App kus e from o aious benche s )

Mr dOrmcsson (DR), - 
(FR) Is there any need to

reiterate the Group of the European Right's interest in
enlargement of the Communiry to include Spain and
Ponugal? It is our ardent hope that these two peoples,
with their wealth of hisory and their religion, culture
and language that have tone a long way to shaping the
civilizations of the new and old worlds, will become
full members of our Community.

But it is imponant, first, to have the means of extend-
ing our house and we have neither the money nor the
rcols to do so.

Yesterday, I had the honour of reminding you of the
three vital conditions for enlargement - setding the
Member Sates' contributions once and for all, pro-
ducing regulations to preserlve the Medircrranean pro-
ductions of these States and the means of seeing they
are adhered to and increasing the Communiq/s own
resources in proponion to enlargement.

These conditions have not been fulfilled, far from it,
and so the Group of the European Right will be vodng
against the so-called compromise text. The difficult
situation surrounding the negotiations can no longer
rclerate hesitation or subterfuge or lies. !7hat it needs
is the bold, vital decisions urhich are the only way to
make enlargement a success.
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Mr Sutra (S). - (FR) Honourable Members, we
note the salutary evolution of our Parliament with
pleasure and some pride.

Paragraphs 2 end3 of the proposed synthesis from the
rwo main Groups in this Parliament represent a posi-
tion which the French Socialists defended all by them-
selves during prcvious debatcs and which are now
mentioned in the first recital - that political solidar-
ity, however strong it may be, cannot wipe out the
practical problems and that negotiations are called for.

Two years ago, in this House, my colleague Mrs P6ry
was called a hypocrite - not into the microphone -by someone, a French-spcaker, on the right, for hav-
ing dared say that we vere both in favour of enlarge-
ment but would not atree to it without these points
being negotiated.

How pleased I was yesterday to hear Mrc Veil, who
needed only a few words to rid the policy to which my
reports and my name are attached, of everything that
has been said against this policy over the past seven
years. That proves that the French can unite, because
Mrs Veil was speaking over thc strong applause from
the Gaullist Group. Uniting - and I am proud of this

- mcans nothing more than taking the socialists' pro-
posals.

I shall summarize this position in one word. General
de Gaulle said no rc Great Britain and Mr Pompidou
said yes. They were both wrong. De Gaulle was wrong
because he weakened Europe and prevented a great
democracy from taking its place and sitting, with its
problems, in this House and Pompidou was vrong
because he sunk us in 14 years of permanent reneto-
tiadon which we hope Fontainebleau will have
brought to an end.

However, things are still not setded. So we need to
ncgotiarc now, so as to avoid having to negotiate
aftern'ards.

These negodadons must be the occasion to finish with
the 14 year-old wine war between France and Italy.
And we must not replace this war of the poor with
another war of the poor from the Bay of Biscay or the
Basque fishermen.

'We cannot agree to Spain and Ponugal joining the
Community, even if olive oil and fats stay outside
Community jurisdiction for 10 or 15 years, in accord-
ance with what I have no hesitation in calling the
shameful proposal the Commission has dared to pre-
sent.

Ve shall vote for this text, but please realize that we
are pafticularly keen on paragraphs 2 and 3, which
reflect points of view we have always defended, often
all by ourselves.

Mr Marsh.ll (ED). - I wish to refer to the impacr of
Spanish accession on the relationship of rhe Com-

muniry with our traditional Meditcrranean suppliers,
such as Morocco, Tunisia and Israel. Some Members
may forget the imponance to these countries of their
trade with Europe. But we must remember that some-
where between 30 and 600/o of their agricultural
exPorts come t( the communiry.

'We must also remember that those countries ate ter-
ribly important for Communiry trade. 12.30/o of the
Communit/s exports go to those traditional Meditcr-
ranean supplien. !7e send five times as much goods
and services to those counries as we send to Japan.
There is a huge trade dcficit in our favour between
ourselves and those traditional suppliers.

So, apan from self-interest, there is also a moral argu-
ment that it is wrong for the Community to ignore the
impact of its policies on people much less well off than
ourselves.

I should also like to refer to a political problem, which
is that Spain does not recognize the Stare of Israel. If
Spain joins the Communiry, it will eventually take over
the Presidency of the Council of Ministers and it is
quite wrong to have a Council Presidency that does
not have any diplomatic representation in Jerusalem or
the Sarc of Israel. Spain is now a democrary and
should recognize the only true democracy in the Mid-
dle East.

Mr Pranchtrc (COM). - (FR) In spite of the fact
that the Brussels, Madrid and Lisbon round of nego-
tiations has speeded up, y/e are forced to admit that
they are stagnating. Declarations of principle are no
longer the order of the day. The real issues have to be
put on table and each of these issues brings out fresh
contradictions, particularly in agriculture and fisheries
where competition is getting fiercer.

I understand Mr Natali not thinking it was the right
moment rc go into details. He would still be there.
These difficuldes arc the expression of the awareness
of our populations on both sides of the Pyrenees of the
dangers of enlargemenl The french right is forced to
take this into consideration and set up a camouflage
opcration while remaining in favour of the basic ideas
and as a question of principle, as it said in its speeches.
These EPP Members even Bo so far as to ask for a fair
distribution of sacrifices in the resolution they, and
others, signed. The wine-growers, the farmers, the
fruit and vegetable producers and the fishermen will
appreciate . . .

The debate strengthens our idea that enlargement is
not something inelucable that we need no longer dis-
cuss. The die is not yet casq panicularly since, even
after the negotiadons are over, our national parlia-
ments still have to ratify. Ve continue to think that
another solution is possible if we implement a policy of
cooperation with the applicant countries. It can be
done vithout waiting any longer and that, as we see it,
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is the best way of promoting economic and social pro-
gress and strengthening democrary. The compromise
resolution akes the opposite tack and aims to speed
up the process of accession and that is why we shall be
voting against it.

Sir Peter Vanncck (ED). - I just want to make rwo
shon points.

Ve have had too much linkage berween Spain and
Ponugal in these debates. It must be remembered that
Ponugal applied to join beforg Spain. Therefore there
is, in my view, no reason why Ponugal should not join
before Spain. My colleague, Peter Beazley, made this
point yesrcrday, and I think it is extremely imponant
that we should be quitc clear about the fact that if
there is any delay in Spain's joining, that delay need
not be Eansferred to the accession of Ponugal as well.
Afur all, Ponugal has been Britain's oldest ally and is
noted for its fidelity to the European ideal. Ponugal is
not the same as Spain: it has a different language and
different ideals. It applied before Spain thought of it.

I would further say - and Members will know that I
usually take an interest in the securiry aspects of these
affairs - that Portugal is a loyal member of NATO
and has imponant bases in Madeira and the Azores
which are valuable rc the wesrcrn European powers. If
Ponugal joins us - as I hope it will, regardless of
Spain; indeed I think it will draw Spain in - then I
think we have the possibiliry and even the probabiliry
of Ponugal joining the Vestern European Union, tak-
ing an interest in the independent European produc-
tion group and lending its military strength to our
endeavourc to correlate our reacdons to threats from
the East.

Mr Teylor (ED). - The accession of Portugal and
Spain to the European Communiry raises problems,
panicularly the accession of Spain. There is litde diffi-
culry in accepting the application of Ponugal. For us

in the United Kingdom, howwer, there are clearly
major problems ahead insofar as the application of
Spain is concerned. I am disappointed that, with the
honourable exception of the Socialist Member from
Great Britain, Mr Lomas, no mention has been made
of the panicular problems of a present member of the
EEC, namely Gibraltar.

Gibraltar is by international treary linked with Great
Britain and outside Spain. It is by constitutional law
separatcd from Spain and, most important of all, by
self-determination the people of Gibraltar have
decided to remain within the British family, I am
disappointed that rhis major issue has not been raised
in this debate. I agree with Mr d'Ormesson that many
of the real issues that face us when we consider the
application of Spain have been avoided by platitudes
on both sides of the House during this debatc. Insofar
as Gibraltar is concerned, before I can atree rc sup-

port the application of Spain, we must see both vehicu-
lar and pedestrian freedom of movement between an
existing member of the EEC, Gibraltar, and Spain.
Secondly, we must see the application of the daily
allowances that apply besween all other EEC coun-
tries.

Mr President, it may not have been an issue for Mem-
bers of this House as yet, but cenainly back in the
United Kingdom the British people want to see the
interests of Gibraltar preserved when Spain joins the
European Economic Communiry. Only one month
ago the United Kingdom Prime Minister said that
Britain will veto the application of Spain unless free-
dom of movement is guaranteed and barriers against
the territory of Gibraltar are lifted. In that satement
she has the suppon both of the United Kingdom Par-
liament and of the British people. In those circum-
stances, until this issue is resolved I will abstain on this
vote.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)

oo*

Motions for resolutions - Enlargcment of the Com-
Eunity to include Spain and Portugal

- Piermont (Doc. 2-530/83): rejected

- E*inS (Doc. 2-533/t4): rejccted

- dc la Maltne (Doc. 2-534184: rejectcd

- d'Ormcsson (Doc. 2-S3l/Salzrejectcd

noo

Prcsident. - Parliament is now asked to vote on the
proposals from the Commission m the Council
(Doc.l-361/84 - COM(84) 368 final) on

L a proposal for a Directive amending Directives
7 2/ 159 /EEC, 72/ 160 lEEC and 7 2/ 151 /EEC on
agricultural structures ;

III. a proposal for a Decision amending Decision 76/
402/EEC on the level of the interest rate subsidy,
provided for by Directive 72/159/EEC on the
modernization of farms, to be applied in italy;

III. a proposal for a Decision amending Decision 81/
598/EEC on the modernization of farms, prov-
ided for by Directive 72/159/EEC on the moder-
nization of farms, to be applied in Ireland;

fV. a proposal for a Decision amending Decision 82l
438/EEC authorizing cenain member States rc
raise the level of the interest rate subsidies prov-
ided for by Directive 72/159/EEC on the moder-
nization of farms.
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I would remind the House ohat this item was down to
be dedt with by urBent procedure and that Parliament
is bcing askcd to vorc on the Commission's document.

Mr Rich.r4 Member of tbe Commhsion. - Mr Presi-
dent, I wish merely to inform Parliament thar there are
four amendments down which are precisely to rhe
same effect. The Commission is not in a position to
accept these amendments, and if you would allow me
30 seconds I shall tell Parliament why.

Ttre purpose of the proposal was to ensure that exist-
ing agriculural structure policy measures can continue
to apply without intcmrption pending the adoption by
thc Council of the Commission's new policy proposals.
It envisages a rollover of the existing directives at
31 October. The amendmenr drat are being submitrcd
to Parliament would in fact ertcnd that dme limir from
3l October to 31 December.

The Council, at its meeting of 18 June, has already
given its informal atreement to the rollover at
3l Octobcr. The Council vill be resuming its discus-
sion of tle new policy proposals at its meeting on 17 /
18 Scptcmber. \fhile agreement is sdll required, it is
hoped that final decisions will be taken by 31 October.
In those circumstanccs, Mr President, it would nor
seem sensible to the Commission that the rollover
should be extended to the end of December.

(Parlbment approoed tbe Commission proposak)

no*

Proposd from thc Commission to the Council (Doc.
244, I t4 - COM(84) 37 5 finn:ll on e reguletion on tf,e
conclusion of the Agreement in ttc form of an
cxchengc oflcttcn betrcco thc EEG on the one hand
end thc Government of Dcomarkand the Home
Govcrnment of the Faroc IsLnds e1 gf,s sif,ci hmd
cetablirhing mcasurcs for salmon ffshing in thc North
AtlanSc: approved

Proposd from thc Commission to tte Council (Doc.
2445/t4 - COM(84) 390 ftnJ) for e rcsolution on
ttc conclusion of an Agrcement bct*ccn thc
Governmcnt of thc United Satcs of Amcrica end the
Europcan Economic Community conccrning fisheries
off the coasts of ttrc Unitcd Stetcs: apprcved

*oo

Demc Shelagh Robcrts (ED). - Mr President, I
noted earlier this afternoon that you did not put to the
vote the Bureau's proposal for the 1985 calendar of
plenary sittings. May I seek your advice as to when
you intend to give the House the opponunity of vot-
ing on that proposal and, sincc rhe original deadline

has nou. passed, will the Bureau propose a revised
deadline for the tabling of amendmenc?

Presi&nt - This proposal cras put to the House. In
fact, it elicitcd some comment from the Member who
is, I think, your neighbour, Sir James Scott-Hopkins. I
did point out that I could not aosept any proposals for
changes in the agenda made in this informal way while
the House was sitting but that ir might be possible to
contcmplatc such changes in the course of the year.

Dame Shclagh Robcrts (ED). - Mr President, with
great rcspecq I do recall that exchange, but you did
not put the proposal to the House to vot€ on, and the
agenda states that the House should vote on the
Bureau's proposal. The House did not vote on it.

President. - Oh yes indeed, there was 1 vote. After
all, all vorcs do not have to be taken by a show of
hands or by electronic vote. Vhenever I find that there
are no objections tr, a particular proposal, I deem that
proposal to have been adopted, as was the case in rhis
instance.

Mr Sherlock (ED). - Mr Prcsident, my point of
order is an enquiry as rc whether copies of the Rules
of Procedure of this House have been fully circulated.

Ve have had today examples of such woeful ignor-
ance, not only of the Rules but also of the consequ-
ences of their not being observed, that it is quitc evi-
dent that of the neur Members here rhere are several
whose colleagues prefer - as we might also - nor ro
talk to them. Only this can explain their woeful ignor-
ance. Have they, in fact, been issued with copies of the
Rules?

Prcsident - Copies of the Rules have been sent to all
the Members of this House. In fact, to be more pre-
cise, they have been sent to all Membcrs at their home
addresses. Can it be possible that some copies have not
arrived? Vell, I suppose that is possible. In any case, I
would inform all Members that copies of the Rules -in all the official languages, of course - may be had
at any dme at Distribution, which is quite near here on
our floor.

5. Adjounment of tbe session

President. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.l

(Tlte sitting uas closed at 4.30 p.n.)

I Seaing ry of a Committee of Inqt ity - fuchrations
,a*ercd in rcgbter (Rile 49) - Folardiig of resolytions
dopud duing tln siting - Dates of next pai-session: sec
Minutcs.
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